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Introduction - The purpose of the Highway Safety contract was to
disseminate aerospace related science and technology
to highway safety and highway transportation programs. During this
reporting period the demands for information from CAST varied. Copies
of lists of acquisition numbers and furnished abstracts are included
in this report ....
• , $
Work with American Academy of Transportation - The major effort was to
be applied toward
,aiding the American Academy of Transportation (AAT), located in Ann
Arbor, Michigan, in a research program to optimize existing mass
transportation systems. The AAT sought the use of the John Lodge Free-
way in Detroit for their experiment. However, the Texas Transportation
Institute from Texas A & M was granted exclusive experimental use of
the freeway. AAT then secured the use of the Grand Rapids freeway
system for their work.
An introductory meeting was held in Ann Arbor on June 26, 1967.
Attending from CAST were Professor Robert Jones, Director, and Elizabeth
Monroe, Assistant to the Director.
The School of Medicine at Wayne State University was the site of a
meeting between Midwest Research Institute, AAT, the School of Medicine,
and CAST. The highway safety research program at the medical school,
directed by Dr. Elisha Gurdjian, is concerned with head and body
injuries. The meeting discussed the participation of each organization
in the programt
•_ '_V _ • _!....
Work with Det=it'a Depa_tmemt of Streets an_ TN_ffic - CAST staff
members also
visited Stanley Gross of Detroit's Department of Streets and Traffic,
and Herbert Cralne, Equipment Research Engineer, of the National
Proving Ground for Freeway Surveillance Control and Electronic Traffic
Aids, Detroit. Mr. Gross is not doing any active research at the
present time. Mr. Craine was impressed with CAST, but present budgetary
limitations may make it difficult to utilize CAST in the near future
should the need arise.
Work with Biomechanics Laboratory at Wayne State University - CAST
provided
search services for Mr. Jan Hirsch, Research Assistant, of the Bio-
mechanics Laboratory at Wayne. He requested data on accidental and
experimental whiplash, protective helmets, and body restraint systems.
His interest areas also include head and knee injuries, windshields,
steering wheels and columns, and driver and front seat passenger impacts
on the instrument panel. Data on animals, cadavers, and dummies were
relevant. He is presently working on determining the effective impact
velocity from vehicular information.
In response to his request, two searches were run under the titles Bio-
mechanics and Occupant Restraint Systems. Eighty-one abstracts were
forwarded to Mr. Hirsch after screening. Twenty-two hard copy were
ordered. These articles were incorporated in the reference library at
i/ i ¸ :¸i¸ _i_iii:i_! ....._::,_• •i_ :-_!_;_._•'•!?i__::•::;1%. _! . , :i
/
the Biomechanics Laboratory. A copy is attached. Thus, they were
not ordered to aid in solving a particular research problem, but to
provide reference data for the activities of the laboratory.
Dr. James Paulson, Chairman of Civil Engineering, Dr. William Taylor,
Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, and Elizabeth Monroe _- •
attended a demonstration of AAT's test vehicle in Grand Rapids.
Dr. Taylor served as the liaison between CAST and AAT.
The topics enumerated in the Highway Safety contract were concerned
with the interactions between the operator, the vehicle, and traffic.
Hence CAST provided AAT with searches under the titles: Driving Task
Performance, Fatigue and Biological Environment, Information Processing
and Extraction, Information Acquisition, Stress and Performance, •Eye
Movement and Perceptual Saturation, and Decision Making. The searches
were screened by CAST and a total of 298 abstracts were considered to
be applicable. A copy of each article is attached. These abstractions
were submitted to Dr. Taylor for his review. No hard cop_ were
ordered. Herbert Norder, President of AAT, had decided to postpone
his research on the areas covered by the searnhes until an indefinite
later date.
Highway Safety and Transportation Digest - A project to create an
experimental Highway Safety
and Transportation Engineering Digest was undertaken by CAST. The
digest presented a monthly listing of articles from the open
literature, each entry being accompanied by a one or two sentence
comment, plus selecte_'_abstraets from STAR an_:IAA, August_!l%57.,i _as
selected as a sample month. A preliminary draft was completed in
January and then underwent further study by Dr. Arthur Even, Assistant
Director. After further analysis of its potential market,_ the di_est.
was deemed to be financially unfeasible.
Work with Detroit Police Department - During the closing stages of the
contract, Thomas Bercal of CAST
worked with a study group interested in developing specifications for
improved designs of current police vehicles, and, ultimately, to
propose designs for future specially designed vehicles, i.e., not a
modification of a civilian vehicle.
Their approach to the problem is along the lines of human engineering
and system analysis. The study group requested information that would
materially assist them in obtaining answers to such questions as:
i. What is the optlmum mix of visual and auditory signals?
2. What is the upper limit of information the patrol is able
to reliably receive and assimilate?
3. What is an optimal display panel?
4. How is information assimilation and decision making affected
by stress conditions?
5. What are the design parameters for providing maximum comfort
for the patrol officers?
By analyzing data relevant to these questions, new designs can be
devised for incorporation in the police vehicle that will enhance
operator performance. Since the police officer is considered to be
a safe and efficient driver, the effectiveness of these designs can
be studied and extrapolations madeto the average driver. Selected
features of these improvements can then be implemented in the design
of a safer civilian vehicle.
It should be noted that several of these questions pertain directly
to the searches run for AAT. Mr. Bercal's review of these searches
resulted in the order of twenty-nine hard copy.
The police vehicle project is unique in that it has never before been
studied in depth. Any recormnendations and findings put forth by the
study group will have great potential for stimulating further research
In this area. NASA-based technology will play an integral part in
such research by providing detailed engineering data on apparatus
suggested for implementation in the vehicle. These may include a
small computer, telemetry devices, visual displays, etc. Much of the
groundwork has already been laid in these areas, with NASA technology
generating more sophisticated models of these units.
Summary - The application of NASA literature to highway safety and
transportation engineering was found to be feasible. NASA
generates considerable data in biomechanics, restraint systems,
psychology, human engineering, human transfer functions, probability,
queueing theory, etc. They also provide engineering data on mechanical
and electronic equipment that can be utilized in monitoring operator
or vehicular motions.
Specific use of NASA literature can be found in the Biomechanics
Laboratory where Mr. Hirsh utilized NASA data as a guide in his
experimentation.
Mr. Craine of the National Proving Ground is in a position to utilize
more sophisticated monitoring equipment in his work as well as
theoretical data on probability, queueing theory, etc.
The Wayne State University group studying police vehicles will make use
of the human engineering ideas presented by NASA research and may
suggest the implementation of NASA hardware designs in future vehicles.
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._i;_ ;L;-FF-C,T oF A PAI_.TICULAR ,STRESS ON ONE MAN'S
PERFORMANCE OF VARIOUS TRACKING TASKS Interim
Report
Hamilton Mowbray. Lewis Durr (Applied Physics Lab). Eliza-
beth De So(to, and Norman K Walker Sop 37 p refs
(Contract DA-49-193-MD-2369)
(AD-428112) OTS: S360
The present report investigates the effect for an accelera-
tion control(racking task over a wide range of control st=fi-
nesses {8.3 to 9150 mils/see 21 and control lag (00 to 1.255
see). The resu{ts indicate, as a work=ng hypothesis: (1) that
the percentage increase in error due to control lag, and due
to auditory shadowing ig independent of control s:=ffne.==.
(2) that the effect of auditory shadowing is small (40% to
50% increase in error) with no lag. but very great lover 200%
increase in error) if the lag is 0.3 sac or more; {3) that under
conditions where severe degradation of the tracking task
occurs: the accursCy of the auditory shadowing is else :_/i-
OusIV degraded. Autthor
72
,4._.60G8 ;.assachusetts U..A rnherSt
)RMATION PROCESSING uNDER TASK STRESS ..... " -
Warren H. Te_chner Bedford. IVlass-. Decision Sci. Lab.. Nov.
1563 61 p refs
(ContraCt AF 19i528)'2901
(ESD-TDR-63-657; AD-430412_ .
Tins ;s the fma_ report of studies of human information
processing related to variables present in high-speed systems
operatiOnS. Earlier reported data pertinent to the effeCtS of
informational input rates and related factors are reviewed. The
re;art then presents experiments concerned with two other
aspects of the probtem: [1) the interaction of short- and long-
term memories in human data handling; and (2) the effects of
presented information rates on "'subi active information." i.e..
the.am0un= of information in the operator's esti_T_at_ ofAuthorwhat, -,?y
li_'presented by the display. "'; ..... ' ....
FT
q
-_ :..... v _: ." :t 2
N64-21298 Joint Publicet=ons Research Service. Washing-
ton, D C.
STRESS AND FATIGUE UNDER COND|TIONS OF, ISO-
LAT|ON FROM EXTERNAL STIMULI
F.D. Gerber. V, I. Myasn!kov, and V, I. Yasdovskiy 5Jun 1964
12 p refs Transl• into ENGLISH from Zh, Vysshei Nervnoi
Deyatel'nosti (Moscow), v. 13. no. 4. 1963 p 585-592
(JPRS-24961; 0T5-64-31422) 0T5:$0.50
Experiments were conducted in which a man was confined
to a small, especially equipped chamber for 10 to 15 days.
Various sequences of tests to determine causes and degree of
stress and fatigue were administered. These investigations
showed that extreme restriction of general afferentation exer-
cises a substantia_ influence on the sublects. The neuropsycho-
• l°gical functional shifts were dissimilar at different stages of
' the experiment, Complex recording of psychological and physio-
logical indicators enables determination of qualitative peculi-
arities of these shifts and. in particular, determination and d=f-
reran(in(ion of states of stress and fatigue. Monotony of the
--,,vironment. lack of external impressions, and solitude emerged
as factors of independent significance as conditions and causes
of development of stress and fatigue. This indicates not only
the necessity but also the possibility of preventing these states.
on the basis of rational stimulation for the optimal interaction
of afferent systems. D.E.W.
A65-_1579
MIlan STRI-SS AND PI',GBI EM- SOLVING.
W_IbetI S. l_,ay {I_ethany Coll., W. Vs.).
American Journal of P_'_cholo'tty, vol. 78, .Ibn, I 9_ S, p. 227- _ 34. _4 re_.
"¢b-nt_-c_ c 3T'_F(G0 i-
Three experiments axe described. One wss s tepe_W, on of a previously
zeported expedm£nt In which a personal condi,lon interfered with ptoblem
solVing as compared w_th an Impefson_] condlt|on. The repHcalion failed to
find a dlfference between the condltlons. [n o_her expe_menI & set (or
=peed Inhlbited problem solving, as dld frus/_'a_on In the Ihlrd. It wa_ tug-
ge_ted that, above a mlnlmal level neeess&fy to produce work aI the problem,
_ufIher Increase of drive, level would produce Incteasin£ mhlblUon o( ptoblemo
$ol_ng, lhe elfecI being _te._ler with complex problems. Our experiments
con_dict the fLIs_ half o[ &ha lnve.ned- bow.shaped _el_a:_on between mo¢_'_o
lion tad problem- solvi,_$ which has b_o _ul_ed b_' prc, vi_u# g_fl_T_,
A_S-01753
F'L'RT'_R DATA ON A STRESS SYNDROME RELATED TO ACI_EV_Iv_NT
MOTIVA'I'IC, N: RELATIONS }_ PS WITH AGE AND BASAL 5ERL.M CHOLES-
TF.ROL LEVEL.
J. ',_,'a_en Thiesen, Kenneth D. Brown, RonLdd H. For_u_, Sila_ M. Evans;,
Gen_e M. Wii:iams, and Jerome Ta_'Ior (Veterans Admln. Hosp., I)owney, Ill.)
Pc:ce._tual a,_4 Motor Ski!Is_ vol, 20, .run. 1985, P_u_ 2, p. 1277-I 292,
_, 3 tefs.
Veterans Admln. suppomed research.
A czoss-va/idadon of a s{andazd method of measuring sr.zivlng.lnduced
s_ess tt desc_bed. The sen_i_ivIW o_ the prevlous]y tape/ted $I_'e$$ measure_
based on hea.."I-rare elevation, &t verified. The ptocedu/e is demonsi.tably ap-
p:tcable to mo_e va.ried populations than those used in the Original slandazdi*
I._._Ion. While a tendency tow_'d hi_her over-all hea_ rates with increased a_e
war observed, the princip_/ specific finding was a po_'illve association of b_s_d
_e_"l_m Choles/e.IOl Icvd wi_h po_t-stress hea£1 tare, Indepe.'_den! of age. In-
di_duals _e.th bi_hez =erum cholesterol levels showed less ¢omplele _ecover'y
following r, xess and higbe_ ir, it'i_I he._lI rates, but the"/did not r_ecessazily show
a t_on_ immedla_e response Io the _exsosl, Prychoson_lic implications
&_e di#cussed.
....... , .--: •
-, - , " 7 ; :. ' •
"_i r'Q65-14679// Washington School of Psychiatry. D.C._ , , ;_
=;""FURTHER WORK ON THE USE OF TRACKING'TASKS AS _
IN, DICATORS OF STRESS Final Report. Jul. 1962.-Jan. 1964
Norman K. Walker. Fred Shectman. and Elizabeth De Socio ,,
Oct, 1964 141 p refs "'"
(Contract DA-49.193-M D-2369) " " "i" "
(AD-450861) .'.
It is shown that zero input tracking analysis provides a re- '
liable measure of trackin 9 performance, that tracking degrades _
severely under the stress of auditory shadowing, but thai the
sensitivity of subjects differs considerably. Auditory shadowing
appearsto produce similar effects as in combat, possibly in both
cases due to an information overload, and hence auditory
shadowing may well be a suitable laboratory substitute for com-
bat. Auditory shadowing can thus be used to define the sensi-
tivity of any control system to combat degradation using a given
group of subjects, or using a given system to examine the sensi-
,tivi.tY,,Of the;_ub_ects.'Mild electric shocks on ttte other hand _,_er_ :
._uite,ipeffective stretsor=. , ,_ ,, ;,¢ ;Author .
t_°65"32928f s Purdue Univ. Lafayette, Ind.
,MOTIVATIO,NAL CORRELATES OF INDIVIDUAL DIFFER-
ENCES IN PERFORMANCE Technical Report. May 1961-
Jan. I 9G5
Mark W Stephens and K. M. Michols Wright-Patterson AF8.
Oh,o. AMRL. May 1965 15/ p ¢efs
(Contract AF 33(616)-7962)
(AM RL-TR-39: AD-618895)
A three-year program of research was directed at the de-
velopment of "paper and pencil" measurement techniques
that would permit the assessment of the potential "'mOti-
vatabdcty" of subjects in experiments concerning the effects
of environmental strcs= on human Performance, A largely
emplrlca; approach was used In this research• Performance
measures of a large number of subjects on Several different
tasks were used as the criterion measures in item analyses of
.. several personality inventory tests. The resultant pool of cross-
vahdated items will. it is hoped, represent a step toward in-
creasing the precision o! Performance research. Author
=!
A66.12355
M_A.SURE OF SUSCEPTIBILITY TO PSYCltOLOGICAL ST_E, SS.
Patrick M. Curran and Robert J. Wherry, Jr. (U.S. Naval School -'
of Aviation Medicine, Pensacola, Fla.).
(Aerospace Mrdical A- ¢ sociation t Annual Meeting, 36th r New York,
N.Y., Apr. z6-29, 1965, Paper.)
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 36, Oct. 1965) p. 929-933.
Study to determine if experimenters can actively manipulate
environmental cues in order to control subjects I perceptions of
such determiners of anticipatory physical threat stress (APTS) ac
the perceived probability o1 unpleasant events (P'), the perceived
proxim,ty of unpleasant events (X I ), and the perceived degree el
unpleasantness of possible events (U:). For this purpose 64 naval
and marine cadet pilot trainees served as experimental subjects,
and _4 aontroI subjects were =elected from the =ame group. A
4-choice a color discrimination task w&m =mployod. instructions
for experimental and control subjects structured the situation as
involving information processing in a simulated aircraft mission
emergency. A "eubjectls panel" and a "probability generator"
were used to show levels of P' and U' • X' was also displayed on
the panel. The threatening event was the possible occurrence of
electric chock. Three 5-minute test sessions or "missions" were
given each subject. Xt was found that systematic changes in environ-
mental cues resulted in signi/icant performance changes lot _e sub°
_eIts. which tendc to confirm pre_rlous ritualise. F.R.L.
,.
A66-32150 '=
EVELOPMENT OF A STANDARD PROLONGED WORK TEST FOR
HE EVALUATION OF FATIGUE AND STRESS IN MAN.
• Shap=ra, D. K. Young, B. Datnow, and R. Pclligra (NASA,
Ames Research Center, Biotcchnology Div., Moffett Field, Calif.).
IN; AEROSPACE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, ANNUAL SCIENTIFIC
NLEETING, 37TH, LAS VEGAS, NEV., ._PILIL 18-21, 1966, PKE-
PRINTS. [Ao6-32134 17-04]
Washington, D.C., Aerospace Medical Association, 1966. p. 50, 51.
Abridged.
Development era standardwork regime consisting of walking on
a treadmill at an elevation and speed that requires about 33_0 of an
L_divlduai' s maximal work capacity and which can be endured with-
out untoward effects for prolonged periods. It was found that such
a reglme could be well tolcratcd in human male subjects for up to
24 hr. Arrythn'tia is a contraindlcation to such a test, whereas
depression of the ST segment of the EGG is not. Only after about
9 hr do blood values for glucose and free fatty acids attain equi-
librium values. The reserve of carbohydrate in the body appears
to be greater t,han previously suspected. Utilization of large amounts
of'reserve fat, as reflected by high serum values for free fatty acids
and rapid turnover o_ injected radioactive palmitic acid, is not detri-
mental. Reduction of serum glucose to very low levels by the inje¢-
t_or_ oi ms_l_ did no_ hinder the abilAty to continue work. _'.K. I".
i .
c--------
A66-39425
AMISSIoNSYSTEMSpERSONNEL.TASKUSED iN THE STREss TESTING OF SPECLA.L
Richard E. McKenzie (USAF, Systems Command. Aerospace Medical
Div.. School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB. Tex. ).
HUman Factors, vol. 7, Dec. 1965, n. 585- .
mission personnel was Structured within a COncept Of COmpeting
One aspect o£ a PSychologic evaluation ram for special
tasks, requiring two operator signal-display SOUrces. One SOurce
produced an array of discrete, discontinuous signals. The ether
produced a continuous input for the operator to monitor and process.
The evaluation was made with reference to the Per/Ormance of an
"ideal" subject. The results indicate that a criterion group of those
finally selected for the special mission was better able to adapt to
the two COmpeting tasks and was less susceptiMe to the signal/noise
ambiguity and the induced task stress ti'Ntn the special mission
Personnel group as a Whole.
(Author)
i
i •
h;65-34315}/ Systems Research Labs,, Inc.. DaytOn. Ohio.
INTEGRATED DATA COLLECTION. MONITORING. CON-
VERSION, AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM FOR pSYCHOPHYSI"
OLOGICAL STRESS RESEARCH Final Report, 1 JuL 1961-
31 Dec. 19_3
0. H. 13rand. R. M. Linhart. and C. A. [3urns Wright-Patterson
_,FB. Oh¢o. AMRL, Jun. 1965 103p rets
:ontract AF 33{657)-98101
(AMRL.TDR-64-64; AD-623126) CFSTI: HC $4 00/MF $0.75
The d_tads involved in designing and executing e large-
scale psychophVsiological stress experiment are summarized.
Desiqn ct=ter=a an'3 changes in experimental processes nece s$i°
tared by preliminary, con¢urront studies es well as instrumen-
tation and data conversion problems are also presented. Emoha-
s=s =s placed on deserLption of the data processing routes, each
of which consisted of and;De tape retreating, analog to digital
convers=on, data reduction and editing, and data analysis teCh-
niques. Flow diagrams, computer program wr=toups, and ex-
amples of pictorial output formats for general, automatic.
b_otogicel _ata hand|ing utitiW are appencled, Author (TAB)
NG6-15760 ° System Research. Ltd. R=chmond (England).
A STUDY OF GROUP DECISION MAKING AND COMMUNI-
CATION PATTERNS UNDER CONDITIONS OF STRESS AND
OVERLOAD. WHEN THE PARTICIPANTS ARE PERMITTED
TO FUNCTION AS A SELF-ORGANISING SYSTEM Quarterly
Technical ,Status Report, 1 Apr.-30 Jun. 1965
{1965J 5p
(Contract DA-91-591-EUC-3607)
{QTSR-2; AD-624597) CFSTI: HC $100/MF$0.50
Individual adaptive subsystems (as a_,_igned tO each of
two particcpantsl were provided to macnta=n optimum per*
formance condnions for the participants concerned An overall
control system was provided to adjust the parameters of each
of the subsystems to optimize group performance, The psctici.
pants ere contlnuoulty engsgod in the conjoint skdl of detecting
and intercepting one of eight ddferent trajectoneL Experi-
mental work is summarized. TAB
i6-2S1"23# Naval Training Device Center. Port Washington.
Y.
;MENTING FEEDBACK AND TRANSFER OF TRAINING
Gene IV, cheli Mar. 1966 92 p refs
(NAVTRADEVCEN-1H-41:AD'631405) CFSTh HC$9.60/MF
$0.75
The major fincing of the study which was not expected on
the bas_s o( previous studies of augmenting feedback was that
increasing amounts of information in the augmenting feed-
back paired w_th primary feedback conditions that presented
httle reformation resulted in positive lransfer effects. Spe-
c_hcali V, =t was found that subiects learned something about the
difficult auditory tracking task which persisted following re-
moval of hi_h;y informative visual augmenting feedback. This
inchcates :_,_ need to extend the range of task difficulty in aug-
mentmg fe_CDaek studies to account for tasks presenting veryAuthor (TAB)
little informal;re feedback.
!
i:
. , . .
N66-30791'# Texas Christian Univ.. Fort Worth.
THE EFFECTS OF STRESS ON $MALL GROUP PERFORM-
ANCE +
Fred E. Fiedler 8 Dec. 1965 33 p refs
( Gra nt N G R-44-009-008)
(NASA-CR-76333) CFSTh HC$2.00/MF$0.50 CSCL05J
The results are presented of a study on the effects of
stress on leadership end group performance. The study con-
sisted of two phases: one dealt with the contribution which
the leader and the members of a group make in performing
a task under varying conditions of stress, while the other con-
cerned the type of leadership style which is most ippropnate
R.N.A.
to group performance. ....
NGG'-'3"_511#Joint Pubhcat=ont Research Service. Washing-
ton. D. C.
O,%1 THE PROSLEM OF PROFESSIONAL FITNESS AND
HA,%DLING CAPACITY OF THE OPERATORS
K M Gurewch and L. M. hdel'man /nits Cybernetics and Auto-
mat=on 17 Aug. 1966 p 232-236 (See N66-34486 20-05)
CFSTh $6.00
This study examines the professional hmess of personnel
handling the control d0sks of electric power installations in
terms of their behavior under emergency conditions. Simu-
lated emergency exercises were conducted to observe and
evaluate the abdity of operators to eliminate an emergency
condor=on. No connection was found between the euccess of
eliminating an emergency and the length of service or =pecial
skil;s of an operator. The repeatedly observed cases of a loss
of composure by workers in which grossly mistaken actions
were performed indicate that these workers must have some
mdividual pacuharities which to • certain degree predetermine
such behavior. R.N.A.
N66-39474# Kansas State Univ.. Manhattan. Dept. of
Psychology.
STUDY OF viSUAL PERCEPTION IN HUMANS AND
ANIMALS. LABORATORY STUDIES OF THE EFFECTS OF
STRESS ON VISUAL FUNCTION
John Lott Brown Aug 1966 33 P refs
(Contract Nonr-3634(04))
(TR-1; AO-6375531 CFSTL HC S200/MF SO 50
"[ho study is concerned primarily w,th three general classes of
stress: (1) unusual patterns of mot=on tO which an observer may
be subjected; (2) various agents which may be ingested, inhaled, or
contacted; and (3) aspects of the visual world itself, such as
excessively high light levels. Emot,onal stresses ire of ObViOUS
importanCe, but these are not treated extensively in the report.TAB
Ab7-23817 *
DE.VELOPNtENT OF A STANDARD PROLONGED WORK TEST FOR
Tl-t_" E'¢ALUAT_ON L_Y FAFiGUE AND STRE.5S IN ,VAN.
J. Shapira, D. K. Young, B. Datnow, _nd R. Pelligra (NASA, Amell
Research C_nter, Moffett Field, Cahi.).
Aerospace .XAcdicme, voi. 38, Mar. 1967, p. 268-272. 9 refs.
Determination of the rate at which the human body reestablishes
homeost_s_ when required to .,york for a pro_.ongcd period at about
one-:h_rd rr_x:maI work capacity. The resuRs0 particularly those
related to _erum glucose and free f_tty acids lor Z0 ltubjectll, are
gl..'¢.-_. It Ls concluded, ti'_t a post;_bsorptive work situation tl_t re-
qu_re, about one-third of th©_r maximal work capacAty can be tolerated
hum_Ln rr_le s_bjects J[Or up to Z_ hr. B.B.
[
I i
N57-20499#' Georgia Univ. Athens.
PSYCHOPHYStOLOGIC VARIABLES AS INDICATIONS OF
EMOTIONAL STRESS Final Report. Apr. 1964-.,Jul. 1965
Herbert Z_mmer Griffiss AFB. N Y, RADC° Sep. 1966 622 p
refs
(Contract AF 30(602)-3380)
(RADC-TR65-296:AD-641814) CFSTI: HC$300/MF$065
The report covers the physiological responses of the human
and means of achieving maximum diso'iminatJon between critical
and neutral st, mull Consideration is given to the social context in
which the response is sOlicitated, the selection of the most useful
psychophys,olog_c variable, methods of recording and analyzing
the data by computers and the limits imposed by the existing
knowledge. The appendix contains a rationale of those physiologic
measures wh,ch have been employed by oth_ investigations to
study emotional reactions to stimuli of short duration.
, Author (TAB)
N67-18572# Institute for Research. State College. Pa. Div. of
Psychobiology.
DRUG EFFECTS UPON COGNITIVE PERFORMANCE UNDER
STRESS
Paul M. Hurst and Marianne F. Weidner Aug. 1966 165 p
refs
(Contract Nonr-4423{O0))
(ONR-H-66-3; AO-643022) CFSTI: HCS3.00/MF$0 65
Three experiments were conducted to test an hypothesis
concerning drug enhancement of performance under task-induced
stress. Cognitive abilities subjected to examination w_re highly
paced short-term memory and simple arithmetic skill. Changes in
mood state, judgment of perfo,"mance end perception of time passage
completed the behavioral ¢haracteriati¢= itr,c,esc,ed. Auff'_¢ ('TAB)
/A88-81982
HUMAN MAZE LEARNING AS" A FUNCTION OF 8TRE88
AND PARTIAL REINFORCEMENT°
P. E. Freedman (U.$. Army Natick Labs., Pioneering Rea. DiV.o
Nat_ck. Mass.)
Psychological Reports, vol. 18, Jun. 1968, p. 975-981, 10
role.
Ninety.si_( sL,r,::cts learned a 23-row button maze under
one of three stre_s conditions and partial or continuous re-
inforcement. Stress c(_nditions Were error, error and speed
instruction, or error end speed instruction plus irrelevant
shock. Number= of error= were an increasing function of
stress, but rate (responses per second) suggested • non-
monotonic function. Reinforcement schedule was not an ef-
face, ire variable. Results ere discussed with relation to cgm-
patina response tendencies associated with motivation.
A66-81523
INVESTIGATIONS REGARDING STRESS ON FLYING PER- '=
SONNEL IN LONG-DISTANCE JET FLIGHTS [UNTER-
SUCHUNGEN ZUR BELASTUNG DES BORDPERSONALS
AUF FERNFLUGEN MITDUSENMASCHINEN].
K. E. Klem. H Bruner, and S. Ruff (Deutsche Versuchsan-
stale fur Lure- und Raumfahrt. Inst. fur Flugmed.. Bad Godes-
berg. West Germany).
Ze_schrift fur Flugwissenschaften, vol. 14. Feb. 1966. p. 109-
121. 41 refs. In German.
The follow=no data were determined on crew members of
transatlantic airlmers, over a period of twenty-five
fhghts: pulse and blood pressure, electrocardio-
gram. oral temperature, eosinophil count, hematocrit, hand
coord.na¢_on (" Klopftest"). psychomotor performance ("Eutsxie
Test"). and opt.cal reaction time. In addition, each test subject
answered a questionnaire regarding personal discomfort
(headaches. etc.), thirstiness, fatigue, etc. Results wore tabu-
lated and are graph|tally represented. It is shown that the di-
urnal performance rhythm can be modified by motivational
factors. E g., landing and take-off have reactivating effects
even on fatigued crews. Such effects ore the more pronounced
the closer they are tO the pea_k values on the diurnal activity
curve. This should have some bearing on the scheduling of
Iong--distenc_ flights.
.:'.;."
A64-80017
tlUMAN ]3EHAVIOR UNDER STRESS--FROM COMBAT TO SOCIAL PSY-
CHIATRY.
Kenneth L. Artlss (Wa|ler Reed Army Inst. of Res., Dlv. of NeuropaTchlaC.ry,
Washington. D.C.)
M!!llnryMedlclne. vol, 128, Oct. 1983. p. 1011-1015. 26 refs.
Certain Lrends have evolved In American psychiat.,'y through expcrlencel
in World War I]. Socioenvironmemal variables were recognized as determi-
nants of behavior. According (o these principles, behavlor disruptions were
best treated Immediately, in close proximity to (he place of their occurence,
and within the customary milieu, wlth full expectation of a recovery of funco
teen in a short time. Research at Walter Reed Army Institute of Research has
since substantiated the empLrica! concepts by showing a lar_;e response of
17-hydroxycorticosteroids to social stlmutl.._so, following an exorbitant
demand, the endocrine system may take several days to recover. Th,,Is findJnl[
may be related to the empLrlcai 3 days _quized for the recovery of (he dis- '
• bLed combat soldier.
A66.81973
EVALUATION OF MENTAL STRESS DURING WORK [K
PROBLEMU POSUZOVANI pSYCHICKE ZATEZE PRI
PRACI].
O. Matousok end J. $tikar.
Ceskoslovenske Psychologle, vol. 10. no. 3, 1986. p. 256-
267. 42refs. In Czech.
From the point of view of working activity, stress means
disproportion between the requirements end the average
capacity for task solution. The human organism is capable of
mobilizing sources of reserve in exacting conditions, of
maintaining for e certain period equivalence between the
internal state and external conditions, and of passing beyond
the borderline of the "average capacity". This dynamic proc-
ess, the basis Of which is homeostasis, may be called adjust-
ment. The adjustment syndrome is under those conditions an
indirect indicator of psychic stress. There is no method which
could be reliably applied as a matter of routine for the evalu e-
tion of psychic stress in working activity. The survey of the
methods used so far have 8 rather laboratory-model charac-
ter. and ere predominantJy indirect methods. Further research
of psychic stress problems end the possibilities of stress
evaluation end comparison must be preceded by successful
attack on three complexes of problems: research into infor-
mational capacity of man, his limits of adjustment, and re-
search of fatigue from the point of view of subjective expree-
lion end functional changes in the organism.
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• %_ i: ,:,:;D :):IKGCTiON OF DISPLAY MOVE.
?.!;;:,T Ui)G. ". V; </..L -';i-:A-<Ca{.
:-, ,,n G. W_iham_, .nd ?.:,,r:on S. :_orow (,%{_nneapoli_ Honeywell
;vc :ulatc, r Co. , Manne,q,o:;s, N:::;,:. ).
.... *:.,n Fact,>rs, vol. 5, Ape. ;._3, p. 139-136.
&¢udy f_r the dcterr;_.in.,t,on of the effects of rate and direction
of dlsa lay n_overr, er, t upon the time to rand alphabetical targets.
Subjects searched for t.r£cts ".,,kith aav.,ays remained present in a
display v,,hx_ h moved but did not c! ange. Display _peed_ somewhat
faster ta,.n _°/sec angular velocity (g in, /_ec wewed at 15 in. )
were assGciated with Cecrements in performance° At higher ratel
o r movement, _ea. rcr, times for h_rizor, taliy*moving di_pla./_ w=¢_
iow,*v that. :h_ fur v,_rt__=iiy-,:,ravin_ c:_play=. It l_ recommended
the: htci_-z_pe_d a_piay= move horlaont&liy _en cornpatibl_ with
J
,_J33-': _,7". 5 . Courlneg and Co. Philadelphia. Pa
Th.L .:':_27"S VISUAL TASK: A STUDY OF VISUAL DISPLAY
.,::2 D _ :F. Z.,'.E:_TS
..... G Pc*ffcr. W Crawford Clark, and JamesW Dananer Mar.
!g,c,3 _2_a 33refs
:2.s._.'c : .::33"3 7S3)
,..A"..":.:.gf_'.' . .. 733-1)
-..- ,.:': ,._ ','.as made of the perceptual charactens:_cs of the
,2 : ....... v.,;da ',','h:ie performing various fhcoht tasks Tt',ese
..... "; .,_c v,_tn the perceptual anaractenat_cs made avadabie
t , : :., :,o-,_:o:;ramed wsual C:5p;ays attached to fh_]hI tra,ners
.. _ "- c-. ,._ _ then conducted _n the F-I O0 SlmUlator equ;pped
, : i :_. " ', _,s._..: attachment to det_;m_ne tra_n_n:, effects it was
C_L-,S',..'L_ th&C G'.'c,_ among expc:,_:nced Subjects. performance
:._.., .:..;.i,,/ improved, both w_th r_:..;d tO (I) t_;e de_ect_on Of
,.',.-.C.:: ,.:.-.vrgcnc;es and (2) tnc mmn..;nance of aerodynamic stauil-
it... A_:cn':.vz:,sa;aons are rnac, e _ar improvements in external
v. .... c._.u:..','_ ;o enh..?,n_e the _raming value of flight simulators.
Author
" -1,•
A64-Y-'939
A STUDY OF .°i:'OTOST2<}-5S A';D FLAS:: :'LL';DN.ESS.
Sanford L. $_'eerin, .Nor;'i_ L. .Nc_oi;, _nd _ames _'. Culver
{USAF. Systems Comm.,and, Aerospace Med;cal Div. , School of
Aerospace Medicine, Parooks A/"E% Tax. ).
;,.merican Journal of Ci,htkaln_.olo_, vol. 56, Oct. 1963, p. 589-595.
Results arc reported of a study designed to evaluate t:-.e prob-
lem of flask, blindness. Fifteen subjects were exposed to light f_ashes
:-a::ging over three levels of corneal illuminance; 86, Go& '.ux,
150, 640 lux, and g4Z, 100 iux, usmg two dafferent pupil co.-.d:tions
and two testing lumina_:ces. Analysis of t-.e results de:T.cr..trates
that: (l) A linear plot describes the relationship between t::-:.e re-
quired for recovery and flask, intensity over the range teated.
(l) There is a s gn_hcant difference in recovery rate between sub-
jects. This variation is demonstrated by an actual change in the
slope of the recovery function. (3) Pupil_ary size has a _ignifi-
cant effect upon the time *-cq'alred for recovery from dazzle. The
operational _ignificanco of _'_e_o ob=ervation= i= Ir_plled. _ :'" ""
• ,.. --.
,',,].'.,i.L LL< ,
:'---'.- :; IA.;:;:,C/:, _ . .A i'-'©hl,i:L', Of." /.FaAPTA21GN• " ]
• _,_ .... _ory. :o>..... ,:_,:,'p_[).---
-".' ::':;_-:< )•% ,•_c_t•o. \'(A• 35, £cpt..:,,,.i, p• 877-879. i0 refs.
ig,_<:u :,_(,n o_ the t.:nv},,r, r7 reduction In visual sensitlvity due
to ex_o,, _ie [o a _ligg,-... _ ;,_,i[y [i,tsJl, whic:% is a potential problem
to pilot,,, of mod,:rn L;,;h-p_rf¢_rrnance aircraft. A brief description
of the vasual processes affected lu gzven. The relation of light
ada2t,_c;o a_,,u daz'_ .=capt,.tav,, of the eye to the ch._ng.ng lighting
co,_.d*t_on_ and the recovery of senaat.,va'%, to a functional level are
disc_::,sed. The _u,tabilat 7 of f:x,'d-den_ty goggle_ a_ a proteetiv_
8yBtul,fl 1_ examined, and the result_ of the _imulat_cn of protectiv_
devicc.,_ wlt:_ cloaing tin_e_ of 33 and i65#sec and 9._ r_s ar_ r_-
,_ ._J *
AL.%-'- :.:L7
IC._ .%.. Kolc:'s.
$," . ":tic - : ,.z:cnn, vol. Pl!, Oct. 1964, p• 98-IC6•
bz:cf c:Jcus_ion of the general'sub2cct of illu_ions and
c cr_'_::o.-, of _o:_.e experi:w, ents wlth tinc illusion of rnoveFnent that
....:, bc cr_ atcd under controlled conditiona with a sui:abiy timed
..... "..:: ; o- liZhts, it is concluded that. in ,_d/ition to several
.'..o.'&. cr:tcrxa that distinguiah real , :2arent movement, the
r.r.--.cr, ts rcve_.l thn.t the _'n-,,cchanisn_ _' for :iiusory movement
. _ n.ccc in ccrr,:=aon with the "rr,echanisrn" controlling the forn=azion
c _i.:nple ;'. ,_i figures than it haa witch real rr.overnent, it i_ orated
• . the c:-_ ;- r_,'r.cnts also a-apport a h','pothes!_ :'_Cc.,tl)' advanced
t ..t&t_vclv ,._rV'.cly that perceptions are constructs& by means 0£ a
r.u:.'_,i: _r Of c_ffc2er.: Gpegatxons OCCUgri:,_ -_ difierent tirne8 and
il_c_c- _.:'a the ,%cIvou& aystcrn, it ia noted that thi_ could be called
-n "a_acn-.bly l.axt_" rr,odel of vlau_.l perccptlon. _V,..V..
. , ..... .. •
AC4-27dG4 ":/"
: VISU.'kL FIIZLD Ci-I.a..NGES DUllING I_OSITI%'E ACCELERATION• - •
" "E, :k. gac_r, l<. J. S,_vcrs, S. D• _g_c_s, _,nd T. D. Duar, e *.
(Jefferson h4c/:cal College, Dept. of Ophthalmology, Philade!phia_ _
U.S. ,Naval /_ir Development Center, Johnsville, Pa•).
:\erospace _hlec'icine, vol. 35, Oct. 1964, p• 969-97g. 17 refs•
Orant ,No. NB 0_1133-02.
7::,'_at_gataon of Cne pattern of visual-field loss by rr•ear, s of a
spcc:al plcthysn',ographic goggle-type ophthaL-'nodynamo..'._eter, It
is stated that the molecular pattern of visual field closure is the
same whether due to ophthain_odynan-,.ornetry, positive acceleration.
or a con_bination of both, It consists of an initial sd_ective nasal
field defect which approaches a hemianopic character before n-,arked
temporal field loss begins. 7he last ren'..aining visual field is not at
fixation but is confined to an island located ternporari'y between
fixation a_nd the blund spot. The belief is expressed that :-,is pattern
, -- _i_ be_t explained b[ the at•atomic arrangement Of the retinal ar-
terioiar _y_tcm. " " _%uLig[),. _,'_. _.
.i
A.5 .. - :)J, : 5
SF</,;LA; <.'; }.'iNZTIC VISUAl ..CU:T'[: 7;£TZJ:,IPORTAN(;EOFKiNETIC
V_SU.LL I.CUVS/ AS _:N AiJZ.:iV OF :'idOT.
t\ k]ii:2o _uZUI;,uda.
AhFtHti '*{<+',GP:. O( I7, e !<es_arch [n:,e_c ,:,: r}f " _ .... ' ' ' '
........................ -'.;'v" ' _ D> EEL _." _:_
{h:ive:: [_ voi. 11, 1902, 7'. 9-:.b. iO ;el.;. i'_,;Ai:,,_e_i 19OS.,
A ;,c'_z appa::,:us , the A-S KJncti¢ Vision Tester, ia introduc.c= Iol measure°
}-r,ent O[ k]LciiC ViaU&'_ i:C_iiy, 5eve.';i; {2'Z£TJ22:.;BF,:g _ere conducted on the re'.g.-
:i<*:U.; bc:,wa_n LneLic an." }coCo v; : . .,ca/y, and Oetwcen d_.eforrr, er end
6:bcc: vc],;chy, and or. :he el/co:.; ,.. ;,=:_gae .;,d ;¢1 :Lent. The :;naiiest {::i!!er-
encc:J be_x.eell the ._z.:£s and kir, et]¢ v:;.c; acuhb-'g were ob:air,cd In occupa-
:Local ;£a_;,; (D}i'o::> lZ:';iaw._y pauol po4ca ):'k,:te tncy were c!o;e:l rcia:ed to
th:i: Dg,5"icizacy. K_::,::.,: v_g,../i ucv, t; 7 deer.ca:.{:: _a :he veloci;y o.' the mo_L-, a
_isaai ca_ect lnc:gagcs. "2Z:s de_c,:,e .; ir..';.er.ccd by _r,d,';.;_._ C:Z_;ences,
[,:,)'g:g_trUeR'dOll,L'leCZ_:" exhau_21on, Or. ::.serf,el&. 1:1_ COgg:._:d _ha; k2_,_2_
V.:;u&1 aCUZ/ ia (1) conmo_.:d _)" a p:,/.;2¢;o':i¢._! C;_ :n_¢h._aI:.ai d2"cr_,nt _'0_1
thai !Or _,:- 2. Vl.a&l ,::t..dy; (2)c'5.cJ)" g,.:_:,:,d _.o ":u£ -c. " i;. &COG/.;.'.,Gd._vil
t'ur.cXoa; (5) a vgiaabie i:_dlsa:.o:for q:, _y:;:: : 2.2(,t.;, a:_l.wa/_.;g_ _a,
g_qd oa_; _,:££2,; _par..a_ra; _ad (¢)aa lad ,':'. ,i_=iu;.Ua£, la_J,_,.
pERCEP'71ON. _-,.- _. c..' - '
R;cr.::.:2 L. GregoW (=arab= .--.: U., Depc. cf Pad,s:he'., C ........ co ' _ _,._. d,_
_: t.:::. :,%-c:ec: g_:,eV:: a rot. 20,a_n. i94.,, p. 21-26. 64 aces.
:.................
A84-.<, 03 _, :
• IN:.'S,IM,'..TICN PROCESSES ;N _:U}',:AN SKILL.
; .E.R.F. ',V. C:ossman (O>:ford U., lass. O_"L..:,)_. Psycho'. OX'.'O:'V_ England). ,._
Bri:ish Me.;:::.: .%jiie:i_. voi. 20, Jan. 1954, p. 32-37. 67 ross.
Inforn;_.t*on thco-T' is apDZcd :o the analysl_ ol the development o: s_ff[
in aduh human bci:avlor. T:-.:sys:e.'r.aLo app,coco ;0 ;.his plobdem it, "he ',a_I
!.%ygaZS hgs assla-.,X,=:ed _:n/ nearing cor.cep:s ol congol and coramcnica:!on.
The dLscasstoa is o:'icn:ed c.round :epic head;aug o£ informa:/on :bee©': re-
cc-.:c:processes cover.Lag sensory ffi:ering and memory, recogni[1o:_g.z_
ab'_o ate jud :a:er.r., p_:::c=:.,aad integration, and temporary storage /or per-
CCpCU_I iesl')_,.sesCOnLZ_ processes l:',ciudin_ [,hehEbiiu&I cholca-i'_$pongel,
cenaral chann=_ing, pzedic'don and piar,ntag, a;.a ,,emporlu-]storage [or effec°
i82 commands; effeCIO: p:Oe,:.sSaS coveting C',¢_Corganlz,a:Ion ar_ pe_ph_t_ I"72".
me:or ten.el; ,and t:_c:c:lUw "d_,b,",g oI taCo;m:uoa II_l)¢.lilla_. _ , 2_
G
t
/
i
•'k: 1-..'IiS '"
; '-%-L - ' -, • '.-, ,_..v, .,C#&, I:'/DiLX, NO. 11 w
it. l_. /.:;...vz, a ./.d C. }i. A;a;liong (Maad. Sta:e U., ',':,.Gala).
P_';.__ce;:,. ; ;,.!o:_: ,o;!.,o_ vo:. 1,._, A;_;:. igS.;, p. ;.72_17_," 76 re£=.
• ".' , ..... cc:_i l!;;,., ; of 76 rc&rer.:ca t_ '_ork la _rcepr'Ou _a tk.e
AC 4-<;0332
T',,-:,;i/7 ViiLOCI.TY, EXFOSURE FIMY AND ANTICIPATORY TRACKING
,;M:-± .,kS _5:2 .I.3.M:NAN FS OF P,\'NAMIC VISUAL ACU'.T'J ,DVA).
" E._w::-, H. k2,,.:.", _)uniap a;.a A:soc., Inc., V,'_s_ing;c,,:, D.C.)
Aercs'_ac¢.',fc:-!calAssoclaLc:- Z.5tk AnnuaiScien;XicMee; r, Amercana
-,,i&_7,, / a'-?: :_'our, 5in., May i i-i.i;-fgt,-.i-Prep_;in:TotS-cien:.217_,
p. 51-53.
ONR Contact.
S:u_:cs of _ : :;f:ecr.s of _:.c:,_aa'ng taxgct ,,'e:oc!_, and d..'c:'easLng expo-
.:u:'." :.:.c, and : pa:ory Lrcc,dag time on d.-.;&;;_;C visuai acui L, are pre-
ue=.::a. 7,cs,.,k .... :2test s:ucie.; are outlined. _qc fo3ow;ng ¢ol;clu.lons were
:c..:.. , : (l) V_aucJ. c:u:ry da:eriora;_ .; as tar,.t v_iocity increasc:_; deteriora-
t: 3: .. __.,;:ar,:ia: when mean'areal uad_;_ rclaLvely/caLtic:ad acuity tes_ CO;1o
c .. :: _, -u: becomes less c:azk,_¢ aa test conqa.riogs _co_.e leas rc_,:.rictea.
• " .. _ ..x.;:. cf statl¢ and c,;,mamie acuity co_e'a_e positively ant s_gngicanrlg
_.:_: 2-. c;J,a :_gc; _aclcng conditions, good =_a;ic aculw bein a a necc_;-
--.7 2.; m_.:[;cient cot.diLlon for d_n&mic visu _,: =culPl. ,
. *¢
AC4-80905 ,, .
CON Ji_,CL OF EYE FIXATION BY AL_ITORY F[.EDSAC'K. . .
• V.',.;am M. Sm!th t_a_'t:aoufi _, Coil.. t:aaover. N.IL)
ps,,cl-onorc;e Science vdi. I, Aug. 1964, p. 233-;.54.
..... F_ _ _ :2
Graa _. ,',o. NS F..G-GE-_ ;. i0,
Two sugjec:s n-,.aintalnea eye fixation under four different experlmen:al
condl;icns w::h and wi:hou; a_d::ors' feedback.. At" observa,qons were made
",,,Xh the. it.': ,:yc. Tae resu:ts !ndaca:e tl'_a_ auditory informa:.ion can be u_/l-
Izcd in con_ai:i::g eye f,xat;on, part_cu',exly as normal visu_ control of f.xa-
Lion Is elect.cased. The rc;inal component of the normad villa_l [¢¢d._;,.ak loop
• la not a necessau-/cond;;.ioa for maintaining el/_ position.
.......... ,,y.-
: • ,- i . i
• o :.
• t
) i
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AC,;-_ i 060 . :
"i iii_ '_i';;I,D OF I(VS I'(),';' , ', i_; :dAN /',,S AFFi';CTII) try "/'ili_ Tf_MPO OF
Ti H, i'h i.S i],'_N'A ] IGN (sF AI i I:I(NATIVI_ SIGNALS [ZA'/IS IMOST' SKO-
ROSTI OTVI_TN'YKIt I<h;AKT_'Jll CtItSLOVEKA OT Tf_M2A F'R[:.D'IAVLENI/A
AI-q'I_f[NATiVNYKit 51GNAi.OVJ.
O. A. Konopkln.
Vogros_ Pslkhoio_h/ VOI. 1964, Jan.-Feb. 1964, p. 45"-'60. 11 fell. In Rul-
_[an.
Light flickers at the rate of 0.25 per second, fias_,ed repetitively at ddfcrent
locations on the screen, were enlp!o),cd in testing the speed of perception and
response to visual signals_ in suiGccts who reacted by _Jressing a button. The
_esuhs indicated that an increase in sicced of signal presentation, within cer-
tain limits, stimulated the speed of response, whhout lowering the degree of
accuracy. Extreme rpeed decreased the degree of accuracy of telponle, V_rbal
co_chlng s_J _ _ttt pattern of fIlcknrs _;d _h_ I_b.,_ct tO _.;_velop his own pat-
tern of response which enhanced his speed and accuracy, These findingl can
be taken _s evidence that perception of information may Involve the conscl0uJ°
voluntaxymeehar, ilm of lotion. : • ...
Af4-_I07G
EXC__'NG_XG VISUAL AFT±X IMAGES.
R. j. i!,x2 (Fh ,co, Ae:onutrun_c D:.v., WashlnT, ton, D.C.)and W. E. Wilsoncroft
(C.:.:_mor.: Grad_a:c Schooi, Clazemont, C£if.)
?; :_:_c:_.c Sc:::::c_e vol. l, Scp. 1964,p:2_,7-268. 8refs. Hughes Air.
C:_:: : [ ._S -.7. ->.I-3207 -3.
..... :u%,' m.il:a:es that sup_',y.ng sUmulus changes (fllc_:ering o:,-off
...: .: a..._ v._.ai field fo_]owing m::ial stimui:tion o_ :>,c rot,as can p:olong
:h : .... :.3r. of vasua: after::uagcs. Ahhough most currcn; >:scazeh on after-
: j ....... _.::uscd on the b_o¢7,ca:,cal and neural baa_a of L:_ phenomenon,
• -_:-. :.._a;. pogt-&_/mu_aaion conc_;_ona m the vasd.:, ;.,_d as wc_ a* . ,
......... ,;._ "eXamPLes" &_ biLq*un£ may ,_ao bc .,3a,'icant puramctars.
• A64-81191 " " " "_
" - VISUAL AND AUDITORY V',GILANCE DU,RING EXPOSURE TO HOT" • _ ,
. . .
AND iiU,%llD CObTDFFiONS.
- C. [L Bell, (London School of i{v_ and Trop. bled.; Med. Res. COuncil " ' _'t
._'" Environ. Physioi. _es. Un:t, [.ngiand). K. A. Provins (/'delaide U. DepL',
Of PsyehoI., South AustrMia), aod R. 'N. Hiorns , '
, F-ri_°nom;¢svol. 7, Jul. 1964, p. 279-2_8. 12refs. ._
The effect of exposure to climatic condition_ ranging in severity
from 29.5124.5 ° C to 63/47o C on tie performance of (1)a visual
and (2) an auditory vigWance task was studied sepa.rateiy in two serie_
of experiments on fit young men. dxposureumedecreasedwithin.
creasing climatic severity. When performance was examined in terms
of the proportion of signals missed to signals given, there was no evl.
dence of a change In vigilance with different climatic conditions; but
"in both experimental ser_es, a greater proportion ol a_cn=,_ wa,_ m,l._ed
as body (arid) temperature ln_easeaL
_'_
,%:;4-213Z;1 Prir.:u:on U . N J 7
O,'. TJ{E VISU/,L DETECTION OF ACCELERATED MO'TION
i4oS'.; D L r:HIun (Ph D. Tht's_s_ SO_ '_9,,3 34 i, r_fS -:
{Contract AF 49(638)-381; Grant AF-AFOSR-441-63)
(AFOSR-64-0189: AD-433109)
The absolute threshold for acceierahon in the motion of
a soon object was investigated Subjects were presented with
constant velocity or positwel,t accelerated motmns of the aRT
(cathode ray tube) beam on an oscilloscope screen; thmr task
was to judge whether the p_p achieved a final velocity greater
titan or equal to its initial velOcity The ma,n conclusmns
drawn were: (1) Subjects" judgments eoncermng the presence
or absence of acceleration in a stimulus morton are based on
information deriving from within the mohon itself and mot on
external aspects• (2) Subjoct_ apparently detect acceleration
by some procedure of estimating and comparing eari_er and
later average velocities in the mot_on d_spiay. (3) Effects anal-
ogous to the velocity transposmon phenomenon occur in the
detection of acceleration when wowing field d_mens,ons are
changed and when spatial or temporal s_ze of the motion path
is changed• {4} 'The human organism's performance in deal-
ing with the second-time derivatives of visual stimulus mag-
,nitudes is not as good'as performance in dealing with hrst-
time derivatives of the same stimulus magnitudes. R.T.K.
NG4-25847 Flym 9 Personnel Research Comm_tt,_e (Gt
Br,: )
VISUAL iLLUSIONS OF MOVEMENT
T. C. D Wh_les_de (lnst of Awahon Med.. RAF) A Grayblel.
and J. I Niven (Naval School of Aviation Med) Air Ministry.
Jun. 1963 20p refs
(FPRC/1207)
Visual illusions are related to involuntary eye movements.
OCcurring either spontaneously as in the autokmetic dlus_on.
grin response to the special stimuli associated with the other
two illusions. Outing fixatmn, the visual sensation of move-
ment seems to be produced by. or related to, the pattern of
efferent activity aimed at the group of extraocular muscles
tnat will act as antagonists to the involuntary eye movement
referred tO. Under certain circumstances, when the stimulus
change is rapid, an eye movement may be detected before
the fixation reflex has time to operate. Since the sensation
can be caused by the pattern of antagonist efferent activity.
it can arise during fixation with no demonstrable responsible
eye movement. The displacements of a visual afterimage as
a result of the involuntary eye ;movements. Ire predommantJy" " :
in the direction of agonist activity. Author
t,
i
i;:__ ..:_;2 Or /,dOiTGRy FALL...:,,:..7... i.L g','.:.'__ ;;L:.;O':C-
H,\2,: D L_NG TASKS
W_L,,m N Kama, Lou;._ T. P_b_e. an., L3 Frc,,.,,ck 3ak_r Mcy
1994 "_.2p ref
(,AL',,,. -TO:A-L>;-..:3; AD 603407}
A S;L;Jy W0S CO;!_.J_JC;gd :P, hiVeS:, :Jie _he el[OCt of auol_ory
f0(.'d_;.iC_ U_Orl _'_crfoln_ange Of a rail'lOlC hJndii:lg i{;s',,;. Forty-
five S_.[):ecCs, (JlVI(JCJ Ig:O three C;_,,ps Of 15 Sub;CatS each,
_,sed _ Cent;6', F, os:, .,'_ L_bcr..tO:y's model S muslur-shnvo
m::mpu!ator 1o ;;erfl ._ s_mpie rem,;,:c hand;;nG task. One
.:rO_ _.Cr,SO_',_, C,. _, :_1: ....,k UG_ICr 3 n0-sou*q0 COQdltioti; t_/Q
\;:a,J;3 \_.'_S p:Og,,,_,_J 'A';ih t&L,k-rclov3nt auGlt.ory irlforllqation.
T;,a rcsJlt3 o_ ;ms st_..y sug,;csz teat, in the operation of this
mc?4;;_;jtor. : _pp:cmcnt,r,j "_'_suai. Iaclual, and propr;occptivo
information ,.. ,, ;JGk-ra:6_ ..at auditory in;orm_.hon had i_;tto or
no ef/,.ct on ,._/,o;min; sm,p,,_ remote handlin G ;,ssks, Auti'_or
.'. . ,
[;g,;-SD323 Joint p_A,hga;;ons Research Serv,cC, vvasn,ng-
tan, D C
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS: AN EXPLI_IM.ENTAL APPA-
RATUS FOR STUDYING THE INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS
VISUAL SIGNALLING pARAMETERS ON THE EFFECTIVE-
NESS OF MOTOR REACTIONS
V. N. Antonov. V. V. Lcpeshkm. and A. Ye Oi'shanmkova
In its Transl. from Vop{. ps,kholOg. {Probl of Psychol.}.
._-_ 2-_ ,z. 0TS $3.00 ---!
No. 3, 1963 P 7-1 "_ (_'--r'---- ''_r'';_p_x_ _'-"_'_'_ " '-1
An apparatuS _s descrmuo tibet is intended for the tel;owing .
purposes: (_) a study o( the dependency of t,me of motor rent-.,:"
DOnS upon the intensity of wsual st,mulants under dJferenl
condlhons, comparable with industrial orris, and (2) • I_tu(iy
Of the relaliortslltp between t_mu characteristics of motor :
reactions (magmtude of time of reaction, _ts d_fat_on, eta ) and
the=r oti_er quantltahve characteristics {degree of tntens$ty o|
pressure on push button, form of curve of pressure, et¢.). '. -, •
P.V.E..
/- ....................................... i
_1... L.C - ....
_,65-I 05.33
!IICLATION DETWEEN VISUAL SEARCH TIME AND PEiR.IPHEP,.A--;
VISUAL ACUITY.
Ronald z_ Erickeon (U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station, Aviation
Ordnance Dept. , C;hina Lake, Galif. ).
Human Factoes, vol. 6, Apr. 1964. p. 165-177, 6 refs.
InvestiGation, carried out at the US Naval Ofdflance Test
Station, of the relationship between peripheral visual acuity and time
required to locate a target in a static structured display. Sixteen
male observers were used in the tests. Peripheral acuity measured
as 3. 6 O and ,I. 8 ° off the visual axis correlated significantly " at the
0. GI level with time requiredto find a target in displays cor, ta:ning
16 or 3Z ring_ and correlated at the O. 05 level with search time on
displays of 16 and 32 blobs. A/most all correlations involving search
times from object densities of 48 and/or acuity measurernent_ mad@
at 6. 0 O o/[ the visual axis were not significant. In addition to the
results concerning peripheral visual acuity, other relationship_ l>e-
twcen variables were suggested by an analysis of the data. An
analysis of variance established that the shape of the objects in the
display (blobs or rings) and the number of objects in the dzsplay
(16, 32, or 48) had a significant effect (p<0.01) upon search time.
"/'he interaction of shap¢ .nd objec.l, densil;y was also found to b_
sigmficant at the O. 01 ' ;vel. There_ were no significant intercor-
relations between observer age, foveal _cuity' a_ measured in a
naval eye examinati:_n, and peripheral acuity. Furthermore, age
and f_ve,_ _cuity didnot correlate '_i&r_ican_¥ with search perforzn-
_,n¢_. : _Au_or) D. l-L
2. d_.;-?. 3 33 2
•".:.'..;[;.'_L CC'NTD. OL OF A_< Uiht_-_'.__,L;2 SY,<{%'..'.',_. ',_,i]fil VISUAL
..'D4D ]x:C;_'iC>N C'CES.
c,: _.'cci',i_oi,,_e_)'," Deist. of ,_.ero:'...-...:J at, c* A_tr_,_'..-L._.c_, C,,.,A,r*dde,
h'.'a s s. ).
C,-:-,,-r,:',c:-,, N _v "_.,r:_. N.'f., ?, =. LtL-,'¢,, ;' ,.)
i_.*Y: ,; i _-rr',.::. =.,! C,_n,.,c::t_,_:: i<, cot',i, vol. 13, pt. 6, 1965,
p. "L3-i27.
Gri_n: No. N_G 577.
tibalar-tac:i!e, or cor_'.bir.,-d v_au_,!-ve_tib'_:lar sc._.sir, g of r_ot:oa.
_%. n',ov::_<-i:._._c -':" -_- _,,:'.-.uiator ,to,trained as i',l; v.;_at_1)_e sy_ten%
of v.,r-)-::;:: d;-,'cr.:*.'nce i:eque_¢ic_ is "d_c control'ed elcme_-,t of :he
loop. T-,no ,erfo.-n_.:nCe of tee o.:erator is compared in a series
of _ncreaa,: ._'j ¢_:if:cult control tasS_ wiuzc_', require more ic_,d corn-
i"anuatlor. :o a.c',-.:cve ala_'.e closed-loop operation. It i; 8how_,. ti-_&t
"_.e rz_:'.&e cl cc, a;rcl _ r, extended to lqia.:-.cr divergence _requencitaz
v.x'/_ C-.e }:c_4::cc of :'2..or:on c_es, _L'_ici"_ c:'*able tb.e operator :o
develop a .;:eL. leg ar.uaunt o;_ i-uaac load -;g---_ u_uder visual tracking.
_e ._ci-.c;&. :'_._.ica of the ve_:ibui,.r aplx.ra_. ; in dynamic oricnaa-
(Auk.o=) ._.. a. i<.
. • ,.:
7 . ,_,
_,65.26421
I,A_I.IMIN/_<Y R.KPOB.T CONCKB..NING I_EILIPHB}-_ DYNAM,/C
VISION.
d. }{oogerh_ide .
/,eron%(,(iic;* Acts, vol. 9, 1963-1964, p, 139-145. 13 rz_s,
}Sxperirnent_l investxgat%on of peripheral dynamic vision. A
f_gurs shows static v)_ual acuity expressed in minutes of arc as a
function of the nasal=ret_nal po_ition el the test-object image, sx-
pressed in degrees of periphery. It is noted that, _lthough t}'.e
wv'a'ing time was varied from 0.1 to }_.0 sec, the experimental re-
sults did not show _ny evid_nc_ that lengthening th_ _¢wing time
improved th. ,tatic peripheral vi,ual acuity. For purposes el
_o._.parison, W_lrtheirt%'s. (it) rnsa,ursmsnts (1894), with which the
preasnt meas%_rements sho_ fair agreement, are also given.
.......................... M.M;
C.k.'< A SENSORY SYSTEM BE SPECIFIED _Y ITS INTERNAL
.N C.b X ?
7., i£.-e.n.ar, and A. J- H. Vendrik (Nij.megen, _oman Catholic
h_-.x _:z/,;tv, Dept. of Medical Ph)'sics, Nijmegen, Netherlands)-
.:: .-: . .'i S:c:et'," of .<w, erlca, journal, vol. 37, june 1965,
..... L-:I$5, _ reis.
__;: #i ;:ac de,cotton model to describe the detection of scarc¢Iy
.... c:r..2.c r.o;_e'e_l signals by human observers. Detection t_ ,
, , -, . _ .._, _n:err, aI noise get.crated by the sensory system
.'.. i;. 7.*cacnt study, it appears that increments of loudness.
_: .... : ,,F.a .;-crcp.-,ents of intensity oi a ligi.t Ca_i b_: detected
..... aF.d _;multaneouak)'. Here, the lr, tcrnal noise is
i .... ..... .... o,o,ort i. d t ctio.. O,,tho
........ cL._,-, cl _r, ;r, crc._, e_'.: _ duration oi visual and auditory
• ....... c,:::i,,etcly corrciatcd. This corm'elation and the similarity
- a.L_ ,.salary of the two kinds of signals ir.dicate that a
"_',.':i_:;o:'. con'.c.'" exists, serving tO esta:nate t:. d,aration of both
v_-L --:;¢[a.udi_ry _xgr,&l_. "2he rnethod_ developed are useful for
tac i. ._,iicaLion Of separ_t_ or common parts of _ensory syStc,*"_s-
(Author) M.M.
!
2*65.29058
_CFFE.CTS OF SLEEP DEPRIVATION ON VISUAL TUTdCTION.
-:k. Paul
A(-ros'ac_¢e _V.edicir, e, vol. 36, July 1965, !a. 617-6g0. 10 refs.
Study of effects on 20 students, 18 years of age, who were d_-
prayed o[ sleep for _0 hr. _eforc, during, and after th2_ period
of sleep deprivation visual exarnir, ations were repeated at intervals,
testing visual acuity, muscle balance, stereoscopic vision, tachis-
toscopic perception, and color vision. Only after 46 hr of sleep-
les_ncg_ WaS a very small decrement noticed. _After a short perl-
e,4 of sleep (five hr) visual function returned to its original state.
(Author) _'. B.. I_
t
i: )
"i
L
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"_iiA YI'FEC'I'5 OF S MC)i;D'/G ON NIGLr:" ','IL;i)N.
Kyounf, Lk ithee, Doe Sou KIm, an" "f_,ng ",:, KIm.
IN; FOI;RTf-I-NTII PACAF MI:DICAL C(,:,;I'I_I_I_NCE: PilGFESSIONAL
PAI'EIiS,']OKYO, JAPAb', NOV. 30-DI'C, 2, 1964.
[n.p.], [1965_,separately paged. 8 refs.
A study has been carried out to discover any decrement of night vision
in airmen due to the effects of smoking. Forty au'men were used (20 smokels
and 20 nonsmokers). After a period of dark adaptation, the men stayed in a
dark room and read a set of letters flashed on a screen. "D.e :.;_£jects then
smoked a cigarette within 10 minutes and were retested "or reading distance
el the letters. The Mter-smoking distance in both groups _,_ slgni/lcandy
shorter. The distance shortened La smokers was I0_ and 15)_ In non.
smokerl;. Total recover/was the lame In both groups and occurred ta &bout
aO minu_l,
.< ;.x£;i C v I S'L A ;. A CL IT".': TI ?E EFFECT OF INCi(EASED LEAD-IN TI I,,FE
C.'x _ZNE, GC VISLAL ACLITY.
So::) i. ',',d:er and Carolyn E. i_,eeder (Ner::,ampton Coil. of Adv,*nced
Tcc_:ncl. Lcadar,, Great :.3r_taM).
_ ::::._ 7c:::::a! cf .':kTsiolozical ( 7::cs, vcl. 22, 1_65, _. -_5-52. 10 refs.
i ;,e c;',cct o[ va_atlons in ";ca,_-m" period on kinetic _sual acuity was
s:....,cd In subd_cts seated wx;, the eye level j_:.;t above a n;irror used in the
cxg_..r:ment ar:d screens wle,,ved binocularly, i:ee head movement was
_Zc.,eJ. K',:;,enc v::_,:: acuiZ.y was measured at each angular ve!oclty at
"'_aL.ir,"t;:r, es O', 0.2 so:., and /;.-i scc. The rr, axirr, um value of kme:ic
" v-.s_.al ac_.:ty was ca:alnc, d aher rI " U_ 2 0 runs. The kinetic visuoi acuity
'a',: S c.-.cas_:red a: 0.2 SCC. _ew;ng i.me of the target for speeds [ioiI _, i0°/
__<. tc i -,C, °. 5co. The res'.dts ind_co;e that an increase in the "lead-in"time
f:5:: 5.2 c(.'c, to 0.4 sec. is foilowcx:t by overall hnprovement in kinetic visual
_: " . Tcisim?rovement mayb, c'.argelyduetoincreasedtargettraveltime
- - 5 :- _:rc ::_..r "lock" on the target by the eyes. T}:e latter suggests that
L.:.. _ ','.,.ca; aCL.;t 3' v,'ould be obtained maximally if the arc over which ti_e
:.5: , :ra'.",:.i_ ; is un."eztnczcd. The method of tracking was of importance.
_:_ .. ::,.,','t.=,ca; was no: necessary for tracking a targct moving a_ less than
2_ _ ,_c. i cs,.',se at such low speed saccadic eye movement was minimal.
A.3t.: i _,9,,gcC. wEtS2, saccadia eye movements and head movemei,;s were
err 4 . ._ _L, azd kinetic v/suM acu;W fell off marked:y, until a new head and
<'e ;:,a-','c :, at techziq.e "#,'as learned. An improved level of Nnetic vis_-,,_
..:.a_y w.- .r, alntldne, d when read_.ags at the iowex velocities were repeated°
2.65,.1)1978
I,:E[ATIGNSIII P BETWEEN STATIC AND DYNAMIC Vl SUAL ACLITY.
Seymour Weissman and C. M. Freeburne (Bowling Green State U., Ohio).
Journal of Experimental Psychology, vol. 70, Aug. 1965, p. 141 - 146.
6 refs.
Research in the area of dynamic visual acuity (DVA) has pointed out •
controversy as to the nature of the relatlonship between DVA and static
acuity. This study tried to answer the following questions. (a) ls there a re-
lationship between static acuity and DVA at any speed ? (b) If there are re-
lationships at different speeds, are they different kinds of relationships?
Thirty women, college students, were given six speed ('20, 60, 90, 120, 150,
and 180°/so:) and one static measure of acuity. Thresholds for the f_rst 4
speeds were found to show a significant linear relationship with the I,t._tic
acuity thresholds. The relationship disappeared at the t'wo highe_ _pct.d
thresholds.
t
ALS--:2U2i;,'*:C,OFTARGETSIZE,LU,'._I'gA NeE, AND COLOR ON blONOCULAR
l: IXA, :(,N.
F._qx';t :.i. Steinmnn (kM. U., D_p:. of Psychol., Col;ere Patk_.
J_Et,r ca__ of" t,'?y_L__ _,f/_'., r,c:a, vol. 55, 5ep. 1965, p. 1158-
fiGS. 15 refs. •
Sac. of Sigma XI and lti-SA Fur_J su2ported research.
A col;tact- lens [cchnlque was u_ed to record eye movements m_de by
tWO subJtlcts aHelnptl_g to mal_tal_ ftxatlon tit the Ce*_ler of coocenl[lc
round targets oI sevcral sizes (1.9'- 8?.2'd_am.)an_ luminances (2 ._, 7.8_
and 21.5 mL). FL*atton of red, blue, and white 1.9'diam. targets was also
cxamincd. Analysts of variance dcsigns were employed to remove variability
l_rising from sources o:hcr than tLese stimulus variable s. Statistically rcl_bl£
dfffcrcnccl in mean fixation position were found with targets of different
size, h, mlnancc, and coioro Toe largest digferencc observed was less than 4
and under most conditions was less than 2. The bivarmte dispersion of the
eye about Rs mean position varied in a complex manr.tr with the sbtz lind
ltat_",inaocli of th* tar?._t object. No S'.atlSttCA3y rtliab_a Idl_Ct* Of Itimululi
variables were fo,.,r,d on drgts. 5arcade frequency *,as cons_¢rlbly rtdtaee el
with the l&rgest taJ_/;et|, RtSU_.I are dlsOUSied _ _Sma Of a "llged el_-
lilgr,ad system"fog tim OonhtoI Of ey_ _ositlo_,
, _ .,_ ",6.CE CAL'SLS TUNNEL VIS ION,
._n _i. ,:;c,-,.c;:h 0{arvard U., Cambr;dge, Ma_s.)
_L-:-ASc,'nc_,vol. a.auL15,1_i:'a.p. 67-£8. 12rcfs.
..... , L, :. :,:NAG*7 18 and Conuact CE* 4 - i O- i3 G.
3 _zjccts _::,J :o dcaect qulcldy simi_azlt,es betv,,:en two uppercase letters
:cg.. ::c,_ p.azlp_z:aky and one o:Lcr ccnu0fletter faLhng on the fovca. "i'he
-_,;-:;_ :3 "/ tk.c t::,'ce characters mcdc the task very easy v;hcn _hc three letter=
"..:a La:.nea c:. :...'T.:,cmse_.ves. The acc;:,:ion o( exu_a Lette.za _a t,_,Isdisp'.ay
:cglaag'.y i:npaa_a p,a:_,a,'mance. The periphery oi the re:inn could no longer
,.:c,.,:a:e;y dCLCC: a_ £ :;,aac¢ w_et;Igg Items were sin_._c,x, _ove tl p-21"fog_D.ai_c_1
'..-./.d_.o ._.'_c;¢c. ;o son;= extent by ext:a i_.ema In the per_pl-,cry of the retina.
A65.82289
STEF, EOSCOPIC AcuITY AND OBSERVATION DI STANCE.
Jame_ P. Brown, Kenneth N. Ogle, and Louise Reiher (Mayo Cl|n. and Mayo
Found., Sect. of Biophys. and Mayo Graduate School of Mad. Dept. of
Ophthalmol., Rochester, biinn.)
investigative OphthalmologY, vol. 4, Oct. 1965, p. 894-900. I0 tars.
_tInst. o Neuro , iseases and P, lindnes'_ B-I 852.
Because of the contradictory evidence as tO whether stereoscopic acuity varleli
with observation distance, this stud)' was undertaken to investigate the prob-
lem, with the utmost care being taken to maintain constant experimental
conditions and to eliminate empirical clues to depth perception. By means of a
haploscoplc apparatus, which allowed careful control of all parameters, the
stereoscopiC- acuity of three subjects with full accommodation was determined
in prolonged experiments for seven observation distances from 6 m. to 40 cm.
Standard psychophysical methods were used. The results indicated that stereO-
scopic acuity remains essengally constant, at least for obselvatton distances
beyond 50 cm. Fo_ one subject there was no change _,n stereOscopic acuity in
nccs from 8 m to 40 cm Two subjects showed essentially no change
dista " * - - I1 dec-ease at the distance of
from 6m. to 50 cm., but they dig snow a sma,, o,_,_ was _anneeeliliar_ with a
40 cm. It was fotlnd _$0 t[',at coaLtOtting pupu *,_
constant level of adapting luminance of about 50 milltlambettli.
\
,.:.,.,Or" :iAIE OF CLO::;_,-,_ ...] ,',IGHT
F P,!,'_,cr, jr, i_;; R Gdbert, and Rich_ro F. D,,,on
_054 51 p
,,: ,,:,.,ct CPi_ ll-SOd3)
,_Ti 54 1)
-(l',;s slud,/ wilt; col_£eH',ed v.'_th an cv_l_;,_tioA Of t!'_U ViUL_I}
C_.C5 uSu_i jt nboht by ;a drl_,Ug w_en h_ Cugh:_u_, t,u 15 ovu,':,;_ll 9 ;
tie '.'chicle in ttOrlt of hilt1 "[JlC _}3_1C ;)ur;HJlt',;i_ '¢.'a_, on,2 it; Wi_¢_.i_,
_or *;;_'r' _j_Ve_l £_i/c,ln_£ntlii trial. D, VO Of [)h'Ue VISUal Cd(.t5 {'-.H'O.J.I
DrQ;iltl_eSS, S',! %glt,tJ_l_ Si]vi;e ) _.',,'oro nlg.ilhl;iu_atd(_ SO as to main.
rain Lin ;t;)pClell[ constclley, _,'hile lifo third, the one on which
tlvcnuss el bach cue _,VLIS tO&tad at three levels of cue intensity/
and at three speeds of approach The fohuwlng conclusions
'Were drawn: (i) The control condition, in wh;cn norma; tail-
i:,'_hls V_o;e used, is sl!]niilcantJy superior to the operation of
i.:;',' s',ng',e cue. {2) go_h the visual-angle cue anu the bright-
r',c_,_, _.,_¢ are supt:_,_r tO the area euu. I_) l'he level Of vi_,ual
angle and Of bnt]htness was s_snd_can L whereas the level of
area _','ss not. (4} Approach speed d_d not infiuunce effective-
ness. iS) Sensitivity to chd, nL;e In v,bual-an_[o c_e appears tO "
conform to the Weber p_ycn,_.A-,ysical function, D.S.G.
, ):
p'_]:; i ;: :,7, ,_our,t }4.)iyokb Coil , S_,;,fn Hadley. Mass ._
"- ]-i{_ I,;h, NGL OF VISUAL SEAI4CH rmal Report ........ " •
J<A;n Volkmann. Horace H, Corbin. Nancy B, Eddy. and Carol
Coonley Bedford. Mass.. AFSC, Electron. Systems O_v., Nov.
1964 105p reis
(Contract AF 19(604}-3037)
(ESD-TDR-64-535:AD-608810)
The process of wsuai search in its early phases was stud,ed
Individual human subjects searched,m a prelected matrix
of elements for one element unlike the rest. e g. for a triangle
in a matrix otherwise composed of circles. In the method of
tasting exposure, the matrix was exposed until the subject
tuff;undid, .rid lh# d_D_nd_nt varlaDl_ WaS the latency of the,
response. In the method of brief exposure. Ihe exposure time
was limited, and the dependent variables were the percentage
of positive responses and the latency of the positive responses.
Among the independent variables in various exper,ments were
the following: (1) the total number of elements in the matrix;
(2.) the type of discrimination (form. area, color); and (3) the
external form and internal pattern of the stimulus array. In
analyzing the results of a typicat experiment, the medium
latencyis plotted as a function of the number of elements in the .....
'stimulus array. AuthOr
NC5.32733# Boeing Scientific Research Labs.. Seattle, Wash.
_-:-;_ LiE ALGECRA OF VISUAL PERCEPTION
W,:hcm C. Hoffman Apr. 1965 55 p refs Its Math. Note No.
4O8
,:L ",-82-04,32)
Tne famihar perceptual constancies of image location
_n the flclci of view, lmsoe orientation, size constancy, shape
Cot, siC, hey. binocular distortion, and motion, have their natural
,,-'n,L;;,';er:',at_c,31 expression in terms of Lie groups of transfor-
m_,t,cns over the visual manifold, if Lie's three fundamental
.b,_.:_rcms _re to be satisfied, three additional perceptua_ in-
,c,,,,n:.,_s must o;sO be preseot: time. efferent b;noculariw, and
• _'L; z.ppar_; ',; constd_: . some sort of circulating memory in
:,:._c; :me. 7,-._s Lie a; L .._._ of visual perception admits ready
:...-.&: ons for the following visual phenomena: the dcveiop-
,v -.: .... q,_Ence of infant vision; ort_oc_o;'la; after-,mages;
_ .cts of seen movement; the spiral after-effect and the
: ....... ,:;us sometimes evoked under flicker; reading re-
,,..; ...... r,a the visual analogue of the Fitzgerald contraction.
7:._ :,-,,:s."t c;so predicts certain now complementary {orthog-
c- _;:::r-,rnat;cs. the existence of which have been verified
..,.,_:,;,,_r,';ahy. Author
-i
NG5-33012ff Indiana Univ. Bloomington.
AN INVESTIGATION OF VISION DURING INVOLUNTARY
SACCADIC EYE MOVEMENTS
Robert Wesley Ebbers (M,S. Thesis) Jun. 1965 42 p refs
(Contract AF 33(608)-1070}
(AD-617409)
A study designed to determine the presence or absence of
vision during involuntary saccadic eye movements is reported.
Considered are involuntary movements occurring during normal
stead'/ fixation. Studied were ma_e graduate students with
20/20 vision. It was shown that vision is present during the in-
voluntary saccade, and that while vision is present, it is de-
pendent in part upon stimulus intensity. Results indicate qu_te
consistent, and large magnitude, intensity threshold differences
between subject and observer• Differences were further re-
flected by an impairment of suprathreshold vision during the
involuntary saccade, shown by blip-counting experiments and by
measurements of visual acuity. This impairment was shown
to be related to the optical smear of the retinal image, the
greater the speed of movement of the retinal image, the greater
_he visual impairment, it is,concluded that. contrary to findings
of other investigators, vision does exist, though impaired.
• during involuntary saccadi¢ eye movements, as well as during
voluntary saccadic eye movement_. , ,., S.C,W.
\
Pgff, 5-._.'O_;3.; N,,vni 0ic::'_a :, ,_ "_,_:,t S_nth)n Cn,,_o L.ke. C;ii:l
\,';SUAL S[:Ai;;C;i LXi_Lh;;.:_.',YS:, ACO_TY, ,,,:SPONS_-'
TIN;E, NOISE PCASIST£NCE
t;or_dld_\ [r_cksoi_ Ju; 1_t_5 51 i1 tcfS
(NAVWEPS-8731; NQTS-TP-SYS/. AD-Olb907)
"Lhts C×}_crH]]cn[ Ctl;ilO;IS;;,**,.,; i,i_ dC_;ILit!dtLOl_ ii1 St}LircJl
_acrforrtldrIcQ resu_irq_l flo:Tl ,, C. CIv._:,t} IC1 [_10 _rLlnlo rJh_' O{
O stat,c. ..tructu_ed kJlb;_[a', _ k't;;_[.i_i_,l;'L_J [_.Jh!vls;Ol_'lVDO ViSLlat
"ROtSC", "l-no ;.hS_';idy v, as p;OGL:COii by [;rejecting.] rnoviilf]
pictures Of lh,.} St,;_ic. $trucld;cd t. Cd;_C. UIO IlUI:;C il'L tl_C scene
was Obld;nCd b'j' lh,u f;Oub,_? exposur£, ,_n_; spdCl3J prml:ng
_f _,17t: fih_ t_ .su;_b inCicatc _hat rvstrlchbt, 4 Li'.,(}_LJ}I)OS._ of t] 10W
,,,n;e rate. tcl_:visIor/-tYi),J d_bp;.y ;H.y _,._ _...it_:Ct_;:4 Ill d i_1%%'
s,gn_}-to-,qolsa rat,o cono_l on. _(,c_u,er _;ur_ptlccaJ and reveal
acu*ty nor eye dare,hence Sco;_.s corrch.:ed sionlficantl ¥ with
search t_mo., There was a b:[_l_lCG;',t J .relation between' re-
sponse ;.,m,J o.i_d search tmle;.thi:, Is ._t;;.,)uted tO [he. mental
image processing and _ecls,on tin'_ con*,rnon tO both leeks.
Author
A66-10481 ;=
• FLASH BLINDNGSS.
dan;as F, Parker, Jr, (B;oTechr.olo;_7,1n¢, ' Arlington, Vs.),
_NavaL Research Re'.'ie,.v_, voi. i_, Au_;. L965, p. _-7.
Discussion of a prograrr, tO inve_t;;_ate the _rnpairment Of vision
which OCcur_ "When airmen and other m_tary perlonnel are exposed
to intense v_sible radiation. The rneasurel being taken to protect
men against this type of Vi|iOn i."npairrr, ent are described. The com-
prehen_ivenes_ of the Navy program to develop devicel and procedures
to guard against temporary loaves of v!sLon becomes apparent when
it is noted that the effortl range from Laboratory _nve*tigations of
flash blindnee_ involving high-intensity _ight _Ources to the prepara-
tion of Lrainin_ and indoctrination materials for pi_ots. A 2roto_ypl
verslon O[ the /Lash-blindness trainio_ and indoctr_r, ation eq_tpmsng
bcLn_, dev_lop_ _s lhown, l_ COn_l_Idl Of a h_n-lnteosl_y /laSh lource
which presents light comparable to that emittet b'/ a nuclear weapon
detonated at SOme distance in front of a pilot fLyir._ • low-leVel altaek
mission. 13y mean_ o$ this act.roe, Lt should be possible to produce
all the e/facts Of f.a_n blindnesl, such al Startle, intense r.
e,*er ;rr.,age.
and vidual incapacitation, Wlthout the ri.k of caul;ng pern',&nent d.,am.
&gO tO the vlsual system, By actually experiencing /lash blindness,
a pilot will better appreciate the need for protec&ive devicee and
should be more highly motivated &O Ule them correct/)-. _._4[.
;.u.5-; $793
V:5 U,._ 2. ACUITY.
Lor::n A. _:ggs (Brown _nivcrsity_ Walter S, l-[unter Laboratory
of P_vchologv Providence, IK. [. ).
iN; V:SION AND VISUAL PGRQZPT!ON,
ZdLtcd b'; C. H. _raham.
New York, John V,'Gey and Sons, Inc. , 1965, p. 571-349. 146 refs.
_avy -s.;:spor ted research.
bLe,.:cw of visual acuity, defined as the capacity of the human
e':*c to c_scr;m_nate the fine details O[ objects :n the f_e_d of view.
".'.='_._ _cu;t:," _s specified in terms of the minin-,,un% iin_ension of
_oz,, cr_ticc." aspects of a test object that a subject can correctly
;.er:::":', such that good visual acuity implies that a subject can
c , :.::..n_tc f_ne detail, and poor acuity implies that only gross
: ._: .;-. - c_n be seen. The specification of acuity and the means of
.... :... '." ._'.,ea_uring it are described. The types of scurfy task and
_._ ._cLc,:_ _n&eri)=ng acuity are discussed at length, including rac-
e ::..t.. r.;oi,ation, pupil size, and retin,,_ t}lunninance. Data
cc:-ccr:_;x ac.ity as a function of pupil size, intensity of illumine-
:is:., _.-.u C-.c relation between retinal Glurninance and resolution are
rc'-._ '. . .no u:scussed. The importance gwen to the relation be-
t'._ -.. )'c :no,.'eme:',t and acuity is emphasized, as it is pointed out
t:'._, u:.: c';e _s never motionless, even ,xhen fixing on an object. It
_.; <::.ciaacc =h,,: acuxty :s optimal only when test objects are seen
• "._ :.-. a Cist._nCe Of 5 rain of arc from the point of fixation, and that
_,_ :..'/ :s rcla:ively poor _'or a rc.oving test object even when the eyes
_....: to be _uccessfui_y pursuing it. It is noted that the inter-
act>or.lance of eye movements and visual acuity is obvlou_iy deport-
ccr.: on a _ervomechanism of incomparable efficiency and precisxor,
.rr, on i human pc i'ce p:Ual my=tern=, M.L.
A66-13794
AFTEKLMAGES.
John Lott Brown (Kansas State University of Agriculture and Science,
Graduate School, Manhattan, IZ_an.).
L'q: VISION AND VISUAL pEKCEPTION.
Edited by C. H. Graham,
New York, John Wiley and Sane, Inc. , 1965, p. 479-50_. IZ0 refs.
Navy-supported research.
P.eview of the available data on afterimages, defined as Cne
visual effects that arise when the eye is illuminated, but which do
not terminate immediately on cessation of stimulation, persisting,
instead, for a definite time interval. It is noted that it is this per-
sistence of vision that causes a moving light source tO be seen as a
line of light or a flashing light source to be seen as steady "*'hen the
flash rate is sufficiently high. The evidences of past stimulation Of
the eye that continue for a relatively long time are identified as
afterimages, which appear as a form of the_original_ image and go
through a wide range of qualitative changes. The ch&racteristic_
of afterimage_ are de.cribed_ including those of color and motion,
and the details of the quantitative study of them are reviewed. The
variables influencing the appearance of afterimages are considered,
including duration of the prim_'ry stimulus, and the luminance of
the project.ion an_ adjacent fields, area effects, and adaptation of
the eye. Several theoretical interpret.aliens Of afterimage phenorr.ena
are dilcussed, but it is concluded that no one interprelation is ade-
quate. _'_"/_"
;,2.5-13797
i>l]_di:i' ;':O,'< el: -k10 \'k;Nt:4"_'i'"
_'o rk, .N.Y. /.
I:';: %'; _ON IXN ;5 VISUAL 7,_i']i_-Ci]pTION"
ll'<c_v \',_v_., do];l_ W_ic_" ._l_d Seas, *';,c. , 1'765, p. 575-5_. 5't ref_
E.._.y. _,_._po r :,.,i re s_.lr, h.
C,);,<,_)rtQ;,..air _, rc_.l,-w o_: tY,,' r,", " rch to ¢_,_t_" oil t_," _orcc'l)tl°ll
"115 oll.,._l_,ks_z¢'(i t}lat ,lI1 a(le-
i,,,_,, (. ,:_,_i_. l,_t i_,_t, _;o [,_i-, _itt',t, lr_,'T(" " 'lit I)(" liol;C t]_,%li _Y :t_cll'l°
the abso'.t_t_', I:iIl, rezlt:.l_, ai'_d _,p t,_c _ _,_-z:t Ll_rc_holds, are .¢ii_ctlalted'.
• l ' CX..i,l. llllCl'ltlkl 5ktU,l _IO*11_
C}'IC_ < %;**l.q-k!-k_ 11 , , i :_,
it ;s r.otcc, _ .... _"" , , .o tl c _ asia ,,k }'. _ ci;s¢-rlr_-,ll_._._on IF,
ferc,_t c,rct_;. _:'.¢_5, ;;-,._k;ng di_iCki]t or
5"'.," a2proach O_ rt:stri_ t_I;g v,ll'ia_)lcf tO _hu
app_o..ci'., q".',c c:xten_Ive work oi_ _pi_re:;t rv, ovci_eI_% li s_l _%rI_-ariE_dil
ir,<;_*.;,,: t:-;c ;,:'.i:ort_:;t typ_ o{ _pi `arent movem_t ob,erved when
" - • • - .ucce_a_v¢iy turned or. i,nd eft, Depth cues
ar.,i ;-.-.o_;<,r,,_c C,_ulled. eapecx_lly in corxc.ec_ioi% wxt_ _It ,i. [-.
I
;.-;6-31533 =
_._i,-'_.Uk_'_CE 0}" Ti_E 5CRATC:_ ON Ti_g WiND SHIELD UPON THE
"LA_,L i L'2<C?;O,45 TO Tile N:OV_NG OBJECT.
.b'azun',_r;l (2<a_oya University, _esearch institute of _nviron-
:-,: r.t,_: .k:,'d:cine, Nagoya, Japan).
- ,-,. 7"o:;rr.al of .Serespace ,X_odicine and Ps\'ch0lo _:.', voi. 3,
L c. _uJ. p. ;3-I0. li refs. In Japanc_e.
_,7,:r;n;cntal study of "_'.e effects of a windshield scratch on
,. Ln 'rcept;on, _'isual acuity, al;d fatigue. It was found that.
• ,':._.;:.ox_,,h vaa_bil_t';' o_ a stationary object was not affected by a
_.::,_?; ,_ _cra:_h. _uch a scratch notxceably lo_erud the visibility
_f , a _v,;-.i; _:)ject. _'atigue u.,as induced to a rer;',arkable extent
_.;cn :..: rr.,ov_ng object wal observed "_hrough a scratched windshxeld.
F.K. I_.
A66-26915
124 I.'OI'.MAT](_:; I)ISPL*kY.
i,'rcd,'rick A. }i_;ckl(:r ai_d l<ich,_rd W. Oh,rrnayer (13unker-Ramo
Curl,.. Defence ,5'/sterna Div, , C:i;_ ,Ks }',_rkl CaliI'. }.
I:_tcrl;;,tior_;_l 5ci(?nce arid Technl)',,*.7, Aug. 1965, 1). 34-40.
Discu,_sion of informat;(_n <aspl._ys, which are intended to
provide a human operator with the kitld of information that he can
transfortan into u_eful deci.ioI_, or c¢,,_troI action_. Pre_ent t_rh-
nolog7 can pre_l:nt qualitative, quantitative, symbolic, and pictorl._i
data, but it is not always certain how thes_ forms are best used to
assure that the human receiver is getting clear, ur, arr, biguous infor-
mation that can lead to the desired output of the total man-machine
system. Although man is a unique information processor, h_s
proc,.ssl_g ability is limited by data load and speed ,tre_ses to
which hn adapts, remarkably in ways that are not full./ ur, dlr_tood,
TI_e coi_teXt in which informatlon has value II in a man's head, and
this context,is in a machine only to th_ degree that some human has
put it there as prior contextual rules of how a system should operate.
Combining several types of data on one display indicator does not
assure the integration of information, which really occurs in the
context of man'_ interpretation of the display. It is considered that
molt display design has suffered from a preoccupation with hard-
ware. rather than developing h_tter communication with man.
F. R. L.
A66-33993
POSITIVE AFTER.I_M.AGE FOLLOWING BKLEF HIGH-INTENSITY
FL_%SHES.
Norms D. Miller (Ohio State University, School of Optorr_try,
Columbus. Ohio).
O}_tical Society of America, Journal. vol. 5_, Jur_ 1966. p. B02-806.
9 refs.
UJAF-supported research.
The time course o£ the decay o_ the positive a_[terirnage _ollowing
high-intensity flashes was measured by monocular and binocular
brightness matching. The comparison _ield luminance was ad)ust_d
by means of crossed neutral wedges driven by a reversible nnotor .
Density of the wedges was continuously recorded and the afterirv.age
was tracked up to seven minutes following the £1_,shes, Flash dura-
tions Of O,Z4 to 1.4 msoc were used with a flash Iumunanoe of 4 x 105
lumens. With a I0 O monocular bipartite photometric il_id, the after-
image brightness 5 sec following a 3 X 107 ireland-see _aah was
matched by a 105 ireland comparison _ield. Photometric matches
made monocularly or binocularly with an a.nnular afterimage, i0 O
OD and 5 ° ID, concentric with a; 2 ° centrally fixated comparison
field required approximately 104 _rolancls. A 2 O central afterimage
matched with an annular comparison _ield showed no significant dLf-
[erence from the annular afterimage. The results _or the first two
minutes _ollow{ng the flashes _or,all conditions sho_ed a 1Lnear rela-
tionehip between the logarithm Ol the comparison _ield luminance
an,_ the logarithm of the tim_ measured _rom the illlh, _._thor)
A_6-gc421
51:,,, fi; i'i::F, FOItMANCG A_ A FUNCTION OF PERIPHGAAL
AGUI'FY.
D,,r_,th,/ N/. Johnston (Bo.,_ng Co., Seattle. Wash. ).
l_;::;.,:; i".,ctors, vo[. 7. Dec. 196b, p. 5Z7-535. k4 refs.
"r'h_b study wa_ Illadc tO inv('Sti_At_, the rt, l;ttioll_h&p between the
slav of vi_t,.l [tl'lds of observ(.r_ arid t;mv rl'qulrcd to locate tar6eta
on stat*c d_splay_. The llndlng_, Which lnd*cate that people with
large visual ftelda can find targets more rapidiy than observer_ with
_mall field_, have practical selectlon and tramlng application. Equa-
tions ;ire presented which can be uacd to determine search time tibet
can be expected as a function of the aize b[ the viaua[ field of the
observer and the apparent _ize of the area, being _elrched. (#%uth_t)
/
AC_-S01:0
CL_.RZ: ,% STLDY INTO GLARE RECOVERY TIME WITH NIGHT DRIVING
51 /CTACLZS.
A. d. Phi::ps a.':,: A:an F, utstein k.'Nonhamp:on Coil. of kdvan. Technol.,
: ._:/c.::: fI:hvaio'.oz'cM 07,t{c,¢,v0[. 22,1965, p. 155-1C,4. 29rcfs.
. . ,,:to::, o: . _ de.PieCeS cxp;c'g,_, an increase in comf_,z_ dunng g',a.-c
• : : .=! .:t-,tn_ng glasses. Tr. s agrees with rcauAs found by od_er.
. . " a a:d explain their coatLr, ued popula.sty. A;118 sub,cots showed
..... : ,:, glare recovery n.'v,e, t;:e mean value being 54 per cent. Thus
..... :, : : : -i ", ere more co ,rrdcrtable t:;eir Visual performance was ir, fenor.
• C o 2:,_:a 2o_:ce was brought much nearer d';an encountered in
,: c: ........ :c, ns, this was done on'.y to determine the :"doc.t of wearing the
•, , -- .,:u,=:c,; under _he severest of cond[;_o;;5. No attempt wan
• :. ........ :.a,ac. :c:,u:t._ ur, deg _ctaal driVing conditions.
A_6-80674
VISUA L RECOVERY FROM BRIEF EXPOSURES TO HIGlt LUMIN/,NCE.
Norma D, Mtllc_ (Ohio State U. Sch_e_l of Optometry, Columbus).
Journ_ of the Optical Society of America, vol. 55, Dec. 1965, p. 1651-I 669.
5 refs.
AF Systems Command supported research.
The maxweiiian-view optical system provided a clrcu!ar flash field of I00
diam, and at the peak of the flash, the ftcld luminance was 5.4 X 105 L. A
rotattng-mirror shutter system permitted flash durations of 1.4 to 0.64 reset.
with constant pulse shapes for all durations. The maMmum flash energy wall
4 X 107 td-sec, or 0.042 caldcm. 2 at the reth_a, neglecttng losses tn the
ocular media. With the Infrared removed by filtering the beam, the maximum
energy was reduced to 3 X 107 td.scc, or 0.012 calJcm. 2. The criterion
measure for visual performance following the flashes was the identification
"of Sloan---Snellen letters of different sizes. The letters were transilluminated
wlth luminances from 130 to 0.03 mL.The effect of removing the Infrared
po_ton of the flash radiance on the recovery times for a given level of visual
performance was tested and found negligible. The other variables studied wer_
the size of the flash field and the duration of the flash.The time course of
recovery following various flash energi*ll w_ investigaramd by vm'yIng the
le_er a_e and the letter luminance*. .
,%66.12015 : ;J_.,nt iioi_,okc Co;; . Soul_ •, r-,:,,',,,y. _,i o:,s
FUiITliER LX,'LRiNfL_NTS ON THE f-{A,X,C,_ 0_: VISUAL
SLAi_CH Fin_,l ilcport
Jo;iil Vo[k[llann a;)¢i }io[,iCt! }1 .... _,n Eiedford. i'_LLIS.'i , Elt_clroil.
S',':;:ei?,a Dw. J_n ltK;5 i06 p ru;_
_C,:r:t;;,:: AF 15_U23)-2443)
_£5& LD;_; 65-169: AD 622-;14)
' l_,;)ort descrii)Qs Six Cxl)o;in'_t!nIs oil VlSUai search Zv',/o
c!.,, .,j; :_rms i;', _he report art_ Crltl[],Jl nuil/_)er ;.if_(._ [)_sal
;..' ,: :h;i,d by the foIIc_*,;r,!_ glint.it;oRs M{;dl_m I;dency of
,.' .c:l _s plotted _is a f_;rlclK)n t)f the nLlfllber O_ ,,?[llon[£ in
;:, ;l/alrlx. for each sLii)jo..ct arlcJ oxpor_filenta] Col'lLJl[l(lll At
C.%' I;_Jfrlt)ors of e'l_J;l/t!ll[S [i/O _alrzilCy Is neatly constant; th_s
i_i[[tl]CIOS "] tie critic J; numoer iS 1110 humidor Ol elenlent5 at
Wh,Ch the trO,qs_tIon OCCU;S The a_m of tile l'irst experiment
vvas to discover whctr, er the crlhcal Ilt;rY_i)E:r varies with the
density of the shmu'_;s mair_x. Over the entire ranso of don-
s,hes employed. _t does Noverthei{!ss. tl_e area corresponding
to "he cr_hcal ndmber is .;;,parc'ntly constant over a range of
iOW densities {This is the area of fast search ) Over a range of
h_gh donsdms, this area decreases considerably. Basal time
does not ,vary wdh densKy. The second experiment aimed to
check the first one. and to provide evidence on the shape of
fro area of fast ,searci_. The anaiys_s wa,s in terms of the Iota-
hen of the crlt_cal elements in the matrix. The constancy of
area at low dens;has was conhrmed, although the check was
very ,nsensit_ve Basal time is constant• The shape of the area
appears to be as prcwou,sly de,scribed: ovaioid, with the longer
ax_s horizontal• Author (TAB)
NC,6-13C._0"# Texas Univ. Austin. Defense Research lab.
[STUDIES OF AUDITORY iNFORMATION PROCESSING
EMPHASIZING TliE APPLICATION OF SIGNAL DETECTA-
BILITY T_IEORY TO TH_ AUDITOEY SLN:,,.;RY RESPONSES]
Fif[h Quarterly Progress R_pOFt, "_Jun.-31 Aug. 1965
LA. Jeffross 15Oct. 1565 6p
(NASA Order R-129; Contract Nonr-3579(04))
(NASA-CR-68881) CFSTt: HC S1.00/MF $0.50 CSCL 05H
The status of work progress in studies of auditory in-
formation processing emphasizing the applicahon of signal
detectability theory to the ;,uditory sensory re,sponses is re-
ported. A simpler method for averaging receiver operating
characteristic data for visusl detection, end a method of
me=luring the g_lv=nl6 lkin response of a _ub_eCt tO various
stimuli ere described. 0_;,er stud=as mentioned include psycho-
physical and physiological investigations of brightness. L$.
l 47C3_ ITT Faders! Labs., Nutley. N. J.
HU,'./A:,; FACTORS RESEARCH IN 3-D DATA PRESENTA-
F;naI Report,, Sop, 1962-May 1535
F,cymonc C. BassctL ,.',orton H. Kahn, Moire La May. Joel Levy,
a.-,3 Dcr',aio E. Page Baaford, Mass,, AFSC, Electron. Systems
C,v. Ju:',. 1555 83p refs
iCor, z ;t AF 19(628}-274)
{--$5-7F,-6_,-452: AD-623028) CFSTI: HC $3.00/MF S0.75
A sc.r,.:5 of experiments was performed to evaluate some
cf "r.: opcr._t;ng characteristics and potential utility of a volu-
:-_::: (i.e, real} three-dimensional display produced by projec-
. c.= :.f a C,=,T imago onto a rotating tran,slucent `screen. Soma
:.: --.: ,,_r:zb:es tested were perceptiPH;t'/ of relative location of
:.: ; --_:s in close proximity, parcepbon of location of point
. _ ..... :_,.'e to Cispiay boundaries and perception of abso-
.: : _. -... ,-_.:.tive motion of targets in the volume. Estimation of
:.:.c. cr, .:r.d motion were foun,.;'t.o be h;shlY accurate and quite
_ c ',Jn,;a the re`sult,s do not point conciu,sivcly to specific
_.;p .:_.::cr,,s, tno uti;;t,/ of volumetric 3-¢ in making fine po,si-
•.._.:, .r.& mc, t;_.r, c:L, oFim;r, ations has been demon,strafed. Further
u:u:.'/wc,id c,... required to a,scertain utility in practical situations
;_ch _ --it tr-'-ff;c control, space _-urveillance, etc. Author (TAB)
! N66-15431# Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston. Stan-
ley Cobb Labs. for Psychiatric Research•
RESEARCH ON INFORMATION PROCESSING IN THE
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM Scientific Report No. 1
Frank R. Ervin 23Jul. 1965 26p refs
(Contract AF 19(628)-408)
(AFCRL-65-580; AD-621277} CFSTI: HC $2.O0/MF$050
A system of automatic receptive field mapping for visual
cortical neurons by a digital computer. It consists of (1) stimu-
lus display by a digital CRT. simultaneous data sampling and
on-line data processing into a post-stimulus time histogram
and an averaged evoked potential, and (2) offhne readout of
numerical values and tabulation. Several problems lying be-
tween the neurophysiological or statistical nature of the re-
sponse and data processing techniquel are els4_ de,scribed and.
discus,_;ed. Author (TAB)
.'.:,5,3-155_i BJoTech_:oic,,.:v ;no..:. ,.;:;:on, Va
Tr'_E T_'_AX_;LATION OF VISL_,\ .... ,:C,.-;:_IAT;C,;g h%TO VE-
;",;CULAR COh;TROL ACTiC:.j
i_aymond E Redly. Re-bert i-_ G,bcr:. ;1,chard F. DiHon. and
JamesF. Parkor. Jr. Oct. 1SJ5 O4,) r,Jf:, Sponsored by Va. Oopl.
of H,!;hways
{gT;-6:_-2i
T[;c u',_e oi ',.,,:;ua] inforn:,,:_on Iron ,_ land vehicle tail-
l;:;,_,: :q,'s:em ill st_;Jled m r{,L',;,on to :;;Odi[IC vehmiHar control
actions DV tbe driver PartlCU!,r tJ;_cn[le,q IS given II', the angu-
:at _.U_OClty CUe provLded by ;L,: ,qcrease in v_,hicle visual
ano:e pro,,'ide,J by the two t,:,; hhn[u as the driver ai)i)roaches the
ruar of a _,chlcI_] II 2, p;)oarr; I;;,I _i ,:_;vt]r it_,l}ii lJ_lll |he ang[J °
lar volu¢_t,/ C,Ju a_. _,vC_i ,._, lthJ :. i _(: Of tl,_ own vehicle ill makI/hJ
th," decision 1o stop• Other cues ,:Pit, ear to give important percep-
tual information, al:houl;h in,-,,.JualS operate w.thin the en-
tirety of [he vEdal eRvlroRznenl re;her than from separate cues.
_.t IS conc;,;dJG t,nat at; the v,_u.,;, ,i;_orm,;;ia_l available to a driver
is usen m a hiGniy systematic manner tO effect control actions.
Spbc_hc char.;ctctlstics of t_il-hOht systems were found to hove a
significant uffect on braking beh,_vior, anoa system with large,
bright '-Ca: ..... ._ratcc by 60 inch_, consistently _roduces better
brakmg ;c_pon:_e_ _rom drivers. M.W.R.
N66-21472// General Electric Co.. Oklahoma City. Okla.
A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF: FLASHBLINDNESS Final
Report. 1 Nov. 1964-31 Aug, 1965
Robert S Czeh. Arthur W, Casper. and Ernest C. Segraves. Jr.
Brooks AFB. Tex., School of Aerospace Med., Oct, 1965 68 p
rofs
(Contract AF 41(609)-2644)
(AD-627332) CFSTI: HC S3.00/MF $0.75
In planning certam military m_ssions =t is desirable to know
the extent to which vision may be impaired by the flashblind.
hess that can result from the Intense hghtofa nucleare_ploslon.
This report describes an attempt to provide assistance to such
planning by constructmg a mathematical mode of flashbhnd-
hess. The literature was surveyed to determine whether Or not
the construction of a model was feasible. Using selected data.
two equations were developed for predictmg recovery t_me from
flash energy, display luminance, and display visual acuity. The
prediction errors made were determmed in a few situations
and compared with the errors made by other prediction tech-
niques. Limitation,= of the applicability of the equation= were
noted. Author (TAB)
I
).:'33-22336# Naval Air Development Center. Johnsville. Pa.
Av,ct_on Mec.ic_i Acceleration Lab,
FL.:.SHDLINDNESS: THE EFFECTS OF PREFLASH AOAP-
TAT;&:'_ A;_D PUPIL SIZE Phase Report
j. H. H_',; ann G)oria T. Chisum 30 Jun. 1965 20 p refs
(NADC-ML-6508: AD-629589) CFSTI: HC SI.00/MF SO.50
A question of considerable operational importance is the
extent to '.'.hich the bhndmg effect of a flash from a nuclear
wuapon wdi vary with the ambient light level. Under conditions
of d&r;..r,¢s$, the s_ze of the pupil and the sensitivity of the eye
are m;,,,_m,;z_d. W_th an increase in the ambient light levet both
the sans_t_v;:y of the eye and the pupil size decrease. Data are
presenteu on the independent effects of pupil size and receptor
ad_,pt:,::on level on the .production of fiashbiindness by high
|ntons;ty, ._ho_-duration flashes. Author (TAB)
/
N66.22783# School of Aerospace Medicine. Brooks AFB,
Tex.
F-101/F-106 FLIGHT SIMULATOR FLASHBLINDNE$$
EXPERIMENT, MARCH-JUNE 1965
James E. Hamilton Dec, 1955 17 p refs
(SAM-TR-65-82: AD-628552) CFSTI: HC $1.&0/MF S050
An investigation was made to determine the effect of
flashblindness on aircraft control in the F-10BA and the
F-IO1B flight simulators. In addition, a study was made to
determine how much cockpit illumination is required to re-
duce flashblindness to minimum recovery time• It was found
that approximately 42% of the flashblinded pilots tested did
not accom'plish a programmed escape maneuver. Instrument
panel floodlighting immediately after the flash significantly
[educed recovery time. Floodlighting the pan, el with 300 ft.-c.
illumination did nol significantly reduce retry time more
than illuminatioti with 100 f$..¢. Author (TAB)
k
_._i5-20531;,0i1_oStateUmv Rcscurcll Foundation, Colum-
l',u .s
ViSOAL RECOVERY FROM id_GH INTENSITY FLASHES
Int,q_n'l F.{ port. 15 _.t,W IgG4-'i5 _,iay 1035
NoTma D X':',ler Sro_ks AFB. Tax, School of Aerospace Med.,
Jut _.965 SOp rcfs
iContract AF 41;009}2426)
itTR-1, AD-$27325) CFSTI HC S3 O0/MF S075
Hl(;h itltensi_y fiash_!s of O 04 m:;L!c tO I 4 msnc di;rat_on
were us,'. ;o deform*he the aft_rimage brightness ,is ,3 function
of tlmu ,.:howin_} the (lash Six llamas subjects made con-
t;nuous ms'aRcs of the aftcrima(]e for periods up to six
_lEn_tos foilu_m_l 1}1o fiat, h,,; The flash enelqFe_ ran{l_d from
3 _. l_J-; ;O bU0._,JO td sea ur troll1 0012 tO 00003 col/am sq.
at the rot*no, ncgiechng losses ,n d_e ocular media. The mean
after_'.;_at'e br_tlhtness. 5 se.c f,',i;OW_nfl the hit;heat intensity
flaSh(!S. VvSS _00.000 td. "_i_G , : , rll]'_a_o brLqhtness cats were
co_rulated w_tn (ecovery tlme mca,urernents for SIoan-Sneilen
;e:ters presented at lure,nonce !ovule from 2S0 mL to 0.07 mL.
The reclproci_y rel,;tlo_sh_p butwcuP, the ,iuratlon and lumi-
nance of flashes subtending 7.5 oc_roes wsua; ansjie was in-
vest,gated for constant flash energy of 3X10 -7 td sec. Seven
flash durations from O 5 to 5.0 msec wore tested. The re-
covery hines for the S',oan-Sneilon leltcrs at various lumi-
nance leveis increases e_proxlmate_y 30% following 1.5
msec flasr, es com,3_,red w_th the 0.,5 msec fiashes. There was
no apparent change for the mean recovery times for four
subjects fOhOw,ng flashes from 1.5 msec in duration.
Author (TAB)
NGG-23826# IshtutO Nazlona_e dJ Ott_ca. Florence (italy).
PROBLEMS RELATED TO VISUAL pERFORMANCE OF
PILOTS Annual Summary Report, 1 Dec. 1964-30 NOV. 1965
Adnana Fporentim and Lucia Ronchi 20 Dec. 1965 1'19 p
refs
(Cuntract AF 61(052)-850}
(AD-630475) CFSTI: HC $4.00/MF $075
CONTENTS:
1. OCULAR MOVEMENTS AND APPARENT MOVF-
VENTS DURING AT'fEMPTED MONOCULAR FIXATION OF
A POINT IN A DARK FIELD A. Fborentini p 1-33 refs {See
N66-28827 16-05)
2. SOME ASPECTS OF THE PERCEPTION OF LIGHT
SIGNALS L, Ronchl p 34-68 refs (See N66-28828 16-05)
3. ON THE VARIABILITY OF ELECTRORETINOGRAPHIC
RESPONSE L, Ronchi p 69-86 (efs (See N66-28829 16-05)
4. VISUAL PERFORMANCE IN THE PRESENCE OF A
STEP PATTERN OF ILLUMINATION A. Fiorentini p 87-I04
refs {Sea N66-28830 16-05)
N35-29553"_ California Univ.. San Diego. Visibility Lab.
£XP£AI,MENT S.8/D.13. VISUAL AcuITY AND ASTRO-
NA_JT ViSISILITY
S - ;t C.: Duntkey, Rosweli W Austin, John H. Taylor, and
...... Horns In N'ASA. MaRned Spacecraft Center Gemini
M._.. ,, .m Conf. including Expt ResuhS 1966 p 329-346
tS ...... -: 29626 16-31} GPO: HC S275:'CFSTI: MF $2.00
:_,_ ,, .:t, inflight, and postfiight test of the visual
c,cu,:', ,: ::,a matadors of the Gemim V and Gemini VII crews
she'..,..: ;,o statistically significant change i6 their visual capa-
"bi:,.7. C,_:.ur_at_ons of a prepared and monitored pattern of
rccta:'.[,:c_ made at a ground site near Laredo, Tax.. confirmed
that ;no .,qsual performance cf the astronauts in space was
v,::r.m tne statistical range of their respective pro.flight thresh-
olCs. and that laboratory wsual acuity data can be combined
wi,h environmental optical data to predict correctly man's
_i:_,_tir,,3 visual capability to d_scriminate small objects on the
s_rf,.$_ _f the earth in dayt|me. Author
N66.32141"# Texas Umv..Austln. Defense Research Lab.
[STUDIES OF AUDITORY INFORMATION PROCESSING
EMPHASIZING THE APPLICATION OF SIGNAL DETECTA-
BILITY THEORY TO THE AUDITORY SENSORY RESPONSES]
Semiannual Report. 1 Dec, 1965-31 May 1966 and Eighth
Quarterly Status Report, 1 Mar.-31 May 1966
L. A. Jeffress 27 Jun. 1966 t0p
(NASA Order R-129; Contract Nonr-3579(04))
(NASA-OR-76560) CFSTI: HC$1.0O/MF$0.50 CSCL05H
Research progress _s reviewed on several studies pertam-
in q to auditory information processing, adaptation to bright-
ness of flashed incrementa( and decremental stimuli, and ef-
fects of chromatic adaptation on color naming. Experiments
conducted on hstener's free response to auditory s,gnal de-
tection, human performance and response were measured by
randomly spacing 10 signals of low detectabd_ty. 150 msec
in duration, 500 Hz. within each five-minute hstening penod;
10 no,so-alone intervals were also defined in each penod D_$-
tributions of these response latencies were separately con-
structed for signal-pies-noise intervals. In other experiments
on signal detection versus duration for an electric ear model.
a fixed-bandwidth filter was used in combination w_th chang-
ing time constants of the detector. The falter was followed by
a linear (half-wave) detector and by an integrator with • decay
time of 100 msec_ A similar experiment employing e square-
law rectifier (energy detector}, end the same integration t_me
constants, was somewhat mote euccossful. R.LI.
NC3-34_50/_ Joint PubhCa_lons F.._oorch Surv,Lu. _,^.J:,'.",,nca"
ton. D C.
,_ _.V E Z :=.L ?ROL_.E,",;$ tN ,:, __ L C,',;;ZI N G ACOUSTIC,
_IG;.,:,-G
D N. Kartashov. A. A. Nigay. cr._; V Ya. Pctrov In Jt._ 2_nd
AiI-Umon Sci. 5essJon Dovot_.c :o >,ado Day: Cybernetics
Sect. 1 AJ0. 'igG6 p 35-35 (Sc,_ Nd3-34353 20-10) CFSTI;
_3,00
The feaslbdlly of dus_snmg umts to recognize various
acoustic slgna;$ whJsu ch,Jracterishcs po_s_'ss certam sta-
t_Or,.:,;y pararnc*,ars Is r_ported.._;chnJcal methods used in the
exp_rimcn; ate bn0f;y ,aoscnbcd, and the development of
acc,_:_t;C _.,gna; repru:._ntat,ont, is ptu_ut'_DJ ,1. The ,_l_O¢_thmll
Of recd,,nit;on a:_ shown, and test re.%u,;s are ciagrammed. It
is conc;u_c, tn,_; for a number of comparatw0Jy simple proD-
iotas lmo'-r rr,_:,'_od,, of space represents;lens can be used
rather e ff_cbv-W. A.G.O.
,'YCS-3.0G55a' Cambridge Univ (Enq;and) Psychological Lab.
VISUAL PF-RCEPTION OF MOVEt_E,NT Interim Scientific
Report No.l, 1Apr. 1965-31 Mar. 1908
R.L. Gregory and J. A M. Howe 21Jun. 1966 77p refs
(Grant AF-EOAR-65-62)
(AFOSR-66-1532; AD-637510) CFSTI: HC $300/MF $0.75
The research mcludes: (a) Invest_gat,on of the use of pitch of
-a sound as a d_stance cue; (b) investlgabon of the mamtenance
Of r_tinal fusion as an object move_ _n depth; (el desc..npt_,n of the
apparatus developed for moving observers at constant velocity;
(d) invesli_at_on of apparent depth and perlpec_ve let up by • l._e
at Od(er_vnl inchtlatlons from the rare*eel; end (e) measurement|
of the magnitude of the Ponzo dlus_on for different pos_t_ons of
the horizontal lines within the obt_que lines. Author (TAg)
A67-21723
ZFTtLCT OZ Z_-_ .-..:_ND S:ZE ON" TARGET RECOGNITION.
.r . C. *_. Greening (North American Aviation, InC. ,
D:v. , r :,he;m. Cab:'. ).
h'.,'-:_: , vo:. 3o, Feb. t9o7, p. 15o-158. 5 refs.
A _tu(:y w.s :.)e_:or:._ed to determine the effect of blur and size
on target recogn_t;on. _';:ms of six different clock orientations
cf :a::dolt C'_ were m_de. Blur and s:ze were varied by vary_r,g
the angv:lar velocity of the camera across the'target field and the
d,stance of the camera from the targets. The subjects were required
to _dent*fy an assigned target orientation on each trial. The results
,,.,ere: (1) the effect of image s;_ear on target recognition is dependent
upon the rat;o of smear in _nches to the cr;tica_ dimension of the
target, in cc_:'..parable unLta. If the amount of sm.ear is _ess than
tw:ce the critical din-.ension, target recognition accuracy _s
unaffected. A: a rat_o of Z. O, performance begun to drop off
rapidly until ;t ieve:s of/ at a near chance level and (Z) time to
rcco_n_:.e targets re:is o[[ rapidly when the amount of blur equals
the crit_ca_ d_cc, cns_0n. (Author)
A_7-26925
FLASHDLINDNESS - THE EFFECTS OF pKEFL.A.SH ADAPTION
AND PUPIL SIZE.
Gloria T. Chi_um and g. H, Hill (U.S. Naval )4._%mri_l Con'.rt_=nd,
_4aval Air Development _enter, Aerospace _d*c&l Releareh L_bor_-
tory, John,rifle, Pa,).
Aero#_ace Medicine, vol. 38. Apr. 1967. p. 395°399. 7 ret_.
_mir_tion oI the extent to which the blinding effect of • flash
£rom a n_clear w_apon will vary with th© _mbie_t lighZ level. Undee
conditionl of darknels, the lille O( the pupil and the se_ll_,tlv_ty O_
the eye are maximized. With at, increase im the ambient light level
both the menlit%v_ly o( th_ eye ar_l the pupil size decre&le. Data. are
presented o. the indepeMent e_eetl Ol _pil Oile aM re¢o_to_ adapta-
tion level on the productio_ o[ flashbli_r_ll by high intemsity, sho_t-
duration fl&llhe II, _ )d[..
t
_'67-i i ,,.,,b _,_
D C
Ti"it: iNFLUZNC_. OF DI_,_ZF I:,;T_ .. _Y- L',G_: _.L.,L:._;_L5 C,,';
ADAPTATION TO DA_I,_,NESS At,..5 ,,_i. ViSL;AL ;,.Co.',Y
P A Korzun In _ts Prob; _n A_..; ,, ...... ;_'cd 21 Oct iL;66 p
256 287 rots iSoo NO7-1 i40_ OL-O41 CFSTt: 5_ 40
"The effect of tea Co,Or n_,,,.,; of brief mtenswe flashes
on h0ht sens_twlty an_ wsua_ ,;c,.cy o_ tile human eye wJs
ex_,mm, ed The ;lashes ",,,,_re p(oduc_.., v,,4h an impulse lamp, and
tea. blue. and t';recn ;[ashes wore o5:s_;suG wdh the use of fdtors.
The foL_owin9 patterns were 6st,.bhsheo: i_; After brief intensive
W,un',Lnzt_on O{ the 0ar_phery of lho ro:_;_,; wJth blue and 5roan
. f:ashes, i_ght sensitivity was reduced by 5 to 30 times, and the
duration o; ;h_s roc,:ct,cn va,'_ed from 15 to 30 rain. {2J After
i;l_m,n,;t,on ot _ne r_;,na ,,v_th ted fi_she:. _ha li,_ht sunni;wily wC, s
[he same as ,:,f:er raadap:a:lon (,3) It. u,a c_,sa of ill_inet _O_ Of
the mac_lar area of the retina the light, sonsitiwty is restored just
as quickly as of:or readaptation to the sphere, (4) Visual acu_;,,, is
reduced the ;c_.s; and rc:urns most quickly to tno initial ievei M_or
illumination wi_h fl.:shes of blue i;_,_t.,. L,E.W.
t ,
_-'67-15360// Ohio State Univ Research Foundation, Columbus.
VISUAL RECOVERY FROM HIGH INTENSITY FLASHES II '
Final Report, 15 May 1905-15 May1966
Norton D. Miller Brooks AFB. Tax.. School of Aerospace Mad.. i
!Jul. 1966 65 p re;s
(Contract AF 41 {609)-2426)
(A0-64231) CFSTI: HC$3OO/MF$0 65
Some new instrumentation was developed and a number
of refmements were made =n the ex_stmg special test equipment
for investi_)atmg the visual recovery fol_owmg h_gh intensity flashes
The primary ureas of apparatus moOd*cat,on were (1) mcJeased
capability for the measurement of source energy m absolute units,
{2} increased precision in the measurement of recovery t_mes. (3)
extended range of flash durations for recovery measurements, and
(4) inclusion of pupdlographic recording as a measure of flash
effect. The oonsensual pupd reflex was measured fo_ six subjects
foriflash energies from 150,000 to 30.000,000 tdsec. The flash
durations were varied from 250 microsec to 1.5 see. Flash fields
subtended a visual angle of 7.5 degrees in most of the
work with a 2 degree centrally fixated field used in o_e part of the
study. Author (TAB)
• o
$072: ;n;titute for Perception RVO-TNO. Soesterberg
• o_et ;&!;Ca)
"FIE EFFECT OF ,SUCCESSIVE EXPOSURES UPON
DYN,:,;,';IC V,S UAL ACUITY
L F. W de Kiork. J p. van de Gear, and C. A. J. Vlek {1966J20 p re.s
(TDCK-4550S: {ZF-I$SG-10) CFSTI: HC$3oO/MF$0.65
This -':_::I concerns the effect of manner of Presentation
of mo:.;n 3 L:.:.,:3i: nn0s upon dynamic visual acuity. Two types of
....... C: One single exposure and two successive
exposurc.s T:.., ;ct,_; exposure time has been kept equal for both
condo:tons F:cm :r,e results of the experiments it appears that for
_n anSu;ar tarcje: velocity of 70°/see two successive exposures,
separated Dy a t.me mtcrv_l of 2 sac, load to better Performance
than one smgle exposure of double 0uration. These results were
explained in :eras of the sampled data theory. Recordings of
eye movements _o reveal that there is a rather good correlation
between dye: m;c visual acuity and accuracy of ocular pursuit.
However, the _.:.:T.p,.n_ hypothesis did not receive much support
from toe an_:/:.is of eye movements. SOme factors are discussed
which may ,_c,:o_,n: for this lack of confirmation. Author
1_67-24.879_ Army Medical Research Lab. Fort Knox. Ky.
CORRELATION OF PERFORMANCE IN DETECTING
VISUAL AND AUDITORY SIGNALS Final Report
WalterJ. Gunn and Michel Loeb 20 Jan. 1967 16 p rats
(AMRL-713: AD-64753£) CFST[: HC$3 00/MF$0.65
Two experiments were performed in which Os were to
detect which pulses of noise or pulses of light wore slightly mo_e
' intense than others in a train. It was found in the first experiment
that both sensitivity (d) and degree of conservatism in responding
(beta) were co_related fo_ the two tasks. The auditory task was
more difficult than the visual und*r the chosen conditions. Higher
betas were noted fat Us first performing on the visual task. In the
second experiment, the tasks were more closely equated _ difficulty,
and as performed both the auditory and the visual task twice.
The effect of order previously noted for beta was not obtained.
Beta and d wore again significantly correlated for the first session;
for the second session significant correlations were obtained fox d
but not beta. The results suggest that not onh/ ate there response
biases common to detectio_ in different _Iiti_. but also common
factors affecting sensitivity. Author (TAR)
_G7-24712# Eye Research Foundation of Bethesda, Md.
THE EFFECT OF WAVELENGTH ON VISUAL ACUITY
Final Report, Oct. 1.1 _66--Sop, 31,1966
Carl Richard Cavonius Jan. 1957 22 p refs
_Contract 0A-49-193-MD-2839)
{ERF-RR-1/67.Cr; AD-646575) CFSTI: HC $3.00/MF _,_,065
Visual acuity was measured in monochromatic light at
wavelengths between 440 and 660 nm. The test objects were
gratings which filled a 1.5 degree circular field centered in a 30
degree neutral surround. Luminance contrast between adjacent bars
was adjustable, and acuiw thresholds were determined fo¢ different
con_'asts. It was found that acuity depends pcimatily on luminance
contrast and only slightly on wavelength, so that the same
lumh'_ance co_tr,_,_t ymk_ similar acuity thresho_<b at =11wa'v_r_gth=
p_ovidod that the test objects ere equated in k_minance. It it
suggested that the dominant wevelength of a v_ua( display sy'_tem
(such as a cathode ray screen) is relatively uniml:H:xtant in the
perception of fine detail. Instead. uiteria auch as grain size and
available luminance are more impatient. Author (TAB)
YAC{- 2:64
THE L.FFECT OF WAI_.N;.NG SIGNALS ON REACTION TIME: IN YOUTH AND
oLD AG[-.
Cao:::e A. TaEand (i {'alWard U_ Bos:on, _.n':_.)
je_r_:'.ofGeronto!o_y,v° _-,19,.J_. 19640p. 31-38. 6 refs.
-C_ ::?:..:,_._,,_,:a :j9.
EL;,_,:een men in the twenties and 18 men aged 77 to 88 years ';,'ere tested
:'or s?ccd for n'_anu,-.; response under !nstructlo=s of ._!_ple r,nd choice rcac-
t'.on time (RT), va=3':ng moda),ity, duration of s_,aa s, and length of aler_ln_
In;an'el. The RT, between-subject and wi;.hin-:;ubjcct variances increased
sgn_ficamzy',_' h a;e;e_orswer¢ few and about the.;amelnyouthandln
c;d age. _Var_m< signals speeded up RT in youth but had no reliable effect la
old age. Lc.:encies tended to Increase wl_h th= let. ::h of a!¢rtlng interval ex-
cept for cSoice reaction Emes m o'.de_ me.n. O,_:...a', condition for old age wall (
=a _ud:.:oz'y w:.rning followed by a visual zespon.;c signal; in youth the reverse :
p;._d_ced the lasses; response.'I2_e younger _.en con,_med the general rule
the: respan;es tend to be faster to auditory th'-n:.o visual signal.s; the olde.l
='.=r, shov,'ed the oppOs!:e trend. Severzl hypotheses _.ze examined to account
In old age.
,_, ,,,e l=,,_.e el war_',;ng stsnats to spe,:C up response
A C :-:. : :: ".3 O? THE SCBJ',TCH ON THE WIND SHI.E,.LD
_.,':.NS) ; ::ll-.L_: INr'_UE.'_CE TH_ _'OVING OBJECT.
i.. :.C _.._ :_g V I S UAL FUIxCT!O.N S TO
vet. 3, I_¢, 19_S,(-N_go_-aU.,
._.,..: ':c_ _'_I_ x"_a_ Rem, ln_L ol Envttonmental ),ted-, J _p_n).
_- -... _._,donthevt_ualfunctt°n olpgorl
...... . .:eL Depth perception Sn_:c" --eat of f_tRue _al allo ca_,.- ,
e.,._,i-.L_7, t,_l. _ecornmoJ_:lc:3 Of the e_e _.1 one of the _dLC_to_l.
• _"" sc_tch on the wt_d _h',el_ dr&not _ltect the ,¢Lttbtltty to the
". zr, e v_b_L_/tO the rnoV_g object.
. ,: , _ .:obect. tlr_=_e_yl°Wered_h'e
- _'_dC_-_ l_el*, _,l t_0VL_ O_: Cc_" wll lelri throkl_h rhl S_Ichlt_
,_.-_ : _'_
• , _ :834
_:,'SY OF VISUAL PERCEPTICN OF DIRECTION IN THE
" K FOa VAfiiOUS POSITiOn's3 OF THE EYE IN THE
..,,LIT.
._c.'_cra N'_atm (Columbia U,. Now York, N. Y.) and George
,: :.ur (Johns HopkmsU.. Baltimoro. Md.}
.-. rc,',_tJcl ,_nd  do'or Skills. vol. 22. Apr. 1968, p. 407-420.
C.:.zr,_s NSF G-18120. GB-944. and GB-4263.
V_c,,x'_ng monocularly in a dark room. subjects reported
,,-,c idea:ion of a 4' 100-msec. flash relative to the location of
.-. ,,.=_._,n target ext=ngu_sned 3 sac. earlier. In one nxperi-
m_nt ;.c,c flashes were randomly preSoloctod from a horizontal
array cgntercd on the fixation target and the subject reported
"_o horizon:el d_splacement of the flash (_oft, right, same};
,,__,,_,. was _ther in primary position or in secondary posio
...,n _.:,-*_]2" to the r_ghl Or to the loft of primary position.
,, ,..:=cna oxpor_mant the flashes were randomly prosolocted,
,_:c,r--, J raft;cat erray cantered on the fixation target and the
:.,. ,,ct r_portod the vortical displacement of the flash (abOVe.
_ .,s,v. scrra}; fixation was eilhor in primary position or in s
,. :;=C_r,/ posit_cn 34-1/4" above or 23.1/4" below the fixa.
: ;.-. :.:'_ot. JNDs (just noticeable differences) wore about 20'
c, _rc it, primary position and increased considerably in all
z.:,;r,C_ry positions of fixation. In the first experiment PSEs
{;.;r,z.; ol =uSi_ct=vo ¢¢_uality} shifted to the right as'fixation
pc, :.Go w:,._ shifted tO the loft; in the second experiment
P_,::. ehi,'_._d u_w_rd as fixation poaition shifted downward.
o.
A00.81876
VISUAL DETECTION OF COMPOUND MOTION.
L. T. Alexander and A. S. Cooperband (System Develop. Carp,.
Santa Maraca. Calif.)
(Western Psycho/. Assn., Honolulu, Jun. I,¢-19, 1965).
Journal el Expetimehtal Psychology, vet. 71, Jun. 1968. p. 816-
821. 8 refs.
Results of previous studies suggest that under certain
geometric conditions the rate of change of the relative bear-
i ing (w) between two moving objects is used asa rue to predict
their future positions in space. Four subject.= were studied in
four situations representing an abstraction of these geometric
conditions. Their task was to detect n rotary motion superim-
posed on translational motion. The result= indicate that _ we==
the primary cue used in this task; detection performance wet
a linear function of co.
A88._203_
N EW THEORY ON APPARENT MOVEMEN'=*,
Martha J. Guastolla.
Journal of the Optical Society of America, vol. 56. Jul. 1966.
p. 960-966. 8 refs.
'" A theory i.= presented to explain the difference between
the true motion of e figure and its apparent motion, as in the
Amos trapezpoid illusion. Of central importance are the changes
in geometric relationships between the boundaries of a figure
as they project on the retina. The changes in retinal image
that accompany rotation of the figure have been analyzed by
use of a unique picture-plane model, to which the dimension
of depth is added• The only assumption necessary to predict
the perceived effect from the geometry of the illusion is that
the observer will be most affected by whatever element of the
retinal image is changing at the greatest rate. Apparent size,
clisplacement, and rates of change are quantified. Thn interre-
lationship of the horizontal end vertical edges are shown. The
projection of the edge of the figure farthest from the observer'
recedes in an opposite direction and It varying speed and
eize from .the true edge. The lack of n perfect one-to-one
relationship between the physical at_a psychological atimulue
• is determined by the nature of the projection of the phylical
stimulus, While other thoorei= based their explanation= on
past experience, thie theory de=i_natee the mechanisms
underlying the illusion.
AG3-32170
V:OUAL PEr. CEPTION OF DIRE_.TION IN THE DARK:
ROLEG OF LOC,,t,L _:Gfi;. _YE ;V.GV',..;_A2NT_, AND OCU-
LAF. ?;-_.0 P;_ IO C F-PTI O N.
Leonard _/,_:i_'1. Ethel _.etin (Columbia U.. Dept. of Paychot.,
Now York City. N. Y,). Douol;:. Paarco (0efanco Rea. Mid.
Lnb_. Toronto, Cnnada). and George Kibler (Johns Hopkins
U.. L]J_lt_;ora. h._d.).
Vision ,'?:so,Trch, vol. 6. A,;_] 196G. p. 453-469. 25 roll.
Grants NS? G-t St 20. GD-_c_,. _nd G £,-4263.
C,_ _C_ .),_',:forming monocuiarly in an o=herwise dark
room, ro;)c.;tod the direcIion at which a flash (6 reset, dura-
tion• 3-,5 m_n. visual ang',e, randomly located along the hori-
zontal in ;ha frontal p_,rallel plane) i'.lppearod relative to a
hxat,on tot;el extinguished 3 soc. 'earlier. Although the
subjects a_tompted tO maintain the eye in the same position
a3 during the prior fixation period, largo involuntary eye
movements {moni, torcd by a contact-lens technique) durlng
lho ,3 soc. dark interval caused o given flash target to strike
the r_tina to t_o loft of the fovaa on some trails• and to the
ri_ht on others. The report of flash 0_roction depended
slrongly on the sign and magnitude of this varying retinal
s_gnal ;nCo_endontly of _ha physical location of the flash
tarc_ The s:andard deviation of the function relating report
of flash GE;echon to the retinal siena; _,'os approximately
hair of the standord deviation of the function relating the
r_port of the physical target location. No evidence was found
the: propr;oceptivo signal:, rogarCing the eye movemontl
;,','_:emahcally influenced the reports of flash direction. The
accuracy of th,_ report of the physical location of the target
v,,as thus limited by the subject's ability to maintain his eye
c:osa to :,,._ original fixation position.
_LC3-$2233
S E,-',F.C,'_ P2,-q FC 7..M.,&;;C': AS A FUNCTION OF PERIPHERAL
/,CU;TY.
Cc,.'c,:h,/ M. John,_ton (Boeing Co.. Soattlo.'Wash.).
h',.,=, , ,:,c:_r.;ovoL 7, Dec. 1,955. p. 527-535. 14rofs.
"7.-,::; :,_uCv was m_de to investigate the relationship b(,-
•_,,:.,. "...-,_ s;z, of vi-zual fields of observers and time roc,_ir_,d
t:. ,c.': _ ',_Ccls on statistic displays, The findings, which
_r,C;c,.;c _'.at people with largo viaual fields can find targets
mo;o r_,,;ic_y then observers with small fields, have practical
sc'.oc:;cn ,r,_ training application. Equations are presented
v,,;::ch c_n be used to determine search time that can be
cx._cc'cd a: ,: _ur,_,"t_n of the size of the viaual field of the
rb:.¢rvcc :no, the epparent aizo of the area being searched.
::,
A6S-82378
EXPERIMENTAL ISOLATION OF THE DRIVER'S VISUAL
INPUT.
Donald A. Gordon (U.S. Dept. of Com.. Bur. of Public Roods.
Washington. D, C).
Human Factors, vol, 8. Apr, 1966. p 129-137 8 refs,
A technique for isolating the operator's visual input is
presented. The method involves decreasing the v=sual f_eid
$o that the essential information is obtained by the operator
in separate visual fixations. A continuous film record is made
to indicate the center of visual aim and the content of each
fixation. Using this aperture device, visual positional data
wore obtained on ton drivers on • two-lane low traffic den-
sity road. The essential information was found to be the toad
edges and center lane marker. The manner in which this in-
formation was obtained d,_fered from driver to driver. The
film records refute the notion that the driver has • fixed point
of forward reference, or that a common pattern of viewing
is shared by all. drivers. The hypothesis is presented that the
persistent pattern of fixation movements forward to the limits.
of the road. and back again to the vehlclo Ire explolned by
the contradictory requirements of perceptual anticipation and
vehicular alignment with the road. __.--
A67-80292
SIGNAL PRESENTATION RATE, AUDITORY THRESHOLD, ,
AND GROUP VIGILANCE.
" Richard L Martz (U S, Naval Submarine Med Center. Aud.tory
Res. Div.. U. S. Naval Submarine Base, New London. Groton.
Conn).
Percept'Ja/ a,_d Motor Skdls. vol. 23. Oct. 1966. P. 463 469
5 refs
Auditory thresholds were obtained during the course of a
single, two-hour vigdance session *from e_ght groups of 11
to 14 rated and non-rated Navy enl_ted men each. to one of
four signal rates: 1/2 hr.. 2.5/hr.. 7.5/hr,. and 15/hr. Sub-
jects of,each group were tested together m a dark. unhghted.
no_se.homogeneouS' room in close physical (and poss_bly .
tactde and vibratory) proximity but without visual or acousI=c
interaction. Each subject wore earphones and pressed a
mtcroswitch to report, singte tones in trains of 12 success,ve
tones rangmg in 2-db steps from roughly 14 db. below to 10
db. above the average subi ect's threshold. Results showed
(a) a positively accelerated linear relation _etween auditory
detection and log s_gnal rate. (b) decrements pf 1, to 10 db.
occurring early ih,.the first half of the watch in all groups"
{and virtually all '_'subjects') performance at all signal rates.
and (el large individual differences permittmg an arb.trary.
significant reparation of "better" .... and ."P°°_e¢'"........ performers.
o,
./.
A67-80737
SERIAL REACTION-TIME AND "THE TEMPORAL PAT-
TERN OF PRIOR SIGNALS.
Wdham Bovan. ' Lloyd L. Avant. and H. G. Lenkfocd (Ken.
State U. Manh,'_ttan).
,American Journal d/ Psychology, vol. 79, Dec. 1966. p. 551-
559. 23refs.
Contract Nonr-3834(01 ).
This experiment examined the relationship between
response-latency to serla]ly-presented simple visual signals
and the frequency-d_str=bution of" presentation-intervals within
the stimulus-series, when mean duration, range of duration,
and the number of different sized intervals was held constant.
A total of 200 men were tested with the fol_owing types of
distributions: constant interval; normal variable, interval;
skewed variab_0 interval; bimodel variable interval and
rectangular interval. ;'o differences among the series means
were obtained for' any of the distributions. Response-times
were sho,'test, however, for the mean as compared to the
o_her intervals used in the adaptation-series. The subjects
also were given one additional test-trial. Response-latencies
were shortest when this test-interval corresponded to the
mean of the series, and was longer as the test-interval de-
viate_ from the mean, Again. the statistical structure had no
relationship to response on the test-trial. Variability of re-
sponse differed among the several types of distribution, but
the significance of this variability is obscure. These results
emphasize the role of the moan intervalmin contrast to the
stat=stical shape of the interval prograrnJas a determinant of
the occurrence of signals on successive trials.
A67-80791
EXPERt,'_ENTAL RESEARCH ON FAR pOINT OF SCO-
TOPIC VISION [RICERCHE SPERIMENTALI SUL PUNTO
REMOTO N ELLA VISIONE sCOTOPICAI.
R. _eusch_ler and C. Terrana (Rome U., Eye Olin. and Aide
di L_eIo Inst• _,f Le_a_ Med. Italy),
Rivi$ta di t_,,_dicina Aeronaudca • Spaziale, vol. 29. Ap(.-
,tun. 1 cJG6. pl %67-180. 8 refs. In Italian.
Using the sub;ec_=vo optometer of Cialdea and Bagolini
persons between 18-40 years of age were exposed to a visual
'perception experiment at various light intensities. The sub-
iects did not know the given distance of the object seen end
could not distinguish changes in the object unless it was
shifted to a near or distant point. Polychromatic light (white)
or monochromatic light (obtained by filters of red. green of
b;ue) were u;.;d. Using an artificial pupil sy,,tem to estimate
pupill.,ry d;ameter changes revealed no changes in the luminos-
ity of retinal images. Luminosity of retinal images were vari-
ao;e for levels obtained by apposition of filters of various
optic densities, giving a minimum value corresponding to 0
density to a maximum value corresponding to 2.9 density. By
int;o_ucing the artificial pupil system the spherical aberrations
were elimir.c:ed since the most peripheral part of the crystal-
line Ion:, w_,:, not used. Using monochromatic light resulted in
.the elimination of the Purkinje affect. The results did not
provide univocal responses, indicating two groups of data;
some for which t?'.o distance point was far _hypermetropia). others
=n which it was near (myopia). Atropinized subjects were
exposed lo the _rtificiat pupil and monochromatic light with
un._;bsfactory results, sometimes hypermetropio end other
times myopic. Aphakic subjects showed results ,similar to
those atropinized and those with normal p_pil. Possibly the
changes found were _ue to interpcetive factors ¢ather than to
optic o¢ p;'_sioSogic;J factors. It w=a p¢_-_ualted that nocturnal
myopia may be an optic phenomenon. ,.
' iA67-80793
DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS OF CENTRAL AND LATERAL
FIXATION ON AFTER-EFFECTG OF EXPANSION AND
CONTRACTION,
Herman H. Spitz.
American Journal el Psychology, vol. 79, Dec. 1966. p. 618-
622. 9 refs.
After-effects of expansion of a centrally fixated spinning
spiral are known to persist longer than after-effects of ¢ontrec-
,lion. It was hypothesized that this difference results from
adaptation to the frequent natural occurrence of small. Per-
,haps subliminal, after-effects of contraction. The finding that
the after-effects of dxpansion and contraction do not differ
under lateral fixation is congruent with this hypothesia.
A67-80800
MEASUREMENT OF STAPEDIAL-FOOTPLATE DIS.
PLACEMENTS DURING TRANSMISSION OF SOUND
THROUGH THE MIDDLE EAR.
M. Rubinstein (Govt. Hasp., Otolaryngol. Dept.. Tel Hasho-
met, Israel). B. Feldman, H. Fischler. E. H. Frei, and D.
Spira (Weizmann Inst. of Sci.. Rehovoth. Israel).
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, vat. 4.0. Dec.
1966. p. 1420-1426. lOrefs.
Ford Found. supported research.
The frequency• response of stapedial-footplate vibratio .\
during sound conduction was measured on fresh cadaver
specimens. Specially designed and adapted instruments made
these measurements possible at sound levels lower than
those causing d_scomfort to living subjects (86-114 de.)
and with a continuous frequency sweep between 100 c.p.a.
and 10 k.c.p.s. The results show a similarity with the curves
of subjective ear sensitivity, suggesting a dependence of the
over-all sensitivity of the ear on the middle-eat frequency
response. Linear increase of vibration amplitude with sound
level was found to exist up to around 104 dB.; above this sound
level, there is a gradual limiting of the stapedial excursions,
Speculations on energy transfer from the middle to the inner
ear showed nearly optimal matching between them. The in-
fluence of the aging process of the specimens is discussed.
i
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A _I,_'_PLIFI£D NIETHOD FOG K',EASURING HUMAN TRANS-
FER FUIN;CTIONS
JamesJ A4ams Apt 1963 37 p 10refs
(NASATN D-17S2) OTS S1 O0
An inv,rsu._Jt_on has [)con made with a nonrnovlng simulator
to determine t,",o c_cct_venass of ,:t slm;rh_;cJ i,_cIhod o_ measuring
human transfer functions. _ho method is based on an aciap|lVe
autoplkBt scheme In _hls method an analog pdot, which contains
three variable 0L.;ns, is automat,rally adjusted to match tha human
pdot The c,a_ns are adjusted so as to minimize the root-mean-
Square d,fference between the analog pilot and the human pilot.
The dynarr,,,cs lh3t the pdot centre;lad were varied. The tests
ce_',ot_[tat_d th_ _t,;_);o do_t.riT_ln,_;on o_ the |ranr, fcr-funct; _n
gain& cou;c De _,ch_cved Tests m which 1ha adjustable anatcg pL_ut
_as requL:_ to match a fixed-gain ,.n_log pilot r,::sulted in accurata
C<:term_na:,an of the gains Te.,_ maoe w;tn human sub_ect$
resulted i,", c,,_,e,a which are in gune;al agreement with previous
stuc*es, m t::. ;. ;he lead of the pilot 1_, increased as the lag at :he
COntro;_cC _, n,am_O$ I$ increa$_ A_thof
_.:,.
- / £'i'2";_ 2& 'i
q'i;_i _i_:Lt.L'i OPili_/C]'<bR _S A £tGNI';'©R A,ND CC;¢TROLL.EB. OF .._
.LtU'--'I LDI.Cikl;E, OF F'RF:FJi)O.M S¥5T:ZLtS, ".........
Joi,n V,'. Senders (Bolt Bcranek and Newman, Inc. , Cambridge,
Ma:_s. ).
C';ational Svr,_;}_oshlrn on Mu:r,an Factors in E_ectron_c_, "Washington0
D, C, , Alav 2, it63. )
} iS]-E Tr,_ns._ctions on }haman Factors in ]Electronics, vol. HFF.-5,
Sept. i96"l, p. Z-5. 19 refs.
:\nalysis of the _amphng process exhibited by a hut.an operator.
a model iu presented that atterr, pts to predict the relation between
the kind and rate of information dasplayed on any display and the
:.frequency and duration of samples made of that display. The ap-
proach utilizes the notion that it ls pass:hie to quantify the attentiona_'
*_,d_rnand o_" veork load placed on the IT.on;tar or controller by _ach
source of information in & complex man-n_.achine system. The at-
ttentional dern.and as calculated on the bas_s of the bandwidth and
required precision of readout of the ,ignal presented by a,n infor-
rnation source. It is rn.easured by the frequency and duration of
' "r'_×at_on, on _n i_formatlon ,o_rco. _e r_,_lt, of t_eoretlc_i'c-i;"'" '"
, :_" :culation_ compare, favorably, with °xpe rim ental l_e sult s¢_ _' ._," ";
i
L- , ..... ",
;-/_-- :26 &64-24C41
• , .. AN" .\DAPTIVE }dODEL OF THE HU.X&_..N " OPERATOR IN A [
.FOR DEC 7..C,X PER F'ORaNIA.NCF_, USL'4G PKOBABILISTIC '-;. CONTi<OL. SYSTEIv!.
!-.S CF OBJECT LOC_YTION. "_-, '-'_ "_
_.'erman, George N. ernst°in _N'orth American Aviation,
Lnc., C .]un_bus Div., COlun'.bas. Ohio), and Harry P. Bahrick
(J,:,;o ¢,c.lev:_n Un:vers:ty, Delaware, Ohio).
(Z:.tcrna::_:-.a] Con<tess on Human Factors in E_,ectronics, Long
_,,'.ch, Cah:'., _:a,,' 3, !9:,2. )
::-m.= a rans,_ct;ons on DD,:n<an Factors in Electronics, vol. HFE-5,
Sept. 19bq, pl i3-19. 8 refs.
ComBat:son of the relative effectivcness of a conventional dis-
play of obBect ioca_on w'i*.h the effectlveness of var',ous probabilJstic
i_spla'fs of object Iocat'.on. Several display possibilities for pre-
senting probabihstic information to a system operator are discussed,
_,:nd &n exper;nc, ent as perfornned to the potential usefulness of se-
lected probab:i st:c display types _n _mproving operator performance.
Perforrnance evaluation metrics include the degree of accuracy
achieved h)" the operator in estimating probabilities of events and
:.he exT:cct .d vab;e of his decis!ons within a simulated -_earch-attack
n*nss_on. ?he e_fect:veness of operators using a nonprobabilistic
(ccn,..cc.t.,f:aa_) d .... )- also is tested by these same metrics. In
gcnc.-al, ,:.:s_:zB:..s:ic infoz._..ation processing appears to offer an
:::.urove_ a.lcrnative tO nonprobabiliatic information processing.
_,',':_nprcc.n. ,_:on tralnin_ and def_nitlve!y presented probability
57. i:_ ay-:-toz a,nd ecz, plo_,,ed effectively by him within a system. !
$
; D.E. l_amop and K. S. Fu (l:_rdue University, School of_lect_cM
Engineering, Control and Information Systems Laboratory,
Lafayette, Ind. ).
IN: NATIONAL SYMPOSIU._d ON HUM.A,N FACTOR.S LN ELECTP, ON-
ICS, 5TH, SAN DIEGO, CALIF., MAY 5, 6, 1964, PB.OCEEDINC_.
Sponsored by the Professional Technical Oroup on Human Factori in
Electronics of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic° Englneere.
North Hollywood, Calif., Western Periodicals Co., 1964, p. Z5Z-g65.
6 refs.
NSF Grant No. GP 2183; Contract No. Ar-- A.FOSB. 62-351.
Study of the problem of having a human operator controlling a
time-varying plant. Adaptation of the human opera:or to bot.h
discrete and continuous • plant variation is investigated. A non/inear
system is proposed as a mathematical model to explain the manner
by which a human operator controls a time-varying plant. It is
proposed that the human controller is a model adaptive system and
_._ used a series of predicted "control intervals" based on the model
! state. A GEDA/IBM 1710 hybrid system has been employed to aid
in experimental verification of the proposed model. Results of
) typical experiments using second-order plants with one time-
varying parameter are presented in graphica/ form. Time and f_e-
,_ quency response curves of operator parameter variations due to
t. , _ "pl_mt vaz_a_0n_ are pre_ent._d to illustrate t.h_ ad&pti_l_al_l'e _'_'n'i-:
}
. L..
!i
the huma operator, • ." ..
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A,;4-C0315
-STL:DhqS ON KINETIC VISUAL ACUIT"Y: TfiEIMPOgTANCEOFK1NETIC
VISUAL ACL:ITf AS AN AL3il ;L"f OE PILOT.
A kah_ro Su:umura.
Ann_:.< !._e?_-, of the :_esearchlna:_tu:e of b'!;vlronmen:al N!e&c!ne Nagoya
[:n,ve_ voi. 11, 190;2, p. 9-18. 10 refs. iPubiished 1963.}
A new appai_ :uS, the A*S Kinebc Vision Tester, is iligroduced [or lneasure.
."r,e nt o: kincgc visual acuity. Several cxpcrinicn[a; were conduc:eJ on {he rein.
it, OilS between hnetic alld :/[at_c visual acuity, and between [he iorlner aocl
ob.;ect veloci:y, and on the cftecta o{ fat',sue and jet flight. The sn'*aJe.q di[._e_-
e:,crs bep,_'ccn lhe _:a:.c _.i;d ksp, e'jc visB2_i acuitias ",. ,::_ obtained in occapa-
gonad groupa @gotz, hi_hvcay paaoi police ) _here ihey ,ae_¢ cioae, ly teia_ed to
"he_ p:oficirzcy. Kinetic vi__:, acui_ 7 d_¢:_ :.ors aa ih_ velocity of the moving
vl_u,_/objc¢'_ mc_ease_. Thi_ decrease is L:.[aanccd by tnd_'¢idaa: c,£2erer.cea,
physicN _.:e:r2an, n'.en_al e,v.hau_uon, o: in'_on:nla. It is co_.c!adcd that kinau.c
viz',.._ .:cu: Wla (I) conCzcLad by g ph)';io_o2ical %,c mccL_a_am di£ia:r.a: i_:om
t'aa: for gaa_c visual _CuiW; (2) ¢Io.;¢'y rela:,:d _o v:._na::aaa; in acc,:,mmcd,.ardv_
:,aazgon; (3) _ v_u:_:¢ '.nckicacoz Io_ quaLk'i,-.n S pao:a, h'..;.';'aay 2-Uo' all;alarm,
r_&c2 C_ OpCgaa,_ga; sad (_)aa _dd _a rv_aaa.aj l.*tiJua.
:- !
N54-3001S Purd.e U,. Lafayette, lnd Control and Informs- ":
,_ tion Sy,(;tcms Lab • J--..4.1
} AN ADAPTIVE MODEL OF THE HUMAN OPERATOR IN
( A CONTROL SYSTEM
1 K.S. Fu and D. E. Knoop Sop 1964 141 p refs
I (Grants AF-AFOSR-62-351; NSF GP-2183; NSF GP-1872)
(TR-£E64-15; PRF-3810)
The input-oulput d_ta are analyzed of a human operator
encjaged in a gmo-varymg control situahon. A mathematical
model, functionall7 eqmvalcnt to the subject's performance, is
s,/ntheaized. The type of control situahon considered was that
.-_-. of one-dimer, sional, compen_,atoi'y vi=iue, l-mi, lnual tracking." ',-
A.W. "&
.4.
7_ - - ; -- 2- 2_-'± :. :;:.-7 --_
Ad5-22C33
a T_:EOXY FOR ODTIM_&L D_HT_2&M_NISTIC CHA.R_CTE_i_TZON
OF TLME-VA_YLNG HUM_LN OP._R.A.TOR DYNAMICS.
W_,lter W. Wierwi!le (Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc.,
i-Halo, N.Y.).
(Znstitute of Ziectrical and "EL ;nies-_.ngineers, International
Ccr.,:e:'.t:cn, ?.ew Yor>, N.Y ..... r. 22-Z6, i965._
izZ£_ L.-.ter:-.a::onal Convent:on &ecord, vol. 13, pt. 6, 1965,
p. iZS-i'_Z. /5 refs.
Contract No. :(AS 1-34_5.
De_cr:p::on oi & detern",inistic theory c_ characterization _vhich
ca..", be 'sued "_o determine C_e time-v_ry_ng dynamics of a human
operator cnz-jed in a tracking tr.sk. With UNis Lheory it is possible
to obtx;n a ....;e-v_rykn_ inupulse-response _unction and a %irne-
var)in_ :r_.-._f_r f'.:nc:ion _.hich represent the action of _ hu._na n
o%er_.tor _.n --2. o[.,un- or ,closed-loop control system. No special
fc,:_ 2f .r.=_% is requirei. "_ne characteriza%on, which may be ill
c!'...¢r Ca" nonrea/-:i--..e, is basc_ u_n a_ exact Cneory
of fixed-fay.-:, cr"iL&nization, zl strongly convergent, deiimitely stable,
;'_r&t-cn t_c'..nicue Can be used to realize the optimal ch&rac_eriza"
tint. 2.... :. _-A_e d_.eory takes the tithe variation of the irnp_xlse-
..~,r¢_ .n-_ Gr "_".... er _d_¢ _-iO= into accot_nt, $o th_.t it il u_¢ce_lary
/ a,,_4-,n,l-I A, B. I_.
i '
,i
A&5-25203
AppLICATIONS OF MODERN M-_THODS TO A_ROSPACE VEHI-
CLE CONTROL SYSTEMS,
• 7%. A. Neshit (Beckman instruments, Inc., Santa Monies, Calif.),
IN; MODE.RIq CONTP.OL SYSTEMS THEOB.Y.
_dited by C. T. Leondes.
New York, ,McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1965, p. 463-48;'. Z6 reIs.
Discussion off problema _nvolved in the design and operagion of
aerospace-vehicle control systems" &nd of the ways in which these
prob'.cms have been solved. The genera! propertie_ of the dynamic
ecuatlons governing the motion of aerospace vehicles are considered,
Certain general problems of control, such as attitude, trajectory,
power-plant, ur.u support-system control, are described. Recom-
mendations arc ;=-.&de concerning methods ol analysis g_nd lolutios
of problems, The use of adaptive gain adjustment _y_teml in air-
c_'_ft attitude control il euzgelted, V&rioue ty]_l O_ _a_-e-_o_:2ol
iyllt_m,i fo¢ autorn_hc landing are described,, A,5,K.
A55-35474 " "
MAT;iEMATICAI, MODf;L% OF I[Uhl..\N Oi'±iiA[Oi_ IX SL\IPLE
;',VO-._iS Xb\XUAL CONTikOL bYaTfLVS.
G. A. []ckey (Soza:hcrn Cahfor;<:a, Univcr,,aty. L_>s .,_:ge]t s,
Cahf. ), it. F. .N:c:ss:ng,'r. and R. E. Rose (,Space Techno'ogy
L, aborat,_a_cs, inc.. i-kcdo:;do Beach, Cnli:. ).
1}']71;{ T:-ansact:_,ns ,,n }hl_::;:c f'._ct_ r> :n Lh'ctron'.cs, vol. 1ii*'iC-6,
Sept. 1905, p. 42-52. io refs.
Contract ,No. NAB 1-2562.
Apphcat:on of col_tlp.vlou8 parameter optm:_z, at_on tcchn:quu5 to
the s,/;'4,hes_s of a n_,_del of hn:nan tracking bch,_vlor in a s_inple
two-ax:_ task. Conslderab]¢ e:;_ph,_s_ :s placed on tn,: ;ne,_suremcnt
of performance criteraa for esti_:_.at_ng the relative d_ff_culty of
s_ngie-a×is and two-axas tasks as well aa for evaluation of the
vahd_ty of mathematical n',odelB. It iu shown that the modeling
techn;que can _-,u ul_d t_ y_=;d _ %_;_a,,a_V_ _h,_i_t_Lli3 ill this dla._l'llll
of cross coupling between na_c_ introduced by the operator. ""
(Author) M. F.
AOS-80347
_,;RIV_;{S'GAIV;,,',,iC SKIN _iISF&NSE ANDTII!" ;41SK OF ACCI/)EN'T.
D. H. TaT;or _i0ad aes. lab.. Dept. of £cl. and Ind. Fcl, Great _Raln).
_a'ar. om:c= vol. 7, Oct. 1964, p. 439-451. 12 ref:.
Galvanic _k'.n re=;)on_e_ (GSF,) of 20 drivers were measured tn two studlel
Covering a w',]e rsr, zc of readl_ and rc._d condition:. Accident hl_tOrle_ were
obtMned for :he roadg In one of the a;adlcl. It t_ =hown th..t the level of GSR
g,c[/vh_y doe: not depend prlrlt_g_2y on the nature of the road or condltlonll.
ConMa;enI sources of vark_tl0n_ In, the G2;2{ _re observed, one Of them app_a'.
eady bc ;;-: , ::.e -'u,b?_ct'_ ckrlving ezperlence. "I'he dl_trlbutl0n of GSR per unlg
d;=:a::c_ c _cd '-a_ found to be ll[r_l]itrtO the dla'trlbution of Icc__ :::',a per
unit rOt/; _,-:ance Of vchlc!e travel (the accldent rate ). Result! lup_oa _._.ew
_h:.; c;;, :,;,: 1_ ga _e!f-paCCd t._=k go'¢crned by the leve; of emotton=l tene, lon or
_nx;cky which the c..qver wlahe_ :.o :cle._te. The Po_;_ie ef/ecI_l _a4 thtll on _e
dC;:rt_ut:on of ac, cl_ent_ 1_ d_cu_,c;_
: K.TL-',7S25*4 Cornell Aeronautical Lab.. Inc.. Suffalo. N. Y.
"A Tc, IORY FOR THE OPTIMAL DETERMINISTIC CHAR-
/CTE,=.:ZAT,ON OF THE TIME-VARYING DYNAMICS OF
T;-I _:,: .PPERATOR
'¢.:.,: '.v ',. _,,.v,,!eandGdbertA. Gagne Washington, NASA,
Feb. "__a oSp refs
[Con.:_.;: NAS 1-34_.5)
(N,,cA-CF;-170} OTS. HC S300/MF S0.75
c t_rmm,stlc theory of characterization Is presented
wp:cn c_,q De used to determine the time-varying oynamms of
the ,-,_.ma?, operdto: _,;5agea in a tracking task _g,hth this theory.
_: ,s po:.3;b!a to obtain a hme-varymg impulse response and
a :.2:'e-vary;,q C transfer function which represent the achon of
a human operator in an opun- or closed-loop control system.
No spec_at form of Input is required. The characterlzatmn.
which may be developed for either real-time or nonreal-tlme
comp_tat.c,r',. _s bc'.._= upon an exact theory of fixed-form
optim, izatlon. A strongly convergent, definitely stable, iterat,on
techmq.a can be used to :oa!ize the optimal characterization
filter. The thecry takes the t_me vanat_on of the impmse re-
s#o;',se or transfer function into account, so that it is unneces-
- - , a_,q/ 1,o m._,ka ;be _,sa.umpt,on of slowly varying oynamtcs.-
• ._..
N65-25770# P_ttsourgh Univ., Pa Engineering Psychology
Lab.
INVESTIGATION OF MACHINE-ASSISTS TO OPERATOR
PERFORMANCE: SIGNAL DETECTION AND TASK COM-
PLEXiTY Final Report
Rmhard A. Regan and Wdson A Judd Jan. 1964 31 p refs
(Contract Nonr-624{11))
_AD-605713)
A rewew was made of the human engineering hterature to
molate general machine-assist prlnc_p!es and to determine im-
phcat,ons for apphcat_on to the machine-aiding of human per-
formance Investigations were carried out in the general area
of s_gnal detection to study the faclhtatmg propethes of overt
obserwng responses. ,_rhflc_al s_gnals and d_splay, and control
complexity on operator performance. The effects of task com-
plexity on decrement over time in the performance of a s_gnal
Cetoction task were investigated. The independent variables
cons_steo of variation in signal rate. the number of s_gnal
sources, and the complexity of the req_,red post-detectmn re-
sponse Signals cons*steal of changes m repeatedly presented
alphabetical characters. Contrary to prewous mveshgatlons.
detection performance was not signihcantly influenced by var-
iations in task complexity. Results are discussed in terms of
arousal theory and of possible performance-facilitating prop-
erbas of familiar symbolic stimuli. Author
A&5-1163_=
]IUMAN T:<.ANS---'EP..;'UNCTIONS 2:03. N:ULTI-AXIS AND MULTI-
LOCP Pi<OBLiCX'_S.
.}._:mcs J. Adan:_ (NASA, L_ngley l{c._cir_i', Center. lian_pton, Vs.).
IN: A.klEZiCAN INSTITUTZ Of" A!2<O,'_:;UI'ICS AND AS'FRONAU-
TICS, MANNED SPACE FLIGI{T M[CETIZC,, 4Ti{, ST, LOUIS,
MO., OCTO/SEZ ;l-13, 19o5, TECiiNiCAL PAPERS. [A66-;i0:3
Be-0&]
New York, A;;;,.rlcan institute o£ Acronav_t;cf. and Astronautics,
l°o5, p. lq7-202.
Da',a on sub,axis pP, ot response to illustrate an upper ii:uit
on response t:',at _ /ell to bc _ l::u:t on t}.e paiot's H;£or{1]at[on-
proce_atng capacity. The apI)hcation of ti_e data to a n:uitk_oop
co:nn:and n:aneuver is a'.so presented. The rnc,_uren_ents o£ the
pP.o:'s transfer gullet;on were made by I'natchlng an analog model to
the pilot uy uL:toi_.att_aI:y =djkiat;l_g U:rcc ga_tl_ it1 the l_%_dcl. The
n;'4_itax;s data were obtained by _.s_ng a i_xed-ba_e smrai&tor. A
three-axas artliic_J, horizon, eight-ball instrument was used for
the d_s'_iay, and a Iwo-ax_s sidcar:';'_ controller and rudder pedals
were used to exercise control. ; c tests are described, and multi-
loop problems and ;r.e damper failure problem are considered.
The model is slip;ned to the acaign o£ the drive systems for a £uli-
_cale lunar land_ng _tn:u!ator. A_ a result Of the work. it Is
'coefficient tran_'cr function c_-n glee a good• consadered tr._ constant
representa-t,_,n of human prior response in closed-loop control _ys-
terns, evvn n:ultaioop commlnd guidance ly_tem:,. F.R.L 7 .
A66-23374
PZRFOIHv:ANCP- SiiARilqG IN AN AUDIO-V_SUAL VIGILANCE
TASK.
Jarnes J, AlcGrath (tluman Factor_ l_escarch, _,c. Los Ange!_l,
Calif. ).
t{u__:nwtt___ F_actorn_ u eel. 7, Apr. 1965, p. l-II-153. 16 refs.
Arn_y- :::.vy- supper ted research.
Verihcatlon of the phenomenon of performance sharing,
discovered in an earlier experiment. Thl_ phenomenon iS
attributed to differences in _;2nal detectability when two vigi-
lance taska are perforrr.ed concurrently. Performance on a vigi-
lance display presenting easily det_ctabl_ aignal_ _a| shown to
be enh,_nced by requiring the observer to monster simultaneously
another display, presenting difficult signals via a different
sensory n]odah:/. Several theoretical approache$ tO the expl,..
n_tion of tha phcr, ornonon &r_ dImcu_ed, &n '_ Lrn_llc&tlol_l_ $'Or
di,_plo.y demi_n and research _re *u_emted.
1,1. I'.
7--
A56-36233
--. _ *=._X..-_ • .<..kL • :=_o._g OF VISUAL AND TELl'VISUAL
"_rD 2Z T E C TIe N LOBES.
._. }leap (.V.:na_:ry o£ .-'.viation, Royal Aarcra£t Establishment,
Far==Lo:_..2'.-,, }:-n:_,, 5"ngland).
in::: ::<' . :"2.:,::hen:xtics and Its ADolic_t:|ons, Journal, eel. Z,
£u._c i ._. p..57-2¢,5. !6 reis.
_,_'.:c'.v c£ recent deve!opn;c .... :n :he apphcation of matherr.atice
to :2_ _- ....... _on of hun:an visual per:,,rmance. Although the spread
of a,:_r.a..t._r. :s i:roceedmg fast in the modern world of technology
::.er_ :, :;.-.:-.s a ccnt::aual need for the human being to rr, onitor and
s,./_r'. _-c rr..r.>, syste:_, processes. Also the human eye is still the
b_,: __L_c::c:: dcvace _n many c_rcurr.stances, some of which, it is
she'.,.-.. _-n _c r_presen:ed rr.atY.ematica!iy. Thus, the visual aspects
0£ n-.a::: s capab:ilty _rc inev:tabiy involved a_ part of current rr.an-
r:'..c.char.e systems. _urthermore, television is corr.ing into wider
usage as an g.ad "_o detection and _upervision, since it enables _he
observer ;o s:: re.-r..otely fro:-n the dxrect vbawing situation, which
rnigh: be either dangerous or _nconvenlent. Mathematical extensions
o£-.v:sua_ cc:ection models into the television mode are also given,
skO'a, ung the advantages w.hich can be obtained from w.agnification
and contrast enh&nce._..ent effects in comparison with the disadvan-
tages of restricted fields of view and lint,ileal resolution. .& first
. ,. _:ep i_ ;.;.ken, tb.erefore, co..yard _xprei_in_ somll important human
_otor_ L% rn_then'_tical form. M,F.
]
A66-36861
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND OPERATOR STATIONARITY IN
MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS.
D. T. McRuer, D. Graham (Systems Technology_ Inc., Hawthorne,
Calif. ), E. S. Krendel. and W. C. Reisener. Jr. (Franklin Institute,
• Philadelphia, Pa. },
International Federation of Automatic Control, Congress, 3rd,
L4mdon, Eneland, June 20-Z5, 1966. Pa=)er. i! p. 14 re£s.
Contracts No. AF 33(6i6}-7501; No. AF 33(657)-10835.
Treatment of a simple quasilinear mathematical model for
systems conaprising a human operator controlhng elementary but
typical controlled elements which is representative of models data
derived from experi.-T, ents. Pertinent data are adduced to justify
the model; in particular, it is shown that for trained and motivated
operators, the variabilaty in behavior which might influence overall
performance is actually quite srnaii. The model ia used tO est_-nale
a performance measure, the mean-squared error in tracking,
and there is close agreement between these estimates and measured
resuka in tracking tasks, g. _%
A66-37236
A CR!7:C..\2, -RE-27VALUAT!ON O!: ".':.i_ }IL':,:AN TI_.ANSFZR
F UNCTION P:<OP LHM.
.\:'Iht_r H,t}',_ iu_d Alce.:,l Ccr£ 2_o,i:'c (_&'_ _:_u:iho/lse l'_('ctrlc Corp. w
A:onl;c, Delouse and Space Group, A0rosp,_{ , D_\'.. l%,CtHn,)re,
,Md. ).
_-':%-::_;_,. of _;_[,.ctrl'. iI a:ci N:,.,tr_,:_i_ :::,.,,rs, ..\cro.<_ Lc,,
.b.,,:trI.,-.s Co:..&.rvp.co, b;_.ttt:c. W._,h.. ,R..v _',-_h, [{ioh, P._'r.}
I-:HN i'r._:s_ct:o::s on A,'ro- _,,ce _M F',,'ctr__,£L,_y*,}s, Supi,!,..£-
n_r_;:, vol. AZS-:'. July l<ob, p. 711-718. i_ rcf_.
D¢_crlpt;o:_ o£ 3._ appro,ich to obt,lhliB_ /tH:d&Iw.el_t._l d,_ta v*,hlch
cou'.d be used tO ;reprove ;:_for;nahon ha::d[l_;g ;_:_d control oy a
}'_H_ar_ opctrator H TM. a £:Osed-loop tra<'_=Pq; _;at_OI%. An £xp_gr_FP_ep.t
was per:'orn_rd, u_:ng aP..analo_; computer, to develop the functional
rcl.;t:_,_shi:_s that rxl_.t _',_ei_ the hur:_an o:)er..tor i_ an ;nte_lral p.lr_
¢o::a_stcd _f a 4x.'-x4x3x3x2 a::_l},_ of var_,.nce _.odci _r, wh=ch the
variables of £reqaency, ampLlt-a_e, and st_,",-, aer, s_tiwty were s'f_-
tematically varied to yield 30 average rates of requircd _t;ck mo-
tion. Four operators perfor:-ned 288 trims, tracking _ine wave's
with and w_thout :he presence of noise, & total o£ 1152 data reading_
were _ubo¢_t , go an analyst= el waraanee pe*'£orrn_d ¢aI_ _ diglt_!
comp_ater. Z'he _n_1¥sib yielded de_.ai_e_ ir_orrn._ion on operator
error and aain. M.M.
A6&.4O2S$
A 2°RZI.IL(_.N'AP.Y STUDY OF" IIU:dAN OPERATOR BEHAVIOR
FOI.,L, OV, ING A STEP CIiA:,GI,, IN "JIIH CONTROLLED t;:LEMI_NT.
J, D. McDonnPll (Sysll.n,_ Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, Calif. ).
lp].r.]i.; Tr:,nsart_rm,; on I{:;r_:an i.-actors :n Electronics, voi. HFIE-7,
S*.pt. _vbC, p. ILS-iib. 7 rcfa.
Contract No. AN _5(b57}-i0407.
Do_.cription of am experimental investigation aimed at under-
standing human operator behavior foPowing a step change in the
controlleo e'ernent ar.d the determlna:aon of hmltat;ons on operator
descriptions and measurement methods wh;ch m_g.,ht be emp_oTed.
• A fixed-base simulator was used in which the subJeCt was presented
v-_i!h a L-in, -long "horizon bar" on a cathode ray tube displaying
the u,/atem error as a role angle. The system motion quantities
a.:,a th_ tin',_ of ;.he cht_n'.'_ Introduction w_rw r_¢orded, The re-
sulting ti_e bisect.as serve as the data source lot _ubsequent
analyses, where an attempt is made to uncover clues to h_man oper-
ator transitional behavior. An evaluation of the conventional quasi-
_tat;onary model of an operator for transitional behavior description
is made via data from the time histories. The model proves un-
sati,factory, in Gr_ner_._, _ithou_h _t_r_tig_ ObS$tv&&i_1_ 0_ o_ °
ator s_tionar_ty _r_ r.oted, _. _"
.............. 7_27 21-22-- £ .......... :......
.:.L,5.g,1574 DYNA_VJ.CA b MODELS OF
:q0NL!.NEAR AND TL\!F_-VA-RY'-NG " SySTEN_S.
"UL"?' N @,p;._A-_'Op.S IN _:ANUAL CONT_-OL AerOna_atical
.- and Ca_'.a0r_ A, Gagn_ (Corncll
\,;alter W. W aer_nlle Buffalo, N.Y,)'
Laboratory, Inc-, Avionics Dept-,
t:, r_r, _xctors, vol. 8, Apr. 1966. P. 97"1_0" 5 reiS.
_AS 2-4950. " theo='Y for characteriz;ng or
Contract " ' " deterministic l,_a.r, ual cor, trol
App2cat;on of a operator ;:" a and non-
rn_delini; the d}-nar:-.Acs of a humannonli_ear t_n-,c-varying,
system- Linear time-varying', rnodels are obtained by applying t_
linear conStar, t-coefZlc_ent _nd t_vo-aXis tasks with
theory to tracking data taken for one" ide,i.y of these aCvanCed
varzOV:S d_splaVS. "Ehe accuracy and • • _ -bout time-vari-
• o%:ained by studgiBg
r,,odels &re explored in detail- ._ew _nformatioB _
.bility and nonlinearity Of the hurV,_ opera,or, (Author)
;:.e raodclS _& _hc r.nama_l control system signalS, is included.
ACe-80149
L%\'[_LNIATICAL MODELS OF HUblAN OPERATORS LN S LMPLE TWO-
AXIS MANUAL CONTROL SYSq_MS.
G. A.BekeY (Southern Cal_. U., Los Angele=_ 14. F.M_Is:inger, and R. E.
U.0se (NiW SpaCe Techno!. Labs., Red0ndo Beach, CaBI.)
I!-;EE Tran_2/:i_°_ __ectr°n'¢_ re;. HFE- 6, Sap. 1965,
p-3-:-zs .q 1_,:=.
NASA/_-an/!cY C0r, t:act NAP-- 75B7. , ,_ _
An app'.ica:i0n of cor, c;zu0us p=:,.,'ne:cI 0ptlrn_zati0n tecnm_ue$ tO t,V_O-_X!$ task il
syntne=_s O, medal of human tfachng behavio_ in a sL'r,p_e
. -', -a leemphas_ispiaced°nthe measurement of pe_otm-
presen,cd. Con_,le, b d_f_:ulv/o_ sing2e-aXi$ a,'_ r_o._a_ll
anee cx;:cr:a f0r ¢a:iP;.atlng the relative
tasks as well as tO: ev_duatlon o** the v_i._iW of mathematical models. Ix
:gown that the moda_lng technique can be used tO y_,el¢l a quanti:ative ia =
dlcatlon of the de._,:ee ol _oss ¢oupi£n_ bet'_¢¢n _ea Is.led "uo_d by _,_
! .
f
A66-_G-I l g
' ._ 71.,'i V!3L'._I IZi'Z)TL_L K OY CCX'.i'C.'xl .N'[ N[t_I I(.,.'-.5 .'b ?, ":L.NC-
T_C),N ('F DII'i IC['I7Y Ci: X_(q;'Z C _ i i_(_[ .
John [). Got.]d and z_iny cchrdfcr _,;; ,. '.Va_son :_¢S. C,:gt_r, Yoz] _own
Hct.zws, N. Y.)
Jo/,rn.i] of i x2crirqeiual [ s)cholo_",, ',,)L 75,, _3ec. 10GS, p. 5b_-.569. 16
_.iS _esc_,4,_h$tud cd _,_I¢_qru;rc!:,HonsGZ 'Asu:A [,c:_ci_tionand mow *
ment. Cioscd<._cuilte arisen cchni_;ues=:io,,vcdthejain;aciionofsub.
Net's hand, centre: [ns:rument, and c2c_ .-;ionc] ¢l.ec_. to Ic visusJly fed back
S'.:gl)' or In ;'&rious con_bfna_ions, Two icv..;s of .h:/lcu[_y of each of i,he thrc_
task ¢omporenis res_o_slb',¢ for the G'2cs of ','i_:;..: _ct gback '.,.'ere w;,rL'i
lndcDendcngy of fccdb,_ck m a task w_:er¢ _ub]<ct s:. _;cd a l:,.il _htough &
rn,-_e. 7xesults showed v;_i3n of [he tool to be mcsl Lrlpo_ant faF, owrd by
ecc¢ was fo_.._,d o._, the _as,_-.c&'icui_, vaclab!a _,hlch may h_ve influenced
the absence of i s/gnffig._mt hn:er_cIlon beiwcen _e of vlaull feedback ._nd
move n',e _t d_f _uID, .
NaG "_..0,33 Joint Pubheat_or,:, P,esearch Serv,ce, Washing-
ton. D C
SY.,.;S.iCAL ,'.IE¥,_;ODS OF EVALUATING THE EFFEC-
TtVZ;"_C_S OF A HUrAAN OP£P,A;'OWS TRANSFER FUNC-
TiON
G A Ser{;eyev and A F Romanenko In its Cybernetic Appl.
in Psycholo£ycal :_:d A_ed Probl. 13 Oct. 1965 p 39-52
refa (See N66-1b0G4 05-04) CFSTI: $3.00
Variations m productlwty o_ human operators are con-
sidered too great for use in average proCuctiwty estimates
based on the assumption of the steady-state nature of input
errors. The human operator is shown to master "the stochastic
structure of input wrrors. C,;Iculation of possible relative limits
of productivity variation, det{;rmined with the _id of the in-
forn_ati_an tral_=f_r /ur_etion. ts con;iidered tO reflect the r.elf.
adjustment function of the human serve system under the
action of inpc, t :._gr,:. of the transient type. A statistical ap-
proach is used :o inw.st_gate the errors made by human opera-
tots: and in one series of experiments with a homogeneous group
of operators, cons_::erable variation is found in the frequency
structure of indwiduai errors. Correlation function= are de*
termined in both the frequency and time domains. M.W.R.
NC$-'_ 55C,2, "_ SioTechnoiogy. Inc.. Arlington. Va.
THE T'A.t.t"SLATION OF VISUAL i;%FORMATION INTO VE-
,-;.C;JL_R CONTROL ACTIONS
Rc_ymond g. Reitly, RoOert R. Gilbert, ,Richard F. Dillon. and
J::m.::s F. P_:r;_er,Jr, Oct, 1965 64p refs Sponsored byVa. Dept'.
of m i,:; nv. ,_ys
(_71-65-2)
The use of visual information from a land vehicle tail-
L2:-.t :,./zt.:,"n is studied in relation to specific vehicular control
_,::.c_,_ _7 :Pc driver. Particular attention is given to the angu-
_: '... :,:y cue provided by the increase in vehicle visual
;'. .;v,c,.c; by the two tail ;ights as the driver approaches the
:,_or _. _ vehicle. It appears that a driver uses both the angu-
:.i,., c.. : :.: weil as the speed of his own vehicle in making
:-_.:_: . ' :o_:op. Otharcues_.ppeartogiva important percep-
t_., :r.fcrmc:ian. a!tnough it, day:duals operate within the en-
.. _:/ s,: tr, e visual i_nv:,r;: ;an: ;.;her than from separate cues.
.... aar, cluCeG that aZ ; visual information available to a driver
_-: :;', & .',, :::y systematic manner to effect control actions.
.: .: ccii;c c,q_r. _:.;ristics of tail-light systems were found to have a
sign,f .cant effect on braking behavior, and a system wi',h large.
::,r!ch; ;ik_hts separated by 60 inchea consistently produces better
':-.:akin_ respon._e;i /ram ,:.dvera. M.W.R.
N96-21119/i North American Awat_on, Inc., Columbus, Ohio.
EFFECTS OF DISPLAY QUICKENING ON HUMAN TRANS-
FER FUNCTIONS DURING A DUAL-AXIS COMPENSATORY
TRACKING TASK Final Report, May 1963-Jun. 1964
Anca;o P. Verdi, George N. Ornstem, R_ehard P. Heydorn. and
George Frost (AMRL) Wright*Patterson AFB. Ohio. AMRL.
Nov. 1965 220 d refs
(Contract AF 33(657)-11102)
(AMRL-TR-65-174; AD-627671) CFSTI: HCS600/MFS1.25
The research was concerned with the human's behavior
m adapting his response mode to vanat*ons of certain con-
ditlons of a compensatory tracking task. The task cond*t_ons
evaiudted were quickening level, system gem. task load. and
task comp*ex,ty The results of the stuc' es show good agree-
ment with the transfer function 'adiustmeqt ru[es' developed
by o_her investigators When quickening is introduced, the
human adjusts his transfer function !n a systemabc and pre-
dictable manner in response to variations of the quickening
level. As the amount of quickening Increases the operator m-
creases gain and lag but decreases lead. The human adjusts
his equalizing parameters to acideve stable loop perform-
ance ;'or all quickening levels Man's aL:_;:t_ to reduce the sys-
tem error is significantly affected by the distribution of..
gains in-the-overall man-machine system. The human's-transfer _,
function for single and dual task load conditions probably differs.
Tracking error was found to be least when the quickening
level used in the second axis is identical to that m the ax_ /
of primary interest; error increased as the quickening levdls
for the two axes became more dissimilar. Author
N08.32S59°_/CorneliAeronauticalLbh',n,:.L,c;,,,_.N Y.
CHARACTERIZATION OF T;/,,Z.V,',_Cf;;,,C ,,U:,.A;" C.'-
ERA/OR DyN A,%'dCS
G A. Gagne and W. W. \,%':ezv.:de Washing;on, NASA. Aug.
1956 87 p rafs
(Contract NAS:-4920; Pro;. ICA£U£,)
_,[',.ASA-CR-535) CFSTI: b,C S360/MF S075 CSCL 05H
Linear tlme-va,'Ylng, c,c,n,,nasr ti_;e-varyi::,], apd nonhnoar
constant coefiiclent models of thJ human operator in tracking
ta_ks were determined. The experiments wore to characterize
the human c, pcrator. The detarminLstLC time varying charaC-
tonz,',_lon _ncory was us_,d, and a set O( ,._k.'S by which each
operator ros,bO,',ds _o _.ha _i _ ny_Cl signals was (_cvisod.
T!'.u Carotin,nation of the causes of the tin'lo-varlatlo;;s ,rh tllu
transfer characteristics was emphasized. Three experienced
pdot-_ 5 L,-'cars end one non-pilot engineer were the sub-
jacts. Lm,car time-varying models were obtainud for tracking
ta..- .,,::-,various one- and two-axis d;spla,/s With correspond-
in C ooe- and two-axis dynamics. Follow-up dynamics were
the same for eli experiments and we,'e identical for both axes.
"?r.oy were chosen so as to be similar to the pitch and roll
c,,nam_cs of a iet _;}b, ter aacraft. An attempt was made to
C.:ve;op a "logic meg " of the operators, which v._._ to simu-
late t;',e_r lo_3_c str_,c_y while tracking 'in a con;rol system.
instrument arrangements and data processing methods are
included. The studies indicate that ;ogic models with accuraCieS
of 15% to 20% N.I.S.E. _rc theorctic,;ily possible. K.W,
N86-35213" _; S!:i_'_orlJ LJnlv . C_.hf
EFFECTS OFT;: _ DELAY iN TH; VISUAL FEEDBACK LOOP
OF A M, AN-M,,C_ ;;:,E SYSTZt/,
John Mc Lean Lcshe Wesh,ngton, NASA. Sep. 1966 121 p
r_:fs
(Grant NsG-111-C1)
(NASA-OR-560) CFSTI: HC S3 O0/MF S1 00 CSCL 0514
_'his thesis was aimed at studying the effects of time delay
in the visuat feedback loop of a man-machine system. A one-
dimensional, step-type input, purs.Jit tracking expenment was
davuloped to study these effects with transmission-type delay',
of zero to ten seconds Thtrty-s_x sub_ecti, part,c_pated in a
:_uri0s of tests that covered: sevenoJferent delays, two d:fferent
levels of course complexity for each delay, learning, and open-
loop cond,tions. It was found that tracking performance deteri-
orates non-linearly with increase in delay end that the magm-
rude of this performance degradation is a function of course
complexity. Author
N56-$9S93"= Systems Technology. Inc.. Hawthorne. Calif.
A "CRITICAL" TRACKING TASK FOR MAN-MACHINE
RESEARCH RELATED TO THE OPERATOR'S EFFECTIVE
DELAY T!ME. PART L: TNEORY A_D EXPERIMENTS WITH
A ElF.ST-ORDER DIVERGENT CONTROLLED ELEMENT
,_. ,R j.:;., j D Mc Donneil. and A. V. Phatak Washington, NASA,
:',o.' "--IS I_5 p refs
Cc :-: c: ,\AS2-2288)
:'_AS:.-CR 5;5, CFSTI: HC S3.00/MF S075 CSCL 05H
._ f:/-::-o:aer d,vor_ence is used as the controlled element
"o C. :.:.n c.:rt_;n tneorehcal advantages Bas:;d on recent human
_,_.;o'-se r6search, a theoretical analysis of this man-machine
_,.._ ;s performed, and an experimental program is described
'._n,.cn ent:b',es describing function and critical task measures to be
cc-'_;.,,;_s A specJ, c cntica; task mechanization and operating
procc.s_,'u ,:. d_ve;oped which yields consistent and retiaoia
,'t-',ess_re= -,is of the critical [eve;sofinstebdity. An anaiysJs of the
cesc,'_Di_ 0 funchon results shows that. when operating near
crlticahty, the subject's behavior _s adequately represented by
recent!y deveioped human operator describing function models and
adapter:on ta,,*.,s Further. the extrapolation of describing fi nction
data :o the crlt*cal levei of mstability s,=ows that the operator
consistently loses control at small, but finite, mean stability margins.
The ;ust-controlieb_e first-order divergence is shown to be related
dominantly to the operator's effecnve brae delay, and secondarily
to tm.e nominal vanat}ons of his average tracking characteristics
and to m_d-frequency phase lags due to long period kinesthetic
a-eptat_on effects. Author
;.67-15402
R_ViEW OF Lt_\THEMATICAL ,_4OD_LS WHICH DESC_IB_ HUNiAN
KICSI ONSE TO ACCELER._.TION.
Verne L. Koberts, C. T. Terry (Wayne State University, B_o-
n_cchanics Reaearch Center, Detroit, Mich.), and Ernest L. Stech
(Frost EngLneering Development Corp. , Er,glewood, Colo. ).
_.n:_:rican Society of k!cch_nical _n_:neers, Winter _..nnual N{eettn:]
and Ener{$y Systc:ns 77x_)osztion, New York, N. Y. , Nov. 2T-Dec. i,
1966 Paner 66-WF_./_i[F-13. Ig p. 58 rely.
•h!embers, $0. 75; nonmernbers, $i. 50.
U.S. Public Health Service Grant No. AC-00054-08.
Review of the models which have been proposed to describe both
the reaction of the human body as well as the speczfic response
co._r.,ponents of the body when placed in a dynamic environment. The
response of bone and soft tissue as predicted by theological _odels
is firs_ considered. N'odels have also been constructed _or jo_nt_,
appendages, the head and neck, the spine, and abdornhnal organs.
_fhole body n-.odels are (iuscrlbed which fit experimental data
zeasonably %v_Ll and are U; u_e _ en_Lnecrini_ d_,i£,n ca/cula:io==.
F. B..L.
A67-]9;94 •
:\7,.\P2"IVE F'UNCTIONS OF" .hl.-kN IN VEIHCi.7: CONTROl. 5YST_:MS.
Y. T. L;, L. B.. Y _ur, g, .nd J. L. 5.:e_:-y (.XL_b_,. !:_,otts h _t;h;te
o[" _"ec}lz:o]ogy, Do;lI of .\,'roH,tt_t_c_, dlld :\stl'o_;.]tilit b, Can;bridge,
Mass. ).
IN: Ti'HOXY O1" 5_:LF-:\D.'kPTIVf7 CONTROL SYSTEMs; IXTI-;I{-
NATIONAL I"ZDi':RATION" Of" ,'\UTOMATIC CONTROL, SYMPO-
SIUXt, 2ND, TZDD:NGTON, XIIDDX., fINGI...',ND, SEPTEMBER
14-:7, I')05, I:'XOCEEDINGS. [-'\O7-19P)Z 07-I0]
Syrup, :.:urn spon>ored by tnc InternatL,nal Federation of Automatic
C u:tr,,i and ;h," United b_:ngd,):_._ Autor,_at:on CounclI.
E/_i_t, li D 5, 2-9. }i. [{._i_'_mor.d.
N,-w Y,rk, Pl,'n,:m Press, Divisn,n of Plenum Puhlishing Corp. ,
p)t,_ ;,, ,4{-%q ,),a._;=_i_l_, ,hi, V, Al_ut,,v (Na(i,,,_al Goll_lll;li*,o
On-'\ut.u::.,t:c Cc, ntr_i, kl _scow USs;X), p. H, H,{mmond (Ministry
of Techno_ogv, NatR)nai Phvsica Laboratory, Autonomies Div. ,
Tedd;::gt,m, XIiddx., England), R. J. A. Paul, and B. 12.. Gaines.
p. 55, 5o. i4 refs.
Grant .No. NsG-577.
Ex_.n::nat:on of the principles and compositions of exlstl:ng
&_.itoI_.latic adaptive control aysten_s. On these bases the i._Ir.:..,1
adapt;re as well as pran'_ary control functions are analyzed. !n
gencr.:, the .by.man operator outshines the automatic syate:n with
his huge capac;ty of open ;.oop or progr.med control, but he lacks
the cap,.ci:-" and speed /or making on-line computations needed in
the operat;on of active cent:neons adapt;re system. The human
operator c..., also perform some passive type or very aimple active
type a,--_:..a._n b,st would, require complicated active adaptation.
_ M.F.
A67-20173
At, [2_Ci.I'_)IVf2 CL/,.:;';iFlf]:) P,i]_I.IC)GP, APity Pf:I<TAINING TO
MOI)I;_,ING T!I?: IU.:MAN <)i':':i<A IOA A5 AN EI.I'2MENT IN AN
AUI'OMA'flC (;()?<'1i<()!, SV>i EM.
R. G. Co_!,,;b) (C_,rn_ il A,.r_,n.uti_al !.at,oratory, Inc., Buffalo°
N.Y.) _,nd T. J. ih,_¢_ns (','/ia_onuin_ Un_veru_ty, Dept. of Klec-
tr_ al i;nizlnv,,r*n.% LIa,ii_,on, Wis. ).
(in.liner,. ,,f f:I,,(-tri( .I .,nd El,.(-[rr_nic_ }']n:;inc,_rs! S_,.t]_posillrn On
Iru:_mr i":a_ tots in f:b._tr(_ni( s_ 7t} b ?.!inn,:qmh':. t N_.inn./ May 51 6,
!EEE Tr.nsact_ons on [Mman Factors in l::l,,ctronic% vol. IIFE-7,
Dec. 1966, p. 174-Idl.
P, ibliozraphy of some ZOO cntr_es, aelocted from a total collec-
tion of almost 500 reference_ pertaining to the human operator.
The_e reference_i are concerned _pecifically _lth rnodehng the
Y.urn_n _p_t_or _ an _l_rn_nl ;n _n a_m_ti¢ control iy_tem,
M.F.
....................................................
;.L7-22274 *
DELAYED I:CRCE FEEDBACK.
_V;l'_an_ R. Ferrei_ (Massachusetts institute of Technology,
Ca..-n.brld.;e, .k:ass. ).
_'_[u:z:;_n E_cters Society, _letropolitan Chapter, Annual Nieet[n_,
>.cw york Ur.:vcrs,tv, New York, N.Y., June iZ, 1965, Paper_)
f:_:: - / c:__ra, vol, 8, Oct. i966, p. 449-455.
Ora:_: No. EsO-107-6l.
.
O_5_:vat:on that, in master-slave manioulators, forces
encL_n:crcil b 2" 2F.e remote hand ;:re transn;it:ed back to the operator.
.&; ..or) _r_c.2 c=szances there wxa** be a transnlission delay Dctween
an c>c :_ta:% r:.ovcment and a resulting force. Investigation was
r.-.a_= c£ the c££cc: of long delays and differences in strategy on
pos_%lL::_n.: 2;:::e wlzh force feedback alone. Positioning could be
accc::-Ullch_ i.; delay coupled with high loop gain creates _erious
.;__.:../. )2:.2criznental reauits suggest that alternative displays
of u:¢ /c,.ib.ac.. force can overcome u_e stability problem. M.F.
.-.,L7-_ $925
C2:_ITICAL RE-EVALUATION OF THE HUM.AN TRANSFER FUNC-
TION PIAOBLE.M. If.
Aieeza CerI De.re and Arthur Nahn (Weltinghou_e Electric Corp.,
Atomic, Defense and Space Group, Human FactorI Laboratory,
Baltimore, Md. ).
Aerobe, ace }_[ediclne, vol. 3$, Apr. 1967, p. 383-589. IZ relY.
A study of compensatory tracking wa_ performed on an analo_
computer simulation to test the a_splicatlon Of the superpos_tion theore_
to human trackzng performance. Four mubject8 _art_c_pated u% a
4x4x4x3x3xZ analysis 0£ varianc_ design in which _he Lnp"&t variable_
of frequency, a,-'nplitude, _tick and scope _ens_t_vlty and noiI_ condi-
t_on_ were varied systerr_tically. The perfornlance data o_ error
and _tick n%overncn[ and %:;e ratio of these two measu_res - _.e.. the
gain - were subjected to an analysis el variance performed on •
digital corr'.puler. The results showed t_%_ the iunear_ty al_um_lon
is no'- a valid assumption. The variable underlyln_ perforrr.lnce _S
the average ra_e O£ stick motion. Usin_ the rate va1"iable, a transler
function wa_ derive& _hich provid¢_ an adequ2_te 1[Xt b_t_een the em-
pirically derived and the theoretically calculated d_ta. The c._nc!u-
_ions show that e_ror increas_ and _ain decreases al • direct f_%z_¢-
lion of _vera_ raze O_ stick _o_ion and _,h..%t the pre_ence o_ noiso
h=s an e_ect similar to that of increasing the rate. (AuZhoz}
,'_67-10157-f Joint P_bhcat,ons ,:',e:,L_,_:cn Se;vtce. Washington.
D C
THE SU'2_J:CT ,%',ATTER Q, SE_'HOTICS
A A Vetoer /n Its Some Aspec_o of hlform Theory and its
RelJt,orl tO Lrvvi:; Org_r;mn;s 16 Nov 1965 p 1-16 rcf:,
(See N,37-i0155 01 C4) ,:,;STI S200
A defin:uon of the science of semiotics is proposed, and
its three o>,rs.ons (pragmatlcs. senlanbcs, and syntactlcs} are
d_scusseJ ',t ,> cons:dared that sf_n_LoIICS IS tRe general science of
s_sns _:_o;R ,.;:_;_a,;e and non [,_nqua,ae). toe meanings of slt;ns,
ano t::o: c pr,%:c,-t:_s o, _ slt;n systems in which the specific nature
(if t};_]_i:'.gt;::7,.P:-_ Of SL_;_S m those systems IS revealed It ;s
SugOest,_d 'c:_t bl,:_ o_/irHl,on G! sel_nlOtlCS a..;ti._bh_hes a ptcc,t.e
boundary between semiotics as c . e.:Fal solaria2, arid other sciences
(;o,_*c. n_o.t:'.am,s, ttcs. hogulstlcs, _:_). / R LI.
/
?/
t
\
i:GT-11-.)S,/ joint Pubhcatior, s Rcsecrch Service. Washington,
D C.
/,LGO_ttTiq:¢,S AC,.D DiAGRA;._,:; OF THE ACTIVITY r,;=
Ti4E GPEi-:AYOR 03 A SYSTE?_; OF AUTOMATIC CO;',ITROL
AND ,V.A NAG E t_ EI_;T
A I. Gaicktinnov, I. M. Psnasenko. and L. V. FatMn In its Pzobl.
in Aerospace Mr.d 21 Oct. 1966 p 130-137 (See N67-11401
02-04) CFSTi: ,08.40
A method oi constructing and ana;yz;,gg an algorithm is
proposed as a selL{ion tO the problem of the correct distribution
of the function._i dubos b_:'wccn the oparator and the :,utomati¢
,_;)pilr:.rutl Of _ CO_IrOI and m:_n._,;_;rntent l, Vlltem Ophm',lt'el
coordm;Jtlen o_ trio operator wltn the _utomatic apparatL,.?, and
technical cr, mponents of tne System _s also considered. A brief
outi,ne of tr, c approach used m presented. M OJ.
L:67-11684# Joint Publications Research Scrvice, Washington,
D C
Set.IF. INDICES OF THE ACTIVITY OF AN OPERATOR ;,'t
THE PROCESS OF TRACKING
G V. Kn;yust&ov and S. D. Khoruzhaya /n its Probt. in Aerospace
Mad 21 Oct. 1966 p 492 (See N6-7-11401 02-04) CFSTI:
$3,40
Experiments on tracking performance, based on error
eem;;c:sat_on, are briei:y reviewed. It was found that the c_,ahty of
::_.:.,,n 3 dapenC, ad on the cha:c, cteristic_ of both the input signal
a:._ :n.a re_.,,lateo object. N.E.N.
N67-120SO*ff University of Southern Calif., Los Angeles. Dept.
of Electrical Enginecrlng.
AN ASYNCHRONOUS PULSE-AMPLITUDE P_ULSE-V4iDTH .
_',ODELOFTHE HUMAN CP2RATOR
M.J. Merritt Mar. 1966 42 p refs
(Grant NOR-05-018-022)
(NASA-CR-79760; uSCEE-128) CFSTI: HC S2.00/MF $0.50
CSCL 06 D
Details are given on the deve!opment of a human operator
model which produces d_screte pulse outputs in response to
eontinuousiy presented Gauss an random inputs. The parameters of
' tha model were identified from experimental data taken from a
i subject in an advanced state of training. Computer procedures for
the complete identification of all model parameters are described.
Results indicate: (1} The human operator reaction time of 200
milliseconds is in excer, ent a.areement with other data• (2) Pulse
amp!itude and pulse width modelsfor negabve pulses produce
better corre}ations with experimental data than for positive pulses•
(3) PuIse ampiituPu models for positwe and negabve pulses are
similar, despite c,;nsiderable asymmetry in pulse amphtude
distributions. (4i Human operators use pre-programmed pulse
saquanccs. However, it is pointed out that it is not feasible to
determine whether the model errors observed are random or
functionally dependent on the human operator inputs and
M.GJ.
input-Output history ........
!
- i
?.ROCZ$_ OP ADA?TATION '-'Y '"_ "' "
CON;" T_OLLE F,
Jmome L Ei.,nd an,'1 D_,ncan C ,%C.X_: /,-; NAS;_, \%+,'_h"_+:'_+;
Xt,.Tua! Cent:el tgGG p 47 63 rats _u:e No7.1bd50 0605)
GPO _iCt_2 SO. CFSTI MWSOGL,
(.Cont,'_ict A.-" 33 t657')- 10 t 24)
.2, rTOC, C is presente(_ far 1170 CotccI_on, _d_]n:,iiC_ltiork O{',L_
rnC;.1,hggtLons phases of the process by wh,ch the hj:o, Jn ope_otor
&C!,S_,tS tO C bar'cos in dynamics _130 F2,,ode[ CO;blains (1) jn iihtofGa[
c,(::..s,L._bla pennon _or the p_ant dyn._mlcs. 121 n thru::,{_old deteCtOr
CO;:';:,::CS C hJ'oe in e:_or rate due tO COntt(;l nTevol11ue_ _.%'lth that
p_,-j.,ct,-d bv tr',e i:_;.:: . po:t_on. (S) a duct:ion &:cO lhGt _oentlfles
- ., on that ..... " _ " _ • + a* r eflTlitS
,,,e _n,_:,n_, ,O _ ' u , sv,_;cn_ng.truu ,h , P
- _r r ' s to cc:respO,,.- " _ _o" re; cr charc, cterlstl_.
t;F,_ _.u _. - OR_OS i3 C,G,'t*,_eH _ "' '
r',:,," -,",3 sCqUc,,dal _n .,
"[':7(, .teC gn a_,:" i_e_tdicJl,cn n',ode',s accurately predict the umo
,_ v.--:cn t:,e human controller wgi detect a change in plant; and
t7,._ _-_ndence of iC ent_'_catOn time on plant charts a unccrt,;;nty
&,-c. cd;m?xaxitY --; prea,cted. The moo.e-switching at;us:merit was
,.,c....cC_ by ana'_ys_s o( the adl ustmant prOCeSS oi weil-tramed
co,--re ',,_rs who exhibit very rapid changes in characteristics when
,-._/ no.re detected a ch_,nga in ptant dynamics, M.W.R.
o. .
,*- _ ro_.,I Cy_.ei,1 s Tuchno;Gc; / inc. -,'i,,;,,,,_', .......
MODEL OF IHU _',;'%N-OPERATGR RESPONSE TO _,TEP
1-RAt,;SiTiONS iN cONTROLLED EL_b_ENT DYNAMICS
D H, Vv'{_ir and A V Phatak In NASA, _*Tssh_n.aton Manual
Control 1966 p 65 83 refS (See N67-15850 05-05) GPO:
HCS2 50; CFSTI MF$065
{Contract NAG2- ! 808-4)
A ChbC,.I control problem involving the
veh,c,e/ContrC_;ed'elemcnt system results from a step transmon
(sudd_ n Chi;c,5; G) in the contrc, lh_d element, prc.r.t,cal m(arnpkJs _nclude
L,,,_.te o( 8 nnc, nnud _rcr,:.ft stbblhty ausmen at. Or the lsfge
chan_os in Center Of gravity which m_ght occur during stagmg ,n
the manu_! control of boost. Derivat,on of an analytlcal model
useful in predicting operator translbon response _s summarized.
Ext_naive use ;s m_de of expur,mental data from a varieW of sources.
Topics such as detect.on c_iteria and the erects of _earning.
alerting, and unc_rt_.inW ubout the new er 'r,am_cs are included by• Au tho,r
fe,_er once only,
X57-;.:657" d Pvraue Umv..Lafayette. lnd.
AC,_..:-T.VE :,;ODEL OF THE HU,M,'.,N OPERATOR IN
T; .',. Z-'/A :-.Y_ N G CONTROL TAS K
E 2 . ,.J and K. S Fu /n NASA, Washmgton Manual Control
",3 L " J. 5 97 refs (See N82-1585006-05) GPO; HC$2,50;
CFg . ,'.:.:$355
_, ,-_,ode} is presented for tne human opera(or engaged
:n e-_ ,. -:er, s,onai, compensatory, vlsual-manual tracking instead
c - ._:'.::_ .Tput-cutput model, the human operator is considered
_ _:._:.m consist:rig of an input device (visual stimulus), an
Jd_p:,.'e ccntroi:er (central nervous system), and an actuator (arm and
:-,,;sc:_ mechan,:,,,m). The man concern of this paper is modeling
t,ce str.ct_c_y of the adaptwe controller section Pattern recognition .
tec,_n;qu_s. 'which usually attempt to m_mlc human behavior are
u_.ed in tr.e mode; to identify the type of plant being controi',ed.
Tr.;s o;sis for a model is then augmented by more conventional
tact, tuques to mc:_ ciose}y approximate human behav:.ar. The
rr,,cde_ has _ec, n _.:rc.u/ated and is presently undergoing extensive
_csts. Author
N67-15862" t" TRWSystems, Redondo Beach. Cahf.
HU,'.IAN PERFOR,%';ANCE IN SINGLE-AXIS AND TVVO.AXI$
TR,':,C KIt'; G SYST E,%_,S
E. P. Todos_ev. R E. Rose, and L. G. Summers In NASA,
Wcshington Manual Control 1966 p 143-158 refs (See
N67-15850 06-05) GPO: HC$2,50; CFSTI: MF $0.65
(Contract NASl-4419)
A compensatory tracking experiment was performed on
slnLq;e and uncoupJed two-axis traekmg systems to determine the
...::cts ,_f trainmg and task ddflculty on the parameters of a
describing function model of the human operator, The p_ant dynamics
were identical in both the single-axis system and the symmetrical "
two-axe3 system. Second-order dynamics cons_stmg of a pure
integration _nd first-order lag were used Task dffficuhywas varied
by changing the magnitude of the lag time constant and the
frequency bandwidth of the input disturbance Ana}ysis of system
tracking error showcd that the rate at wmoh error decreased with
training was dependent upon task difficulty. The sma;itude ratio
and phase lead of the model describing function mcreased with
training, indicating an increase in open-loop bandwidth and a
decrease in phase m_.rgin. Increas{ng the plant ;as t_ma constant
r0su/ted in an increase in the mode; lead time constant and a
decrease in the zero frequency gain. No sign;ficant difference was
found to exist in the tracking error per axis between the two-axis
tasks and t._e single-axis tasks. HOwever, the model lead time
constant was significant',y great.or in _vo-axis tracking. Author
?'07-1CD12";_Syst,:msTccnr:ooft'/inc,r. ,v..:rorr'e. Cahf
A "C:,;TiC/kL" ]i;ACKING "fASK FaR PAAt',I-MACHINE
_-.EGEA/{CH RELATED TO THE OPERATOR'S EFFECTIVE
D:LLAY T; .,2. PAINT 11: EXPERIMENTAL EFFECTS OF
SYSTEM 1_,;aUT SPECTF, A, CONTROL STICK STIFFNESS,
AND CONTROLLED ELEM EI_TORDER
J. D ,"/,cDonnufi and H. R Jex Washington. NASA. Jan. 1967
5G p refs
(Contract NAS2-2238}
(NASA-OR 674_ CFSTI: HCS3 00/MF$065 CSCL05H
The Critical T,_:,k consists of a closed-lOOp tracking task
in which an incr,.as_n_jly unstable controlled element _s used to
yieM a measure of the operator's effectwe Dme delay whde tracking
i:: th_S port of tl;e IL#urI. the task has buun further dtwrHc)Ded
tb, rough the ana,ysls oi additional data In a series of experiments.
it was found that the numan operator's character(sims do not
; chan_je as the system Input iovel is decreased; hence, the er_tical
task yis}ds a valid limit when excited sole!y by the operator's
remr, J_i Tnc _f,ucts on the operator of d:fferent control stick types
are investigated, and the differences in crltical tusk scores are
related to the operator's describing funct,on characteristics Step
reaction t_me data are compared w_th the continuous measures of
effective time delay and the autopacer scores. A sample analysis
to determine the number of autopacer trials necess_.ry to acheve
a confident measure is made. Fins;',,/, data are presented for a
second-order critical task in which on integrator precedes the
first-order divergence. Autho_
N37-134.'i O* Batte::o ;,lemoria; Inst., Columbus. Ohio.
D_',_.u, ,.;=NT OF a ;,IATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE
;-.'U,M.q:J O?ERi, TOE;'S DECiSION-MAKI_;G FU;'_CTiONS
F;; :l F, cport
J T. Tou, R. E. T:.c, mcs, and R. J. arc.: 31 Oct. 1966 233 p
rcfs
(Contract NAS 12-37)
C'iASA-CR-ECO0S} CFSTi: HC$3.00 CSCL05H
.&::c,mpts are made to formulate a mathematical model
ccso:;;,r',g t:qe human opcrc.:._r's decision-making functions in a
centre: s'/s:em. The model simulates the evoiution of control
str:.:eg _:u :.: ..tied by a hun_,_,,_ operator and the predict;on of
v.zr._.:: hc_:_ .:s _seo c,,/ such an oper=tor. The proposed model
:sr'::,sts c: :cur r:':sCes of cor.trok heuristic, gradient,.term hal, and
,;;c_...-,, r"_o3s. TP, e operator is assumed to be engaged in the
c-,- ,n: :c=::o; of s dynamic system described by an ordinary linear
s ..,-.:.::;,:I equation subject to initial and final boundary conditions.
T,:_ :g.s._ centrists of moving ths system from tk,0 initial state to the
t_r:'7, na; state _nd minimizing a quadratic performance criterion
us;t; ir.format:on - -,earning state variables and cost variables
'..::ch is obtained from meter readings available at discrete time
: .. : the ten.el operation. The ap_:;oach used was to e;iow 14
,_c:.s to solve 23 first-order con_'cl problems (Mar;. I model)
-. - :...c.w 14- _dditJonzI subjects to solve 12 second-order control
;-':_ ,'.is {:,1_ d model). Rcau;ts from the computer _imulation
- ..-,c.,a f:_:., test; of =uojects are anal_-_cd. $.p.
NG7-2271 g} F,oysl Aircraft Estabhshment. Farr, borough (Eng!and)
SQ,",',E CHARACTERiSTiCS OF THE HUM,:,,N OPERATOR
A;CD ;4;S MATHEI%ATICAL RE.PRESENTATION IN THE
TRA C _,:;;,,; G ROLE
W. F. Fieldmg Aug 1963 29 p rcfs
(RAE-TN-WE-38) CFSTI. HC $3 00/MF S0 65
T,na physiological factors which effect a human operator's
performance of a tracking task are dscussed, together with the
limitations of m_,th_m_tical representations of the human operator.
sufficient to enable a nonpsycholog_st to odium a reasonable
picture of how a human operator works. Factors affecting centrol
deslgn, system response and display are discussed, together with
some suggestions for eva:uation of the constants in the operator's
equation. A bibliosrephy of some re_ovant papers i.t. given as en
appendix, Authc_
/A8-.'..4 0092
G_'_R,_,-I-iON-X-,',E AS A FUNCF!ON OF _:OOT P;,ZD/,,i_ DESIGN.
Don Trumbo (!<-_sa_ SL .... ..,'., ,_,,:.r,h_::_.-.)a=.. iv;err!= Schr,¢ldcr (Texas Tcc,%-
nO_o Coll., Lz._,,_OCkS.'
_Ot:i'n'i[ O( EncT "tCc:i,"_ _:;, .".," "V, } "_
._ vc,.., eel 1963, p. 139-I':;3.
gcspons= time: in dop:,:'_sing 5-__.:-.d.s we,:e comp red fez i0 subjcc:,7.
!:, a repEcatcd 5 x 5 Latin squ.=e desist.. [:0¢_ pedals ',...-;:d L_ _h_ lace:to=
c_[._,efulc4"umanJ the /:._2;,ce or absence o ¢ahee.=cs:,buiwc:e alike ...
=?:!n,K co _=ta_: :-r,d tkc a_ }u',.:: movement rcquized to com_;c:e Ike r¢.;pon,.,,%
71;c re:lullsshow a cop,5is:,::./ l'ca[ otis i)_Jetween respo_sa tilr._arid p',,;ao-
incr.: of Lhe fu:cr_ra wi_h ._=dals p:vcccc; ,_c the heel _n_ requiting a dc._:,-
wccd movement oi "_e tc=_ ytcld:=_ i'a= best poKe:manet.
7,G7-801 $0
EFFECT OF S_,VI, :: CF;,..,TIOIJ ON THE OPERA-
TiO;_ C7 .% SWICC ' .... -.:X. ',
i-i. S. Linco',n _mJ $. _.. Konz {Lockheed Missile _- =nd S_cco
Co.. $,_nnyvnle. Chad.}
Jsuc_al of Ap_/,e2 2_/.::.:'o,qy, vol. 50. Oct.. 1985. p. 375-352.
5 rcfs.
C,_;t:cct AF C_..-_ S.-207.
_n a sc,',cs c :co experiments tha sF._cd and accuracy of
s,,:;itch-mztnx o;. ..... o.n$ were determ- _.cC for five different
m_trix coa: :_;_:_c.n:. Factocs influenc;n:5 performer.ca in-
c_ded sv,,tc.[ o,-icntation (whether tow or column), reach dis-
)',anae. and ;;:c t'/7,c;of symbol with which the sw_tcha _- wc_e
I:.L,_icd. F.,:sS=,'_cc tame was the only irr, portanl porformanc3
_,c.sura. Z;:J: talcs, were negllgibla fc.,z all configuration._.
AC7-S0780
DELAYED FORCE FEEDBACK.
William R. Ferre;; (Mass, Inst. of TechnoI,. Can'.t, rid_c}.
(Humcn Factors See., /delropoL Chapler, ,Ann. Ideating, Nev¢
York, Jun. 12, 1,965).
Humcn Factors. vo',. 8, Oct. 1 $66, p. 449-455.
NASA Grant NsG-IG7-.3_.
In master-siave manipulators, forces encountered by the
remote hand are transrnitlcd back to the operator. At very
great dlstanccs there wilI 5a a transmission delay betv_een an
o#srator's movement and a eesL;iSn S re;co. Investigation was
re=do of the effect of long delays end ddferenacs in strate_'y
on positioning time whh ,o.-ca feodbcck alor, e. Positioning
could be accomplished, buI 5::lay coupled with high loop gain.
o-e_;tes sc¢ious instabil;ty. Experimental rc.sult_ eu_gc'st lhat
c',_ernativo disp',ays of the face;back ;'c_'c_ _;;n cN_-rco_a th_
C,;abili_ probh_m.
,:,]7-CC1/£ 7
_-:C7.,LC .-.'A.L VEF:.SUS VE_IC_,_L DISPLAY O;: P_U:/,,_ERS.
C. K_. ',../,L_ms (2_c:1 Tc'.c_hona Labs.. Inc., Mu:ray Hi!l. N. J.).
H,J,,,ncn ,:Jc.'crs, vc.. _,_ Jun. 156"_, p. 2S,/-238.
A task wa_ constructed to cost.pare parformance on a
hc,:iza:.;,;I to rih:t of a vc,-ticel arrcy of 3-dic!t :.'-tubers. Sixteen
SL;L]SC'.:, wc,'a rcqL..=d to scan strays of p: ._ c." n::mbors end
rr.=rk :ha _a:rs tsst contained r..aniden:ic._l members. The
z'._rcCs ",i,-na ;c;c, ulred to comp!e_o the vertical arra,] was 73
L',_C.end 44 scc. for L'-.o horizontal. The f::.di,_3 that an ,,voraGa
c.. Ca% nto:o _,:;.'.a '.. oF,ant on t;_c vcnic,:.. ';,:'..:n on i;-,a hGri-
._v;,LJl crzc/:; -.,..' - ;:r;o,-_._., ._',' the .C,C,5 l_vc, l.
J
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CENTAUR FOR APPLICATION OF SCIENCES ;uYD TECHNOLOGY
WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY --,
DETROIT. MICHTGAN _8_0_
D;,_L'GS AN:t J L ','>GM!I\'F: FFFFC i:_ OF A.Mi'itETAMINE ANL) 5 iX?O-
• EAZ<I_I F,M, ,,3N S Z ! F-! V,'\_ U,.'_f_, >,.
Gone Ma,'sLa;t S*:3:b and ilcnry K. i]cccher _.,A1ass. Gan. llosp., Dept.
of Anaes;hcsia, Boston>.
j ouTmll of_pj_chol.k,_' , voi. 58. Oct. i 964. p. 397-405. 18 refs.
.Ma','.:nck/odt CheJulcal ,Vorks su:, _c,_,,',; research.
Contracts No, FIiS-M-9'J7 an,: _ "_- 4 ,_-007-MD-2136.
Each of 78 graduate and undcrl::aduate college students attempted
to soi_c 25 c ' .',us problen;s and after'ward estimated the numiler of
his correct so. ons. Subjects did this on c_ch of five occasions: tv,'Ice
at:or taking amphetamine su'lare (14 mr. per 70 ks. of body weight),
once aider taking, secobarbital sodium (50 mr. per 70 ks. of body
.... weight), _r,d twic(_ af;er :ak/ng a placebo. After taking placebo the
s_bject ove;cstlmatcd, to & slg, nlficant degree, the number of problem;
' calved correctly. After taking amphetamine or secobarbital the oves-
c_;;:;_(attaa I_:)ld._ncy_ or jtad_;_.cl_t _)l._'or) was sl:ll £;fo_.t(}r. "I_lo InCl_&1,7,_
m ._cdsment error '*'as statistically significant with amphetamine b_at . :
bur only suggesuve with secob,-u'bltal. Implications of the findings
coacerr, L'_g :.he el{cot of amphetamine on judgment (_.ro _scussed. 7
0<_ V©LU,ME AND CARDIAC OUTI_UT AFTER SMOKING ,,; THE
7F._, "_NI')!A:, AND IN TIlE FASTING STATE.
A. So,off and Donald V. Powers (Temple U. Mad. Center, Div. of Caf-
d.oL, 7h_tadeiphla, Pa.)
.* ,"a,e.-'ican .lournal of the Medical Sciences, vot. 248, Dec. 1964, p. 693-090.
5 rc :s.
Adine Dic)der Grass Chapter of the Heart. Assoc. of Southeastern Pennsylvania
(Ca."diovascular Res. Center HE 08313-03j; and Tobacco Industry Res.
supporled research.
_ight habitual smokers were studied to learn if glucose by mouth, as
has been de.'r.on_trated after In_avenous glucose, can block the increase in
the saoke volume and in cardiac output provoked by smoking. In all in-
siances, perora! glucose blocked the increase in s_Ob= volume and cardiac
OU_'put provoked by smolcing. A volume of water equal to the volume of
g!ucase solut:on has no effect on cardiac augur or stroke volume nor did
th;_ amount of we:at inh bit the increase in stroke volume and caxdlac out-
put provoked by smoking. These studies auggest that the physlologlca]_t
of eat/rig (suga.:) prevents the cs.cdlac effects of smoking which may oct ,-
in the fa:,Un ....... e card;- - Y.'--
. o "'-_--. •,. _C response to srnol_ng can n_bt be fuliy_nag.
A,; 5-864.;0
12XFicb;ILh:;_q-Al :!i,£,I i 2"_, Oi IL{P.'_. c7: _-;'.'-:,TU 51 c_?; Fill:, ANIMAL ORGAN°
IS,',.{_:L.:C,:,G iAi'd)i,NG :_r:Li'iX:;:,;i;•," i it.'>II2D(_VANIIA VII-
IANIIA L l)Aih"-,','K I] PI'i(I;Gi<L Z(:I< VF, IZt-Mi i i,ilA NA OI',GANIZM Z}{I*
VOTNYi< I ij.
S. A. Carl,laY, G. P..%;h'ol*tabov. N. N. PopoV, and N. I. Frolov.
gosm{ci::skte Iss]edovani{a, vol. 2, 5ep.-Gct. 1964. p. 805-811. 11 lois.
in l(ussian.
An impact of an aircraft or of any part of it (such as the space cabin
or the escape cape',de) w{:h a land or water surface during forced landing.
was simulated in the laboratory on experm_enval animals. The results dis-
closed considerable damage to the internal organs fo lowed by disturbances
In the pi_yslologlcal functlons. The character of changes depended on the
degree of the acceleration stress, I"40 bona fraY;lutes were noted.
//
, , /[/:
/
A65-81578
SEEKING INFORMATION TO REDUCE THE RISK OF'DECISIONS.
Ward Edwards and Paul Slav'it ('Nlich. U., Ann Arbor}.
A n;er_can Journal of Psveholo_y, vol. 78, .Tun. 1965, p. 188-197.
Contracts DA-36-039-5C-78801; and AFOSR 192-63.
Undergraduate subjects were asked to perform information- seeking tasks
of two Wpes. In standard tasks, a subject pa_d for looks at the cells of a
16- cell matr!x and was rewarded If he found the unique cell. In Inverse tasks,
the subject war fined for finding the unique cell and rewarded for each cell
investigated which was not the unique one. The basic dependent variable,
strategy- score, was the number of cells the subject looked at for tasks in
which he did not find the unique cell. For tasks in which he dld flnd it, elabor-
ate rules weIe used to infer what he would have done had he not found it.
The subjects pc.formed remarkably well; about half the strategies used were
optimal or approximately so. and serious divergences from the optimum were
very rare. Performance was less good on standard than on Inverse tasks, and
s:ightly less so on task-s with more complex costs and payoffs than on tasks
with simpler costs and payoffs. Half the subjects were too caurlous and h_If
were too incautious in tasks for which both were possible. Indlvldu_l subjects
usu_iy were consistent In being cautious or Incautlous.
......... . !
A05-._i 886
;RIS K-T_ KINk7. SET ANT') T.",}:GET Di.'IP:CTION PERI:O:_MANCE.
Ca W W. Ivans 0fur:nan Resou:'ces ires. Office, Fort Bliss,Tex.)
Journal o; App::ed Pax'choler:), vol. 40, Aug. 1965, p. 243-244.
An ex_\,tlll;,pn_ tes;ed the h)'po_hcsi$ that an obscrver's rlsk..[aklng set
is relaied to his :arget_etectlon pc.';orm:;nce on a radar display. Subjects
were g:ven an equa! number of triaia under neutral, rlskT, and cautious setll°
where dgfero.n:kd sets were produced by instructions. A_ hypothesized ' when
instructed to adopt a r*,sky set, sub;cots made earlier detections of targets
and had a higher fa:s,.'-posttlve aJent,Lcation rate than the same sub.Acts
when :a._:,,*uc_ad ,o adopt a Cautious aot. _,.c_ fh",dlngi _upport the conten-
t'.on thai _,;.da: Ccactlon p_rfog_,=,_a c_n ba ,'_g_ed as a decl$1on ta,_k.
A65-82294
D(- (;hl,'_ iiSM AND Pid',DI',CISI()NAI Ib, FC)!:MA'I1ON SEARCIL
Barbara if. long and i(ubert C. Zii',er (Go,sober Co;l., BaRimore, Md.; and De, l.
U., Ne',v, rk).
aour_al uf Applied Psych/No>:y ' vol. 49, Oct. 1965, p. 376-378. 16 refs.
gta: _ q-a--i U,', _<76-::7,} 57
i{okeach's Dounaflsm Scale and four decision measures of tendencies tO
reserve Judgment wt.re adm{r, lsrered to 72 freshmen women. A significant
negative relationship was found between dogmatism and each of the four
decision measures. The nondogmatlc Inoividual tended to delay decision and
engage tn predeolstonal search, to require more time for pa) _hophysleal
Judgments, and to respond "don't know"to statements of opinion undex condi-
tions of Inadequate Information. Accordingly, dogmatllm was Interpleted &l
a dofense mcchanllm which Intederes wlth processing of prodocl_on,,I In-
folmatlon.
A66-_ :,533 ::
HUNIAN T.R.ANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR MULTI-AXIS AND MULTI-
COp p£.OBLENtS.
J. Adams (NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, Vs. ).
AN'ER:CAN :NSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS .AND ASTRONAU-
T.:CS, NIANNED SPACE FLIGHT MEETING, 4TH, ST. LOUIS,
N'.O., OCTO_EP. It-13. 1965, T_ZCHNICAL PAP]hRS. [A66-I1613
C4-051
New Yore., American institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
i%5, p. :97-202.
D,.:.: o:', multiaxis pilot response to illustrate an upper l_mit
o-. ru.,;_,r,_e that is felt to be a limit on the pilot's information-
7'."_c_.::g capacity. The application of the data to a multiIoop
c,_::::v'..a;.,_ .-:..aneuver is also presented. The measurements of the
:.iot'_ :ra:;sfer function were made by matching an analog model to
::.-e .::'.c,: av auto.'..atiea!ly adjusting three gains in the model. The
-_-..uit_,:.×:a data were obtained by using a fixed-base simulator. A
tzree-ax_s artificial horizon, eight-ball instrument was used for
:no display, and a two-axis sidearm controller and rudder pedals
Were user. to cxa rclse control. The tests are described, and multi-
loop proble,_..s and the damper failure problem, are considered.
TSee_ :v.odel is applied to the design of the drive systems for a full-
scale lunar landing simulator. As a result of the work. it is
. cons;acted that constant coefficient, transfer function can give a good
:_pre_en:ation of human pilot response in closed-l_p control sys-
tems.s, even multtloop command guidance systems. F.._. _...--
,t" ....
A66-39145
A SYSTEM FOR THE AUTOh&ATIC RECOGNITION OF MOVING
PATTERNS.
L. F. Turner (International Telephone and Telegraph Corp. ,
Standard Telecommunication Laboratories, Ltd., Harlow, Essex,
England).
(Institute of Electrical and E:ectronics Enzineers, International
5'.qnnos_um on lnforn-.at_on Theory. Untveraltv of Cal_fornaa. Los
Anceles, Caiif., Jan. 31-Feb. Z, 1960, Paper.)
] IEEE Transactions on [nforrr, alion Theory vol. IT-12, Apr. 1966,
p. 195-205. 6 refs.
A system for the automatic recognition of two-dimensional
patterns is described; recognition taking place as images of the
patterns move in a rapid nonstop manner across a stationary scan-
ning unit which takes the form of a bank of photodiodes. Although
emphasis is placed on the recognlt_on of alphabetic and numeric
characters, the principles developed are applicable to the recogni-
tion of more general types of tw,o-dimensional patterns. The theo-
retical principles on which the system ts based are developed and
experimental and computer simulation results are given and dis-
cussed. The difficulties involved in the manual design of the recog-
nition "logic" are considered and reference is made to a machine
algorithm for the automatic design and testing el a complete recog-
nition system. Some results obtained when using the algorithrr, are
presented. (A_athor)
~
Add,-a0274[-dFiiX;IS(IFi_,voS()URCESOFUNCt'F,IAINT'YINDE('I.%I¢5,NMAKING.jamesM.DriscoLlandJohnT.i.anze:tad),',rt_n°uthCo',!.l_anovcr,N.ii.)
pfd-chcleclcajZ_epor_s,vol.17,Oct.1965,p.635-64e,.9rcfs.GrantNSFGS-311andContractAF401638)"1441.Theffectsofv..21aIionlokhostii_ialusa;'_dresponseuncertaintyofadecisiontaskonthedecisionlldakei'ssubjectWour,ceitah;iy, aIT, uunt of in.
fotil]$.rion search, nod information Vroce:,c;ng were exam,..ed; llesuhs _n-
d_ca_cxl that: (a) [nfornla_ion search :ondo_! to continue unt,[ one bit of stimo
de _ _ or_,o.,_elcve ofinitla
tllus an.J,or response ur, cc.r_a 1_ r. ::, le_ n _,_
uncextMn:y; _) the higher the stim_;ias u;'Lccrt.-!nW of the decision task, the
faster :1- .b_ect began seeking information; and (c) subjective uncertainty
lncrea. .,h both $[imu_L/,s and response uncez_aioty. Unfortunately, the:
data 2rec.uded r.dequate examination of the possible retatLonship between
sub.sxt_ve uncertainty and search behavior, but the latency o," _earch was
nega;wely co.elated with the magnitude of subjective uncertainly acres1
lubie, Ili_ I_ k., ¢:_t :if, that a mort extensive examination of the motiv_tlon._l
cliects ot subjecUv¢_ uncextatmy woula b_ ut value.
Adu- 50355
Jk .DGL{i'.N I g (dr SAX,"ENESS AND DIFFEP, EixCE: EXPERIMENTS ON
DI'C151G,N 21Mi-.
Dalhir IdLndra, J ud:,th A. Williams, and Jack S. Wise ¢./cGilI U., Dept. of
Psychol., N',o_tzeal, Canada).
bc_enee, vol. ig0, Dec. 1?, 1565, p. 1625-1627. 5refs.
6_-_:nT'_)fence F, es. Board of Canada (.4 _. 5- 10.
When asked to judge "e,'Lcther two stimuii _ones) were the "same'or
"different," subjects took longer to decide that two identical stimuli were the
same than to decide that two dissfmLLar stimuli were different. Thus these
jud ,-;en:s are not equivaIent obverse aspects of a unitary judgmentM procesl.
While dcclston theo,'7 can be extended to deal wlth the obtained data, • model
based on an analogy with a _carA_tIcal computer Is more d':ectly Ipplicatble.
'.7
A66-80636
A STUDY CF HV,',.IAN CON'TROL IN A STOCHASTIC MULTISTAGE
DECISION TZ, SK.
?,moon Rapopot't _,_. C. U., Chapel HIll).
Pehav_oral Sc_en_ce vol. ll,Jan. 1965, p. 18--42. i1 refs.
¢_ NTH M_238.-05 and AFOSR-85-63.
Models of decision mat<tog can be grouped into two general classes:
statlc and d}.-namlc decision making. The f_rst consists of those tasks where a
sLngle decision Is made, the subject is told of the results of his decision, and
no fu._her apFlication is made. In dynamic decision making, subsequent
decisions depend in part on past experience in the task and thus learning is
involved _ the act. _'/3-.e latter sorl of decisions can be further broken down
Into two wpes: those _h_ do not affect the environment in which the decision
maker is beha_ng, and those involving the future environment. A decision
maker who can actNc!y manipulate the environment by his decislons Is con-
ce _ed cf _ a con_c;_ r. This _a'_ic!e considers a dyn_ak: prog_arnming model
for th_ .'_ of decI_ion,.rnck,.'tag t_k.
A66°80788
TASK CHARACTERISTICS IN SEQUENTIAL DECISION BEHAVIOR.
William C. Ho?ee}l (Ohio State U., Columbus).
Journal of ExperLmental Psychology, voh 71, Jan. 1966 p. 124-131.
12 rcfs.
Contract AF 33(657)-11718.
Optional stopping behavior was studied for a task in'which multiple per-
ceptual discriminations were required and pgyoff declined with sequential
Information gathering. "I'htrD,.st x experienced subjects served under four
levels of difficulty (defined psychophysical_y) for risk, Jess and risky problems;
they were assigned randomly to four groups for Loves,lag,ion of monetary -
vs. nonmonetary hncentlves and two modes of vatting dgflculry. Findings
Indicate that decisions approximate maximum expected vaJues (EVs) over a
wide range of task situations but are most efficient for intermed'h_.te levels of
dLfficul W and ris",dess conditions. Contrary tO earlier repo_s, neither the kind
of incentive nor the dtlffcu!ry mode appears to hawe an appreciable effect on
performance. It L_ suggested tha.:, l_ub_e a._pecta of EV fun_ions may h_m
an Important bearing upon optional _opping l:mhm_'lor.
N66-286G2d Aircraft Armaments. Inc.. CockoysviHe, Md
A STUDY OF TACTICAL DECiSIOt_ MA;',;;_G _.£HAVIOR
Final Report, Nov. 1964-Nov. 1965
Robert G, Kmkade. Jerry S. KLdd. and ._,'_3ur+ao, P. Ranc Bed-
ford. Mass.. AFSC. Electron. Systems Div,. Nov, 1965 85 p
act AF 19(628)-4792)
15-61: AD-478759)
A study program was conducted to investigate tactical
decision maMng behavior. One aspect of the program involved
defining a conceptual view of tactical decision making be-
havior. The other a,_pect of the program consisted of perform-
In_ five exper_men:s rol_J to {l_a eonecq)_u_I view. *_ con-
eeptual view is not un,quely d_fferent from existing views. It
represents a combination of concepts which have been de-
scribed oy oth_r people. The view provides a framework for
categorizing ,'eseereh findings and investigating the opera-
tions of a command post. The experiments co._cc, rned investi-
gating the effect of feedback factors, situation factors and task
factors on tactical decision making pCrformance, An _rtificial
task. placed ;n an Air Defense context, v.,cs used as a re-
search yah;tie in "_hese experiments. The rcb.Ji_.J of the experi-
ments have _mplicat;ons for training tactical decision makers
and for designing co...mro_nd-control systems. Author (TAB)
N66-31444# Kansas State Un+v., Manhattan. Dept. of Psy-
chology,
THE EVOLUTION OF PERCr-PTUAL FRAMES OF REFER-
ENCE
Wilham Bevanetal May1966 5Gp refs
(Contract Nonr-3634!01))
(TR-37; TR-38; TR-39; TR-40; AD-632854) CFSTh He'
$3.00/M F $0.75
Contents: Ser, ial Reaction Time and the Temporal Pattern
of Prior St£nals; Color Coding and the Potency of Anchors
and Residuals in the Judgments of Size; A Quantitative Study
of Relevance in the Formation of Adaptation Levels; Some
Problems in Motivation from the Point of Vmw of the Theory
of+Adaptation Level. TAB
.
N58.33542,_ Research Analysis Corp.. McLean. Va.
EVALUAT;ON OF MULTIPLE-CRITIRIA ALTERNATIVES
USING ADDiTiVE UTILITY MEASU _,_.S
Peter C, Fishburn Mar. 1966 35p refs
(Contract DA-44-188-ARO-1)
(RAC-TP-200; AD-633595) C,FSTI: HC $2.0O/MF S0.5O
This paper explains two theories behind add)tire methods
of using human value judgments in the evaluation of multi-
factor alternatives and describes how these: methods may be
used. The alternatives to be evaluated in such situations may
be. for exampte, people, performances, plans, policies, prod-
ucts. or systems. The two additivity theories presented come
from _,;._lJty theory, which is concerned with people's prefer-
ences. One of these theories is nonprobabilistic; the other
uses probabilities. Among the methods discussed for obtaining
c,n evaluator's ut;hty functions for the criteria in a multifactor
or mu;tip;e-cnteria situation are a number of indifference-
judgment me:hods, a method that uses probabiZities (the
$_,.m='.cs toothed}, and a class of direct numerical-assign-
m._nt ,T,+:hoC;. Author (TAB)
N66-34356# Joint Publications Research Service, Washing*
ton. D. C.
GENERALIZED PREDICATES AND DECISION MAKING
B. M. Fitingof In its 22nd All-Union Sci. Session Devoted to
Radio Day: Cybernetics Sect. 1 Aug. 1966 p 24-27 (See
N66-3435320-10) CFSTI: $3.00
The problem of decision making is considered in a general
intermediate case for arbitrary probability predicates on the
states of nature which may be obtained from practical ex-
perience. It is shown that such predicates are represented by
convex polyhedrons of arbLtrary form. and that probability
predicates which usually occur in known mathematical theories
are reduced to a narrow class representing only a specific type
of simpIexes. The report also shows that the results of the
effects of disjunction and conjunction distributions correspond
to the formation of combinations, hulls, or intersections of
polyhedrons representing the original predicates. A.G,O.
1
.... .,114-" C,,3r.qe_,_'ashm.qtonUnlv.,Washington,D. C.
".n _ .T. ,- , : _eareh Ofilce
.:, 2:C." \T.L2 O:_C,Z, NIZATiONAL SCHEMA FOR DECiSION-
..,. {___G P,--. DSL..,.';S
'.', : ._; C O.bo:n and Barbara Ethnger Goodman Jul. 1960
2<, ; ;cts /:._ [×;;it, _,tory Study 12
_C,; "::..c: D-\ 44-133 ARO-2)
r.,_,:..:_C-TR 00-14: AD-638724) CFSTI: t4C S200/MF S050
,c t._e ,n:o account the psycho}og_cal complexlty of most
,,;L: tecta:on problems, and to deveiop a tentative organi-
z.,ton of decision behavior that wdl embrace the many. highly
d_e_se types of problems whlch are presumed to result in
,;,"cm,un, an atter'npt was made to deIincate the component
r_:_-;)onsu procez, Se_ th,J', luJd tO t_c_,J d_clb_on8 Tile proce_J_._ro
;o;]o',ved was (a) to Laentify and descriptively define the relevant
st*mulus and org3nismic factors, ant • ; espec;aliy to schemat_ze
;he response dimans;ons involved, m such a way as to derive a
tentative response rr, Jtrix. The result is an organizational schema
for use in analyzinc_ the response aspects of ;he decision-making
process in terms of the pertinent psychological dimensions of
c_c.s.On behavior. Author (TAB)
NG7-'%3._74"# Baite;[e Mernorlal lnst, Columbus. Onio
HUMAN DECISION-MAKING IN MANUAL CONTROL
SYSTEMS
R E Thomas and J T Tou In NASA• W,Jshington M;_nuat
Control 19G6 p 325 334 refs (See N67-15850 06-05) GPO:
HCS250;CFSTI: MFS065
A model is proposed to describe human decision mak,ng
in manual control systems The human operator _n the control
loop ts repre:;ented by a model which wdl generate an output
consIsting Of (1) operational control actions as a result of sequenbal
decision-making and (2) verbal statements or heuristics of how to
achieve optimal control• The operational control actions are
generated by a search algorithm, and the verbal statements are
determined U;rough detection of Invarl_nce of varlabtes associated
w,tn finn,mum incremental co:,t. At h_gh levels of generahty and'
verbal prescriptions for obtaining optimal control are called
heuristics. By using heuristics adaptwe features can be introduced
rote the search algorithm. The proposed model will carry out
sequential evaluation of the validity of the heuristics which are
derived on the basis of past experience. By associating a Bayesian
probabit;ty with the derived heuristic, th_s model simulates the
evolution of a heuristic to a h;gh subjective probabd_ty of being
valid, even though the control;at may have difficulty in executing
the heuristic as shown by control actions which do not optimize
the criterion function. An experiment is suggested for testing the
validity of the proposed model. Author
N67-18416" Battelle Memorial Inst., Columbus. Ohlo.
DEVELOPMENT OF A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE
HUMAN OPERATOR'S DECISION-MA_ING FUNCTIONS
Final Report
J. T. Tou. R. E. Thomas. and R. J. Cress 31 Oct. 1966 233 p
refs
(Contract NAS12-37)
(NASA-CR-80009) CFSTI: HC$3.00 CSCL05H
Attempts are made to formulate a mathematical model
describing the human operator's decision-making functions in a
control system. The model simulates the evolution of control
strategies selected by a human operator and the prediction of
verbal heuristics used by such an operator. The proposed model
consists of four modes of control: heuristic, gradient, terminal, and
probing modes. The operator is assumed to be engaged in the
on-line control of a dynamic system described by an ordinary linear
differential equation subject to initial and final boundary conditions.
The task consists of moving the system from the initial state to the
terminal state and minimizing a quadratic performance or;;crion
using information concerning state variabIes and cost variables
which is obtained from meter readings available at discrete time
during the control operation. The approach used was to allow 14
subjects to solve 23 first-order control problems (Mark I model)
and allow 14. ad_;tional subjects to solve 12 second-order control
problems (Mark 11 model). Res_-;ts from the computer simulation
and those from tests of subjects are analyzed. S.P.
/
/
\
N57-24972# Stanford Univ. Cahf Systems Theory Lab
SEQUEh;TIAL DECISION FEEDSACX. USING ORTHOGONAL
SIG,_ALING
AnIhonyJ _amor Aug 19_6 28 p refs
(Contract Nonr-225183))
(SEL-56076; TR-7050-10: AD-647044) CFSTh HC S3OO/MF
$0 55
V4tefbl prevbo_sly considered the effect of sequential decision
feedback on communication over an add=two wh;te gauss=an noise
channel In part,cular, he analyzed a _uboptlmum transmission
scheme using M o_ :hogonal signals aRC _alained an upper bound on
the error probabdity The present presentation proposes adifferent
suboptimum system for the same wobiem and obtains an exact
ex;_'ession fo_ the ::o4 pro,'.: cd_ty. The error probabihty for the
$_Jbo_Ilmum scheme, i$ ah,v_y_, le_ th,_.n tn,_l for Vii_tbl'_ a_h_t_o
and in fact shows significant im_ovement for rc_.es near channel
capacity. Author (TAD)
N67-2SS.51_ Institute for Perception RVO-TNO. Soesterberg
(N_.=_:;_ _'-s)
D:-,3;C._C,_.4 ,_:&AKiNG DURING P,:-,C50 ARRIVAL OF
P :'.C = ,. _,IL:ST;C _ FO RMATION
A _. S_,._¢rs and W, tar Linden [1968] 14 p refs
(:ZF-';.383-17; TDC;_-47115) CFSTh HC$300/MF$0.65
Four exp;oratory experiments ere described in which the
3_sia .:_sumptions for decision making in probabilistic sequential
t,:sks _re :_s:ed. Th,e assumptions &re: (1) continuing ,'evision of
;P._ ;;kcZ;hoc._r._t;o on the ba.;is of incoming data, and (2) a fixed
cJc_s_on enter,on on the basis of costs and payoffs. The results
sugc_est _.:,at the decision c.-itc_-ion shifts from rather strict to quite
risky as c;ear evidence is postponed, so that the criterion is
certainly not .fixc,,i. The findings were not contra,'y to the idea of
revision of the iikelihoodratio. Authcw"
":_7-=Z_$55"_ Massachusetts Inst. of Tech.. Cambridge.
_r,..:ru men:_,tion Lab.
L;_%SDRY, DECISION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS, 1 OCT.
",,_ -_3-15 J UL 1358
Lou;sL Sutro Nov 1966 50 p
_Contracts NSR-224309-138; AF 04(695)-917)
(,_.ASA-CR-83_;S2; R-548) CFSTI: HC $3.0O/MF $0.65 CSCL
09C
Two system concepts were developed for the transmission
of video data from a remote location to Earth. In the simpler
system, a stereoscopic outline together with other data such as
reflectance and possibly the texture of objects will be transmitted
to Earth. From the stereoscopic outlines the operator will decide
what objects he wou;d like pictured in ful_ "rv frames and order
these transmi_ed, in the more elaborate system, l'V camer_.,s will
be carried on a vehicle and the direction in which the vehicle
moves will be c_._,cc.enby ,sn onboard decision computer. Photosensors
_c,.- this robot are television cameras, the first models of which
h_,ve been tested under computer control. A model of both the
pc, rcc_al computer and the ¢_c;¢ion computer has been simulated.
It consists of 12 modules which guess as tO what the response
to incoming data should be, Each takes the data Cram allother
modules and combines it in a nonlir, e,_r fashion w;th the data
coming directly into it to arrive at a mixed guess _ to w,hat act shou}d
be performed. When 60% of the modules vote 0.5 _obability for
one act. that act is performed. The model of the frog's retina
p,-eviousIy re_xxtod L_ exterwded to the tee'turn, where the flog beg_r_
to respond to objects,detected by the retina. Autho¢
,/
A88-BIOB9
CO,":TEXq" EFFECTS IN FKOBABILITY LEARNING AND DECISION-
M_KING.
Lo_Kell M. SchIT,per CPa. $_lle U, Unrrer*I.'yP_k).
Fsvcholo_.Ic=:]Report.=.yDS. 18, Feb. 1966, p. 131-13[:. 5 re[_.
_'_g Co. o: Se attic, W =sh. :upponeJ rc :e _:ch.
Sep,_.[¢ groups of ;ubJ_ct_ were It=/ned tn mui;tpte p:obabL]Ity4e_-n_z._
slIuatlon* where set* of piob:.b_%_des wele (_} .%.0, ._[0, .50, .40, .50, Ce)
.50, .60, .70, .SO, .QO, and (C).I O, .30, ..50, .70, ,90, re_pectivelyo Subze*
qurn{ to [he tra[ntn_ ;:asian _'ubJ_cI|reacted te_;Iir;¢1_on _I combIn=llonl
c[ ,.he .q,v-eprob,_b{':{ti_J;. DjferentLIJ tz=I_Lng w|th equ_J _:ob_,_b_[t|el Ln d_*
feren[ contex:$ _.&','_ d_,_¢renI }e =-nLn_ curve=. Subject=' u=e| of lhele pz'eb-
r.bG_:Ml in ".hetest _._r-e_ons r./sov&[Md &3 It,fun_ton _ p_e_ _&_'.L",&.
A85-C_,I,3
OPTH_%:L;'f'Y OF PERCEPTUAL DECISION CR|TERIA-
Z. Josopi, U_ohla (Colo. U.. Boulder and Denver).
Journal o[ Experimental Psychology, vol. 71. Apr. 1966.
p. 564-569. 7 rots. Natl. Inst• of Mental Heallh supporled
research•
Statements of signal detoctabil'ty theory have implied that
subjoCt_ place lhC_Ir docIE, ion cute]Is In :uch a l_,;,hion as to
maximize the expected value (EV) of their decisions Usmg I
2-choice discrimination task involving iudgment of the tdt of
lines, the decision cutoffs of naive subjects were evaluated in
different situations requiring different cutoffs for the maxi-
mization of EV. Although subiects' cutoff placement was in-
fluenced by the relevant factors, ie.. by the relative payoff
yielded by the alternative decisions and by the r_lative prob-
ability of the stimulus alternatives, the _,nfluence wee not suf-
ficiently strong to maximize EV.
AOG-61656
PERSONALITY VARIABLES IN PRO_AE*ILITY-LE.ARN|NG.
DE.CISION-MAKING. AND RIaK.TAKINO.
J Ronalci Gantde and Lowell M. Schipper (Pa. State U.. Uni-
vers,ty Park).
Perceptual and Motor Skills, voL 22. Apt. 1966. p. 583-591.
refs.
Grant PHS 1:F1 MH-21.734-01.
College students were preselected on the personality vari-
ables need Achievement (nAch) and man=feet anxiety (Anx)
to form a 3 by 3 factorial arrangement and to relate these
measures to prob_b_hty-learning dec,sion-making, and risk-
takmg behav,ors. After rece=vlng 90 train,no trials on each of
three green hghts which had probabilities of 1/6. 1/2 and 5/6
of being followed by a red event hght (probabd_ty-learning).
subjects were asked to make decis,ons about the pred,ct,ve
rehabdtties of these lights when they occurred in combmations
or s,ngly, whdo the ted hghi w_s covered (dccision-making).
Subjects wore then given a zero expected value gambl,ng
game and a double-or-nothing final bet. Neither personality
variable showed a con=istont relrdion'.h=p 10 probabd=ty-leetn-
ing. dec,elan-making, or risk-taking behavior accordmg tO
Va r=ous cr=terie.
A86-B1785
ABSOLUTE JUDGMENT OF DISTANCE'AS'A FUNCTION
OF INDUCED iV, USCLE TENSION, EXPOSURE TIME, AND
FEEDBACK.
N. McK. Agnew. Sandr8 Pyke. and Z. W. Pytyshyn (S-_skat-
chewan U.. Canada).
"Journal of Experimental P:ycho/ogy. vol. 71. May 1966.
p. 649-654. 17 rots.
Grant NIMH MY-3612 and Can. Natl. Res. Council supported
research.
With knowledge Of resultl el; e between.group variable,
and with two levels of induced muscle tens,on and two levels
of exposure time as witbin-group variables. 36 subiects were
tcsted for accuracy and response b,as m an absolute judgment
of distance task. _Joth knowledge of results and long exposure
time significantly facilitated accuracy of judgments end reduced
response bias. Induced muscle tension significantly facilitated
accuracy of judgments, end inter=clod with knowledge of _o
-,.ult_ yielding createst facilitation under the no.feedback con*
dition.
A :,G-O 17_33
!_JFOR_Z;,',';C,N ENCODING AND "DECISION TIME AS
VARI;,BLE$ ;,_C HUMAN CHOICE BEHAVIOR.
Louis M, Harm,on (Queens Coll.. New York. N. Y.) end Harry P,
_&hr_ck (Ohio Wesleyan U.. Delaware).
Journal of Experimental Psychology, vol. 71. May 1£3,3.
p. 71S-724. 10 refs.
Paired-comparison v,.,.'_ge;:, ,,ere offered tO subjects under
two d:_IcrcnI rnethod_ of encoding d_cision.parprneter infor-
rn&t_on. ,%':orbed I provideC subject with a set of four elements
of r,sn;r,_eo,or, dent parameter information, Method 2 with a
sobsc,: comorised of two independent elements. Subjects"
ch3;c_, cX3,z,'_d significantly c:c:3r correspondence to :.,n ex-
pcc:sd .,c:-c-rn;xirnization decision rule under Method 2. for
bet', ::c.;-_dT. nt groups end r.;pc;cted-rneasures designs.
With ;c;. ..... d rn_ssures, given sufficient decision time. Method
2 trc,',_.',r,_:'- ;_o:,itivc,?y to Method 1, w)th the opposite true
(nc._:. :.vc ::..n=for) when ord,_r of administration was reversed.
:t i _. c_clc_ad th._t th_ basic prob:_m for subject in choice
_;tu;: _.-._ ;: the sc'.cction of decision rules rather than of deci-
sion ,;._rr.a:iv_. ,3aci;i_.', tales may then by asymmetrically
tr_nc, .,'r=_;,;, _;:4,:;_ C,iffon;n; .._co_ing me u',edl.
t
A _-, '-' ' ., ._v,_.";OASIGSCIENCE"'
pzoCESS" P'sYCP{;"_n ' "
Charles E. Goshen _W. VB. U.. SchoOl of Mode Kf,organtown).
AmeriCan Journal of psychoZherapY, vol. 20. Apr. 1986.
p. 235-25I, decis_on-makmg proCesS is portrayed in th=s
Ihe human "bas_c science'" of psych=airy, end
report as the fundamenta_
it has been sub;acted to a systems anaiys_S. Variations of the
ordlnary, rationsl thinkmg proCesseS ere further analyzed as
oxsmplos of complex syst_]rns, and variants of the rational
procesS. The resUltS Of this study are 9raP hically portrayed
as flow diagrams- _; is proposed that the systems analys*S
presented lends itself to an orderlY an_ ron'_erkablY mimpleteaching, and commur,_Cstmg _deaS
wly of u nc_erst=n_mg"
about human behavior in gonera_ end psychiatriC problems
in particular. Although it was not the intention of the study,
the proCesS of ordermg the knowledge of human thinking in
th_s way has the effect of contr_dicting many of the concepts
ordin_.rily taught in psychiatry and psychologY. There =s no
necessitY, for instance "co pOStUlate an ,'unCOnSCious" as is
neceSSarY in certain thaO¢ies of human behavior, except that
unconsciOUSness concerning certain ideation in e patient'
might we_l be 8 property of the observer concerning the pa-
tient. Another common concept in conflict with the meteria_
presented sees unCOmfortable emotional states solelY as the
motive for thought or action end not as the result of thought.
The understanding of phobias is a rather simple prOCeSs es
presented in this report, far different from the complicated
theories often uso_ to explain them.
A66-$2020
iNFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL ON TiME JUDGMENT [O VLI-
|ANII ALKOGOLIA NA OT$CHET VREMENI].
0. G. El'kin enG T. M. Kozina (I. I. Mechnikov Odessa U.,
UkrSSR),
Vepresy psikholoEii, no. 2. Mj.-Apr. 1£66. p, 147-152. 9
Tars, in Russian,
The effect of alcohol on time judgment wee'studied in one
subiect. After ingestion of 100.00 co. of 96% _{cohol. there "
was a tendency to overestimate the time interv:L This effect.
which can be duo tO changes in t;-.o nervous system, consisted
of two stages, excitstion and suppresS;ion. The number and
type of errors depondod on the stage of intoxication. In another
experiment with four subjects, the effects of 150 co. of 40%
alcoho_ on the auditory d}scrirninstion threshold were studied.
In atl subjects the threshold was incrcs_cd shortly after the
alcohol intake, Out it was _!;ghtly docrc#¢od an hour Mter
the b,_ginnin_ o( the expe¢im_;nt. .......
t"
A66-62236
THE EFFECTS OF AM, OUNT OF INFO,_,MATiO:'J pF, OV;DEO
AND FEED2,AC/, OF I_ESU tT:] O'_ O._Ci_lO:_l ',,'.,,_,_l_'_C,
F_EQUENCY.
Cha;]es H, Hammer {U.S. Inform• AGency. Washington. D, C.)
anal Seymour R,,,,-.el. (U,S. Army Personnel Res. O;iic_. VVash-
.r,::on. D. C)
?i,,r::,n F_:c'.ors,vol, 7, Dec. 1g'65. p 5,S'-519.
S,x:'¢ subiccts worked a se:ic_ of sequenti_l decision
r:',:*;,'-,_ ",:_ks in _hich the 3mount Of in,_Ormati°n provided
:_rr. feeCback of results were the independent variab:cs. Data
v,,tre co;:ected on decision accurcC'/, confidence in decision
cccu:_Cy an,_ jud3 ed sufficiency of the in,_o rmati°n provided.
Accurccy. confidence in accuracy, and rating s of sufficiency
increased _s amount c_ information provided was increased.
FeeGback produced increases _n d0cision accuracy only. Fc:
40% r,I all correct responses, sub;acts judged the {nfo_;mation
provided to be insufficient as a basis for taking action, These
c ,s strongly suC_ e_'t /,hat lack Of confidence in their ability
t3 m=ko accur,-'to daci_ion_ m_y ceu£e _omO decision m._ker=
.o de_ay takin_ action even when they _to $bla to make an
accura_a decision on the basis of the information _ailable.
AC3-_2279
,.:. £,:'_JaY C7 A :.:uLTISTAGE DECISION fC,AI(.ING TA;K
• .:T:-;, A:'_. L;;',K'_oWN DURATION-
;,m-,cn p._c_Ort (N. C. U.. Chapel Hill),
,k'._rr, c = ,'; clots, vat. 8. Feb. 1966. P. 54,-61. 13 re{s.
T:, ,:jen coilcge students particip.ated individually in a
.-...:.:_tc_,_ _.ecis_on making task• The task consisted of e_g.%t
roblemS The d.,_ration of each
..... uter-controBed P . " --- A dynamic ixo-
c.,, =_--"': --'"'_ he decision menu,.
,. ...... -- c,ot known to t . ' -- waS constructed
........ _"_r,_el employing Bayesian noUO[,_ end contarmed.
.... /"_:-'_.:.,_edec,sionma_in_task.,as,=,.-
?ca . _.,.z;,ve e_p_nation is discuSSed briefly.
_ME-
;:AS',- GUESSES _N C_.H01C.E?hi%adc_P'.•R E ACT_ON_).
• -r:,- -iPa U., -_ .55-1'56.
p_y'_-i_nornic-c,_- -Sc;ence'V°l" u, 0,-,. u, S o p
Grant NSF GB-lz,62.
A modc_ ,:j,_ich describes the effect (ast guesSer, s must have
' _'e chcic-_ latcr,c_S ::,d probabilities deve;o_od.m el.
on DO $_J_'_ _
s:rcr, gthcncd, and tested.With cnC_,utagin_dc,cision rcsulta.timesandWith the
it is _s:.i_.;e to .::;._msto "We" probabilities
,,_t:,cu _ ;equ_#,n_ en'c4Jr_ pedc_manca in 6i.,c_,minatio_ to-.,.
,. =-;_o:_ time.
: :';.:
.1-
AG7-C0550
SOME DETERMI/'.'ANTS OF INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN
PREDECISION INFOR:,',ATION-PROCESSI_JG 5EHAVIOR.
Joan E, S;ab0r (Stanford U,. Calif.) and John T. Lanzette
(Dartmo_;h COIL, Hanover. N. H.).
Journal of Personality and Social Psycholo2y, vol. 4. Nov. 1966,
p. 561-57I. 22refs.
ConUacts NONR 3897(07) and AF 49{638)-1614.
Indi',,iduai differences in information processing before
decision making were shown to be related to differences in the
complexity of decision makers" conceptual structure. TwO sOtS
of process variables were postulated to unCerlie these individual
differences: differences in the number and the d_stribution Of
response strengths of the decision alte:r:cJve.'; (hence dif-
ferences in response uncertainty}, and differences in tendency
to differentiate and encode information inherent in a decision
problem and to p[oduce controlled associations to this in.
formation, The relationship between these variables and style
of :.:ion making was examined in two ways: (a) Groups of
; .... categorized on the bas_s of test scores as structuraf]y
con.,.._4 or simple were compared with respect to the following
measures-degree of subjective uncertainty experienced when
making decisions, and degree of differentiation end encoding
of aspects of decision problems and production of controlled.
associatos to these differentiated categories; (b) groups of
individuals categorized as structurally simple or complex were
given two different training procedures, and their posttrainin_
behavior on decision problems was compared with a control
[no training) group and with each other. The training procedures
were designed to increas_ subiective response uncertainty,
and =timulua difforoni;a_ion, encoding, end production of con*
trolled assoclates, respectively, to this differentiated material.
It was assumed that these training procedures would modify
some of the initial differences in conceptual structure and thus
change predocision behavior. The findings word generally in
accord with the predictions advanced, but consisten:ly favored the
differentiation, encoding, end controlled associations prOcesses e$
the variables _.;ong which decision makcr'_ vary most markedly.
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FATkYJE, WO2X I)ECR?:.MENT, AND ENDURANCE OF WOMEN
IN A bh\_I'LE RI'ZI<_'I'ITIVE TASK.
V,'illian_ R. Pierson and Aiieene Lockhart (Lockheed Aircraft Corp.,
Lockheed-Calxfornia Co. , Burbank; Southern C_hfornia, University,
Dept. of Phys:cal Education, Los Angeles, Calif. ).
Aerospace M,'d_cine, voL 35, Aug. 1964, p. 7Z4. 725. 11 rely.
Research supported by the University of Southern California.
Investigation of the relationships between fatigue, work decre-
ment, and isotonic endurance for women performing a simple stim-
ulus-response task. Fifteen _omen of n_ean age 19.5 years were
tested. -Zach subject was instructed to release a microswitch and
_×tend her hand through a photoelectric beam upon presentation of
,* _'i_lal _tim.lu_, The r_,acti_n time (RT) from the onset of the
stimulus to ti:e :'elcase oi the _w_tch, and the rc, oven'le_lt tim_ (MT)
from the release of the s'.vitch to the interruption of the beam were
recorded, as were the isotonic endurance limits beyond which the
subjects could not continue. The result8 are compared with those
for men under similar conditions. It il found that t_e RT ie greater
and the ]',dT sm_ller _oL" melt. _ addition, -men ha_ a-l_r_ster._n-
dul Az%c e. " % "" ' "'. ',' "_
I
A64-2.;099 ._ --I
O.": i]{}] U.SG OP ADF;NOSINIJ, TILiPI!OSp}IORIG ACID AND CO- _i
CAXi_OXYL/,.SE IN TIIG "fREAT_vIGNT Of-" PILOTS A_'FLIGTGD
WITil MILD OR INITIAL, FLYING FATIGUE ISULL, IMPlEGO
DELL' ACIDO ADENOSINTRIFOSFOI{ICO E DELLA COCARBOSSI-
L-"_.Jl IN PILOT* A-FFETTI DA L,IEVE O LNIZIALE FATIGA DI
VOLO].
G. Rotor, do (Padova, Universith. [stituto di Medicina megale e
delle Assicurazioni, Padua; Primera i_.egione Aerea, Direzione di
Sanith, M_lan, Italy).
Rivista di Medieina Aeronautics e S:)aziale, vol. 27, Apr. -June
1964, p. 176-19Z. 19 refs. In Italian.
Investigation of the effectiveness of the combined treatment of
flying fatignJe by means of cocarboxylase and adenosinetriphosphoric "
A_,HI, _,liflinlat_,_d _aiiy to gO j_t !,_l_ts, wlth mild o_, _h||i_t forms
of this syndrome. It is stated that the rcsults, consisting in the
appreciable improvement in the symptoms and operational efficiency,
in nearly all subjects, point to the necessity for further and wider
testing. This treatment could be useful, from a medico-legal
standpoint, in preventing flying accidents and prolonged disability,
by bringing ,,bout the prompt recovery of the stricken person_el.-
It is suggested that the prompt and complete treatment of these ;
mild and initial forms is necessary to &vo_d more severe _d les_
recoverable forms. A survey is provided of the physiologi¢_l _d
.pharmacological mechanisms of the above-mentioned drugs in the
j'satisfactory treatment of operationa_ fatigue, p&rticu_arly on the.,
:baai_ of modern etiopathogenetic vies on thin aylndrome.
l ;
_ aVAT]GL'E, WORK DECREMENT, AND ENDURANCE OF WOMEN IN A
S -MPLE KEPE.T_TlVE TASK.
"a'_l_!gm R. P:e:son and Afleene Lockhm't (Lockheed-Calll. Co., Spacecraft
C_,g_n. Burbank; and Southern Call/. U. Dept. of Phy_ic_ L _cation, Los
._:ge',es).
Ae:os_ace Medicine, vol. 35, AuK. 1964, p. 724-725. 11 tell.
S0uu'.ern C_f. U.-_upponed research.
F't::een co_l:ge women were measured for reac_on time and speed of
_-m movement taa _imple repetitive stimulus_response task under normal,
.ezCgued, decremen% and endurance condition*. For the population repre-
se::c_ by the st.mp:e it may be concluded that fatigue (as a subjective expres-
*._a c f pcF, o._*nce) is :n h'aport_nt correlate of speed mad Isotonic endue-
s.a=.:. Compa-_ons of _e dam were made with those obtained for men on the
=-me <:p..:_;,a._ and under sLmII_J: c0ndi_ions. From these compm'Is0n$ the
f_... .n_; ccncluslon,_ appe_t justHied: (I) men tre faster than women in speed
c_ ---. movement but not in reaction _ime to n visual s_rnulUS and (2_ men
ca-- 7.a::i*.._ - s._pl_ repe_tive taxk for • longer period of Ume _han women
_. _c;a la _a _er_nc.e in the_ stabje_'_t opinion all tO when flaelg p_lZ-
I
"" A64-80930 ! .
. . o
• ON PI{YSIOLOGICAL AND PATHOGENIC ASPECTS OF FATS LrE [O FIZ_ ' -.4 •.. .
_ : JOLOGICZ_WCH l PATOGFNICZNYCH ASPEKTACH ZMECZENIA].
Wl. Mlssiuro (Inst. Naukowy K_tu;y Fiacznej, Wars=awa, Poland),
Wychowanie fiz_,czne I s 0p_0r:_ vol. 8, 1984, p. 75-89. In Poll_h.
Three basic types of fatigue _e Identified: (I) acute, (2) _ub_ute, and
(3) chronic. They produce different effects in d_erent individu_s. Fatigue
may result from physioiogicM exhaustion or p_e/chogenic cause|. The effect
of the former may be superimposed by emotlonal s=ess. The Impedance
., .... . ade q uMe res_ •_:ompl_had la v_loul waye _• _he _l_I l_la_m _ _I_ pl'oIMlt_ _
, _ 1# s_m,sed. ,"
"' ' 2" g
i}
' % . •
c , k'V,_sh_,_,:-ton. DC
/ DECREASE IN THE VISUAL FACULTY UNDER CERTAIN
CONDITIONS OF FATIGUE
M. P. Shek In its Transl. from Vopr. Psikhologii [Moscowl
no 1. 1963 10 Jun 1963 p 17-20 (See N64-12504 04-,
16) OTS: S075
The effect of auditory fatigue on the visual.capability of •
human subiects was determined, using correction charts
: . consisting of rings wah breaks In their circumference. Pre-_ '".:.,.
" . hmmary stuO_,, indicated that general fatigue..induced by, ''•.
comparatively light laboratory work. leads to an increase in .i.:..2..
• au,daory and visual capabilities toward the end of a working
day as compared to morning data Isolated fatigue of the audi-
tory and. especially, the visual faculty against a b._ckground
of ordinary laboratory work, however, was accompanied by
a marked decrease in visual perc_.ption at the end of a work-
..... ing day. A loss of sensory capability was also noted in sub-
jects placed for a long time in an area having reduced•air ...... ."
circulat¢on. ' M.P.GJ _
. t
• °..
N54.-21288 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing-
ton. O C.
STRESS AND FATIGUE UNDER CONDITIONS OF ISO-
LATION FROM EXTERNAL STIMULI
F.D Gorbov. V I Myasn!kov. andV. I. Yasdovskiy 5Jun 1964
12 p refs Transl• into ENGLISH from Zh, Vysshei Nervnoi
Oeyatel'nosti(Moscow).v. 13. no. 4..i963 p 585-592
(JPRS-24961: 0TS-64-31422) OTS: S0.50
Expenmentswere conducted in which a man was confined
to a small• especially equipped chamber for 10 to 15 days.
Various sequences of tests to determine causes and degree of
stress and fatigue were administered. These investigations
showed that extreme restriction of general afferentation exer-
cises a substantial influence on the subjects. The neuropsycho-
logical functional shdts were dissimdar at different stages of
tr.e experiment. Complex recording of psychological and physio-
Iog_cc.i indmators enables determination of qualitative peculi-
ar;t;es of _hese shifts and. in particular, determination and dif-
fer_.nt_a';ion of states of stress and fatigue. Monotony of the
-.,,v ronment, lack of external impressions, and solitude emerged
as f.,ctors of independent significance as conditions and causes
of development of stress and fatigue• This indicates not only
the ,",ecess_ty but aIso the possibility of preventing these states,
i on the ._asLs of rational stimulation for the optimal interaction
of &fie:ant aystems. D.E.W ....
I
NC4-i4409 Federal Awa_ton Afi!:rc, I, Oklahoma City. Okla. .#
C._w* ,*.cromedJcal Research h;st ..... "_
THE MITIGATION OF PHYSICAL FATIGUE WITH "SPAR-
TASE"
Francis J. Nagle. Bruno Balke. Rmhard V. Ganslen, and Audie
W Dav_s. Jr Jul. 1963 12 p refs
(CARl-63- 12)
Pharmaeologmal and clinical observations have indicated
that Spartase--the aspartlc acid salts of potassium and mag-
nesium-takes part In the intermediary metabohsm and mod-
erates physical fatigue In th_s study, attempts were made to ...,_.
.evaluate effects of the drug on work capacity before and after _'_",'
episodes, of physically fat,fluinq exercises Work capamt¥ was ' ' -
determined by a standardized treadmill test The test was re- _ "_..="
posted after the subject had been running c/oss-country for a "" " _-
: ,[
period of 60 rain. and again after another such period of
40 rain In this way. effects of fat,gue upon functional adapt-
ability to stress became apparent Spartase was taken orally
in a prescribed dose for 2 weeks, whereupon the same testing
procedure was reapplied. The results indicated that Spartase
improved the endurance performance of untrained individuals I
engaging in extremely fatiguing physical, work. tt appeared to ,.
have no effect on highly trained individuals. Autho¢ "
t/.
.1
..... • .4
_ . , . •
A65-17837 .
• • .5 1
Mary Jayne Capps and William E." Collins (Federal Aviation " %" .: _._-_ t
Agency, Acrornedical Service, Civil Aeromedical Research °
institute, Oklahoma City, Okla. ). "" . :
National Academy of Sciences, Proceedings, vol. 5Z, Nov. 1964, ' .,-
p. IZ71-1Z76. 17 refs. ' ,'._:_
Grant No. NsG 479.
Experimental test of a biological protein synthesis model in
which growth is inhibited and an incomplete peptide chain is liberat-
ed into the soluble phase by the attachment of amino acid-nucleotide
fragments to the C-terminal end of thc growing chain• Escherichia
coli strain B was grown in peptone broth and sRNA was prepared
from the cells by the method of Zubay. The sRNA preparation was
incubated with an E. eoli enzyme fraction, ATP, and amino acids
under conditions optimal for the incorporation of the latter. It was
found that Tl-ribonuclease digests of the A.A-sRNA brought about
the release of incomplete chains in a manner analogous to the action
of puromycin, The digest s were presumed to contain oligonueleotid_
fragments, some of which terminated with -GCA tattering an amino
acid eaterified to the terminal adenosyl group. Evidence was found
suggesting that _._LnO acids were transferral from the arn/_noa_yi-'" .... ". }
oligonucleotidea to the released chains. W. _ R." ""
$
t
A65-23950
FATIGUE AND THE CONTROLLER.
John G. Wilson {TOronto Air Traffic Control Centre, Toronto,
Canada).
The Co..troller, vol. 4, Jam. 1965, p. 14, 15.
Discussion of the effects of fatigue on the work of air traffic
rollers. Causes of fatzgue arc identified as envarom._ental, or
to the work ztsvlf, and personal, or related to internal
stresses on the ir.dividuaL When fatigue develops, motor responses
suffer, careless attitudes are produced, actions tend to be based on
habit rather than on the necessities of the situation, and all control
factors may not be properly checked. It is considered that thorough
tfliinle, g _ ¢or.'_ _tQ#_t #l_i)_¢vtslon Are the be_ wt,thoda Ol nliniiYiialn_
the e_ecte Of ._ati_o. F. _ _[_
!-SOS.it
, ;.: i:,:-:-:- --" C: OF TASK COMII.._ITY AND PRACTICF_ ON I'E.RFORM-
.- .... .. _ . _L CF £LEEi.
5. ,..:. (c:c ....._ (:.:cd.:<es.Council, Appl. Psychol. gee. Unit, Cambridge,
j: :-:: :: _ ..[_ svc>C_lo_', vol. 48, Dec. 1964,'p. 339-343. 9 refs.
[_:_ _:.:, cnt _ducted to assess _he effects of degrees of task cam-
' x:::, a::,a practice on pe_ormance after lo_s of sleep. The subjects were auto-
:..,:a:.y _resented wi_h cards containing 6 symbols every 7 secs. for 23 rnkns.
A _)v.=bolha_ to be chosen on the basis of certain rules. Some cards required
o:',c rule, so:r,c two, some three, and some four. Group I was practiced after
normal s',eep and tested after 22 and 46 hours without sleep. Group II was
tested without sleep and without previous practice. Group Ill was practiccd
an.:, teste_ after normal sleep, l ass of sleep had a greater effect after practice,
but no clcar dilferences emerged between the dtlfereot levels of task complexitY.
! :
A¢5-500'28
i:ATIGUi_: VISUAL CONSIDi:RATIONS, (11). .
R. If. f_eck, i
l'lJo..__[,vol. 20, Oct. 1964, p. 10-20. 35 refs. 1
Toe emergence ',nto the _et age ;',as intensified many old )toblems I
of flight fatigue, and h_s presented a host of new ones, many of which [
'nave yet to be solved satidactoriJ.y. Visual problems inducing fatigue !
include glare, soiar radiation, space myopia caused by loss of back-
ground reference at hlAh eititudes, hypoxia Or low oxygen intake, a_,d
insufficient COCkpit lighting. It Is strongly suspected that glaucoma may
be prematurely Induced by a reduction of atmospheric pressure. Among
the factors that affec: jet crew fatigue are: (a)extremes of temperature
and humidity, Co) workloads, (c) Increased responsibility, (d) Intensified
scrutiny Of pilot personnel, (e) family and per;anal problems, and (I)
apprehension, Fatigue produces a willingness to accept lower standmrda
Of **c_utaey anll perlotmancs, wh_h tn turn _r,&t4 $1_ieBiiSll O( lS_l_,C_a
S&fety.
L.
.o
A6S.a090_
PHYSICAL WORK CAPACITY OF MAN AND ITS DIMINUTION BY HF.AT
STRESS.
E. A. Muller (Max-Planck-In_. for Arbeltsphysiol, Dortmund, Germaay_
IN: ENVI.tONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY IN ARID
CONDITIONS.
(:_.rt_ Zone Research. X'XIV. I:'roceedh_s of the Lucknow Symposium, 1962).
Symposium sponsa:ed"by Genial Drug Research in_aute, Indt_ and UNESCO.
paris, France, UNESCO, 1964, p. 221-225.
PhysiCal work capacity of man is discu seed with regard to concepts
of maxe.mum work time, endurance ltm_, faP, gue and recover/, maximal
oxygen intake, and occupational work capael_. Up to 30 years of age them
Is a perfect 1:5 relationship between occupatlon_ work capacity and max'i.
real work capacity. Both age and physical tnact_vit'y will lead tO dtssoc_t'ion
between occupational and max-L.'naI work capacity. Determination of the
recovery pulse sum _.e. the sum of C.i the pulse rates above res_ frequency)
is a d_ect way of measuring pulze dzbt incurred in a given trnoum of worst.
Experiments tnve_riga_tng the e.ffect Of dfffcrent water temperatures on wot'k
endurance (maxSmum work time) showed that endurance increase, &$ the
water temperature decreases. Pulse rate and recove/y pulse slam a,lso ill.
crease under heat v_'eaa. The courge of pulse rate r:my be used to ¢.lelle
hen: _t_ess tasting into account the _rpe_.al p_t._ of work, a_duza,ace llml_
and _cowr/from fatlgua..,
A65.81S75
DRL G- INDL CI:-D FA'I"iGL E DI-C!-_I",X',ENT IN AIR T_{AFIqC CON'I"B.OL.
l,. ,_. C. }!awarJ _ravllngweil Uos'_,.. C_:¢chester, Great Briialn).
' ," _-* I0 _0" :'_ec Icfi4) •
-_* p_x_ "o .,DO _ v.. 1 ..... ±- .:-- -- Q .(b2'= :" , :7- _.3_ ?-_- 7-.0 junlgC_,p_rtl,p. 5.. .
£crccj-Ltt.,__!-Lnd Xl__or ,% _÷_j vo, 7 - (,, *_nr:a_ sti _xulant (5.phenyl-..umno-
"-_-_ves:iga_!on of a newW syntnes ...... traffic contro_ ptoccuurc v'_ ;C) in-
4 .oxo.ox.g, ac'.i,_io) in the context of the ai_
dicated _.,".a_.: (I) vtgttance in an ATC task became progressNetY tmot'lred after
¢_0 mn. (2) a b acebo bad no s-lgn!flcant effect upon this tmpai_mcL_t. (3) the
stim_alant in 20 rag. doses $tgnificantly reduced this Impe2zmen% and was mol_e
- * --'t /4'_ no stde effects were r, otcd Eft
effecf, ve at it higher _evel el Lmpit'._ra_,. , _ , -,,- --acerbated the COn-
:0- rag. de.;c_, _nd (5) da_e_ l¢_bove 20- rag. e, ventu_y _a,
_-'uton.
N65-13711" NalionaiA(:ror, autms and Space Admmtstrabon,
b*Jashln(Iton. D C
THE LATENT FORM OF MOTION SICKNESS
V I Kopanev In Its AwaUOn and Space Mad Dec 1964
vC_ _-q,96 04_Q4' OTS: HC ,$7 63/MF
p 238-240 (S,_e , ,_ ,==._z,,_ '_4,.=_.._.c_
$225
Experiments are reported in which subjects were placed
" in a darkened room for over 50 mmuteS. After stabdizatlon of
the exc_tabdlty and labd,W mdmes of their ws'ual analyzers
was attained, various sub)eels were swayed at the rate of 16
to 17 per mmute w_th an mtens_ty of less than O.'_5 g Most
aublectv, with the Jatonl form of mot=on [,icknesl_ exhibited a
decrease' m excttabd=ty and labd=ty of the visual analyzer and
shght changes in blood pressure and the cardiac rate A def-
*" in=re relat_onsh=p was detected between these _.han_e-_.an,d .the -, ,
degree of statokmet=c tolerance. D.E W.
......... v
-3595 • Nat,ona_ Aeronautics and Space Administration.
,\:--..:; _c::,, :_rcr. Cen,.er, Moffett Field. Calif.
5".-_L': CF Z.::-iCTS OF CARBOHYDRATES ON THE BODY
U .3ZZ' ST7. SSS AND FATIGUE
_.c.-.a:c..--{ Yo._r,3 In NASA..Washington Conf. on Nutr. in
S;::.cc -.:-.- Rc:a:co Waste Probl. 1964 P 323-328 refs (Sea
_,.._-'_SC3-34t GPO: HC,$2.75; OTS: MF $2.00 "_"_
Evaluat;on of d_etary effects on performance was obtained
tb, rouc_h experimentation with male. pure-bred beagle' dogs,
approximately 2 years of age and weighing 8 to 12 kg. The
performance tests followed a common plan of exhaustive tread-
m_t[ running at a speed of 3.6 mph, ;!-.o grade varying between
9 and 13 degrees of incline. Maximum work capacity was ex-
p,-essed as energy expenditure measured in kilocalorle$. Also,
a prod, ram was undertaken with human subiects to further
test.the hypothesis of _lucose synthesis. Male subjects, vary-
ing in age from 22 to 40 years of age. were tested on the
treadmill for periods of 24 hours or until the onset of exhaus-
tion. The pace varied between 2.5 and 2.7 mph and the degree
• " of incline varied b_,-ween-O and 2. degrees. Data from these
E.E.B.
tests are included .......... , :
! i
h
N65-297¢J2# Federal Avast,on Agency. Oklahoma City. 0kl.a_
: Cwd Aeromedical Research lnst
FATIGUE IN AVIATION ACTIVITIES
} Stanley R. Mohler Mar. 1965 17p refs
(AM-65-13)
This report Ewes a comprehenswe survey of work =n the
field of aviation fatigue Both current work stdl _n process and
. earlier work are surveyed• The nature of fatigue _tself _s d_s-
cussed, along wath all possible factors that contt;bute to both
physical and mental fatigue• Topics covered include fhght-
time limitations, indicators of excesswe fabgue, new develop-
ments related to intercontinental fhght and Forest Serwce
f;ights,-and {he ahthor's'detailed (_dmmen{s*gnd-rec0rnmenda-" .... "-
lions. Author
!•
Ab6-1_S2q
EFFECTS OF ADRENALIN OR INSULIN ON THE PERFOitMANCE
OF WORKING AND RESTING SUBJECTS. • .
Ciay:0n R. Coler, Wilham A..XAcLaurin, and Donald R. Young
(NASA, Ames Rese,trch Center, Nioffett Field, Calif. ).
Aeros;_ace k_.edicine, vol. 36, Dec. 1965, p. I181-I186. i_
Experln;ental investigation of the perfort_]ance and physiological
effects of adrenalin or insulin in hun_an subjects. After approxinaate- _
ly 8 hr of enforced work or rest, one group of nine subjects received i
insulin, and another group of nine subjects received adrenalin. The il
subjects in each drug group participated in both a working condition
and a resting condition on separate occasions. Short-term memory,
choice reaction else0 and steadiness tests were used to evaluate
subject performance. Ten preinjection and seven postinjection ses-
sions of perfornlance testing were given. Postinjection performance
docrenaents occurred in all three tests for all subjects, both working
and res_lng, In t_xe _lln group. _vur tltJ_ui%i_tt_ oe_t_._pt| ire
the adrenAhn group. For the insulin group, poatinjection decre-
Enents were most frequent in the working condition. However, for
t_he adrenahn group, pontin_eetion decrements were most frequent
in the resting condition, iVl.IVY.
A66-32150 =
DEVELOPMENT OF A STANDARD I_I(OLO NGED WORK TEST FOB.
TIlE EVALUATION OF FATIGUE A:;D STI<ES5 tN MAN.
J. ,%h,tplra, D. Lq. Your, g. !3. D,,tn,,w, _:;d P,. Pelligra (NASA.
Ames tl.c_,carch Center, IJlotucl_i",_,iogy Div., Mofiett Field. Calif.).
IN: AEROSPACE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. ANNUAL SCIENTIFIC
MEETING. 37TIt, LA5 VEGAS. NEV.. APRIL 18-Zl, 1966, PB.E-
PP, INTS. [A6b-3Z134 17-04]
%Vashington, D.C., Aerospace Medicai Association, 1966, p. 50, 51.
Abridged.
Development era standardwork regime conststlng of walking on
a treadmill at an elevation and speed that requires about 33_0 of an
individual' s nnaxirnal work capacity and which can be endured with-
out untoward effects for prolonged periods. It was found that such
a rcgtmc could be well tolerated in hunaan male subjects lot up to
g4 hr, Arrythrnia is a contraindicat_on to such a test, whereas
depression of the ST $egn%ent o_ LI_ l%f_C_ tm hc,_, Only after about
9 hr do blood values for glucos_ and frue fatty acids attain equi-
librium values. The reserve of carbohydrate in the body appears
to be greater than previously suspected. Utilization of large amounts
of reserve fat, as reflected by high serum values for _ree f_xtty acid0
and rapid turnover of injected radioactive palmttic acid. is not detri-
mental. B.eduction el serum glucose to ..-cry low levels by the injec-
tion of insulin did not hinder th4 ability to continu4 .,work. _'. i_.L-
__
A66-36383
FATIGUE IN AVIATION ACTIVITIES. iI _
Stanley i_., Mohler (Federal Aviation Agency, Office of Aviation
N*.edicine, Aerornedical Applications Div, , Washington, D, C. ). I'
Aerb_ace }J.eilcine, v01, 37, July 1966, p* 7ZZ-75Z. 105 refs. }
This paper provides a survey of work in the field 0[ aviation
fatigue. Earl}" work and studies now in progress are included.
The nature oi fatigue itself is "iiscutsed, along with possible fac- 'i
tors that contribute to both physical and mental fatigue. Topic_ ,
covered include flight-time limitations, indicator_ of excessive i'
fatigue, new developments related to intercontinental flight_ and :
Forest S_rvice Ilight_. (Author)
:i
A66-36932 _-
HUMAN PERFORMANCE AS A FUNCTION OF CHANGES IN
ACOUSTIC NOISE LEVELS.
Richard W, Shoenbcrger and Charles S. Harris (USAF, Systems
Command, Aerospace Medical Div., Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratories, V/right-'Patterson AFB, Ohio).
Journal of En_ineerin K Psycho!oRy, vol. 4, no. 4, 1965, p. I08-I19.
19 refs.
USAF-sponsored research.
Experimental examination of the effect of noise on the perfor-
mance of people. The specific hypothesis examined was that the
greater the magnitude of the change in intensity, the greaterwill be
the decrement in performance produced. Sixteen male subjects
performed a relatively simple task involving ordered sequences of
numbers under four acoustic conditions: 85, 95, 110 db, and com-
plete quiet. Test conditions are detailed, instruments and proce-
dures are described, and white noise bands specified. It _s con-
cluded that the results indicate a partial support for the original
hypothesis and are of theoretical importance with regard to the in-
fluence of prevailing stxmulation levels on the reticular activating
system. However, in spite of the noted decrement in performance
with increasing noise intensity, the difference observed b_rv.,_en
the worst And be_t performance is very small, and thus. the prac-
_/cal importance of tlai8 particular phenomenon may not be very
great. M.I..
A66-37108
T.t_E EFFECT ©F THE SQUARE KOOT OF TIME ON CONTINUING
PERCEPTUAL TASKS.
A'.. hi. Tayior (Dcfence Research Board. Defence ikesearch Medical
h,lbor,ltorlt's, Toronto, Car, adz),
_\_..\X_ TM , 5N::;?_SlXaI2_ on N !ural a::d .,Xrtlficial l,oEic l}roceg_ol's,
Athcn_, (_rcccv. ,;ulv |'L ,, t>,_:_o:-.}
Perce>tlon a:',d }'s',cho:>h\s:cs. vol. l, 1906. p. 113-119. 20 rete.
Docun_ent,_l_on of several types of cbal_ge irl the hun_an percep-
tion of a stimulus pattern that itself does not change over tmae. it
is observed that in spite of the fact that the pattern, or sonde aspect
of it, does not change, the percept:on of the pattern by an observer
does change - l:nearly with the square root of the observing time.
Exalt.pies considered are dragon fron_ studies of figural alter-effects,
n_otlon after-effects, vigilance, motion neutralization, visibility of
th_ mt_bilt_d rtatin_l inlatIe, _ffectm of contours on visibility, and
fluctuations in the perceptual organization of ambiguous figures. It
is not at all clear why the perceptual efficiency Of the human organism
should decrease linearly with the square root of time, although it
makes adaptive sense. The consistency of the decline over as varied
a range of perceptual tanks euggests that it is a fairly general prop-
erty of natural inforn%ation processing devic_e, at least in so adapt-
abie a machine at the human. M.I..
A66-33481
iiU'vIAN IgNGINEEI{LNG AND ACOUSTICAl., FATIGUE.
Gilbert C. Tolhurst (U.5. Navy, (office of Naval Research, Washing- i
ton, D.C. ).
A_norican S,,ciolv _f k*.cchrtntcaI Er',,_.m('ers,, Deqivn_ Er_ineerin_
C_,nf,'rence r,:;d 5i_,,\v, C},icago, _:I., May _)-I2, 1()66, Paper 66-NiD-
Z:_. 10 p. Z_ refs.
Members, $0.75; nonmembers, $1,50.
Study of a /ew of the many ways acoustic fatigue can be made
less stressful. For purposes of Uiscusaaon, system parameters and
methods of alleviating fatigue are dichotomized into physiological
and psychological factors. It would be preferable if all approaches
to acoustic stress problem solut_or.s could be resolved by a peycho.
physiological integral. The theories and techniques _o derived would
then only hoed to be appi_ed by the human engineer. The human
cr,,gineer must becorr.e aware of and know how to utiliz_ the acouitl¢
signal and to manipulate the environmental noise background in
order to (I) enhance message transmission and reception, (Z) maintain :
the man-machine system at an expedient level of performance, and
{)} protect from overload and/or trauma. M.F. *"
A66-_C-:
SPECIF:C_qW OF INDIVIEXJAL DIFFERENCES IN bKM MOVEMENT
FATIGL'}- ,';iTHIN TWO LEVEI,8 OF WORK tO_D.
K!char_ B, ?iderm_m (Calif., U. Berkeley),
Re_ ....... _r,:.'e:Iv vol. 36, Oct. 1965, p. 227-23L 5 re/s.
i.-i_ty sub)aas _ere given fatiguing tests at two work loads on a horizontal
ann <rank friction ergomerer. The (nltla.I speed was'120 r.p.m.; the test con-
tt_ued for 1O mUa. Bota fatigue curves were S..shaped--the rate of work
dropped off slowly a: firs'I, then went through a rapid drop-off phase followed
by a slow drop.off phase that approached _', as),'mptotlc steady state. The
mathematical form was a two-component exponential equation which fitted
the obse,wed data very do_ciy. Using a 2-kg. work load, there was 22 percent
¢eeremenr at the end of the test. Using a 3.45 ks. work load (1 week later)
_e Jeer.cinch: was 48 percent. Te st<crest rellabLity of individual differences
L'_ _op-o_ was mOderately high (r - .86 and ._5 for the two work loads).
However, the correlation between drop-offs for the two workloads was only
r - .61 and even aa_er correction for r_ax,enuation was only .71. Thus only 50
percent of. the L_dtvi.dual difference variance Ill fatiE_bi]Lr'2/was common to the
two work io_.i_, wh_, 50 pcrrxnt was apecl/tc to a particular wo*:k load.
A66-80811
FATIGUE: MECHANISM AND MANAGEMENT.
S. Howard Ba:Xley (Mich. State U., East Lansing),
Sprtn_ield, I11, Charles C.Thomas, 1965, x'v+ 96 p. 63 _fs.
$5,00.
Physlologlcal rand pwchologlcal aspects of fatigue _e exa.-n'.ned L'a terms
of typicf21y fatlgue-produc_g situations (_aclng, prolonged or demanding
activity, remoteness of goals, etc.); clinical w'ndromes 0aypothyroldLsm,
hypochondria, neurasther, la, diabetes, etc.); physical, physiological, homeo-
static, and sensory-cogniltve organl_m..enW,:onment relationships as mech-
a.:i_ms underlying fatigue; role of body chemistry in f_igue and inadequacy;
pharmacautlcal agents used to relieve fatigue (_nalgeslcs, ¢a_'feLr, e, cenU&l
nervous system _t,T, ula_tS, anabOllc energizers, vltRm_,t, m_eral_ etC.);
and methods of long._erm f=ti_ue m_nagement.
i
I
'ESG-13392# Federal Aviation AgencY. Oklahoma C_tf. Okla.
Office of AvLation MeG_cme.
FATIGUE tN AVIATION ACTiVITiES
Stanley R Mohler Mar. 1365 19 p refs
(AM-05-13;AD-620022) CFSTi: HC $1.00/MF $0.50
The report gives a comprehensive survey of work in the
fieJd of awatJon fatJgue. Both current work still in process and
earlier work are -_urveyeJ. The nature of fat,gue itself is dis-
cussed, along with ell possible factors that contribute to both
physical and mental fatigue. Topics covered include flight-
t_me limitations. ,ndicators of excessive fatigue, new develop-
ments related to intercontinental flights and Forest Service
flights, and the author's detailed comments and recomme nda°
lionJ. Author _TAI3)
r i
NGS-3718G_/ Institute for Research. State College. Pa. Dry,
of Psv chol_°lOgy
DRUG EFFECTS uPON pERFORMANCE UNDER TASK-
INDUCED STRESS
P_ul M. Hurst an(J Marianne F. Weidner Jan 1960 32- p fefs
(Contract Nonr-44231O0))
(ONR-H-66-1: AD-635942) CFSTI: HC$2.00/MF$0"50
An expenment was performed to test the interaction be °
tweon drug/placebo effects and incentive conditions under
task-induced stress. S_xtv-three student volunteers served _n e
factorial_y designed exper,ment varying level of ,ncent_ve.
drug condition, and placebo condLtion (whether or not the
subject was led to believe he had received a drug}. All active
drugs were g_ven in disguised form. These ,ncluded d-am-
phetam,no =uIfata (10 m_J} ch old,nZopox'da HCI (10 m_), and
methy_phenidate HCI (10 mg_. Neither the ,ncent=ve nor the
placebo condition factor had a sigmficant effect upon perform-
ance. D-amphetamine showed a significant superiority to
Other drug conditions early tn the session. Most of this superi-
ority derived from the high stress condition. Mood effects were
a{sO noted. Results were interpreted as favoring e mood-re-
lated component in performance enhancement rather ,_han theAuthor {TAB)
psychoanalytic factor. . .....
_;_--_--
N57-17£32# Federal Aviation Agency. Washington. D. C.
Aeromedical App',ications Div.
RE.CENT F:,'4 DINGS ON THE IMPAIRMENT OF
AIR_;A_.:S',Hi? 3Y ALCOHOL
Stanley R ,*,._.hr,3r Sep. 1966 12 p refs
(AM-66-2$; CFSTI: HC$3.00/MFS0.65 •
A s;:,:=ificant number of fatal general aviation accidents have
c.;';r,4_.y c_¢n associated with the effects of consumed a;cohol.
These el!acts can markedly impair the judgment and proficiency
_." .;m-,.en. ;_,p6c_ of this subject are explored in depth. Author
i ,
N67-1;3572# Institute for Research, State College. Pa. Div. of
Psycho2,iofogy.
DRUG EFFECTS UPON COGNITIVE PE.RFORMANCE UNDER
STRESS
Paul M. Hurst and Marianna F. Weioner Aug. 1966 165 p
refs
(Contract Nonr-4423(00))
(ONR-H-66-3: AD-643022) CFSTI: HC S3.00/MF $0.65
Three experimen',s were conducted to test an hypothesis
concerning drug enhancement of performance under task-induced
stress. Cognitive abilities subjected to examination were highly
paced short-term memory and simple arithmetic skill. Changes in
mood state, judgment of pe_ormance and perception Of time passage
completed the behavioral characteristic= assessed. Aunt)or' (TAB)
/O-BENZOYLTHIA,_.iNE OISULFIDE= ,,_TUOIE_ ON ANTI-
F.-kTIGUE EFFECTS OF THE CONCOMITANT USE OF
O-13ENZOYLTHIAMINE DISULFIDE _VITH L-X, MG-ASPAR.
TATE.
H_roshi Fuiioka. Osamu Noguchi. Mikio Nagamori. and Takoshi
Asal -.
Jo_.rnJ/ o/ Se.;_nce of L about (R_d_ Kagaku,/. vol. 42, Feb. 1966.
p. 103-107. Ip Japanese.
Grounc_ Self Defense Force personnel in tra;ning for mara-
thon tq_ctng wore given L-K.Mg-espartate either alone or
conccm_lantty with O-benzoylthJamino disulfide (BTDS). The
cn'l-,fc,_=_uo effects of administration wore evaluated by means
cf sevo:., easi;y-me_surabte fatigue indices, such as muscular
stten£,th The results obtained _re summarized _s follows: (t)
T,_a oOnCOmHant use of BTDS with L-K.Mg.espartate showed
the most remarkable effect at an early stage. (2) Next to the
combined use. the simple administration of the salta exerted
• moderat.s an:i-fatigue effect, but the effect of the edminiio
tr_tion of _,TD E. _,one was somewhat inferior.
i
,t, SS-S1631
PE,_;=ORMANCE 'ON A £,'KILLE_ TASK AFTER PHYSICAL
V.'OF, I_. OR iN A HIGH AL'_;TUDE ENVIRONMENT.
_.vcvne O. Evans (Fitzsimons Gen. Hasp.. U. S. Army Mad. Rot.
_-_ ,._tr. Lab., Denver, Colo.)
._2rc:p,.'u._/ and /',.'later Ski/is, voL 22, Apt. 1966. p. 371-380.
The purpose of this experiment was to examine the effects
of heavy physical work and of a high terrestrial environment
on the com_tox psychomotor skill of pistol tiring. Six subjects
walked on a treadmill using the titration procedure, to four
d_fferent degrees of fatigue. With instructions for either rapid
or accurate firing, the subject on.a light signal, got off the
t:::c._m=ll -"nd fired six shots. Scores were analyzed in terms of
t,c:,_, from the turning on of the light until the pistol was picked
.. _me to fire the first shot, time to fire the remaining five
_.,".o:s in ._ series, and the accuracy of ell six shots. Time to
fir_ _he pistot on the first shot end time to fire the remaining
fiv_ ;hess wcra affected by treatments. The effects on pistol
'_:.c,_bng _f a high terrestrial environment were studied in
_,,;h_. m_n tak0n rapidly from sea level to an altitude of 14,110
ft. Tnc _.:me £,_arel proc0durea ware used but no f_tigue wall
=:._...cc_. High altitude increased ape0d of firing end decreased
a aCU;,_Cy.
_33-_13",8
D_HAV_OR OF THE dO.ORDINATION OF MOVEMENTS
OF THE LOWER EXTREMITY UNDER THE ACTION OF
FATIGUE AND LOAD iZACHOWANIE SIE Z_ORNOSCl
RUCHOVJ KOt_CZYNY DOLNEJ POD' WPLYWEM ZMEC-
_._.NIA I OBCIAZF.NIA].
_,. Go!ema and E. Ziobro,
Wychowanie Fizyczne J _po,'l. voL 10, no. 1. 1966. p. 93-97.
5refs in Polish.
The coordination of movements of the lower extrem=t,es
was measured in 54 students from the Wroclaw Higher School
of Physical Education. The coordination was assessed accord-
ing to the size of the fields of deviation, which ere formed
w,_,_., ", a lower extremity follows the diagonals and the sides of
; SOxeO cm. square. The coordination deteriorated vis,bly
wncn the extremity in quest=on was weighted with a 9.9-kilo-
:re,m, weight. This enlarged the deviation fields by 5D%.
?.:;c_._ caused by the execution of 20 full squats and vertical
_;3#3£_,,3ntS of the legs in the lying posit_on (so-called "'scis-
:_':"i C_C not change significantly the co-ordmahon of move-
,-'c:'.._. After the ca_cufe:ion of correlation coefficients be-
;;.c_n measurements made before end after effort, first when
..-,.: extremity was weighted and then not, it appeared that
rr, c_surcrnents made when the extremity w_s weighted were
correlated rnost strongly (t,,0.843). The conclusion is drawn
_h;t mscsur_ments made under these conditione are best for
, _ coordination of move me nt$.
AG7,_0076
EFFECTS OF LOAD-CARRYING ON PYSCHOMOTOR PER-
FORMANCE.
Paul S. Strauss _'nd Jack Carlock (Picatinny Arsenal. Dover.
N, J.), -
Perceptual and Motor Skills, vol. 23, Aug 1966. p, 315-320.
10 role.
Previous studies have indicated that performance after
load-carrying may be related 'to psychological fatigue rather
than physiologic'el impairment.' This _tudy measured perfor-
mance on a _attery of psychomotor tests and subjective fatigue
ratings after ten subjects carried loads of 14 and 34 Ib, over
a two-mite test COurse. These scores ere compared with those
obtained _[_er several periods of inactivity. Subjective fatigue
was significantly related to ell test scores but not to time
required to walk the course. Although performance was poorer
after load-carrying than after inactivity, scores for load-carrying
conditions were higher for the 34-lb. load than they were
for the 14-lb. load when both were carried in e ¢omfo_ab$e
position. This is taken to suggest that. under some conditions.
carrying greater weights may have an activation effect on
psychomotor performance and may even reduce subjective
fatigue.
A67-80562
MECHANICAL IMPACT: A M, ODEL FOR AUDITORY EX-
CITATION AND FATIGUE.
H. O. Crane (Stanford Res. Inst.. Menlo Park. Calif.|.
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, vol. 40. Nov.
1966. p. 1147-1159. 27 refs.
An auditory model is developed in which hair-cell excita-
tlon is based on mechanical impact of the cochlear hairs against
the rectorial membrane, and auditory fatigue is based on a
relatively slow mechanical bending of the rectorial membrane
to conform to the deflection envelope. In this model, the
cochTear system is treated basically as a spatially distributed.
mechanical, envelope-detection system. Some novel mechan-
ical vibration and impact devices that led to the development
of this picture of hair-cc:l excitation are discussed, It is shown
that th0 model can explain, and is consistent with. e relatively
wide range of auditory data such as pitch and threshold shifts
with pure-tone fatigue, modulation of a steady high-frequency
tone by a simultaneous low-frequency tone, and very rapid
high-frequency cutoff in "tuning curves" recorded from single
auditory fibers, The model leads to a reinterpretation of =uci'_
features as pitch sharpening, mission fundamentals, end fatigue.
No new {{ate ere presented, although n_w experimenti Me
_uggested by the model.
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A63-13_
PEKCEiV_D NtOVEN(ENT iN DEPTII AS A FIsNCTION OF
5TI%'.U LI:5 S;ZE.
a,%'lli*._,_ C. S;x, ed_.an and Char!ca A. Balker IubAFo Acrospac_-
.k{edical Research Laboratories, Wright_patterson AFIa, Ohio).
Huna%n Factors, vol. 4, Dec. 1962, p. 349-354-
Exper;rnental investigation of man I s ability to perceive move-
ment in depth of flat, circular, lu.:_inous objects of various angular
subtenseS in an otherwise stimulus-free field. The 6xperimental
apparatus and procedure are described. A nlethod of constant
stimuli is used to determine threshold values for the perception of
move,leant. The results, li_ted'grap}_ically hnd'in reties,' are"
discussed- "'" "_
i !
A62-'5S33
e
A'.".XIL'._-L[ i?<:'< j<:.t;,.'i'Ic]'¢-iL\:_DLING RATES FOR SEQUENTIAL.
LY i'liLbE:{ I'ED VL_',i, _'i'[:.:U [,i.
_obert E{. N;c}'.oison {Lhnnt.._i,_9_s-}{on_.-/,.vrll BrKulator Co.,
Aeronautical D_v., Life Sciences Group, _: :._oa_oh., Minn.)
Human Factors, vol. 4, Dec. _Q6Z, p. 367-37k
Examination of the nq;tx_n-, ii,_ }.unman-operator handlin_ rate O_
information displays cons_stln(, _Jf c_lored lib;his. The feller, inn
a_pects of this problem are considered: (i) information-handling
rates for sequentially presented stimuli; (7) the relationship between
inforn_ation-handling rate and the size of the surface that the
operator must monitor; and (3) the effect of variations in duration
of stirnulu_ exp0_ure. The apparatus and procedure are described,
and the results are shown graphically. All performance curves
indicate a monotonic decrease a_ the speed el_ presentatioll was
_nc¢_©d, The method O( randomly pro_anted stin'.uli resulted _n
si/.ni/icantly better performance than t.he method of sequentially
varied stimuli. . - . . . "-.l . , _, ...t,,.,...,o,-- ,
• .%-
r
9
A63-1553|
HEAD MOUNTED ELECTROCULAR DISPLAY: A NEW DISPLAY
CONCEPT FOB. SPECIALIZED ENVII_.ON,NiENTS.
Robe.-t J, Hall and _T_rnol W, Miller (Hughes Aircralt Co. ,
Fullerton, Calif. )
_Aeros_ace .k'edical Association/ Annual Meetings Atlantic Cityl,
N.J. , Apr_ 9, 1962, )
Aerospace X:edicine, vol. 54, Apr. 1963, p. 315-318.
Description and experimental evaluation of a new _iisplay system
termed the Electrocular Display. The development o_ the instru-
n_ent i_ traced ires the psychological studies which determine the
feasibility of the concept to the evaluation Of the current prototype.
The device possesses many advantages in¢ludin E the ten, oval of
postural constraint% SarEe-screen display eapahilities, space and
weigh_ anvil'.Ks , the euperposltiOn O_ the display on the surrounding
anwlronn_ant, m.nd tie &pplic&l_lll_'y tO e_)eclal environments,
A63-21322
OPERATOR. LOADING TASKS.
W. B. Knowles (Hughes Aircraft Co. , Culver City, Calif. ).
Human Factors, vol. 5, Apr. 1963, p. 155-161.
, Discussionof the rationale of measuring Operator workload in
terms of auxiliary, or secondary, task performance |cores. The
important characteristics of suitable loading tasks are summarized
Described are several loading tasks which have been used or which
are potentially useful. It is suggested that a set of standardized
tasks be developed which would be useful in obtainin_ more nearly
comparable measures over a _de range Ol primary taskeo
=--____.
"7
A64_0103
MAIN FENANCE OF VIGILANCE IN AN AUDITORY MONITORING TASK.
J. S. Kind and Angelo Micoc¢! (Ohio Stale U., Columbus).
Journal of Applied Psycl_olo_y, vol. 48, Feb. 1964, p. 13-15.
Four levels of critical signal frequency and three levels of task com-
plexity were compared for their effect on vigilance in an auditory monitor-
Ing task.. Proportionate omission errors increased as the frequency of
signals dec.reased_ as expected, ltowever, complexity (defined as the number
of categories o[ crl_cal signals)had an unexpected effect in that relatively
poor pedormance occurred with lncleased complexll% The results were
interpreted as _ulgearing ciurton in ihe use of li-_lcial signals n_ & meiaa . :
to overcome lou of vi_ils, nc_ in moniio_Lng LaSk.S.
• _.,
./
AC4.-CC622
MECIiANI3,'.'. OF VISUAL At:TOigl/';i-SIS. i'
F. J. Vc_Lei_¢;, E,;,d it. Oostmg (L._recnt U., lib. of Comp. Physiol., Zonnen- "!i
burg, Netherlands).
_, vol. 202,Jun. 6, 1964, p. 979-981. ref$. !
The hypothesis that dle eye ahouid move In a dizecLion opposite to that
In wMch the fixation light appeared to move during the previous eutoklnetlc
Illusion Is Investigated in two series of experiments, in I I subjects (2 female w
9 male), each eye was tested separately. Results of the first serlel of el- _,
perimen/s can be summarized ns follows: (I) the significant mean direc-
tior, s of autokinesls were alJ upward (17 eyesj; (2) In I I eyes the movemenl
in darkness was ta a direction opposite (180 ° e 80°)to thai of the preceding
auIokinesis (8 eyes P__0.05; 3 eyes P _ 0.05);, (3)In 9 eyes the movement
In darkness was in a direction identical (0 ° t 60°)to that of the preceding
autokinesls (7eyes P__0.0S; 2 eyes P _0.05);, (4)only In 2 eyes did both
directions seem to be Independent of each other (P - 0.05) and (5) In 6 eyes
out of 8 mentioned under (2) w_th pc 0.05, the mean direction of the eye
¢novcamQnt In the dark wlts 111 a direction oppollte to that Ot autol_nesil for
this eye. The most Important resuils in the second series was that bo_ eyes
of one subject that had moved In the direction of the previous autoklnesls
in the first series now moved In the opposite direction (P_0.05) of the mean
direction of autoldnesls. Results in (2) and (5) are consistent with the oculo-
muscuiae theory of autokinesis rtaUng [ha[ variaUons In the efficiency of
[.he ext_aoculaz muscles produce the _uslon. E.xplanaUons of the other
fladangs _u:e attempted as _e IAner ts_d m _ss_s of m.bez _srt_.
• .I
A64-80662 " '
TIIE ALERTED EFFECTIVE THRESHOLD 1N AN AUDITORY VIGILANCE " "" '
TASK.
Charles F. Gercys (Louisville U. Ky.)
Journ_d of Auditor), Research tvoL4'Jan,1964,p.23._28. 20refs.
US Army--supposed reseaxch.
Te,.e effec_ve difference linen intensity threshold fog 24 subjects was de-
term:ned by an ascending method of Limits for alerted and unalerted signals
tn four condiuons. The alerted effective threshold increased with time on
task. it was suggested that the factor of temporal uncertainty did not influence
the co_rse of vigilance decrement, although a large and significant difference
was found between alerted and unalerted thresholds. No slgntfieant differ°
ence_ were found between the alerted thresholds obtained when the subject
w._ _ea2ching for unalerled signals and alerted thresholds obtained when the
s_,_oect was told that he would be warned prior to the onset of each signal.
This res'JJt tentatively suggests that the continuous search that is character-
istlc of most vlgi_ance tasks Is not a necessaxy condition lot the vigilance
decrement to occur. The increase with time on task of the unaierted effective
Lkcc_hold was consistent with the findings of the maJorRy of other studies
measuring the course of the eHecdve d_fercoce llmen _Izeshold. No eKect
• _,a_ in sggna_, _equ_ncy w&a fot_nd. ,""
AG4-._0795
EYE MOVEMEN'TS DURING VIGILANCE. "_'I
• N.H. Mack'worth 0{arva_d Sch. of Pub. Health, Boston, Msss.), I. T. Kaplan *
(Dunlap and Associates, Inc. Stamford, Conn.), and W. Metiay (U. S. Nay al .,.L_._
Training Device Center, Po_ Washington, N.Y.)
Pe;ceptualandMotor Sk:dis_vol. 18, Apr. 1964, p. 397_402. 8refs. i
Grant No. PHS-G-B-2875. ,
Eye movements were obsezved in s_ subjects watching for sign_s, which ,J
were 0.5 second pauses In the motion of a slowly revolving pointer. The fol-
lowing results were obtained: (1) Detection probabiJJty for two dials was
approximately half the detection rate for one dial. (2) Analysis of eye-move.
mcnt records showed that in the one-dial situation every missed signal wan t
fixated without being recognized. (3) In the two-dlal condition, signals wer_ I
not only either fixated or unrented, but some were fixated for part of thel_ i
du, zaUon; approximately one.thlrd of the signals fell into each fixation c, ate. i
gory. (_) In con_ast to the one-dial condition, the largest proportion of un- I
reported signals for two dials were no_ fixated at all; nearly as many un.re.
ported signals were pa.niallyfixatedi about one-quarter of the unreported 1
signals were fixated for _eLt full duraUon. (5) Individual subJecla differed !
• ' ' with respect to the ttma they paused on one dial before ahltting tO rh_ 01_ _
• those who shifted mona fxequen_y detected more signals. _ :
A64-,BI032
3.l CORDING OF i_h'E MOVEMEN FS AS A CON Fi_.IBLrrlON TO FILE INVF.S.
TIG..", FION Oi: VISUAL ACUITY FOR MOVING OiU i'C I'S [P,K(,IS I'vIU_RUNG
VO,'/ AL'GKNiV-Nii(;L;NGEN ALS BEITi(AG ZUR UNTERSUCIIUNG DER
SKtiSCIIARFE FUll. BEWKGTE OllJ EKTEj.
lieinrlch Iionegger and Wolf Dieter SchM, - ,ugenUlnlk O., tteidelberg,
Germany).
Albrecht yon Graefes Archiv for Ophthalnmlot_Ae , voL 166, 1964, p. 601-616.
8r refs'
Eye movements were traced by means of a light ray ref',ected from a mirror
tened by means of a suction cup on one eye, The other eye executed (a)
lzontal movements of the saecadic ty_)e with fixation and interiixation
pauses and of the pursmt D'Pe, and _) c_cular movements of the saccad:c and
pursuit t),'pe. The ,&ffetent types of movement are described in detail. Inexact-
ness observed in the performance of the movement seems to be related to the
Intricate balance among ah eFe muscles. With Increasing speed, circular put-
Stilt ii_uv_ln_nIa b_¢ome Ineg_.ain_[y tha¢_tato _lll (}loy dOt_tlOtdi_ Ill[0
saccadic ,lumps at a speed at which the visual signal is barely recognizable.
"Fh,e lack of exactness in execution Of ey_ movea_cnts may be oll¢ of the rftore
ira. portent limRing factoss in rscognitlon o! moving ob.;ecta.
%..
N6,I-2863G i_d,,,:al_<mal P,c'_,,;,rci_ Corp. Cambridfio.. Mass]
• JA_,;E.S J. GIF3f;O?_ O," VIGUAL PE_CE.PTION: ANALYSIS
C." CELZGIL& /'_PL_i5 ........... -.'
Mdton W Horowitz Feb 1964 43 p refs
(Contract N 61339-294}
(NAVTRADEVCEN-294.5: AD-G02283t OTS: $1 25
This paper m an analys_s of Od)son's point of view m psy-
chology. It _s prmlardy based on 50 scmntlhc papers pubhshed
in scholarly journals by him and his colleagues, but to some
extent it also mirrors the research of other writers in the held
ofporcephon. Although these papers cover 20 years of Gibson's
life. and hence reveal his evolution as a scientist to some ex-
, tent. the great majority of them have been pubhshed m the
last 10 years, whoa hl_ work had b_¢oma PrOUromtJtl¢_, l_t_¢l
reveal a systemahc progress m the field of wsual perception.
The report indicates the general principles of visual perception
that have been explicated by G_bson with a view toward the
eventual utilization of these principles m the construction of
visual displays for training purposes. .- -., - .. " Author _.¢_
...... J
5-.80338
;O,MBINATION OF INFORMATION FROM DIFFERENT SOURCES.
Davis (Reading U., Dept. of I-sychol., England).
Quarterly Journal of Experimental Ps}.'eholo_y, vol. 16, Nov. 1964, p. 332-
339. 17 rots.
In this experiment sublccts were presented with visual Information from
two different sources and were required to combine.it in order to make the
correct response• The time interval between the two signals was varied in
two different ways (a) regularly and (b) randomly. Reaction times were meas-
ured from the moment of occurrence of the second signal. By this means
the time course of the decision procedure involved in combining the informa-
tion from the two sources was analyzed. Results indicate that subjects may
deal with the situation in two ways (1) by means of a perceptual classification
in which the individual elements are not analyzed separately, or (2) by means
of an intellectual classification in which each signal is analyzed sequentially.
The two methods correspond to the experimental conditions Of (a) regular
intervals and (b) random intervals. It is grgued that when subjects use the
• latter strategy the results ate consistent with the conception of the human opera-
toe as aal intermittent analyzing sy'stem.
AG5-80594
MEA SUI_,EI, IENT OF EYE MOVEMENTS DURING A MICHOTTE I..AI.RqCH-
lEG EVENT.
GunnaX Jansson (Uppsala U., Psycbol. Lab_ Sweden).
Scandinavian journal of PsychoLogy, vol. 5, 1964, p. l $ 3-I 60. 14 felt. i
-'--_'he vclbo_ responses and the ey--¢ movements Of subjects viewing a I
Michotte launching event (disc me;hod) were recorded. The subjects welt
divided into two main groups: those reporting launching on every expo¢_e
and those giving no launching response at all. These two groups wtr¢ com-
pared with regard to sever al eye movement varia_bles. They did not difft[ net
the first exposu_'e but did so on repeated ex-posm'ts, _glicattlng that what
a subject perceives on the first exposm'¢ Influenr_s hie eye movemenLI oa¢ I,
the {oliowing exposuzes. "" "_ ";-
. . ._....-
A65-_0t;45 " ' :
E\'( KF,'_ 7_E,M_O.,,.St._S IN t'_EI ATION TO VISUAL .PEi_.CIZl_,'rION AND
OCU', CMO ,'FO.R RF, ACTION TIMES IN MAN.
John 5. i_arlow (,Mass. Gen. t{osp., Neurophysiol. l ab., Boston,
Inst. of TechnoL, F, es. Iab. of Eiec ronlcs, Cambridge). , and Mass.
An n,'lf.s o( !!!e New York Acaderr w of Sciences vol. 112, art. 1,
p. 432-497__7-7_r_ef_' May 8, 1964,
Army' and AF SUpported research.
Grant PHS 5-K3-NB.9201; Grant B-3752 from Natl. Inst. of Neurol. Dis-
eases and i_iindness; Grant NSF 13-16526; Grant NIII MH-04737.02.
Averages of par{ere-occipital evoked potentials were obtained from re-
e.,rdings mode dunng visual tracking of a light spot on an oscilloscope
screen and from recordings carried out while gaze was maintained fixed at
the center of the oscilloscope screen. Averaged responses, with eyes Closed t
to _ashes of light were aiso obtained. Oculomotorreactlontlmeswerede.
termined by averaging of electro.oculographic potentials, and by eros*, cot=
relation of thp It, tier v,tlth tbu _P_*t.{_o=_t_un hlynalll. |_Oteiltlals *yoked Ioy , .
shifting light spot were smaller and greater in latency than those evoked by
light flash with the eyes closed. Consideration uf u_e latenctes of the com-
ponents of Ihe former suggests that they may represent ,mnspecific rather
than specific evoked responses In the Visual system. Psyehopbyslcal ex-
periments give eVidence tl',at the subjective perception of spot-shifts takes
place within 40 reset, or less. This finding points to specific Visual path.
ways for perception of simple stimuli. The findings from these electrophysio.
logical and ps)xhophystcal experiments are discussed _ relation to the qu,/:a-
tion of quantization of time tn tha nerve.It ;yster_
A65-81694
SPA_qAI. Ab, D DYNAMIC AS .-CTS OF VISLAI I_×ATION[
G. LI. d ones and d. I1. ,Mils,_m ,,X ,'Jill [., Montreal, (.ar,:ida).
I i!Zi'_ Trot,rat r_clns (in ]_io-L'c,]ic,l[ H'_Eir;c<'rini'., vol. BME- 12, Apr. 1965
p. 54-b2. _6 rcis,
The physiological pro esses conccrned with the difficult dynamic task of
fixating the retinal image duriog normal body and head movement are ex.
amlned wJti_ control engineering perspective. 5palial relationships between
the two main system inputs (visual and vestibular) and three main outputs
(operating on the eye-in-skull, skull-on-body, and body-in-space platforms)
are examined in the context of the geometry of the environment with the
aid of an Information flow diagram. From dynamic considerations a picture
emerges in which the visual tracking system had adequate accuracy and <
dynamic range for following most naturally moving objects when the head
is still. But with the head free, the added perturbations of natura/ movement
exceed these tracking capabilities. }iowevex, over the frequency range
0.1-5.0 c,p.s, the semicircular canal subsystem then pro'cidel linguist velo¢lt-/
infurm_tion lot powerful ¢umpl*mlr, tary ilwcastabtl{imttoh,
A65-82202
EFFECT OF TARGET SIZE, LUMLNANCE, AI,_ COLOR ON MONOCULAR
FIXATION.
Ruben M. Steinman (Rid. U, Dept. of Psychol., College Park).
Jcurna! of the Optical S ociet"/of America, vol. 55, Sep. 1965, p. 1158-
1"165. ,,5 refs.
Soc. of Sigma Xi and RESA Fund supported research.
A con:act- lens technique was used to record eye movements made by
two s_bjects attempting to maintain fixation at the center of concentric
rour_ targets of several sizes (1.9'- 87.2'diam.)and luminances (2.8, 7.8,
a.'xi 21.5 eL). Fixation of red, blue, and _hife 1.9'diam. taggets was also
examined. Analysis of variance designs were employed to remove variability
or!sing from sources other than these stimulus variables. Statistically tetra.hie
dg_ere,",cet in mean fixation position were found with targets of different
• sLze, ',uminance, and color. The largest difference observed was less than 4
a_,_ _,",get most oo_::_lti0ns "_Ss [ess than 2. The blvatiate dlsixrslon of the
eye a_out its mean position vatted m a complex manner with the size and
lu.":,:nance of the target o%ect. No statistically reliable effects of stimulus
varLa_le s were found on drifts. Saccade fsequency was conSiCerably reduced
w::h the largest targets, gesutrs ate discusses ta tezms of • "fixed ertor-
_.igaud rlStem" for tht control of a_ position.
i
N65-36786# Honeywell. Inc.. St Paul. Minn.
VISUAL SEARCH: EYE FIXATIONS 'AS DETERMINED •
BY INSTRUCTED TARGET CHARACTERISTICS Semi-
annual Report, 1 Jan.-30 Jun. 1965
L G Williams 12Aug. 1965 7p ref
(Contract N onr-4774(00))
• {T-125: AD-620336)
With prior instruction about single target characteristics.
searcher's eye fixations tended strongly to fail on objects
of instructed color, but tended less to' fall on instructed
size or shape• in general, when instructed about multiple
target characteristics, fixations were related to a single'"
characteristic, color if provided, otherwise size. Author(TAB)
........... . .. __
A!_I_TNESS MANAGEMENT iN IN£)U,_ * *_ I •
J. A..Moody and }3. C. Duggar (Bio-DynamiCS, Inc., Ca:nbridgc,
Mass. ).
(A;_erica'_ l::,!ustrLd Hve_cv, e Associ_tmn Annual Meetiml, 26fl_,
_-{ous:_n, Tcx., .k{ax" _-7, l_hq_ 1\''_er')
A_::er_Can imhlstr:,¢' H__ _°cla'_°n Journal, vol. 27,
Jan.-reh, lq0o, p. 17-a4. 35 refs.
Contract No. NASw-904.
Stx_dy of alertness managrment which is critical to production
rate, quality control and operator safety. Alertness managenaent :
includes (l) elimination oi factors conducive to a_ertness decre-
ment. {_) addition of conditions or procedures which enhance alert = .
hess, (]} reduction of the consequences of alertness decrements,
and (4) personnel monitoring when neceasary. The criteria for
evaluating the controlling elements in the task, physical environ-
t't_ottt, ,u_t_l _nvirono',ent, lind pro¢_duee_ which may lead to decro =:
naents xn aler_r.ess are discussed. Monitoring procedures are de- .
scribed and recommendations suggested which should lead to im-
proved alertness management in the industrial situation, An alert-
ness checklist ie presented for use in analysing particular job slVaa-M.F.
t._ont.
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A66-2S012
I.iMli-,.\ 210:_S AND R}::I.IAP, II.ITY OF Ti{E }{UMAN OPERATOR
OF" CON'II:.Oh NYSTi£MS TO i)i:.OC }':SS INyOF. MATION. and
Fou rd_ ,*, .(*Jacek b/.afr,,n (l.ov,_b*c(" ' , n for Medl(-aJ Education
p.esrar¢i_, Dept. of k_xperimental Puych°ir)gY' Alhx_querque,
N. M,.x. ). , . _ , •
(_:_ M,,,hc,d Assoc_a_ ;d Mv"lm_ ](,_h New YorR,
N.'_% A_r. £6-2% Dd_q P_ )
Arrosl_;tc,' Medicine, vol. 37, Mar. 1966, p. Z39-l,4z. J5 refs.
U.S. Public lh:ahh Serwcr Grant No. HD-0518.
The theory of human sk_il is br,,!f_y reviewed. It is argued that,
within certain well-defined limits, the extent to which man can ex-
tract information from sensory Inputs 1_ m_pressive, even if for
some purposas intensive training ha. to precede el/icirnt perfor-
|-_ta_, It 1_ coneh*(iud that o*_ uf khu k_y notkt*n_ tn th_ appraisal
of operational rcIiabilitg of man _n space should be endurance - in
the sense era capacity to adapt rapidly to changing requirements
and strange condition_ (including those of reduced "signs l=t°'nOise"
• ratio), as well as a general willingness t6 plan the elfort so aS tO
m_xirnize the likelihood o[ sustained pe riot=ante. {)t'uth°r}
eE 6"34198
YE AL\!!NG BEHAVIOR DUR_G THE SOLUTION OF VLSUAL PAT-
RNS.
Warren H. Teichner and Leak M. Price {Tufts University, Medford;
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. ).
_. =:era Psvcholocical Association. Meetin'_, Atlantic City, Y. ft,.
A-.:'. i:_:5, Pa_er.)
do:.rna: of Psvcholo_y_ voL 62. 1966. p. 33-38.
Grant No. NsG-718.
Report on experimental studies to evaluate the possibility of
"asir. Z e'/e move,'nent data as a ¢nean$ for studying nonvisual processes
:nvcb..ed an ocu'ar patterns. It ie suggested that finding a visual
_a'.tern in an Array Of stL"nuli is a problem=solving or concept-form-
_r._ task which involves successive data inputs represented by suc-
cessive eye f:xations, It also involves the development of a hypoth-
esis or strategy or concept which is applied as a guide to data gath-
erLng by directing the position of the fixations. This in turn requires
by.thesis testing, i. e., the subject's fixations may jump ahead or
out of his data-go:bering path to test a prediction, or they may re-
trace previous steps to verify the basis of the concept. If the subject
has a perfect recall, it is assumed that he does not retrace, at all,
_ince he then verifies by memory. Thus it is suggested that eye
n:.overn.ents that result in the obtaining of new data (forward fixations)
represent a data-acquisition process, whereas recuraive eye m.ove-
ments represent a forge_i_,g process, The described experimental
_tudies were conducted with and without speed stress. They also
exp'-ored the effect of image b_urring, The results suggest a narrowed
attentional field and a heightened attention to detail with slight
blotting and with mild speed stress. The same process _eerns tO be
...._ciated v.-_th correct solutions even in the absence of stress, The
r_ ..:':s ai_o suggest a systematic change in the problem-solving
a:ra_c_y fro.-n, it-formation gathering in the early time period to
rn_.-r, ory refreshing _nd verification in the later one. ,M. L,
A66-36944
EYE-MOVEMENT RESPONSES TO STEP AND PUL5E-bTEP
• STIMUL/.
Leon L. Wheeless, Jr.. Robert M. Boynton, and Gerald H. Cohen
(Rochester, University, Rochester. N.Y. }.
Optics! Society of America, Journal, vol. 56, July 1966. p. 956-960.
_.esearch supported by Bausch _nd Lomb, U.S. Public Health Service
Grant No. NB-006Z4.
_xperiments demonstrating that the visual system is sometimes
able to cancel an eye-movement response to a pulse, on the basis o[
information contained in the subsequent step, to which it responds
instead. As the step iS delayed by progressively longer pulses.
the' probability increases that a response tO the pulse will occu_ .
"_f a response does occur in the diroction o_ the step, it begine about
5Z5 meec after the beginning of the step. This latency is ind_pen_nt
of pulse time W and is about 40 msec longer than the latency Of
responses to st_ps presented alone. It is concluded that the visual
system utilizes this 40 msec to operate upon a latent response to a
pulse, and thereby to cancel its overt manifestation (eye movement)
b_ore initiating a response to the second, incompatible stimulus.
_oF.
}
t
N66-24463# HoneywetL Inc. St Paul. Minn Research De_t
A STUDY OF VISUAL SEARCH USING EYE MOVEMENT
RECORDINGS First Annual Report, 1 Jan.-31 Dec. 1._65
L G Wdliams 28 Fet_ 1966 79 p refs
(Contract Nonr-4774i00))
(Rept-120CO-IRI: AD-629624) CFSTI: HC $3 00/MF S075
The obiect of study m the pf,_'-ent program Is visual
search m crowded holds The basic _;,,ai is to predict search
times for arbitrary targets in arb_tr;_;' h;_ckgrounds The basis
o( our framework is that the _pecd_c ,,_hects at which an ob-
server looks depends on the speoh,, targets, for which he
searches The average time to find ,3 given target depends on
what types of objects he is likeW to look at and the numbers
and ty_es of object_ In th_ =Q,_tCh li_l_ The report contains
three _p_endices Appendix A describes the apparatus used in
the present studies and the rationale for measuring aye fix-
a:ions Appenc_x B is a methodological study which estab-
hshes the validity of generalizing to the real world from the
restrictive laboratory situation. Appendix C shows how eye
f,x_tion data can be used to predict search times for specific
tar_Qts in arbitrary fields, TAB
NGG-2,]82G# tstltuto Naz_on_le d, OttJca. Florence (italy).
PRO;3LEr_S RELATED TO VISUAL PERFORMANCE OF
PILOTS Annual Summary Report, 1 Dec. 1964-30 Nov. 1965
Adnana Fiorenbnl and Lucia RonchJ 20 Dec 1965 119 p
refs
(Contract AF 61(052)-850)
(AD-G30475) CFSTI: HC S400/MF $075
CONTENTS:
1. OCULAR MOVEMENTS AND APPARENT MOVE-
MENTS DURING ATTEMPTED MONOCULAR FIXATION OF
A POINT IN A DARK FIELD A. Fiorentini p 1-33 refs (See
N66-28'827 16-05}
2 SOME ASPECTS OF THE PERCEPTION OF LIGHT
SIGNAL .'3, L. RoC.chl p 34-68 rots (See N66-28/.128 16-05)
3. ON THE VARIABILITY OF ELECTRORETINOGRAPHIC
RESPONSE L Ronchi p69-86 refs (See N66-2¢382916-O5)
4. VISUAL PERFORMANCE IN THE PRESENCE OF A
STEP PATTERN OF ILLUMINATION A. Fiorentini p 87-104
refi (Sag N66-26830 16-05i
_C6-2?_$27# Ist=tuto Nazionale di Oft(ca. Florence (ItaiyL
OCULAR f,_OVEMENTS AND APPARENT MOVEMENTS
DURING ATTEMPTED MONOCULAR FIXATION OF A
POINT IN A DARK FIELD
Adr,ana Fiorentini In its Probl. Related to Visual Perform-
_nce of P=lots 20 Dec. 1965 p 1-3;3 refs {See N66-2S026
",L_-CS_ CFSTt: HC S4.00/MF 50.75
:'.*,3".or and perceptual aspects of attempted monocular
f;x3_,_n of a bricjht point in a dark field are investigated. Eye
mc_,m, ents dur,; attempted fixation were studied: (a) when
,_ _r;_ht point was fixed at the center of the dark visual field,
(b_ _n the dark after extinction of the fixation point, and (c)
'when the image of a point was stopped with respect to the
retina (stabilized point). Autokinetic movements of a bright
point w=th and without stabilization of the retinal image were
observed and compared with eye movements. Data re-
ported on percewed direction of a point source as a function
of retinal locus showed that the perceptual locus of a small
• light source is determined with great accuracy by its retinal
locus. Test apparatus is described, and the experimental proce-
dures used on the two subjects are detailed. Typical records of
the eve movements are presented, the differences in response
are assessed, and possible reason= for these variations are
discuss_=d. S.P,
N_6-34511# Joint Publications Research Service. Washing-ton, D. C.
ON THE PROBLEM OF PROFESSIONAL FITNES._; AND
HAl,IDLING CAPACITY OF THE OPERATORS
K. M. Gurevichand L. M. Edo/'man /nits Cybernetics and Auto-
mation 17 Aug. 1966 P 232-236 (See N66-34486 20-05)CFSTI: S6.00
This study examines the professional fitness of personnel
handling the control desks of electric power installations in
- terms of their behavior under emergency conditions. Simu-
lated emergency exercises were conducted to observe and
evaluate the ability of Operators tO eliminate an emergency
condition. No connection was found between the success of
eliminating an emergency and the length of service or special
skills of an operator. The repeatedly observed Cases of a loss
of Composure by workers in which grossly mistaken actions
were performed indicate that these workers must have some
individual Peculiarities which to a certain degree predetermine
such behavior.
R,N,A.
A67-]b$09
HUMAN FACTORS IN AIIKBORNE2 TELEVISION DISPLAYS.
Beverly Hilhnan {Radio Corporation of Alnerica, _urlington, Mass@
IN: SOCIETY FOR INFORMATION DISPLAY, NATIONAL SYM-
POSIUM ON INFORMATION DISPLAY, 7TII, BOSTON, MASS. ,
OCTOP_2R IS-Z0, 1966, TECHNICAL SESSION I-'KOGEGDINCS.
[Ao7-16305 05-14]
North flollywood, Calif. , Western Periodicals Co. , 1966, p. 133-148.
iI refs.
D_scussion of electrooptical imaging systems used in military
aerial TV displays, Particular attention is given to the variables
involved in TV viewing related to visual interpretation. The prim-
cipal val'_al_[cJt_ g,l_dd_dd aP_I (l) t|l_ ii_i_lon characteristics,
(2) the i:_agmg system, including contrast rendition, line coverage,
and s_gnal-to-_oise properties, (3) human visual capabilities, in
terms of resolution and contrast perception and search time, and
(_) v_ewing conditions s_ach as klncs¢ope size and shape and the
ambient envirotu*nent. Performance capability related to the nature
Of the targets Sought, altitude, aBd velocity conditions is discussed.
and data are presented from simulation research showing how visual
interpretation is influenced by the resolution and noi_e characteristics
of the dlsplay system. Cockpit environmental factors such as the
arnb-ent illumination and epaee limitations arm analyze4 with respect
to _heir in/'luenc8 on the display requirements, ivY.F,
N67-180'72# Institute for Perception RVO-.TNO. Soesterberg
(Netherlands).
THE EFFECT OF SUCCESSIVE EXPOSURES UPON
DYNAMIC VISUAL ACUITY
L. F. W. de Klerk. J. P. van de Gear. and C. A J. vlek [!966}
20 p refs
(TDCK-46508; lZF-1966-10} CFSTI: HC$3,00/MF$O 65
This study concerns the effect of manner of presentation
of moving Landolt rings upon dynamic visual acuity. Two types of
presentation are used: one single exposure and two successive
exposures. The total exposure time has been k_pt equal for both
¢onditirms From the r_=L/II_ of Ine experiments it appears that foe
an angular target velocity of 70"/see two successive exposureS.
separated by a time interval of .2 sac, lead to better performance
than one single exposure of double duration. These results were
explained in terms of the sampled data theory. Recordings of
eye movements do reveal that there is a r_ther good correlation
between dynamic visual acuity and accuracy of ocular pursuit.
However. the sampling hypothesis did not reoeive much suppOrt
from the analysis of eye movements• Some factors are discussed
which may account for this lack of confirmation. Author
@N_7 '_4724/_ Antioch Coll., Yellow Springs. Ohio. Behavior
F,:_a :,_=h LLb.
:< g :.'.,:, ?{ FACTORS IN THE DESIGN OF
:LpC-;SDLUM, INESCENT DISPLAYS FOR AERO%_PACE
2 L.. ? :,IEL;T Final R_;,ort, 1 May 1965-1 M,=y 19,36
• • "=_::t _ _>:enson Wright °Pattefs°n AFa, Ohio. Aerospace M ed,
; .,.- i__:'J_. £_ 1966 38 p refs
•,C: ':,c:_-F32{515)'1086)
,.-,M?.,-T;R-_5-335; AD-646459) CFSTI: HC $3.00/MF ,$065
.n3 f_;,O:'_ presents an outline of a broad program of
p:-tcr_;_6;i¢_l r_e_ro---h that will provide human engine_'ing stan<_rds
.._: trio d_sic_n of eleCtrO_uminescent (EL) display device'=. The
;,nysica{ eharact_i;_:ic's of EL lighting ere discussed, after which the
;._ssiole types of EL displays are categorized as discrete or
continuCwJs displZy_, and as dynamic (x static di_,plays. Five Wpes
of l:x_.rc_'p'_s& t_;cs that m_ht be rec_irod of an obc,_'vm" of an EL
display are desc_ib.ed, and each disp{ay category is then discussed
in te,'ms of the perceptual t_,_k(s) required to monitor the display
in q_ostion. For each di'_play "task combination, human factor
¢er,e_ch _ ptopo_:l =rid some ex _pe¢iment= are laid out in detail,
The convent=onal variables such as intonsiW, contrast and vi_ing
duration are consid6rod f(x each display-talk category _s well aS
some less familial variables based on the use of information
theory, Examples of existing and proposed EL displays are given in
connection with the proposed research. TAB
I
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/A64-80150
i'FFI CTS OF M!-P_O,_AMATE ON CONTINUOUS ATTENTION BEIIAVIOI_ I
I__oIlard Uhrp Art:;,_( _'_:1, Stephen S. Fox, _nd ,]&|no| C** MIllet (Mlch.
U., Mental I!ea;th Res. Inst., Ann Arbor).
Journal ofCe;_erai Psvcholo..._q_/,vol. 70, Jan. 1964, p. 51-57. i5 rats.
The _ chl£an Continuous Attention Task was adminlstered to twelve t
subjects under doubae-Hmd conditions of meprobamate end of placebo. Drug i
effects were evaluated in relation to assessed anxiety _nd to electric lhock
conditions, }I*);h performance, Indicating mamtalned sultalned attention a_d I
alertness, was s:gn.ficantly related to high anxiety, as measured by the Taylor {
Manifest Anxiety Scale. bieprr,'-..:'nate, tn a single 1,600_ng dose, slgnl(l- _.
cant!y Improved performance on the entL.-"e task, including both shock &rid t
nonshock concition % The two conditions did not yield different r¢lultlp lily- i
. gelling that the anti_ipat/on of shock may, In ltse,'f, _ouse drive, .
A_-81035
F;NE ._FYE MOVEMEN'TS I_RING IN,_'I-TEN'TION.
Kenneth GacrJer CChestnut I odg.e Res. Inll., RocI_Hlle/_Md.)
N_rvre, vol. _00, _':n. 1, 1966, p. _3-_(. S rats. D
] he difference In flne e}_ movements during: attention and b_attentlon
w'mIIe a subS(re is de:acted to look at a tar Rat Indicate the ex|slence of i feed.
back co_itol syslem. The flne eye movement= lnvaflably present, beyond
vo]unt,_y con'.tel, consist Of three components: rapkl scccldel, iIOW drift and
wryer, _nd flne fast tremor. When each subject, after a phase of In;'ttentlon, .
was {nsiiuci_d to concentrate on eye flxatlon tthe eye movement re4erted tO
_Grm.:: 7;:;_=rn, :.rd the subject became re/ttospecttvely aware of hal Indited.
: T O r' " ' I _ e _ e C h _n g e S W C r _ O S C 0 l _ I O _ " It II suggested thal during attention
:_':: D, . c:c;c_doop feedb&ck with a Iteld_/function, wh_e durtng [nl_I_ln.
:,..'_lye ;c _2 is open.
Ac_- 22_0
I,'.',' 7.T:C:ATICNS CONCERNING FIXATION AND TRACKING MOVEMENTS
C_ 2 :: Z _ 2 M LN L_'E [UNTERSUCHUNGEN ZUR FIXATIONS-UND
., _ GL'NG DES ME.NSCHLICHEN AUGES].
: :_ _.,::_M&_x-LI_ Phyllol. Inst., Leipzig, East Germany).
_ % : T_ r: i_: P_'vcholo._.e, vol. 171, 1965, p. 92-109. 10 ref=. In Cerrn_m.
F'a_-:;on _.;)pLratuI of the eye tl conceived al a cl01eddoop feedback =yl.
tern. _P.e:¢ lh= po=i:ion of the eyeb=Tl to the object of fLy,ion or the vlew-
_2L2: _ the vm'I_ble. Sen|orl ere the IIght-_en|lttve elements ol the fever,
ccr.e _ Ln p_R_:ul=:. The =e operate al propontond aa wall as dL_lerentI _I z/riO
,_'n_ol;. Visual co.nex L-,d cen=aJ oculomotor Iwltch mech_'_llml function g '
IX= reg.ulr, cor. El;actors =.re the six ex1¢rn "_ eye mu=clel working a defined
sequence, USU"lly palzed. A subordinate feedback r/Item consists Of stretch.
I¢nllt_rl muscle iptnd4el. Their talk II tO tg&nlmlt Lnfotma_|on on muscle
tone tO the OCuLomotor centers. The dynl.rn[cs Ice IhOll Of _n L,ltegraJ pro-
portlonL=ta feedblck ly=tem with I delay period. The authoI dlleu$1el wlfhl'a
rhea fzl.mework cont_.'_.uoua _l[dL"l_ e_ I_ovtmen'¢ I, nd aaccndic Jumpl,
l=_ency of the aye, phl phenomenon, optokL'tetlc effect, Bode di_r_u'nl of
humor, ILnuio_CaJ eyl mov'ementl, Idcoho[ It'flCt on the czlr..kblg I)'1= mo_m-
_".anla, unpradlctg=bla I_nt, J tnput_ a_d othar BonIL",caz_tal I_ the l_ltSm.
A_7-80538
INVOLUNTARY EYE MOVE_ENTS dURING ATTEMPTED
PAON C C UI._.R FIXATION.
Adriar, na Fkxentini and Anna Maria Ercoles.
Atti de,'/a Fondazione Giorgio Ronchi • Cony/but/ delr Ist/tuto
A'._z/._na,'e di Otuca. vol. 21. Mar.-Apr. 1966. p. 199-217.
.'efs.
C_,:.-_ :: ;,F 61 {052)-850. o
",2-a _'.&'izontalnd vertical components of the involuntary
_,c'#emcntc of the eye were recorded during attempted moe, o-
cu;=r fi×ation of a bright spot in • dark surround and aft_" the
ex:;n=tion of the fixation spot. when the eye was in the dark
or v;cv.,eC a bright spot whose image was stabilized on the
re:ima The rasults obtained from two subjects confirm in part
_.._,_ iL-;&:ngs of p_evious work in this field, but two unexpected
facts have cn-,crGed from the analysis of the records. Foe one
........ ::_ rate of occurrence of invofurttary flicks is as hlgh
it, i:,_ d_.;% aa in the Presence o( a fixation point. _,nd most
f.icks ir, ;_'._ dark seem to co_rect for s previous slow move-
men! 05 the eye. es if they wefa under the conl_'ol of a non°
:',;r:c.l co,we system. For the other subject the rate of occurrence
f:ic._a ia exceedingly low during the fixation period, while
it _a quite no_mal in the pcdoda of preliminary fixation that
Ixec.?ced the true fixation run. This _Jbject seems to be able
to r=vci_ the so-¢a_:od Involuntary flicks when required to
k_ep hoe eye _s steady as possible, still she maintains the
assigned direction of fixation with raasonable accuracy when
th_ fixation r,.pol ie
86.-51019 -'IEV1SUAI AuTOKINETIC pltENoMENOHo
A -_,,,:MI:I'.ITS AND 1_ " "" I ab roll Knox, Ky.'J -- 'l
iEygMu_t_, " ., r. AtmvMed._el. '" - _9 328 late,.
_ohn_.., ..,, .l, _L;._ll_,"vol.:_, Feb._,p-_" ,,x-
_',etCe_of 64 m_le lub)_Cls reflected tO I st_nfflcan
yementl which hl_,I t_en e_t_perl-
ec.o-ofeo_p=.'"°7 e_2°. o_..... ., t.,,,_,....._"'_
tent the d_ -..a Iln_ a tetln&l u_-e,° d_$. sttmL.i'JI &ppalM"ld
menlal_Y man,pUliS _ u
device wal used to record the seconds per treat that the|n_, (old quadrantl, I temporal me lSUte.,, _eompenslto°fm l_.n_t',J_{,
I .... h O{ four ?:tt_o_nfOf _nltlrd movement. The ::legit :;;I_¢_:L_ btnOCU|-'_' li'_
latenCy, and d'_e d wRh the mah_tcnan .. "-_l Of he terop_Oe_cllt_
e_ movementl IIsoc|ate A._tlAn Of _he disruptW¢ e='_;I" n_Zgy rel_onl_e
fixation and consequent r¢_ .....
fLxat_on dlSP:lzltY ill the Vtlu=1 mechlnBm
Ittmu(ared
fOr the autoktnetlc phenomenon.
A66. 60089
EYE-MOVEMEnT PAT"I_RNS DURING VISUAL INFORMATION PROCESSIN_
John D, Could and Amy Schaffer ('IBM ,Res. Center, Yorktown Hei ht N
_,voI. 3,0c615, 1965, p. 3.17_318. 5rds. _ :4 .Y.)
Eye movement P¢_erna Were recorded while subJec:l SdsuaJty Icanncx_
_'¢:_1 patterns tO COmpare the _um Of the three d_gfts In each of 4 pe-_phe='_
celll with the lure of the 3 dlg;Itl In the centea/ "target'cell. Both hu'ger
luget lures and grea{er t_.tget-non.targe_ I mlta..dry caused 14gnU'IcantJy
ionge_t flxat_onl; number and pattern of flxatlon_ were Independent Of ex.
pedmentai variables. Rexuhs supported pro_lctlons based upon
previousstudies CO_elctlng eye',movement patternl and VlIULII st(mu/I.
A66-813/7
THE E.FFECT$ OF DARKNESS AND OF OCCLUSION OF THE PUPILS ON
CONTROL OF £YE MOV_bI£NTS [LNFLUENCE DE L_DI_SCURITE ETDE
0CULALREsJ.L'OCCLUSIONDEsPAUPLERF_..S SUR LE CON_'ROLE DES MOUV_MENT$"
M. Jeannesod, p. OerL_
France). , and J. Mouret (Hop. neuroL, L_b. d*E.E..G., L,/oa,
_YOI.
French. 45, no. 2, 1965_ p. 309"-324. 43 r_fl. In
E.ye movement cha_acter{stk:s were recorded In vlsuaUydrprlved norn_lIn_lvHuaJs (condition of fouls daf_ell_
darkness or with e,,e_- • - _ Tt>e =ubjectl had tO r¢_..a..- I
g p ttern recently ob-
lerved. Whll e the eye movement= du$lng obses_atlon were st.rLcUy _dapted
tO [he element= of the V[sua_ fk_Id, the eye mOV_meme during the teprodvco
Hon were enhanced, mote so wlth llda closed than wRh eyel open in d_u'knesa.
The POs=[,ble mechanlaml of thL= phenomenon w¢=,_
O( the condkions for ¢.Ye-movemCnt centre(. Itudlcd In conllde]'adoe
A87-80827
SOME PATI'ERNS OF FIXATION SACCADIC EYE MOVE-
MENTS.
Kenneth Gaarder (Natl. Inst. of Mental Health. Saint Elizabeth'e
Hosp., Clin. Neuropharmacol. Res. Center. Washington. D.C.).
Psychonomic Science, vol. 7. Feb. 5. 1967, p.' ! 45-,146. 8 refs.
Fixation saccadic eye movements occur eta more rapid rate
d,,ring non-alpha (aroused) intervals than during alpha (less
aroused) intervals. Other sp0cific patterns of eyo movement are
shown to be typical of individuals or to occur in period= combining
visual fixation with auditory task instruction.'
_=
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A63-13S83
_AXI,V,L'M INFORMATION-IL\_DI.ING RATES ?'OR 5EQUE'NTI._L.
'-l" PRIES2_NT_D VLSU.\L STI,R*.U LI.
Robert M. Nicholson (Minneapohs.}{oneywell Regulator Co• ,
Aeronautical D_v., Life Sciences Group, tdinneapolis, Minn.)
Human Factors, vol. 4, Dec. 196z, p. 367°373.
Examination of the nxaxinxutrt human.operator handling rate Of
inform._.tion displays consisting of colored lights. Tile following
aspects of this problem are considered: (1) information.handling
ales for sequentially presented stimuli; (2) the relationship between
1formation-handling rate and the size of the surface that the
operator must monitor; and (3) the effect of variations in duration
of stimulus exposure. The apparatus and procedure are describedj
and the resuits are shov,-n graphically• All performance curves
indicate a monotonic decrease as the speed of presentatiort was
increased. The method of t.amd_mly pl',s_lltod mtltfoil ret_ultud It'.
s_,nifieant/y better performance tL-_n the method of s_quen}ially
varied stimuli. _ ........
i A64-Z0149 ,.t
lq:FECTOFCi_I_T^INNOISESUPONDgTECT_ONOFV|SUALSIGNAL-$. "' t '
W_;liam it. Wa_ns (}_iec_tonic Systems Div, [3_ci$_on Sci, Lab., I3¢ciford, i
Mass•)
a0utnalo_ F.xperimen:a_,vot.67,Jan. 1964, P.72-75. 10tell.
'[hc mi,uc nee oi auditory r, otsc stimulation upon detection of a visual
signal was investigated by manipulation of two variable s; noise type and l
mode o,, ..;_¢ sea,orion• S/x t_aincd obsetwe :_ each performed 1,2 O0 forced" }
choice t_iais in which theywcre required to select one of fourtempor_d oh- !
_et-vation intervals a* that in which the visual signal occur.,cd. It was found
that detection pcrformance was substantiaUybctt cr when noise was pit- !
sensed onlyduting the observation intervals than when it was continuously
pres_,nt.$teadywhitenolseandaudltoryflutter, both at V"5"db sound pitl- {
sure lavel, wese equally trice TM In t_e $pp=krent lac_r.Araon _ vist_l_ _¢"
r_oR.
• ._ : 'rea=on--b:y ,cannon,at with the hypothesis. Reserptn% which might be expected
r,O cdL;¢_. _2_,=a,'_OV_ :,_on=hJp= t was L_effeerive.
A64-80289 : :
_'RCEPTUAL SPEED AND BEHAVIOR PROFICIENCY.
• Dmnerstela, B. Blitz, trod M. LowenthaJ (N.Y. Med. CoUege, New York_
Percept_cland Motor Skills, vol. 18, Feb. 1964, p. 59--62. 9refs.
Voca::_:;; i_c?.aa.a.taUon Admlnilt/ntlon Grant NO. RD-I 19_-M-63
Perccptua_ s_ee_ in specific sensory modalidel should lead to efficiency
In behavlars goverae_ by these modalities. To te}t this hypothesis, correlations
were cog:,pL',e_ betx,'een measuzes Of perceptual speed and scores on a modl-
Led g_zoop _est for 10 subjects. Those ¢otxelations Ielevant to the hypothesis
we:e c_ signC_aa_t _.nd in the expected diitction. The pattern of results is thus
i!
'' 1"":
"{ A64-80290 ' "**
, ,- INTERSENSORY AND INTRASENSORY EFFECTS IN SIMPLE REACTION" ___-_
. -re-TIME•
Leo Rublnsteln (N.Y• State Psychla_Ic Inst., New York, N.Y•)
Perceptual and Motor Skills, vol. 18, Feb. 1964, p. 159-172. 24fete.
Grant PHS-MV-03616.
Reaction time (RT) was meast_red as a function of _e Interval between
an Irrelevant stimulus and a reacdon stimulus, for vlsuml and auditory stimuli.
Reaction time was inversely related to the length of the interval when ]oOth tOm-
uii were in the same sense mode, but remained rela_veiy constant lot stimuli
differing in sense mode. Both the absolute and the percentage change in RT
were greatest when both stimuli were visual; in this case, the changes in It- ..._ ,
•" ;7 action time resulting from the variation of LntervaJ length wegt indepen6ent (14 ! '_.
the luminance# of both the Ltzeievant and the reaction etimttlk _
J.
@,
A64-_0377 it
vlc,Ii.._cF.. ' ii
D. _L. _roadbent (_,led. Res. Council, Api)lied P_ychol, Re$. Unit, Cnntbridge, I!
England). ii
British hledica! Bulletin, vnl. 20, jan. 1964, p. 17-20. 49 refs.
Vigilance sIu_]es are tevlewed beginning with the historical development
of research In this area. An analysis is presented on the effects of the probe.
biltty of signals, general state of alertnesS, dlstlacting and competing stimu- i :
lesion, simultaneous use of different sensory modalitics_ and the caution-
risk_nes$ dimension in observer's reports. The emergent conclusion Is that
no one theory bised on any of these variables explains poor vigilance per-
formance since any given theory Is inconsistent with some of the facts. A
combination of v_'lou = points of View into $ single dese_iptioa using the -- t
sI,,it.Ltr.JcaJ ,,;_c,tslon theory of Tannet and Swe_ (},9S4)may be li"_e answei. ,'.
m_o71o - . _ . _-/.".
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N64-29766 Fly,ng Personnel Research Committee (Gt. Bfii.) _ "_'-_' _
THE EISENSORY PRESENTATION OF INFORMATION. PART
A REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTS ON SENSORY INTER- - ,i:
John Brebner. (St. Andrews U.) London. Man. of Aviation.'
Apt 1963 30p refs
(FPRC/1209(a))
Investigations that have been carried out in the field of
mtc:se:_sory phenomena are reviewed, and areas of apparent
cor_*" ;c_ m _,_sults obtained and areas of agreement between
d soL;c% _ets of results are pointed out. Topics covered in-
c,,_a :,_.;_s_olo and acuity alterations, auditory flutter and"
crmcai f.ckcr fusion, dark adaptation, color vision, vigilance
ar, ci simu.taneous presentations, bisensory presentation Of in-
formation, auditory localization, temporal considerations, and
crossmodal comparisons. " " " : P.V.E.
. . " , ; _ " ! ,
" N64-29767 Flying Personnel Research Committee (Gt. Brit.).-
[, THE 81SENSORY PRESENTATION OF INFORMATION.L _
='PART I1: THE EFFECT OF SIMULTANEOUS AUDITORY
STIMULATION ON THE DETECTION OF VISUAL SIG-
NALS
John Brebr_er (St. Andrews U.) London. Man. of Aviation, Jul.
1963 11 p refs
(FPRC/1209(b))
Experiments were conducted to ascertain whether the de-
tection of weak visual signals was improved when they were
accompanied by an auditory signal in a situation where a
"liberal" strategy was inappropriate. The auditory signal was
selected to have a detection probability of 1. Both auditory and
visual signals were derived from the same source--a white-
noise generator producing an output with a leve_ spectrum
over the audio band above 100 c/s. Three groups of six males
acted as subjects. The mean-age of Group I was 20.5 years;
that of Groups II and III was 20.3 years. In Group I. with sig-
nals 10 db down from their threshold level, bisensory presen-
tation reduced the number of correct detections. In Group II.
with signals 5 db down from their threshold level, the number
of correct detections differed little between bisensoty and
unisensory detection. In group III. the detectability of visual ....
signals was improved _Nhen they were accompanied by auditory
signals at the suprathreshold level. I.v.L
i
t
p
A65-22467
PERFORMANCE DECREMENT IN VIGILANCE, THRESHOLD.
AND HIGH-SPEED PERCEPTUAL MOTOR TASKS.
Jane F. _tackworth (Defence Research Medical Laboratories,
Toronto, Canada).
Canadian Journal of Psychology, vol. 18, no. 3, 1964, p. 209-223,
53 rats.
Consideration of the decrement in performance found in vigi-
threshold determinations, and high-speed perceptual motor
which appears to be a linear function of the square root of
time on task; it is suggested that the common factor is a requirement
for continuous attention. The decrement can be prevented in both
active lind FqLsaive tAsko by teat l_uses, kn_vledgo o_ results, and
amphetamine, (Author) M. M *
A65- 81557
CO_,REI,ATION OF AUDITOF, Y AND VISUAL AUTOKINET[C EFFECTS.
Theodore I. Anderson.
_e__c_cDtuai and Motor SkJ]Is, v01. 20, dun. 1965, Part I, p. 897-707.
18 refs.
This study involved an Investigation of the relationships between visual
and auditory autokJnetlc phenomena. An apparatus was der.fgned to obtain
quantifiable records of the perceived auditory autokinetlc loudness and pitch
effects, Several methods were dev'lsed to score these r_cords. When the
auditory and visual autoldnetic scores were correlated, aJl of the obtained
coefficients were positive, four correlations were significant at the .05 level
(only'one was expected by chance), and one correlation at the .01 level,
Some associated unanswered questions are discussed to indicate certain
problems for future investigation. The statistical ItJaiysesIndicate a tentlti'ce
affirmation of the hypothesis that both the auditory and visual autoldneUc
phenomena _e to a =lgnfflCant extent de_rndned by m ¢_tcsl, t,,[etiwdy
ar._ole p_ceptual Iv/ie.
• . • _- .. .... . .. "..... :....._..,..._
-J .
AN65-19300/_ Massachusetts Inst.. of Tech., Cambridge..Engi-
_lfneerin 9 Projects Lab,
HUMAN USE OF SHORT TERM MEMORY IN PROCESSING
INFOR:._ATION ON A CQNSOLE
BernarC P Zmgler and Thomas B. Sheridan Bedford, Mass.,
AFSC, _ _ctron Systems Div., Sep, 1964"47 p refs
(Co._ _,F 19(628)-3317)
(ES D-7 5 _;-64-620: A 0-609749)
It _s assumed that an operator's console constitutes a third
form of memory in addition to that integral to the human and
that mtegral to the machine not directly accessible to the
human. Questions are raised concerning the characteristic
modes of human storage and retrieval of information from
internal memory when such external memory is accessible.
Storage s,ructures characterizing internal human memory and
external console memory in this task are postulated• A re- .
tneval model lmphed by these structures is constructed to
account for the effects of computation and learning upon the
fea'tures of the experimentally obtained curves. Insufficient
retrieval of required information from internal memory is
assumed to necessitate external memory search. Computa-
tion increases the probability of insufficient retrieval and hence
the frequency of external search• Learning decreases this prob-
ability. The effects of inducing alternate forms of internal
storage are studied and found generally to result in increased
storage and retrieval times. Auth.or .
i
N65-33012# Indiana Univ.. Bloomington.
AN INVESTIGATION OF VISION DURING INVOLUNTARY
-- SACCAOIC EYE MOVEMENTS
Robert Wesley Ebbers (M S. Thesis) Jun. 1965 42 p ref=
(Contract AF 33(608)-1070)
(AD-617409)
A.study designed to determine the presence or absence of
vision during involuntary saccadic eye movements is reported.
Considered are involuntary movements occurring during normal
steady fixation. Studied were male graduate students with
20/20 vision. It was shown that wsion is present during the in-
voluntary saccade, and that while vision is present, it is de-
pendent in part upon stimulus intensity. Results indicate qu_te
consistent, and large magnitude, intensify threshold differences
between subject and observer. Differences were further re-
fJected by an impairment of suprathreshold vision during the
involuntarysaccade, shown by blip-counting experiments and by
measurements of visual acuity. This impairment was shown
to be related to the optical Smear of the retinal image, the
greater the speed of movement of the retinal image, the greater ,
the visual impairment. It is concluded that. contrary to findings
of other investigators, vision does exist, though impaired.
• during involuntary saccadic eye movements, as well as during .
voluntary aaccadic eye movement=. ' " : : ,'_ _ S.C.W.
i
i ',
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A66-25012
Id.MITATIONS AND RELIAFcILITy OF TIIE IIUMAN OPERATOR
OF CONTROl, SYSTEMS TO PROCESS INFORMATION.
dacek Szafran {Lovelace FOundation for Medical Education and
Resrarch, Dept. of ExperiPnl. nta] Psychology. Albuquerque,
N. Max. ).
_,Mrdica] :_.ss_)ctahon, Annual Xt(-etin R 36th t New York
i_ .... _..,,, lo.k_ ")
_Ac'rosp,tcl- Xh, dic:m[, voI. 37, Mar. 1966, p. 239-242. 35 refs.
U.S, _lblic tteahh Service Grant No. 1tD-0518.
The ti_eory of human skill is briefly reviewed. It is argued that,
within certain well-defined limits, the extent to which man can ex-
tract information from sensory inputs is _rnpressive. even if for
some purposes Interns:re training has to precede efficient perfor-
rrLance. It il c¢_l_clt*tlcdthat one of th_ key notions in the appraisal
of operational reliability of man in space should be endurance - in
the sense of a capacity to adapt rapidly to changing requirements
and strange conditions (incl'_ding those of reduced t'signal-to.noiselt
ratio), as well as a general willingnes* td plan the effort so at to
ma-ximize the lik©lihood of sustained p_rlormance. (Author)
A66-80279
IDENTI FICATION OF SEQUENTIAL AUDITORY AND _SUAL STIMULI'.
Arthur S. Kamlet (Mich. U., Ann Arbor).
P_chonomlc Sclenc_e vol. 3, Nov. 15, 1965, p. 419- 420.
Contract AF 49(638)- 1235.
Two subjects identified pairs of I 5 rnsec, one- b,it auditory and ritual
stimuli when the interval between the sdmull varied from 0 to 500 reset.
The auditory judgments were better when the auditory and visual _gnal|
were separated by 500 reset, than when the two signals were presented
simultaneously, and were also bettez when the auditory l_Imulus fOllO_
visual stimulus than when the visual glmulu$ was delayed.
I.
Ii
3058# Sylvania Electric Products. Inc.. Waltham. Mass.
Sv[vama Electronic Systems Oiv
-IXTEGF_ATION OF CONCURRENT VISUAL AND AUDI-
TOF.Y MESSAGES Final Technical Report, 16 Mar. 1964-
"_5 _ul. 1565
C, cna;a B Devoe Bedford, Mass.. AFSC. Electron. Systems
G_v. Oct. 1965 65p refs
(Contract A F 19(628)-4073)
(ESD-TR-65-461 : AD-621278)
Two experiments were performed involving the concur-
rent presentatton to human subjects of two messages, one
auditory and one visual, followed by a question requiring in-
formatton from both messages. The results indicated that
bLmodai(y-presented information can be integrated for de-
cis=on making However, there was no evidence of an advan-
tage to bimodal presentation as a means of unburdening an
ov.erloaded sense. The implications of the results for displays
and communications in complex control centers are discussed
and directions for future research are suggested. Author (TAB)
N66-21392# Air Force Systems Commend. _edford. Mass•Decision Sciences Lab.
EFFECT OF INTENSITY CHANGEs IN AUXILIARY STIM-
ULI ON AUDITORY AND VISUAL SIGNAL DETECTION
WiJliam H. Watkins Dec. 1965 63 p
(ESD-TR-66-121:AD-628188} CFSTI:
$0.75 HC $3 00/MF
Results of automated tone detection experiments are re-
ported. Subjects Were required to identify one of four short
intervals as having contained a weak. earphone-presented,
auditory signal. These expenments involved approximately
20.000 trails. Each experiment employed at least two light-
_ng conditions. In general, when the light SOurce intensihed
during the intervals, detection was Superior to that occurring
when the light diminished at Corresponding times• The findings
are compared with the results of analogous experiments involv-
ing visual signal detection under several Conditions of auditory
stimulation. Some possible explanations for consistencies in
the two kinds of experiment= ere considered, and individual
differences are discussed.
Author (TAB)
t ,
/
N66.34499# Joint Publications Research Service. Washing-
ton. D C.
THE RATE OF THE RECEPTION OF INFORMATION BY
MAN AND THE CONSCIOUS-VOLUNTARY cONTROL OF
HUMAN ACTIVITY
O, A. Konopkin /n its Cybernetics and Automatinn 17 Aug,
1966 p 121-129 (See N66-34486 20-05) CFSTh $6,00
Consideration is given to determining the opnr_]tor rate of
transmitting information from the indicating elo'ments to the
control elements in a complex control system. The initial as-
sumptions in studying man as a communication system are
COnnected w=th the recogn=t=on of the amount of the sttmulus
information determined by the probability relationships in a
Series of signals. Data were obtained which indicate that
the rate of the reception of information by man depends on
the conscious-voluntary control by him of his activity. Two
groups of experiments are emphasized: the first pertains to a
study of the signal presentation rate, and the second is as-
sociated with the probability role of the signals. C.T.C.
Z
• ii
N66-34501# Joint Publications Research Service. Washing-
ton. D. C
THE DEPENDENCE OF THE SELECTION REACTION TIME
ON THE AMOUNT OF INDIVIDUAL AND AVERAGE IN-
FOR,_ATION
Ye. P. Krinc_", :, In its Cybernetics and Automation 17 Aug.
1966 p 14._-155 refs (Sea N66-34486 20-05) CFSTh
$6.00
A comp_'ative study was conducted on the influence of :'
two Lnformatlon measures, average information and amount I
of _nform:_t,cn. on the reaction time of selection by a h_.man ;i
operator. Experimental data were obtained in 420 experiments !I
L
w_th s_x s_,_jects being tested, and a total of 240 reactions
were me_.sured in each experiment. The results indicate that
the _wo information measures being compared produce an
.effect which is considerably different both in character and
in magnitude. It is shown that the degree of selection com-
plexity exerts a considerably more substantial influence on
man's behavior in the situation of selection than the degree
of signal unexpectedness. The study also _has shown that two
interconnected types of uncertainty, time uncertainty and al-
ternat=ve uncertainty, are contained in a situation simulating
the process of information transmission, and that man copes
with t_me uncertainty considerably easier than with alternative
uncertainty. A.G.O. r
li
J
N66-34600# Joint Publications Research Service. Washing-
ton, D. C.
A STUDY OF THE RATE OF INFORMATION PROCESSING
BY HUMAN OPERATOR IN SOLVING THE PRACTICAL
PROBLEMS OF ENGINEERING DIAGNOSTICS
A, I. Galaktionov In its Cybernetics and Automation 17 Aug.
1966 p 130-148 (See N66-34486 20-05) CFSTI: $600
An investigation was made of man's information proc-
essing rate in connection with a "man-machine'" system in
order to determine: (1) what portion of the information flow
running from the controlled object has to be di?e=ted into the
automatic device. (2) how many control boards are neces-
sary for each specific production facility, and (3) how to
evaluate quantitatively the methods and means of presenting
the information. Relative to this an experiment was con-
ducted in which K (number of components of an event) sig-
nals were presented simultaneously, one from each com-
ponent; and the subject's task was to name all of the signals
presented. Basic formulations were that each event was iriSh-
tiffed by several signs, and that each successive sign was
dependent on the sign selected at the preceding step of e
complex multi-step selection. A distinguishing aspect of the
investigation was the approximation of the,actual working
conditions. C.T.C.
N67-11527_ Joint Publications Research Service. Washington.
D.C.
THE SPEED OF THE PERCEPTION AND PROCESSING
OF INFORMATION BY A PILOT UNDER ORDINARY AND
EMERGENCY CONDITIONS
L. S, Isaakyan In its Probl, in Aerospace Mad. 21 Oct. 1966
p 239-241 (See N67-11401 02-04) CFSTI: $8.40
Methods for calculating the throughput capacity of pilots
are developed for normal and emergency flight conditions. It is
also shown that from the information theory viewpoint, the
throughput capacity of a flier necessary for the perception and
comprehension of an emergency situation in the form of an engine
failure can be calculated as the product of the objective probability of
the given failure for the magnitude, return tetra, at¢l ¢omprehensio_
of the situation. A.G.O.
N67-18971"_SystemDevelopmentCorp. Dayton. Ohio.
DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF COMPUTER
SOFTWARE TECHNIQUES TO HUMAN FACTORS TASK
DATA HANDLING PROBLEMS Final Report, 21 Jun. 1965-21
Jun. 1956
K W. Potter, A. T. Tulley. and Lawrence E, Reed (AMRL)
Wr_ght-PattersonAFB, Oh_o, AMRL. Dec. 1966 73 p refs
(NASA Order R-1 ] 5; Contract AF 19(628)-3418)
(NASA-CR-82368; AMRL-TR-66-200) CFSTh HC $3.00/MF
$0.65 CSCL 09B
The app(icauon of techniques for handling data generated in
support of aerospace system development programs is discussed.
It _s recognized that the techniques must be dave)aped in context
with their total operative enwronment. A concept of an operational
data management sys',em for tiering, procei=ing, end retrlevlng
human factors task data in a government-contractor environment is
discussed and illustrated. This concept is predicated on the
assumption that a user-oriented computerized data system will help
draw human factors specialists closer to their data. Five problem
areas, considered to be fundamental to the development of data
handling techmques, were researched. These areas are: (I) analysis
of human factors task data. data relationships, and classification
schemes; (2) application of vocabulary and thesaurus techniques
to increase the effectiveness of communication among
man-machine-software functions; (3) application of computer storage
and retrieval techniques to human factors task data; and (4)
application of current awareness techniques to provide notifications
of data availability, Autho#
i
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A_I_;_US_O'NMOO_-OFPERCEPTUAL_"""
R.A. KinchtaandF Smvzer 30 Jan 1967 34 p tars
(Grant NGR-33-016-067)
(NASA-CR-82958; 1-67-1} CFSTI: HC $300/MF $065 CSCL
05J
: A model is presented of the perceptual process through
j which an observer decides whether two stimuli are the same or
: different, with emphasis on the role of perceptual memOry in such "
tasks. The results of two experimentS, one vis,=al and one auditorY.
are presented whiCtt illusUate the model'a epptic,=tion end _ggestAuthot
its validiW.
A66.81Gll
,_GE D;.:FZR2_CES IN THE RATE OF GAIN OF INFER-
h_ATiC,'¢, SIGNAL DETECTION STRATEGY AND CARDIO-
VAaCUL,AR STATUS AMONG PILOTS.
J. Szaf:;n {Lovelace Found. for Med. Educ. and Res., Dept• of
2xpti. Psychol., Albuquerque. N. Mex.)
G_t_n;o/o#ic. vol. 12, no, 1, 1966, p, 6-17. 23 refs,
A ccscrtpt=on is gwen of work in progress which aims tO
s_etch _,,_ "aging prOfiJe" of capacities of professional pilots
from ;_a s:andpoint of cardiovascular and pulmonary physiol-
ogy and of e×porimental p_ , ;elegy. The design of the psy-
cnolog=cal experiments is intended to reflect the fact that flying
requires, in_er alia. making high-speed decisions and detecting
low probabihty and low intensity signals, as well as an',ability
to receive and retain significant amounts of information in
the course of routin'e control procedures. Measures of "'re-
serve channel capacity" and "threshold resistance" reveal that
in a sample of some 200 active pilots, age differences ere less
impressive than would be expected from gerontological liters•
ture. The =n::=vidull dffferences in some of the relevant modal-
tries of performance are. however, related to cardiovascular
status among perfectly healthy men. Some methodological
implications of these data ere briefly considered.
t
A66-62021
M._THODS OF MEASURING THE VELOCITY OF |NFORMA.
TtGK T,_AI_SMISSION OF VARIOUS VISUAL $1GNAL0
_ETCDY IZMERENIIA SKOROSTi PERENOSA |NFORMA.
TSll PRI RAZLICHENII ZRITEL'NYKH 81GNALOV].
larD Krzhivoglavy (Cnetrel Profess. Union Soviet, "Sci.-Res.
In_,t. of ind. Safety. Prague, Czechoslovakia).
Vopro;/ Psikholo#//, no. 2, Mar.-Apr. 1966. p. 160-165.
7refs. In Russian.
A modified L_ndolt method is discussed in which the table 4
is substituted by rings, each with 8 to 12 breekpoints, The
method can be used in diagnostic psychology for measuring
the effect of incdequste working conditions or for the appraisal
of _i_,bt and technical requirements, In general, this method
c_n be used for determination of visual signals of various
"cnaracters. applying only one-factor-information expressed
in bits per second.
,:,C Z-C2C33
INT_.._$1TY.TIME RELATIONSHIP AND PERCEIVED
H. ',_/. Laibowitz. Sharon E. Toffsy, end John L. Seerle (Pa.
State U., University Perk).
•"t:Jurnnl of [xporlmental P&ychology, vol. 72. Jul. 1 966, p. 7-10. 12 refs.
Gr,;nt NIMH MH08061.
The effect of exposure CJurat_on on perceived shape Wall
determined for intensity-time COmbinations Which Were ad-
justed to produce an equal amount of effective photolytic
Qnergy in aCCOrdance with the reciprocity relationship. Matched
ch_po tends to remain constant for the shorter exposure
dur,;hons, but increases with exposure duration, particularly
_bov_ the critical duration of 0,1 aec. The results ere inter.
prc::_d as reflecting the importance of temporal Summation
wit;_i.-t the Visual sYStem In the Perception of shape, end the
critical COntribution of time, independent of intensity, in them';nif¢;t=tion of the
._ tendency tOwerd Ihepe Conlltancy.
A66-82238
SEARCH PERFORMANCE AS A FUNCTION OF PERIPHERAL
ACUITY.
Dorothy M. Johnston (Boeing Co.. Seattle. Wash.).
Human Factors, vol. 7. Dec. 1965. p. 527-535. 14 refs.
This study was made to investigate the relationsh;p be-
tween the size of visual fields of observers and time required
to locate targets on statistic displays. The findings, which
indicate that people with large visual fields can find targets
more rapidly than o_,servers with small fields, have practical
selection and training application. Equations are presented
which can be used to determine search time that can be .
expected as a function of the size of the visual field of the
observer and the apparent size of the area being searched.
A66-82386 ---
VISUAL AND AUDI'IORY STORES IN SHORT-TERM
MEMORY•
Banner' B. Murdock. Jr. IMo. U.. Dept. of Psycho_.. Columl_a_.
Quarterly Journal of Experimental P._ychology, vol. 18. Aug.
1966. p. 206-21f. 12refs.
Grant NIMH MH 10.882.
If retrievaJ in short-term memory can be either from a pre-
perceptual sensory store or from a post-perceptual memory ,
then recall should vary as • function of input into sensory
store. To test this possibility two experiments with paired
associates compared visual and auditory p(esentation under
conditions as comparable as possible. In both experiments
modaJity interacted with retention interval: more recency with
auditory but, in Experiment I. more primacy with visual. The
interaction was taken as support for the hypothes_s. An al-
ternative hypothesis (that storage is post-perceptual but not
a-historical) is discussed and weak negative evidence ,i pre•
sented,
A67-80150
BISENSORY SIGNAL DETECTION..
Milton D. Suboski (Ind, U., Bloomington).
Psychonornic Science, vol. 6, Sep. 15. 1966. p. 57-58. 12refs.
Grant NSF GB-28431
In an experiment comparing unimodal with bimodal signal
detection, groups of subjects performed e four-alternative
spatial forced-choice visual and a."yes-no" auditory task either
Singly or Simultaneously. The results Showed • significant
decrement in bisensory Visual d;scriminabill W and a COmpara-
ble decrement in bisensory auditory performance, with little
evidence for other interactions between task=
b
A67-80289
THE HERtTABILITY OF VISUALIZATION, PERCEPTUAL
SPEED AND SPATIAL ORIENTATION.
R Travl_ Osborne and A James Gregor (Ga U. Athens and
Tax U. Aust=nl .,
Perceptua/ and Motor'Skdl$. vol. 23. Oct 1966. p 379 390
50 refs
Th=rty-three pairs of MZ twins and 12 parrs of hke-sexed
DZ swans. 32 boys and 58 girls. 40 of whom were Negro and
50 whets, whose ages ranged from 13 to 18. were gEven e
battery of psycholog=cal tests which included (1) the Surface
Oevetopment Test. (2) Perseus Mazes. (3) the Newcastle
Spattal Test. (4) the Paper Folding Test. (5) the Ident=cal
Picturel. Telt. Perceptual Speed. (6) the Objective.Aperture
Test. Form 8. and (7) Cube Compar=sons. Using three dlf-
ferent her=tab=hty rat=os. (1) The Holzmger herltab_hty coef-
ficient. (2) U_e Her=tabfhty ra(_o proposed by N=chols. and
(3} ;.he F rat_o (Block). the retative intra-pa=r simdar=ty of
t,.,_ and hke-sexed DZ twins on the selected perceptual tasks
was determined All the MZ correlat=ons were greater than
the corresponding rs for the DZ twins. Four of the nine d*f-
ferences were sigmficant (p •05). The range of heritabd=ty
coefficmnt ratios (Holzinger) was from .15 to .89. with MZ
mtraclass rs ranging from .46 to .91. and OZrs from .08 to
.72 The agreement among tests suggests that the mental
abdltJes represented arc independently inher=ted with as
much as 89% of the within-famdy variance accounfed for by
hered=tary factors
_'-,67-80507
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS ON SOME EFFECTS OF VERY
FAST SEQUENTIAL INPUT RATES O_ PERCEPTION.
Im S. Mayzner, M. F- Tresselt. and A. Cohen (N.Y. 'U., New
Yock City).
P;ychonomic Science, vol. 6, Dec. 25. 1956, p. 513-514. 7
refs.
A study was made of the effects of I_resenting to the visual
s,_:_,.'n a $Ving o'f very fast sequential inputs, employing com-
;._:cr-_asc'_ CRT display system. The results showed that for
ci';;._r ,"_ve or ten inputs (i.e., all. Xs. random letters, letters
'.c,:min:; = work, or r,,"na]l line segments} apwoximate the first
;-.:,:f of th¢:,e r,equentielly pier, anted inputs were not perceived,
if _:.:.;,!ay ¢_'de|" was i_egulat end display input rate was fixed
at c_.,-_"in values between cleat simultaneity end cJear Is-
A67.80599
VISUAL AND ACOUSTIC CONFUSABILITY IN A VISUAL
SEARCH TASK.
G. A. Kaplan. A. Yonas. and A, Shurcliff (Cornell U., Ithac,a,
N. Y.).
Perception and Psychophysic$, vol. 1, Jun. 1966, p. 172-174.
19 refs.
Gran, U.S. OE 6-10-156.
Visual and acoustic confusability between a target item
and background items was varied in a visual search task. Visual
confusability was a highly significant source of difficulty whill
acoustic confusability had no effect. The results do not seem
to be interim'stable within a theory which a_m_ coml_lsory .
auditory encoding of visual information.
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[R,,Jcoe G. Bartlett. Jr. [O.S. Naval School of Aviation Medicine, _' •
•_...nsacola, Fl.. ) .,
Aeros}_ace Medicine, vol. 34, Mar, 1963. p. g13-217. }
Proposed r_odiftcation Of the dome-type pressure-suit helmet.
D based on _ adoption o[ • device designed to conserve oxygen, ,prevent hyperventilation, and humidify the inspired dry oxygen. "_
The design of the humidity exchanger of the helmet is described,
1
!
)
.4
i
'I
i
'I
including (I) the mouthpiece which can be used by the aviator if
he wishes; (2) the breathing duct. which also acts As & condenser
by see'wing as • heat exchanler between the e_pieed _[eses and the
atmosphere inside or outside the helmet; {$) the humidity collec-
tion chamber; (4) • valved expiratory duct which carries the l•st
portion of e&ch expir•tion into the pressure suit; (5) an inspire.tory
opening; ((_) the _vickingr_emabr_.xe, which - ide&lly - should not
pass gases b_t should paros moie_re greely by esplIlsr|ty; (7) the
bel_owe; (8) the writ duct lot bellows moveme**_ e_l (9} She o_¢8en
dePUTy lyetem.
/
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_. CAUSES OF IMPACT INJURY iN AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
Robert A. Wolf (Cornell U.) p 45-59 2 refs (See
N63-12852 07-I 6)
9. HUMAN AND ANIMAL IMPACT STUDIES IN U.S, UNIVER-
SITIES Herbert R. Lissner (Wayne State U.) p 61.67
(See N63-12853 07-16)
10. AUTOMOTIVE IMPACT A.L. Haynes (Ford Motor Co.)
p 69-82 (See N63-12854 07-16)
11. IMPACT STUDIES OF THE UNITED STATES AEROSPACE
INDUSTRY Galen A. Holcomb (Stanley Aviation Corp.)
p 83-119 31 refs (See N63-1285507-16)
12. BIOMECHANICS OF IMPACT INJURY Henning E. van
Gierke (Aerospace Med. Res. Lobs., Wright-Patterson AF8)
p 121-122 (See N63-12856 07-16)
13. JOLT EFFECTS OF IMPACT ON MAN John P. Stapp
(School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB) p 123-130
(See N63-12857 07-16)
14. BIOMECHANICAL STUDIES ON THE BONES OF THE FACE
Donald F. Hueike (Michigan U.) p 131-133 11 refs
(See N63-12858 07-16)
15. STEERING WHEEL IMPACT Murray Burnstine (Harvard U.
Medical School) p 135-139 1 ref (See N63.12859
07-16)
16. CRITERIA FOR INJURY POTENTIAL Charles W. Gadd
(General Motors Corp. Res. Labs. Div., Detroit, Mich.)i
p 141-144 2 refs (See N63-12860 07-16) I
17. EXPERIENCES IN HEAD INJURY AND SKELETAL RESEARCH i
E. S. Gurdjlan (Wayne State U.) p 145-157 9 rets i
(See N63-12861 07-16) i
18. IMPACT DAMAGE TO INTERNAL ORGANS F. Gaynor :
Evans (Michigan U.) and Lawrence M. Patrick (Wayne
State U.} p 159-171 7 refs (See N63-12862 07-16)
. 19. COMPARISON OF THE DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
DUMMIES, ANIMALS AND MAN Roll R. C_rmann
(Aerospace N_ed. Res. Labs., Wright-Patterson AFB). p 173-
i84 6refs (See N63-12863 07-16) ,
............... u_,,*y u* oc,ences, Washington, D.C.
IMPACT ACCELERATION STRESS. A SYMPOSIUM HELD AT
BROOKS AIR FORCE BASE, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, NOVEMBER
27-29, 1961 [UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE MAN IN SPACE
COMMITTEE OF THE SPACE SCIENCE BOARD, NATIONAL
ACADEMY OF SCIENCESI
Robert Hume, ed. 1962 494 p 1152 refs Contains a compre-
hensive chronological bibliography
(Supported by NASA Grant, AF, and Navy)
! (NAS-NRC/Pub-977) Available from NAS: $3.00
CONTENTS:
I. REVIEW OF NASA IMPACT WORK AND PLANS Alfred MI '
Mayo (NASA. Wash,, D,C,) p _-1,_ ($_e N63,1284_
07.16)
2. REVIEW AND FORECAST OF IMPACT STUDIES--U'NITED'
STATES ARMY James C. Beyer (Army. Off. Surgeon Gen- .
erof) and Anthony A. Bezreh (Army Board for Aircraft)t
,[.__._ p 17-20 (See N63-12846 07-16)____._.
: 13. FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY IMPACT RESEARCH Jome_
L. Goddard (FAA. Wash., D.C.) p 21-23 (See N63-12847
07-16)
4, BIOMECHANICAL'PROBLEMS OF THE LUMBAR SPINE Olaf
Perey (Lasarette, Orebro, Sweden) p 25-26 (See N63-
12848 07-16)
5. THE PHYSIOLOGIC ACCELEROMETERS M. P. Lonsberg
(Natl. Aeromed. Cenler, Netherlands) p 27-34 (See
N63-12849 07-16)
r 6. FRENCH OBSERVATIONS AND RESEARCH CONCERNING
IMPACT AND CRASH Francois Violette (Centre d'Enselgne-
ment de Recherches de Medecine Aeronautique, Porls)
p 35-37 (See N63-12850 07-16)
7. AVIATION CRASH INJURY RESEARCH_REVIEW OF THE
FLIGHT SAFETY FOUNDATION IMPACT WORK AND PLANS
....... Merwyn A. Kraft (Flight Safety Foundation) p 39-43 (See
N63-12851 07-16)
.............•.................
20. A COMPARISON OF THE RESPONSES OF MEN AND DUM-
MIES TO SHIP SHOCK MOTIONS Arthur E. Hirsch (David
Taylor Model Basin) p 185-190 (See N63-12864 07-16)
21, A MINIMAL COMPRESSION FRACTURE OF T-3 AS A RE-
SULT OF IMPACT Galen A. Holcomb and Marilyn Huheey
(Stanley Aviation Corp.) p 191-194 (See N63-12865
07-16)
22. THE DYNAMICS OF HUMAN RESTRAINT SYSTEMS Peter
R. Payne (Frost Engineering Dev. Corp.) p 195-257 23
refs (See N63-12866 07-16)
23. A RESEARCH PROGRAM TO DEVELOP A 60 "O" PERSON-
NEL RESTRAINT SYSTEM Howard E. Freeman (Chance
Vought Corp.) p 259-264 3 refs (See N63-12867
07-16)
24. FULL BODY SUPPORT SYSTEMS R.F. Gray (Naval Air
Development Center) p 265-270 3 refs (See N63-
12868 07-16)
25. AN ANALOG COMPUTER WHICH DETERMINES HUMAN
TOLERANCE TO ACCELERATION Peter R. Payne (Frod',
: Engineering Dev. Corp.) p 271-299 18 refs (See N63-
12869 07-16)
26. SOME CURRENT IMPACT STUDIES IN GREAT BRITAIN
J. C. Guignard (R. A. F. Inst. of Avlatlon Medicine, Fern-
borough, Gt. Brit.) p 301-311 2 refs (see N63-
12870 07-16)
27. USAF IMPACT ACCELERATION PROGRAM AND FACILITIES
Willard R. Hawkins and Rufus R. Hessberg (Air Force Systems
Command, Bioastronautics Off., Andrews AF8) p 313-322
(See N63-12871 07-16)
28. PATH OF BODY TRAVEL Alfred L Moseley (Harvard U.
Medical School) p 323-331 (See N63-12872 07-16)
• . 29. APPLICATION OF THE IMPACT SENSITIVITY METHOD TO
_, ANIMATE STRUCTURES Murray Komhoul_r and Armo_l
Gold (General Electric Co. Missile and Spo¢_ V_i¢le O_:_,)
.._ p333.344 11 refs ISeeN63-1287307.16)
• ...... . .
3 74
30. AUTOMOTIVE HUMAN CRASH STUDIES James J. Ryan
(Minnesota U.) p 345-353 6 rest (See N63-12874
07-16)
31. INVESTIGATION ON LONG-STRETCHING BODY RE-
STRAINTS Bertil Aldman (Bramma, Sweden} p 355-
360 3 refs (See N63-12875 07-16)
32. A CHRONOLOGICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE BIOLOGICAL
EFFECTS OF IMPACT Carl C. Clark, Denis Faubert, and
._ Bruce Cooper (Martin Co.) p 375-458 1015 mf_ (See
N63-12876 07-16)
N63-12852 Cornell U. Automotive Crash Injury Research, New
York, N.Y.
CAUSES OF IMPACT INJURY IN AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
Robert A. Wolf In Natl. Acad. of Sol. impact Acceleration Stress
A Symposium held at Brooks AFB, Tex., Nov. 27-29, 1961 p 45-59
2 refs (See N63-12844 07-16) NAS: $3.00
A ranking procedure which provides o measure of the order of
importance of ten causes of impact injury in automobile accidents
is presented. The causes are discussed in terms of their variation
i with six categories of impa_h all direc:tiont lumped, then front, tide,
rear, principal roHover, and other. Five of the ten features of auto-
mobile interiors emerge as consistent maior causes of injury. They ore:
instrument panels, windshields, steering assemblies, door structures,
and eiectlon. Some other causes appear dominant only under certain
directions of impact; for example, top structures emerge as a strong
cause only in rollover. These results are based on occident-injury
experience in the pre-seat-beh era in the United States. The ranking
procedure used here is.not a substitute for detailed and controlled
analysis, as it is essentially a tabulation process, but it has several
important uses: (1) It provides an overview of the type of research
which Automobile Crash Injury Research performs. (2) It provides
some indication of an order or priority for automobile designer in
hi_ efforts toward building safer cart, (3) It pe_m_k_ duet foe guld-"
c_:e of further study and research. I.v.L
N63-12853 Wayne State U., Detroit, Mich.
HUMAN AND ANIMAL IMPACT STUDIES IN U.S. UNIVERSITIES
Herbert R. Lissner In Nod. Acad. of Sci. impaCt Acce_eratlon Stress \
A Symposium held at Brooks AFB, Tex., Nov. 27-29, 1961 p 61-67 '
(See N63-12844 07-16} NAS: $3.00
Human and anlma| impact studies in U. S. universities dea| with
the followlng three categories: (1) progromed automobi|e crashes,
either actual or simulated; (2) investigations of actual on-the-road
automobile crar.bes after they hove occurred; and (3) taboratory
in,,,tstlgat_O_rts which attempt to relate the extetlt and severity of the . -
i_ury prodva_ to the pommet*_ _ the _ re_pom_bh, lotLv.L.
N63-12854 Ford Motor Co. Product Study Engineering Office,
Detroit, Mich.
AUTOMOTIVE IMPACT
A. L. Haynes In Natl. Acad. of Sci. Impact Acceleration Stress
A Symposium held at Brooks AFB, Tex., Nov. 27-29, 1961 p 69-82
(See N63-12844 07-16) NAS: $3.00
An outline is presented for some of the techniques employed for
obtaining factual data on automotive impacts. These research studies
have been conducted as part of an ever-expanding program to
develop design features and methods for reducing occupant injuries
in actua] accidents. Some values of human tolerance to impact forces
have been estimated by comparisons of actual accidents and occu-
pant injury with the force and kinematic data obtained in research
impact studies. Techniques have been developed for predicting the
loading patterns and structural behavior characteristics which can be
anticipated under particular crash-impact conditions. However, much
less is known about the human response to impact loading. Studies
in this field are underway at various medical centers, frequently
with the financial sponsorship of automobile manufacturers. Statistical
analysis of accidents involving late model cars have demonstrated
'that at reduction in occupant injuries already has becm ochicr_d.
- ......... Lv.L
DN63-12855 Stanley Aviation Corp., Denver. Colo.
IMPACT STUDIEs OF THE UNITED STATES AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
G_len A. Holcomb In Neff. Acad. of Sol. Impact Acceleration
Stress A Symposium held at Brooks AFB, Tex., Nov, 27-29, 19&1
p 83-119 31 refs (See N63-12844 07-16) NAS: $3.00
A survey of impact studies of the United States aerospace in-
dustry indicated the following needs: (1) Further animal studies and
experiments, including a comprehensive study of comparative anato-
my and tissue Strength, to obtain valid endpolnt data without the use
of human subiects. Present human endpoint data in the impact regime
is too sparse to be of statlsticol significance. (2) Studies to determine
tolerance to complex accelerations, including abrupt pulses super-
imposed on awstained acceleration. (3) Intensive analytical studies
to evolve usable mothqm'latlcol techniqusn in order'to f_:ilitatg dlsign
11 II
N63-12800 General Motors Corp. Research Labs. Div., Detroit,
Mich.
CRITERIA r-OR INJURY POTENTIAL
Charles W. Gadd In Natl. Acad. of _:i. Impact Acceleration
Stress A Symposium held at Brooks AFB, Tex., Nov. 27-29, 1961
p 141-144 3 refs {See N63-12844 07-16) NAS: $3.00
Criterlo for injury potential of automotive instrument-panel pod- '
dings, v_sors, projections, etc., is presented. The three criteria for iniury
potential are: (1) the .selection of a crushable material on the basis of
iff. load deflection properties, obtained at some arbitrary rate of
loading and unloading; (2) the rote of loading which may be taken
into account only by selecting test impacting hammer velocity or
velocities most representative of actual accidents, for which one must
resort to statistics of accidents as weld as studies of car and occupant
kinem_b,_, i_ the oc_._lent; and (3) the yielding and energy absorption.
_ _ _r_ng _ 1_nQ I1r_ac'tvn_ I.v.L _
I
N63-12859 Harvard U. Medical School, Boston, Mass.
STEERING WHEEL IMPACT
Murray Burnstine In Neff. Acod. of Sei. impact Acceleration
Stress A Symposium held at Brooks AFB, Tex., Nov. 27-29, 1961--""
p 135-139 1 ref (See N63-12844 07-16) NAS: $3.00
(PHS Grant RG-6084)
The manner in which various automobile steering whecls have
been observed to function as either iniury-produclng or protective
structures is studied. The steering wheels were first studied at the
scene of fatal collisions, where their deformation and deviation from
the installed position was recorded. The steering wheels and often the
complete steering-wheel most-jacket assemblies were subsequently
removed for more cletoiled laboratory analysis. Results indicated that
the recessed.hub steerlng.wheel design functions as a ioQd.llmi1_ng
device while yielding, its effectiveness is due in part to the ability of
the human body to deform and distribute the total toad among odia-
cent structures. When the load opplicatlon is through the relatively
large circumference rim as compared to the hub, the resulting shear-
ing stress is reduced considerably. Bruising, due to local high unit
bearing or contact pressures, can be reduced by increasing the pro-
jotted area of the steering wheel rim./9_ost of the energy obsorptlon
chorocterlstics of the wheel assembly are dependent on spoke design,
and a thicker rim would recluco contact pressures f_ both the extol-
an d rodiol-impod mocht_ .................... I.v.L
N63-12862 Michigan U., Ann Arbor
: IMPACT DAMAGE TO INTERNAL ORGANS
Lawrence M• Patrick (Wayne State U., Detroit) and F. Goynor Evans
-- In Notl• Acad. of Sci. Impact Acceleration Stress A Symposium
held at Brooks AFB, Tex., Nov. 27-29, 1961 p 159-171 7 refs
(See N63-12844 07-16) NAS: $3.00
(PHS Grants RG-A-3865(C2) and RG-6384(C2))
Contusions, lacerations, and ruptures of the thoracic, abdominal,
and pelvic viscera, arising from the various types of stresses and
strains produced by impacts to different parts of the human body in
automobile and aircraft accidents, ore discussed. Results indicate that
damage or iniury produced in the human body by acceleration is due
to the internal organs behaving as viscoelastic materials. Further-
more, the magnitude of the stress and acceleration, or dynamic
• nsspanse, con be increosed by the elasticityof the hvmc_ t_1_. as is
known from the theory of _astic s_ructuros, kv.L
[
%
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N63-12863 Aeronautical Systems Div. Aerospace Medical
Research Labs., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio
COMPARISON OF THE DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
DUMMIES, ANIMALS AND _._ _1
Raft R, Coermonn In Natl. Acod. of Sci. Impact Acceleration
Stress A Symposium held at Brooks AFB, Tex., Nov. 27-29, 1961
p 173-184 6 refs (See N63-12844 07-16) NAS: $3.00
Man, animals, and dummies have different dynamic characteris-
tics which can be determined by measurement of the mechanical
impedance under steady-state vibration. While the parameters of the
dummies ore constant for a wide range of acce[eration amplitude
and pulse duration, the response of living organisms depends upon
the magnitude of the applied force. The theory of impact explains
the relationship of whole-body resenoncel to the response to impacts
w_th varying pulse durations. By measuring the transmitted force to
the body during impact, the change of the fundamental frequencies
of the test subie_ con be detected. Transmission factor and phase
shift are revealing criterlo of this test method. Before using sub-
stitutes for man in dynamic tests, their dynamic characteristics for
the type of excitati_ studied must be carefully tested, and any
coaclusJoet from suck o dynomk: test must be related to the proper
poeome_ of _ I.v.L.
N63-12871 Air Force Systems Command. Bioostronautlcs Office,
Anc_rews AFB, Md.
USAF IMPACT ACCELERATION PROGRAM AND FACILITIES
Vv_llard R. Hawkins and Rufus R. Hessberg In Haft. Acad. Of Sci.
impact Acceleratlon Stress A Symposium held at Brooks AFB, Tex.,
t4ov. 27-29, 1.961 p 313-322 (See N63-12844 07-16) NAS:
$3.00
The program and its facilities are discussed. The purpose of the
program is to establish criteria for design of manned aerospace vehi-
des in which accelerations, decelerations, buffeting, impact, and
"pressure diffenmtials ore to be e_ during any normc_ or
_morg,_/_ of flight. ..... Lv.L.
i N63-12870 Royal Air Force. Inst, of Aviation Medicine, Faro-
, borough (at. Brit.)
...... SOME CURRENT IMPACT STUDIES IN GREAT BRITAIN
J. C. Gu_gnord In Nail. Acad. of ._i. Impact Acceleration Stress
A Symposium held at Brooks AFB, Tex,, Nov. 27-29, 1961 p 301-
311, 2 re{s (See N63-12844 07-16) HAS: $3.00
This paper gives a general outline of some of the work which has
been done in recent years or is currently in progress in Great Britain
in the field of impact acceleration stress. Emphasis is on the work of
the Royal Air Force institute of Aviation Medicine, Farnborough. There
/ is yet no official British-manned spaceflight program. Consequently,
• there is no work on impact or vibration being done in Government
estob|ishments which is specifically relateci to problems in space
medicit_..,_ceterat_n re_arch ol I.A.M., for examine, _ directed
t_o|ely to current problems in service aviation med_.ine. Author
N63-12872 Harvard U. Medical School, Boston, Mass.
PATH OF BODY TRAVEL
Alfred L. Moseley In Nat{. Acad. of Sci. !mpoct Acceleration
Stress A Symposium held at Brooks AFB, Tex., Nov. 27-29, 1961
p 323-331 (See N63-12844 07-16) NAS: $3.00
(PHS Grant RG-6084)
General characteristics of the direction of motion of occupants
inside vehicles involved in right-angle, rear-end, and fixed-object colli-
sions are described. Three generalizations may be made from sample
clinlcal cases illustrating factors concerted wlth the path of body
trove[ in the case of sudden deceleration: (1) The design of structures
for the purpose of protecting an occupant during deceleration must
take into account the IDeation'of the impact site. (2) Since multiple
impacts occur between vehicles and structures which they hit, decel-
eration protection must take into account, not only an initial impact,'
but also the series of impacts which follow between the occupants and
the vehicle. (3) Since deaths occur from missiles, a factor which should
be of concern in deceleration geometry is the design of enclosures fat
storage or transportation of equipment, for example the fixation c_ a
tc_ box in the trunk of on automgbi|e. |.v.L.
+ N63-12874 Minnesota U., Minneapolis
AUTOMOTIVE HUMAN CRASH STUDIES
James J. Ryon In Natl. Acad. of 5ci. Impact Acceleration Stress
• A Symposium held at Brooks AFB, Tex., Nov. 27-2_'1961 p 345-
353 6 refs (See N63-12844 07-16) NAS: $3.00
The purpose of automotive human crash studies was to invent
and test mechanical designs to reduce the destructive forces of colli-
sion on automotive and airspace passengers. Developments which
hove been produced and tested in this laboratory include engineered
automatic seat belts, hydraulic shock absorbing bumpers, a large
padded steering post with a short travel absorber and a retracting
steering whe_ rim for the driver, and a dash recessed u-der the
windshield in front of the passenger. With judi6o| padding, the.,
Roiling of the arms and the legs of the body held by the te_ belts
wo twilit _ ftem mtue_ .... ..... hv, L,
...... Trans. by I.v.L.i
N63-20914 Deutsche Versuchsanstalt fur Luh- und Raum-
fahrt. Porz (W Germany)
_ _
THEORETICAL STUDIES OF THE TOLERANCE OF AUTO-
MOBILE SAFETY BELTS TO ABRUPT DECELERATIONS
AND SHOCK TESTS [THEORETISCHE BETRACHTUNGEN
UBER DIE VERTRAGLICHKEIT STOSSFURMIGER VERZO-
GERUNGEN UNO STOSSVERSUCHE MIT ANSCHNALL-
GURTEN FUR AUTOS_H L Vast Apr. 1963 38 refs In GERMAN
(0VL-266)
The theoretical basis of human tolerance to shock type
deceleration forces is discussed. After a survey of the present
use of safety bests in a.ircraft and automobiles, shock studies
with safety belts were conducted in aircraft and automobiles
at the Institute of Flight Medicine of the German Research
Institute for Air and Space Travel. The deceleration was 3 to,
4 g over a period of 0.1 sec. The behavior of the test subject '
in the belt was recorded by slow motion and by photographs.
The shoulder-abdomen safety belt gave best support for sport
pilots and sail planes. The three-point contact belt and the
two-point contact belt gave the body good support in auto-
mobiles. The three-point contact belt is preferred because of
the larger supporting area. Abdomen belts are not recom- |
mended for automobiles. The test results are discussed in the |
light of tests a,d experience= with safety, belts in Iviition:_
I ....................
N63-12875
...... INVESTIGATIONS ON LONG-STRETCHING BOOY RESTRAINTS
Bertil Aldman (Bromma, Sweden) In Natl. Acad. of Sci. Impoclt
Acceleration Stress A Symposium held at Brooks AFB, Tex.,
Nov. 27-29, 1961 p 355-360 3 refs (See N63-12844 07-16)
NAS: $3.00
The use of long-stretching straps for restraint in an automnbile
where the space is so limited that upper torso restraint is d_',*'d i_
discussed. The use of such straps means that even with very high
rate-of-onset of deceleration for the automobile, the ¢ot_,c_f_e)n_f
at deceleration for the restrained body will be governed by the
stretching properties of the straps. Neither the time delay nor the
deceleration pattern of the automobile will be of much influence if
if the stretching properties ot the mtrolnt ore tud_ that the cle_lero-
lion of the o¢,cupont i= tolwab_ u_dw the _ po0_=4e c_dltioem.
' " • .... I.v.I.
i i . _
'" A64-255';1 ' ' " ;'_ i
._ .PATHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF GUINEA PIGS UIqDEB. SE__'_:-_"
,'L_-CTED CONDITIONS OF ZMPACT AND SUPPOR.T-RF.STRAINT.
i C. F. Lombard, S. Davis Bronson, F. C. Thiede, Perry Close,
i and F, M. Larmie (Northrop Corp., Northrop Space Laboratories,
i Biody_amics Laboratory, Hawthorne, Calif.).
: (Aerospace Medical Associationp Annual Meeting. 35thp Miami,
Fla.p May 11-14, 1964".)
: Aerospace Medicine, vol. 35, Sept. 1964, p. 860-866. 6 refs.
; Study Of the use Of guinea pigs to examine the problem of
: human tolerance to andsurvival under impact conditions. Guinea
pigs oriented transversely to the forcing function (± G x and :_Gy)
and with a fully contoured rigid support-restraint system survived
exposure to Z40 O for 3 millisec at i00,000 G/see onset. Recoverable
pulmonary hemorrhage and shock were incurred. Some minor lac-
eration of liver and spleen was infrequently observed, but this is
apparently recoverable. However, if the head Of the animal was
not properly restrained, fatal injury resulted from (1) stretching oZ
brain stem with no head restraint, (Z) compression of brain stem
with improper heat restraint permitting rotation of head on cervical
spine at the atlanta-occipital joint, and (5) cerebral hemorrhage
when head restraint was loose, permitting rebound of head against
the rigid s_pport. Without contoured support (flat) laceration of
abdominal viscera was severe in the + O x orientation. Guinea pigs
oriented headward or taiIward (± G z) to the forcing functior% at the
Z40-G level did. not survive the severe visceral lacerations, Llthough
the pathology incurred indicates that the headward accelerati_
(+G=) could be surv_ved at a higher level than the tailward (-G a) ac-
_.__ele__aAiOn If_the displa._e_Iten_ 9f.the._a_oTnlnL__Y_s_.era _l[.._iniJ1_J_ed.___...
J.
: by l_eopercootaim'_nt.':., ,. _ .... _. _ .' : ; _" ..
............ _ ...- "-,: ....... '-_ ._=:,:..: ,:: -_ ;
l
!A64-27026 "" _
BIODYNA/_41C PROBLEMS OF AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTIC._
[BIODYNA_._LSCHE PROBLEME DER LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT].
Roll Coermann (Max-Planck-lnstitut fflr Arheitsphysiologie,
Dortmund, West Germany; USAF. System, Cornrnand, Aerospace
Medical Div. , Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories, Wright-
Patterson AFB, Ohio).
IN: WISSENSCHAFTLICHE GESELLSCHAFT FOR LUFT- UND
RAUMFAHRT E.V. (WGLR). JAHRESTAGUNG IN BRAUNSCHWEIG
VOM 9. BL_ Ig. OKTOBER 1962, JAHRBUCH.
Edited by Hermann Blank.
Braunschweig, Friedrich Vieweg und Sohn, 1963, p. 581-591;
Discussion. p. 591, 59Z. 14 refs. In German.
Discussion of the dynamnic factors of the human body and the
space environment that affect pilot efficiency. The significance of
the dynamic characteristics of the skin and muscular system for
the protection of hearing is examined, as is the effect of rneehanlcsl
vibrations of various frequencies upon human efficiency. Mechanical
impedance curves for the entire human body are presented, and the
variability of these curves is illustrated as a function of body posi-
tion rostra.thing-system effects. The relation between the dyn&n1_c
behavior of the bunyan body and the resistance to vibration is ex-
plained. The theoretical a_pecte of the effect of shocks upon &
h_z'nan b<_dy ,,.re outJined, . the limits of. hum_ endurance are
noted. :.e_o roma_ta o_,...-¢, with lu_Lrnals Ima lu_thr_t_ri¢_
dun_i_a m INre#_tod. ,W_ P.
...... .4p _,
A6440320
FUNDAMENTAL AS PECTS OF IMPACTS TO THE HUMAN BODy.
L M. Pa[r|ck (Wayne State U., De[rolt, Mich.)
IN: Conference on the E/recta of Shock and Vibra_on on the Human Body.
Denver, Colo. Mar. 13-14, 1964, p. 42-.56. 9 zefs.
The folJowlng llst of COndldons and contzZbutlng factors must be COnslderld
when the o','era/l effect of/mpact to the human body Is to be studied (I)dlre¢
t|on of Impact. (2) duration of Impact. (3) m gnltude of accelezarJon:l
by the impact.'(4) sl:ze and shape of the Im :c nduced
Celeratlonon theorgensendbod, com_ P tJngrutfece.(5)effectsofac.
ponent and the Impacting devlce.'tand _.pOnents; (._) dynamics of the body COm.
surge , _'/-_teracuon between the hy_rau[/c
and muscular and llgamentous attachments on remote arees. For injury
predlccJon, the response accelera[ion Is preferred oyez the input acceleraLion
Since the arnpliflcat/on due tO the sorin mass s stem
Injury ffom lmpact canno _,.... _,= -g Y lsautomarJcaIJvinefu..c.,q
mass model. The t _ vzcuicteo accuzate|y from an anelysia of'a S-p_'_mq"*
sCraln In some pans of _e venebraJ column Is far greater
than lnd|cated by the dynam|c analysis. Cushions enenuete Unpacz accelet,,o
rJons Lf the _pact does not Cause a z'ebzUye _=placement gz'eazer _an the
z//owzble cushion deflec_on. With lnZgez" _ep_cemenr., cushion,, Cause mz
overshoot of the acceleration reapon;e that can produce aerlous lajur7 "
Impacts can Cause damage to organs and bones far from tha point _'_k,
Hydraulic 8urge from • cbe_/mp_ct can Cau_ l_morrbagiag La the lyel.
/mzacran/a/pros=ore caused by accelerst/on aad
lmp=,._ pz'od_ _ _ hz I_ bzzUa eb.z_ detonators ,t- head ....
'_'m 'no m,_q; _. _,sc,m_" •
wm_
" i" " A64-80557: :_ : "WHIPLASH" INJURIES. ..j_.
_" _J'ohn 3. Dowltng (3effe_on Med. School, PhlJadelphi_, P_.)
American A ssocisflon of I ndustrlal Nurses Journal, vol. 12, May 1964,
p. 12-15, 34--,35.
Various _pects of the mechanics of whiplash injury axe dLscussed in the
l_ht of more recent Information. Slzel of injury in the neck and vertebral
column are identified and discussed from a cl_nical point of view. Symptom|
:, _gnosin b_ X.¢uy ts _ssed_ and tremor by tmmoblllsaflon 8no _ -
:: ;A64-80686 " "
• . ,',,
: MOTOR VE.HICLE ACCIDENTS OF FLYING AND NONoFLY']I'_ Alg ' _" • ._
:" 'FORCE PERSONNEL. ""
Mm'%'TJJ. Kar_onen (Inst. of Occupa_Jomd He_dth, H_l,ink_ Finland).
Aerospace Medicine t vol. 35, AUg. 1964, p. 739-740. ii refs.
The ho|plud admissions and dear.hl from motor vehicle accidents In tha
Unhed States Air Force were appro:r, lmacely 1.8 Camel as fxequenz among
nonflying as anaong the flying personnel. The races for officers were fzom
.... one half to one thLrd of those of the corresponding to_d Air Force populado_.
Even among the officers, the rates of the flyers tended to be lower than thou
of the nonflyers. MorrJ_v/_om other injuries, Le. prlmari]y f_om alrcra_
accJdents, is high among the flying personnel, but th/s is mot reflecmd In the
,hospiUd admission rate. The morudiry from motor vehicle acc/deota LI com-
p_zed with United States na_/onM figures for men of different ages. The
effect of the age su'ucu_re of the popuIn_/ons and of exposure/a discussed.
"_:._ "The ¢oncluldon appears valid tha_ A_ Fores _S_a a_ _ht Iz_''_; : _
• di*_'*mm c_e rlak o_ mo_x ve hlc._ ,_c.,_ar,,l. -'.
. ....j..'__.'-.
..';." :.. .... - _ -:" =:
-s. ¢ _.. , .
/
/
_ J_65-10732 = " "
:TUTORIAL SF-gSION IN BIODYNAMICS. :_'
John P, Stapp (US._,3 ", Brooks A.FB. Tex. )..- '-:'-_
IN: ANNUAL ROCKY MOUNTAIN BIOENGINEERING SYI_'POSIUM,
FIRST, U. S. _ FORCE ACADEMY, COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLO., IMAY 4, 5, 1964, PP-OCEEDINC_.
Symposium sponsored by the U. S. Air Force Academy and the
Committee on Electrical Techniques in Medicine and Biology,
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Englneers.
Edited by Grover J. D. Schock.
Colorado Springs, U. S• Air Force Academy, 1964, p. I13-122•
Study of the physiological effects of abrupt decelerations, such
as those expected for the parachute landing impacts of the Apollo
space capsule• Humans and anesthetized animals were studied on
a sled accelerated on rails by a pneumatic catapult and stopped by
a water inertia brake, _u_,_ects were _e_le'_at_,d _bfuptly from
brake entry velocities of 20 to 45 fps to stop in 4 to 34 in, The
human subjects, in 16 body orientations, were exposed to stopping
distances of 17 to 34 in• for seven different conditions of impact
rate, duration, and magnitude, simulating different types of landing
surfaces. Autopsies on two of the animals (a black bear and it
chimpanzee} are discussed, as are selected tests o[ the human
eu_ects. The results _ndicate • ua-(e limit of 25 _eak O, provided
body restraints minimize adverse displacements. It is recommended
that in_atLble air cushions .be install.ed on either side o_ the head
i root ia the Ap4fllo c8.pe_a to prQvem hype*i_ezio_ o_ _ _,_k. - ,
. P.K._
..... -4--
v
A65-30023 !._
_L_DhMENTAL ASPECTS OF IMPACTS TO THE HUMAN BODY.
L. M. patrick (Wayne State U, Detroit, Mich.)
Jounaal el Envtronmen r_l Sclence_ yea. 7, Oct. 1964, p. 25-29. 9 re[s..
PHS.G-DE.01416-03.
_o. pHS.G-AC.00054-05 and tolerance levels to impact In-
The problem of determining human
jury is a difficult one to solve because of the ilmRed amount of human
experlmentai evidence and because of [he number of variables involved.
The use ot cadavers and animals is suggested. The author discusses
factors in the dynamics and responses of the human body to acceier-
a_on and impact on [he head. Seat cushions and [he dynamic load fac.
tot are related to Jerk and mean acceleraUon levels. Factors to be
studied when considering [he ove_ effect of impact are the d_ecdon,
dura_on, and raagnitude of Impact, [he hmp_ctlng surface, effects of
acceleration, dynamics of [he body and impacting d_vica, and _he _t-
acdon between _he hl_au llc su.'_e a_d the mulcul_ and Ugamen*
._, _. " . .. . , ....... . _-.-= :.
,_ %"
' A65-1139S
OF METHODS FOB. THE EVALUATION OFA COMPARISON I
PROTECTIVE HEADGEAr. - ....
J. B-, Roberts and E• H. Hygh (U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory,
Corona, Calif• ; Utah, University, physics Dept. , Salt Lake City,
Utah).
Aerospace Medicine, vet• 35, Nov, 1964, p• I044-I047. ? refs.
Mathematical analysis of the swingaway and rigid anvil systems
for the impact testing of helmets used for vehicular and sports
protection. It is noted that nonresilient helmet liners are apt tO
fare better on the swingaway device• As an illustration, it is
assumed that the helmet liner is capable of absorbing a total o[
IZ0 ft-lb of energy• On a swingaway test in which the input energy
is IZO ft-lb, the energy available for conversion to heat on the
, first blow is about 60 ft-lb, and the helmet quite likely will stand
anoth_ blow o| tho sa:'_ rriagni_de. On the oOter hand. if the
same input energy is used in an anvil test, over I00 ft-lb is con-
verted to heat on the first blow, and there is absolutely no chance
for the nonresilient liner to withstand a second blow. This ia see_
to be an important consideration in the testing Of any helmet des-
tined for use in an environment where m_Itiple blows are to be
,T expected. Possible cavlt•tlo_ d_n&ge ia also rotund to b@ 1_st i_t- "_
-. dlc•ted by a flxed-_v_l _ee_. •
C
A66-30480
DESIGN OF A DEVICE TO TEST ABRUPT DECELERATIONS FROM
HIGH VELOCITIES.
F. J. Fisch and L. M. McClernan (Aircraft Armaments. Inc..
Gockeysville, Md. ).
,iN: INSTITUTE OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES. ANNUAL TECH-
NICAL MEETING, SAN DIEGO, CALI_". , APRIL 1_-15, 1966, PRO-
CEEDINGS. [A66-30434 16-II]
Mt. Prospect, Ill. , Institute of Environmental Sciences, 19bb,
p. 367-384. 14 refs,
Contract No. AF 33(615)-Z961.
Development of a facility concept which would provide a device
in which present-day and future air crash events can be simulated
in order to permit evaluation of seating and restraint systems,
structural dynamics, etc., for aircraft and spacecraft. The facility
concept consists of a rail-guided test carriage which can be driven
in a circular path, like a centrifuge, to develop long-term, rela-
tively low-level acceleration or, in a linear manner, to simulate
short-time, large-velocity-change impact-deceleration events. In
addition, these two sections of the facility can be combined, through
the use of a suitable switching mechanism, to provide the capability
of simulating a situation, suchas orbital reentry, which involves a
long-term, low-level deceleration terminated by high-g impact. It
is considered that a facility eueh as that described is needed to
solve design and safety problems in the coming decade. F.R.'L.
A66-32146 _:
CR_SH AND BALLISTIC PROTECTIVE FLIGHT HELMETS.
Abraham L. Lastnik (U.S. Army, Natick Laboratories. Natick,
Mass. ).
l_q: AEROSPACE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, ANNUAL SCIENTIFIC
M_ETING, 37TH, LAS VEGAS, NEV.. APRIL 18-gl, 1966, PRE-
PRINTS. [A66-32134 17-04]
Washington. D.C., Aerosi_tce Medicsl Association, 1966, p. 38-40.
8 refs. Abridged.
Discussion of s new U.S. Arm'/ crash helmet which retains the
con|iguratio_ of tl_ standard helmet but increase s crsth protection
by using improved energy'dissil:_ting rr_teri&ls. The shell of thl
new helmet is trade of a laminated nylon fabric instead of gists
cloth. Fsbricstion detsile &re given. Imptct and ballistic tests
showed tM Mw helmet to be consistent in design and construction. F,R,I..
n I Ul
A_32188 _
SAFETY FACTORS IN THE DESIGN OF PROTECTIVE HEL,METS.
J. M. Rayne and K. B.. Maslen.
IN: AEROSPACE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, ANNUAL SCIENTIFIC
NLEETING, 37TH, L.AS VEGAS, NEV., APRIL 18-21, 1966, PRE-
PRINTS. [A66o32134 17-04]
Washington. D.C.. Aerospace Medical Association, 1966, p. 191,
192. Abridged.
Consideration of the fundamentals of the design of aircrew
helmets with a view to reconciling the requirerrmnts for protection
against buffeting in nornaal flight and possibly some protection
against head impact in crash conditions. The amount and type of
forces which a helmet must resist are discussed. It is considered
tl_t with a liner of the right stillness and hysteresis, it may
possible to design a heltr_t giving both crash and buffet protection.
A specification for • bullet helmet is suggested. For a crash helmet.
the rrmin function must be to preVent skull fracture by efficient load
spreading. _ must rQeist pmnetration and abrasion and reduce the
tra.nsference of kngulAr moverrmnt to the head'as fsr as possible.
......... . F.R.L.
A66-32187 _
THE RESPONSE OF SOUIRREL MONKEYS TO I._GH ACCEI.,ERATIMg
FORCES OF BRIEF DURATION.
Bruce W. Pinc and John N. Mehelas (Space/Defense Corp., Bir-
mingham, Mich. ).
IN: AEROSPACE /vI_DICAL ASSOCIATION. ANNUAL SCIENTIFIC
MEETING, 37TH, hAS VEGAS, NEV., APRIL 18-21, 1966, PRE-
PRINTS. [Abb-3Z134 17-04]
Washington. D.C., Aerospace Medical Association, 1966, p. 189,
190. 9 refs, Abridged.
Survey of small simian response io very high g, demonstl ;u._g
that the squirrel monkey is able to survive unconventior_lly high
(up to 430 g) accelerative stress. Though the samples in each mode
are not large enough for statistical proof, indications are tI'mt the
Or. mode iS mot{ lethal t_n O.. and thee thawe is a lethal "stress
,threshold" above Ixl0 ) kg-g-s_c. Three different lethal mecl_nteme
seem to _ present, related to the g level. F.R.L.
A66-36373
CONSEQUENCE OF HEART-TO-FOOT ACCELEKATION GKADIEN'F
, FOR TOLERANCE TO POSITIVE ACCELERATION.
J. V/. Nyberg, R. H. Grimes. and W. J. White (Douglas Aircraft
Co., Inc. , Advance Biotechnology Dept. , Santa }d.onica, Calif. ).
Aerospace Medicine. vol. 37, July 1966, p. 665-668. 7 refs.
'Research supported by the Douglas Aircraft Independent Research
and Development Program; Contract No. AF 04(695)-679.
Consequences of heart-to-foot acceleration gradients on toler-
ance to positive acceleration (+ Gz) were determined in three studies
on a variable radius centrifuge. In the first, tolerance was mea-
sured at radii ranging from 17_ to ]0 in. , corresponding to gradients
of Z0 to 116°/0, respectively. As the radius decreased, the tolerance
increased. At the shortest radius, discomfort in the legs resulting
from the high acceleration at the feet precluded tolerance deterrnirm.o
tion. In the second and third studies, Iow-intensitybioassay lights
were used as a means of determining tolerance at lower levels of
acceleration. In ta'_e _ird study, a slow onset run tO blackout wae
used as a means of reducing the number of runs. Radii of 156 and 16
in. and rates of onset of 0.2 G/sec and 3.0 G/see were used. At
the long radius, tolerance was + 3.9 Gz during slow onset, a_ + 3.8,
G_ during fast onset. At the 16 in. radius, dtirlng fast oneet, toler-
ance was + 3.0 G z amdf during the slow oneet, toleramce was + 3.6
:Gs, +3.3 G e, and +3.4 Cal. CA.thor)
!l
A66-43137
I}HPACT ACCELERATIONS - G-FORCES [UDARNYE USKORENIIA
PEREGRU ZKI].
S. A. Oozulov.
IN: SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE [KOSMICHESKAIA BIOLO-
GIIA I I_EDITSINA].
Edited by V. I. lazdovskii.
Idoscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1966, p. 138-157. 33 refs. In Russian.
Detailed study of the physiological and biomechanical reactions
of human subjects exposed to the action of g-forces. The charac-
teristics of impact accelerations and the special features Of their
action on human organisms are discussed, A number Of test stands
for simulating the action of g-forces are described; these include
avertical catapuR, a horigontal catapult on rails, a rocket carriage
on razla, a failing platform, and a landing test stand. The reactions
of a human organism to the action of impact g-forces are considered.
An attempt is made to ascertain the maximum g-forces that can be
_;thstood by ahuman organism. A studyis also made of the biome-
chanical reactions of the body at the moment of impact and of the
changes occurring in the physiological functions. The mechanism
of action of g-forces on a human organi•m is divided into four
stages of fuLnctional die_rba._ce, which are considered •eparately.
]h_e_ods of i_creasing the _ltty o_ • hmmaat orglmt•m to withstand
g-forces are sagEs•ted. A.B.K.
N66.16121 ° Aerospace Medical Div. Aerospace Medical Re-
search Labs (6570_h).Wright-PattersonAFB. Ohio"
PRELIMINARY STUDIES OF VESTIBULAR DAMAGE
IN GUINEA PIGS FOLLOWING HIGH ACCELERATION
Donald E. Parker, Henning E. von Gierke. and Walter P. Covell
(Washington Univ.. St. Louis. Me.) In NSAM The Role of the
Vestibular Organs in the Exploration of Space 1965 p 183-194
refs(SeeN66-1610606-O4) GPO: HC$2.25;CFSTh MF$2.00
Guir.e,. ,_:.gs were exposed to high impact deceleration on a
sled and short-duration acceleration on a centrifuge. Behavioral
exam.nation of swimming ability and the righting reflex re-
vealed evidence of vestibular damage following exposure to
peak acceleration in the range of 200 to 400 g for periods of
14-20 sac. Histological examination of the temporal bones
demonstrated extensive structural damage for the same animals
which exhibited behavioral deficiency. No evidence of behavioral
damage has been observed following exposure tO impact de-
celeration. Also, histological evidence of damage _s corts_erabty'
- _ fot;O_i_g imp_'t deceleration then =hort<lurstion centrifu-,
pinion. _ ..... _ . ._ . _ •Autho¢ i
.....
A66-80108
ANTHROFO_fETRIC STUDy ON CRANIOMETRY OF FLIGHT PERSONNEL:
APPLICA'HGN TO Tltg STUDY OF ^ IJELMET {ETUDE ANTHROPO-
METRIQUE SUR LA CRANIO_,4ETRIIg DU PERSONNEL NAV1GANT: APpLI-
CATION A L'ETUDE D'LN CASQUE].
M. H. Ser_s, A. Coblentz, and R. Auffret.
Revue de Mddeclne Aeronau[tque, vol. 4, May-Jun. 1965, p. 28- 30. In
French.
New measurements 0[ head dimension= were made on French _[ght •nd
ground personnel In order to obtain • more perfect fit for Idl types of head.
gear and especially for pressure-suit helmets. Significant measurements are
tabulated. The figures were serve also •s • base for the gzoup Of measure.
merits required for the dedgnlng cad I'_gln_ng of _e 6_1 ¢_0_
#psce cabin equipment.
N66-21330# Aviation Safety Engineering and Research.
.Ph°enix' Ariz.
HELMET DESIGN CRITERIA FOR IMPROVED CRASH SUR-
VIVAL Final Technical Report
J. L. Haley, Jr., J. W. Tornbow. S. Macri, and G. J. Walhout
Ft. Eustis. Va., Army Aviation Mater. Labs.. Jan. 1966 135p
refs
(Contract DA-44-177-AMC-254(T))
(USAAVLABS-TR-65-44; AD-628678) CFSTI: HC$4.00/MF
$1.00
The major crash survival variables affecting the design
and testing of U.S. Army aircrewmen helmets are presented
,and discussed in this report. Such factors as head acceleration
limits, impact velocity, impact surfaces, impact sites, sus-
pension and retention harnesses, helmet ventilation, impact
test methods and structural concepts are considered. An ex-
amination of all available data on the tolerance of the human
'head to deceleration was conducted. Consideration was given
to an analysis of acceptable design limits. A parallel study of
head injuries occurring in aircraft accidents was conducted to
t determine the significant injury areas of the head and correlate
I this to protection area and techniques. A cockpit survey was
i conducted to develop criteria for testing the helmet and liner
i materials. Consideration was given during the program to a
; preliminary investigation of helmet retention systems and head
' cooling techniques. A series of instrumented drop tests was
i conducted to investigate various helmet design concepts andmaterials. Ooub_e-shel| and single-shell helmets of nearly
equal weight were analyzed. The advantages and disadvan-
: tags= of three different methods of helmet impact tasting are
discussed. Author (TAB)
N66-21908# Aviation Safety Engineering and Research.
Phoenix, Ariz.
IMPACT TEST METHODS FOR HELMETS. SUPPLEMENT 1
TO HELMET DESIGN CRITERIA FOR IMPROVED CRASH
SURVIVAL ',
J. W. Turnbow Ft, Eustis. Va.. Army Aviation Mater. Labs..
Jan. 1966 24 p refs i
(Contract DA-44-177 -AM C-254(T))
(USAAVLABS-TR-65-44A. Suppl. 1; AD-628679) CFSTI:'
HC $1 O0/MF $0,50 '
An analysis is presented on the primary methods of im-
pact testing crash helmets and includes certain problems
associated with each test method in interpreting test results.
The three baste Impact t¢_-t _trl_d_ _mpIQy impact of
movable head-helmet assembly with a movable striking mass.
impact of a movable striking mass against a fixed head-helmet
assembly, and impact of a movable head-helmet assembly
against a fixed anvil• The evaluation and/or comparison of
helmet performance =s based on the measurement of head
acceleration, energy absorption capacity, and resilence. The
test method selected should permit these measurements to
be made simply and without bias due to helmet weight and
other possible variables unless the measured quantities can
be readily and accurately corrected for such bias. These anal-
y_,,es illustrate the effect of two variables, the mass of the test
components, end the coefficient of restitution tJpon the energy
¢b_orption and acceleration levela. " R.N.A.
N66-26434# Aerospace Medical Div. Aeromedical Research
Lab. (6571st), Holloman AFB, N. Max.
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
EXPERIENCE PARAMETERS AND SUBJECT ACCEL-
ERATION RESPONSE IN EXPERIMENTAL IMPACT
Peter Foster Mar. 1966 24 p refs
(ARL-TR-66-8; AD-63078B) CFSTI: HC $2,60/MF $050
Studies of human test-subjects undergoing sustained
acceleration on the centrifuge have shown that tolerance
increases with experience. This fact suggested the need for an
investigation to determine if a similar relationship existed
between certain impact experience parameters and subject
acceleration row-pon_a, which wal used as in indicator of
subject tolerance to impact exposure• A number of human
test subjects having varying degrees of experience with ex-
perimental impact acceleration were exposed to identical
impact profiles. Correlations of experience factors to in-
dicated tolerance showed no significant relationship.
AuthOr (TAB)
E:3G-2764,4# Aviation Safety Engineering and Research.
Phoenix• Ariz.
I_PACT TEST METHODS AND RETENTION HARNESS
CRITERIA FOR U.$, ARMY AIRCREWMAN PROTECTIVE
HEADGEAR Final Technical Report
Joseph L. Haley. Jr. and James W. Turnbow Fort Eustie, Va.. I
Army Aviation Materiel Labs•. Mar. 1966 55 p refs i
(Contract DA-44-177-AMC-254(T))
(AvSER-65-15, USAAVLABS-TR-66-29; AD-631493)
On the basis of simple analyses and some experimental
testing, recommendations are made for the design and testJ
ing of helmet retention harnesses. A 'collar-type" retention _
harness is recommended, and two tests ere suggested as a
method of insuring a good design. Impact tests were con-!
ductad by an impactor-drop method and a head-form drop f
method. These test methods employ one movable piece and !
one fixed piece rather than two movable pieces as are cur-;
rentfy used by most test agencies. On the basis of the ira;!
pact teat results, it is recommended that the impactor-dropl
method be used for the qualification of U. S. Army aircrew I
helmet=. Probable head impact velocities end impact sur-!
faces ,,re discumd, and im_oact teat conditions are specified. !,
Author (TAB)
N66-3374B# Bureau of Medicine and Surgery. Washington.
D.C.
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR LIFE SUPPORT HELMETS
Roland A. Bosee In AG_,RD Collected Papers presented at the
22(:1 Meeting of the AGARD Aerospace Med. Panel Sep. 1965
p 295-305 refs (See N66-33726 19-04) CFSTI: HC$5.93/
MF $2•75
Impact accidents for all categories of Navy a*rcraft are sum-
marized, and four hetmets developed for pilot protect=on are
shown. These are designed for use by attack and fighter pilots.
patrol plane pilots, and helicopter crewmen. Development efforts
on proposed life support helmets are discussed, in relation to the
major research areas. These include (1) test methods for deter-
mining helmet displacement relative to the head; (2) impact
resistance properties of lightweight materials suitable for shell
construction: (3) test methods and apparatus for determining
helmet center of mass: (4) head-neck dynamics under severe
deceleration forces; and (5) helmet sizing or fiL end it= influence •
on comfort. M.G.J.
+¢_.+, ....
-!
1
Medical Div, Ae¢omedical Research "_ .... N66-35739# Aviation Safety Engineering and Research,
l Lab (6571st). Holloman AFB, N. Mex. Phoenix. Ariz. SUP"
N66-33753# Aerospace
BIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS OF IMPACT TEST R£SULTS_HEMISPHERICAL SPECIMENS.
W. K. Brown and R. F. Chandler In AGARD Collected Papers PLEMENT II TO HELMET DESIGN CRITERIA FOR IM-
Presented at the 22d Meeting of the AGARD Aerospace Med. pROV.ED CRASH SURV|VAL
Panel Sep. 1965 p 395-407 refs (See N66-33726 19-04) J, W. Turnbow (Anz, Univ.) and J. L. Haley, Jr. Jan. 1966 21 p
CFSTI: HC $593/MF $2.75 (Contract DA-44-177-AMC'254(T))
The problems encountered, andthe experimental approaches (USAAVLABS-TR-65-44B' Suppl. 2; AD-628680) CFSTI: HC
employed in establishing useful tolerance criteria to abrupt $1.00/MF$0.50
acceleration are discussed. Although a mathematical model The results of impact tests on 27 dJferent types of helmet
which represents the dynamic system is considered necessary construction are presented. Materials used in each specimen
to understand the response of the system, only the most simple and the total weight of each are g_ven in tabular form, as well
models have been investigated. This is due to the lack of def- as acceleration onset rate. maximum (peak) acceleration, te-
inihon of thd phy_=lcef (_hdrdl_|CltilllicS Of Ihe body, and the bound height, end deformation of the simulated scalp. The
complex mathematics needed to describe the dynamic reaction. 90.degree corner impactor drops were compared at 6 and 4 ft,
The model most frequently used is a simple spring mass sys- and the flat impactors at "5 and 6 ft. Acompatis°n°f theaccel"
tern. with the major elements of the biological system repre- eration values indicated that only three specimens yielded ac-
sented by equivalent mechanical elements. These elements ceptable acceleration values combined with reasonably low
appear as lumped masses in the model supported by springs specimen weights [0.10 in, thick 8-ply nylon--epoxy, 0.4.0
and dashpots which represent the force transmission system annealed magnesium, and 0.40 annealed aluminum speci*
(skeletal) and energy dissipation system (soft tissue) of the mens). Two other specimens (0.04 magnesium end 0.04.
body. Details are also given on 288 human impact tests using aluminum) could be =cceptable if the foam density ware m-LE.W.
24 different subject orientations with respect to the force duced. _ .............. ........... r
vector. The most significant physiological response was that, - ..........................
of post-impact Mowing of the heart rate, Graphical data ere
also included on other biological respontea; theae Ire consid-
ered promiling all tollrlnce indicator=. M.G.J,
#
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N67-24-841_ Federation of American Societies for Experimental
Biology. Washington. D C Life Sciences Research Office
A STUDY OF MILITARY IMPLICATIONS OF PROTECTIVE
DEVICES DESIGNED TO PREVENT OR AMELIORATE HEAD
AND NECK INJURIES
Sep 1966 67 p
(Contract DA-49092-ARO-70)
kD-646841) CFSTI: HC $3 00/MF $0 65
The major crash survival variables affecting the design end
testing of US. Army eircrewmen helmets ere presented and dis- .
cuts, e,d. Such factors as heed acceleration limits, impact velocity.
impact surfaces, impact sites, suspension and retention harnesses.
helmet Ventilation. impact test methods, and structural concepts
ere con_dered, An examination of ell evadable data on the tolerance
at th_ t_./man head to c_celeretlon was eo_01ucted. Consi6erat=on
was grven to In Ir_lly$is of acceptable design limits. A parallel
study of heed injuries occurring in aircraft accidents was conducted
to determine the significant injury areas of the head and con'elete
this to pfo tectk_ area end techniques. A ¢ocl_ sunday was con.
N67-25136 Federal Aviation Agency. Oklahoma City. Okla.
Office of A_ietion Medicine
EVALUATION OF VARIOUS PADDING MATERIALS FOR
CRASH PROTECTION
JohnJ Swearingen Dec 1966 13 p ref
(AM-66-40: AD-647048) CFSTI: HC $3.00/MF $0.65
Thirty-seven different materials and combinations of materials
were impacted with an instrumented dummy head at 15 ft/sec
and at 30 It/sac Peak g for_es, rise times, end deceleration durations
were determined for both impact velocities on each test specimen
and compared to base line impacts on the rigid base structure to
determine the degree of energy attenuation of each type of
padding. As might be expected there was a progressive decline of
peek g force with increased thickness of padding materials. None
of the 1/4 inch, I/2 inch. or 3/4 inch materials tested at 30
ft/sec end only one of the I inch materiels had sufficient energy
a_enuation to Lxing the peak g force even close to survivable
it= while all materiels tested of 2 inch thickness o¢ over reduced
impact force of 30 It/see impacts to 300g or less. At 16
impact velocities all materials tested of 1 inch thickness and
ducted to devek_t3 cretans fo*" te:,ting the helmet end liner materials.
Conc._oret_on was given dunng the program to • Weliminanf investi-
gation of helmet retention systems end head cooling techniques. A
leries of instrumented drop testa was conducted to investigate
various helmet design concepts and materiels. Double-shell and
Igngle-ahell helmets of neaHy equal weight were analyzed. The
adv©nta_s end disadvantages of three _ffarent methoC= of helmet
1_ testing ere discussed. Auttm_ {TAB)
over and at 30 ft/sec materials of 2 inch thickness and over
would probably offer some protection against fatal head injury.
However. since in commercial crashes head impact velocities may
be as high as 50 ft/sec and it is imp<xtant that the passengers
remain oonscious to escape ensuing fire and smoke, padding per se
(even six inches thick) is insufficient. A combination of deforming
"metal' to dissipate energy and firm padding to disu'ibute pressure
force= orB" the contour of the facial bones may be used luc:csssfully
in preventing head injury and/or u_ Author (TAB) \
N67"27372 = Stencel Aero Engineering Corp.. Asheville. N. C.
HUMAN SU._VWAL IN AIRCRAFT EMERGENCIES
C'harJes A Yost and RonaldW. Oases {1966] 74 p refs
(Contract N_Sw-1530)
(NASA-CR-.34.413; Rept.-2) CFSTh HC$3.00 CSCL 01 B
A des_';;_tion and analysis are l:xesented of some concepts for
improv_n,3 :h_ p_'_bab_li-ty of human survival in aircraft emergency'
conditio,_.. _:,_ d_scu._;c,_ cover= internal and external survival.
rr'_,w'ov_.,,:.._ _.._;,_c, Cs: _.bcrlft =_"tural factorl; certit'md air carrier.
genial c_;;:_.-_, rotorcrllft. Ind miiitlPf accident Itatistk:s, end
human to_-.a'.c,:4. CT.C.
N67-27432* Stencef Aero Engineering Carp. Ashevilfe. N. C
HUMAN SURVIVAL IN AIRCRAFT EMERGENCIES
Charles A. Yost and Ronald W Oases 26 May 1967 100 p
refs
(Contract NASw-1530)
(NASA-CR-84438; IR-3) CFSTI: HC $300/MF $0.65 CSCL
01B
Consideration is given to aircraft requirements and human
physical limits in a study to improve human survival in an air,'aft
accident. Internal and external to fuse age survival iml_ovement
methods are discussed, along with aircraft structural factor's and
certified aw carrier accident statistics. Also discussed are general
aviation accident statistics, rotor craft accident statistics, military
accident statistics, and human tolerance=. C.T.C
